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About Prop Store

Prop Store was founded on the belief that 
the props and costumes used in movies are 
pieces of art—film art. We see these artefacts 
not as mere byproducts of the production 
process, but as unique, creative works in their 
own right. The result of the collective effort of 
designers, fabricators, and artisans from every 
corner of the globe, many of these pieces are 
simply extraordinary. 

Private collectors have played a significant role in 
preserving these film art pieces since the earliest 
days of cinema and television. Throughout the 
entertainment industry’s history, these items 
were considered as mere production tools and 
were therefore commonly discarded time and 
time again. Private collectors have stepped in 
on many occasions and taken preservation into 
their own hands. Some film and television artefact 
collecting stories are legendary: A college student 
walking through a field and stumbling upon the 
model miniature space station from 2001: A 
Space Odyssey after the item was dumped from 
an unpaid storage locker, for example. Many of 
cinema’s most memorable treasures are cared 
for by private collectors, and we believe that 
private collectors continue to play a critical role 
in the overall preservation and legacy of film and 
television history. Collecting is a very personal 
thing as all collectors have different tastes—but 
collectors are united through a common passion 
for the material and its preservation.

Each of Prop Store’s team members share 
this belief and are long-time, passionate 
collectors themselves. We love this material. 
We revere this material. Our enthusiasm is the 
driving force in our nearly two decade global 
search to locate these culturally-significant 
items. Our journey has enabled us to forge 

key relationships within the industry that have 
provided access to material previously believed 
to be unavailable. We are also in continuous 
contact with those on the front lines of production. 
These individuals educate us and assist us in 
properly identifying and authenticating material. 
In turn, we have educated and supported the 
collecting community by sharing our knowledge 
through articles, videos and collecting websites 
and forums.

We are excited to share this catalogue with 
collectors around the world. Within this sale you 
will find pieces available at every price point—all 
of which are authenticated and certified with our 
industry-leading certificate of authenticity and its 
accompanying guarantee. Each of these pieces 
satisfy our strict internal authentication standards.

We strive to present these pieces with the same 
level of care that went into their presentation on 
screen, as they deserve nothing less. A large 
portion of the artefact collection will be on public 
exhibition prior to the sale, providing a first-hand 
view of the material. Whether you are a veteran 
collector or just getting started, we hope that 
you find pieces that speak to you amongst this 
truly unique offering. To make this material more 
accessible, every item can be purchased on an 
interest-free payment plan. We can also pack and 
ship material safely to any destination in the world. 

Our experience, passion and desire to source 
the most exciting pieces possible makes us one 
of the world’s leading vendors of original props, 
costumes and collectable memorabilia. We look 
forward to being a part of your own collecting 
journey and to helping you preserve these 
beloved pieces of film and television history. 



Consign Your Items Now!
Consignments are now being accepted for our next live auction.

Consign your material to Prop Store's next live auction for the best possible return.
Prop Store accepts single lot consignments as well as larger collections.

London - Los Angeles
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®

Authenticity is the defining collectable element for original film and television props and costumes. All of our 
certificates carry multiple security elements to verify authenticity, representing a lifetime guarantee that 
the item is a genuine piece of cinema history exactly as described.

The Prop Store Certificate of Authenticity

Authorised Prop Store 
signature

Unique product 
registration number

Tamper-proof 
hologram

Embossed seal 
of authenticity



Ϻ 1. Jack Bauer's (Kiefer Sutherland) Driving 
Licence
24 (TV 2001-2010)

Jack Bauer’s (Kiefer Sutherland) driving licence from the award-winning 
television series 24. The laminated New York State licence displays a 
photograph of Bauer along with his personal details, including address 
and date of birth. 

The reverse of the licence features a barcode and organ donor 
information, which has not been completed. Dimensions: 8.5 cm x 5.5 
cm (3 ¼" x 2 ½")

£300-500

Ϻ 3. Jack Bauer's (Kiefer 
Sutherland) Day Five Costume
24 (TV 2001-2010)

Jack Bauer’s (Kiefer Sutherland) costume 
from the award-winning television series 24. 
The former Counter Terrorist Unit agent wore 
his signature costume throughout most of the 
fifth season, aka 'Day Five'. His costume also 
featured heavily in much of the publicity and 
promotional imagery for the series. 

The outfit consists of a grey, long sleeve Western 
shirt (size M) and a pair of blue denim jeans (size 
W30 L32). The jeans have 'SHRUNK' written 
in black ink. All remain in good condition with 
light wear.

£800-1,200

Ϻ 2. Cole Ortiz’s (Freddie Prinze Jr.) CTU Badge
24 (TV 2001-2010)

Cole Ortiz’s (Freddie Prinze Jr.) CTU badge from the award-winning television series 24. Ortiz 
wore his badge as Director of Field Operations during the show’s eighth season. 

The badge itself is made of metal and reads "Counter Terrorist Unit", along with an eagle 
emblem and CTU logo. The badge is secured to a brown leather holder and screwed into place. 
The inside of the holder contains Velcro to hold it shut and a black metal clip is attached to the 
back. Dimensions: 9.5 cm x 7 cm x 2.5 cm (3 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 1")

£400-600

propstore.com/liveauction
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Ϻ 4. Jack Bauer's (Kiefer Sutherland) 
CTU Badge
24 (TV 2001-2010)

Jack Bauer's (Kiefer Sutherland) CTU Badge from 
the award-winning television series 24. Bauer wears 
his badge around his neck in numerous episodes 
throughout the series. 

The shield is made from metal with a pinback 
fastening and reads "Counter Terrorist Unit" with a 
blue CTU emblem. The shield is backed with a black 
leather holder, with a snap fastening and a metal ball 
chain, with an additional metal clip attached to the 
back. The shield displays very little wear and remains 
in excellent condition. Dimensions: 8.5 cm x 6 cm x 2 
cm (3 ¼" x 2 ¼" x ¾"); Chain length: 76.5 cm (30 ¼")

£1,000-1,500

Ϻ 5. Jack Bauer's (Kiefer 
Sutherland) CTU ID
24 (TV 2001-2010)

Jack Bauer’s (Kiefer Sutherland) CTU ID from 
the award-winning television series 24. Bauer 
carried his CTU credentials during his efforts 
to safeguard America from terrorism plots 
throughout the show’s eight seasons. 

The laminated ID features a Counter Terrorism 
Unit logo and a printed microchip with a 
photograph of Bauer along with his name 
and signature. There is a small amount of 
adhesive residue on the reverse of the ID, 
however overall it remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 8.75 cm x 6 cm (3 
½" x 2 ¼")

£2,000-3,000

Live Auction — Sep 2016
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ϺΔ 6. Stuart Freeborn Prototype Ape 
Mask and Lifecast
2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY (1968)

A production-made ape mask and lifecast from Stanley 
Kubrick’s sci-fi classic 2001: A Space Odyssey. Designed 
by make-up and creature effects artist Stuart Freeborn, 
the mask was made for the 'Dawn of Man' sequence at the 
beginning of the film.  

Made from biscuit foam, the ape mask is cast from 
Freeborn’s head, and features the initials 'S.F' written in red 
marker on the inside. Age and wear is visible throughout 
the mask including scratches, cracks and red filler where 
a seam line has been repaired. Accompanying the pieces 
is a black-and-white autographed photograph by Freeborn 
of a member of the production working on an ape mask. The mask is supplied with a modern faux-gold spray painted lifecast of Freeborn 
and presented on a custom-made black stand. Dimensions (lifecast on display): 20 cm x 20 cm x 40 cm (8" x 8" x 15 ¾")

£600-800

ϺΔ 7. Spartan Stunt Costume
300 (2006)

A Spartan stunt costume from Zack Snyder’s swords-and-sandals action film 300. Worn 
by the warriors of King Leonidas (Gerard Butler), this costume features pieces labelled 
for multiple actors, with the cape and bracers marked for Captain (Vincent Regan) for 
stunt use during the battle with the Immortals.

The costume is comprised of a battle-damaged fibreglass helmet (marked ‘Astinos Stage 
4’), a red canvas cape with a fibreglass clasp (marked ‘Captain Stunt #2’), a pair of 
urethane bracers (marked ‘Captain Stunt Phase 2’), a leather codpiece (marked ‘Tielle 
32 a 34’, and ‘M’), a pair of urethane greaves (marked ‘Dilios’ and ‘Alan’) and a pair of 
brown leather sandals (marked size 10). The armour pieces are finished to replicate 
the look of hammered bronze. The helmet displays some cracks and wear, with battle 
damage and stage blood applied to the helmet, bracers and greaves and the cape is 
faded to give it a battle-worn look.

£2,000-3,000

#PropStoreLiveAuction
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Ω 8. Script Binder and Underwater Slate
THE ABYSS (1989)

A script binder and underwater slate from James Cameron's underwater sci-fi adventure The Abyss. The script features a title page noting 
director revisions dated 9 August 1988, and 119 pages printed on white, blue and pink paper. Each page includes a red stamp reading 'A 
B 0 1 5 8', which was used to track the script during production. The white pages signify the original draft, while blue pages are revisions 

dated 1/8/1988, and the pink pages are dated 9/8/1988. The script 
is housed in a simple three-ring binder. 

Paired with the script is a slate used during underwater photography. 
Made of acrylic, the slate includes engraved text for the film title, scene, 
take, camera, roll and date. Also engraved is 'Wet for Wet', which was a 
term used to denote scenes that would film actors in actual water, rather 
than simulated water in a sound studio, which was referred to as 'wet 
for dry'. Attached to the slate is a grease pencil used to mark the slate 
underwater, and a cloth. The set shows some wear due to production 
use and age, but remains in very good condition. Script dimensions: 
29 cm x 26 cm x 4 cm (11 ½" x 10 ¼" x 1 ½"); slate dimensions: 26 
cm x 28 cm x 3 cm (14" x 11" x 1")

£300-500Ω 9. Deep-Suit Ankle Belts and Various Production Materials
THE ABYSS (1989)

Deep-suit ankle belts and various production materials from James Cameron's underwater 
sci-fi adventure The Abyss. The lot includes two deep-suit ankle belts, nearly 200 laminated FX 
storyboards for use during underwater filming, ten blueprints, and a production binder. The ankle 
belts are made of heavy nylon material, with the orange belt displaying 'DEEP-SUIT LEFT' written 
in black ink, and the yellow belt showing 'DEEP-SUIT','BUD' and 'JAMMER R' similarly written, 
but 'BUD' is crossed out. The ankle belts came from the deep-suit diving outfits used in the film. 

The blueprints show various locations from the film, including ground plans for the 
U.S.S. Montana, and various plans for the Deepcore II. The production binder 
includes typed preliminary production notes, staff and crew lists, wet-for-wet 
breakdowns, dry-for-wet breakdowns, FX shot lists, and hundreds of 
printed FX production storyboards. The lot shows some wear 
due to production use, but remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 28 cm x 29 cm x 17 cm (11" x 11 ½" x 6 ½") 

£300-500 US 10. SeaPar 1200W HMI Underwater Light
THE ABYSS (1989)

An original SeaPar 1200W HMI underwater light from James Cameron’s The Abyss. 
Designed by Richard  Mula and Pete Romano specifically for the film, the lamp 
revolutionized safe underwater lighting and earned the pair a Technical Achievement 
Award at the 1991 Academy Awards. The light was seen mounted to the bottom of one 
of the Deep Core submarines, and was also used during the production of Michael Bay’s 
Armageddon after passing NASA’s Hazard Risk Assessment program. 

The light features a heavy metal casing and includes a yolk for mounting purposes. The 
functioning lamp has been repainted throughout the years, but remains in very good working 
condition and includes a custom carrying case from Hydroflex. Included in this lot is issue 
39 of Cinefex magazine, which discusses the creation of the HMI light in the magazine’s 
featured article on the film. Dimensions: Light dimensions: ; 30 cm x 27 cm x 55 cm (12" 
x 10 ½" x 21 ½"); case dimensions: 30 cm x 27 cm x 55 cm (24 ½" x 14 ½" x 15 ½")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately; however no 
guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of those components. It is entirely incumbent on 
the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance

*This lot is currently located in Prop Store’s Los Angeles facility and will ship directly to the buyer from Los Angeles. Please see the 
Conditions of Sale for information on applicable VAT and/or import duties.

£600-800

Live Auction — Sep 2016
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Ϻ 11. The King of the Moon's (Robin Williams) Cast 
Head, Production-Used Script and Ephemera
THE ADVENTURES OF BARON MUNCHAUSEN (1988)

The King of the Moon's (Robin Williams) cast head and 
production material from Terry Gilliam’s fantasy film The 
Adventures of Baron Munchausen. From the collection of 
renowned model maker Valerie Charlton, this unfinished head 
was made to resemble Williams as the Moon’s ruler.

The head is cast in foam, displayed on a metal pole with a 
fibreglass base. Accompanying the head is ascript comprised of 
113 printed US legal pages, with a brown card cover featuring 
a cut-out window revealing the film’s title on the first page. The set also contains printed storyboards, log sheets and approximately 100 
behind-the-scenes photographs personally taken by Charlton. Signs of production use and age are evident, including stains and chips on 
the foam head, and wear on the script. Dimensions (head): 15 cm x 13 cm x 28 cm (6" x 5" x 11")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£300-500

Ϻ Δ 12. The King of the Moon’s (Robin Williams) Saddle
THE ADVENTURES OF BARON MUNCHAUSEN (1988)

The King of the Moon’s (Robin Williams) saddle from Terry Gilliam’s fantasy film 
The Adventures of Baron Munchausen. The King rode a three-headed cyborg bird 
astride his saddle during his pursuit of the Baron (John Neville) across the moon.

The saddle is constructed from a metal frame bound in twine and padded brown 
leather. Two stirrups hang either side, with metal details and spurs. The leather 
has glue residue where brass decoration was previously attached. It shows wear 
from production use and storage, including minor marks and tears to the leather 
and some corrosion on the metal frame and stirrups from age. Dimensions: 42 
cm x 95 cm x 41 cm (16 ½" x 37 ½" x 16 ¼")

£500-700

Ϻ 13. Baron Munchausen’s (John Neville) Puppet 
Head
THE ADVENTURES OF BARON MUNCHAUSEN (1988)

Baron Munchausen’s (John Neville) puppet head from Terry Gilliam’s fantasy 
film The Adventures of Baron Munchausen. Puppets of the Baron and Venus 
(Uma Thurman) were used in place of the actors for the flying dance sequence 
to prevent potential injury to the performers during filming. The piece comes 
directly from Valerie Charlton’s collection, the renowned model maker who 
worked on the production.

Made from resin, the head is intricately sculpted and painted to present a life-
like resemblance to the actor. The piece features blond hair adhered on the 
head and face for the moustache, beard and wig, with metal hairpins to hold 
the side curls in place. The head is displayed on a solid wooden block with a 
metal pin. Signs of production use and age are evident, including paint wear 
on the nose and ears. Dimensions: 16 cm x 10 cm x 25 cm (6 ¼" x 4" x 9 ¾")

£1,000-1,500

propstore.com/liveauction
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Ϻ Baron Munchausen's (John Neville) Puppet Head
ADVENTURES OF BARON MUNCHAUSEN, THE (1988)

Lit inti at verevoluptate toccuptaquae sum cor as experiorep rehenditesequi cone explatessitasimus, conseror poremqueet am as evelectorehendest, cusciet, 
odicabor porecuptatur, officae. Nemnullaute tdolorepro mo tempedioffician ihita senimporiam, quevoluptatia con re sum qui con conplist, sadolectoru mquo vendae 
vid eatusexcepe llaciadelibuscit ma quatur?

Elitadolore pellabo repellant et, nisrestrum rem cullumquate maudantrem quiinctat usacerissunt prehenisitra turaut laces et aut ad et volorumquiaverumventem id et 
aceaque pliquos et vel mi, ipisantul parchithicidu ntoblani squisdelignatenis cum nobitibusrerit id quiandiberumquiat lit aspedexerrovitisci enihillorrot enistrumea nus 
eatuseumintinu mrestiumqui utquaec usvendiorrov oloressitium re magnisquassit, qui autquasvoluptatemfugitiiuntovelint ab idis et.

£1,000-£1500

Ϻ Δ 15. Nostromo Emergency Helmet
ALIEN (1979)

A Nostromo emergency helmet from Ridley Scott’s award-
winning sci-fi horror Alien. The crew’s helmets were left secured 
to their bridge chairs during the opening scenes of the film, 
shortly before the crew awakes from their hypersleep aboard 
the Nostromo. 

Constructed from a variety of materials, 
the helmet consists of a dark green plastic 
shell with various wooden and metal 
details and rubber hosing around the 
front and sides. The exterior is decorated 
with sticker graphics, including a blue 
Weyland Corp logo and French text 
reading "Ventilateur" on both sides. 
The visor and various small sections of 
detailing are no longer present, however 
the helmet remains in good condition. 
Dimensions: 33 cm x 25 cm x 25 cm (13" 
x 9 ¾" x 9 ¾")

£3,000-4,000

Ϻ Δ 14. Hand-Drawn Nostromo Hangar Pencil Illustration
ALIEN (1979)

A hand-drawn pencil set illustration from Ridley Scott’s 
award-winning sci-fi horror Alien. This artwork was 
used to illustrate the design of the Nostromo’s vehicle 
stowage hangars, where Brett (Harry Dean Stanton) 
met his demise at the hands of the titular alien, and 
would have been copied for use by the film’s art 
department for set construction. 

Hand-drawn in pencil on tracing paper by Academy 
Award®-nominated Art Director Alan Tomkins 
(uncredited on the film), the illustration shows scaled 
plan and elevation diagrams of the stowage bays, 
with detailed images of the wall designs for the ship’s 
doorways. A data sheet in the bottom right dates the 
piece to 14 June 1978. The artwork displays some 
wear from use on production, including creases and 
minor tears, with a tape repair to the top-left on the 
rear. Dimensions: 75 cm x 123 cm (29 ½" x 48 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£600-800

Live Auction — Sep 2016
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Ϻ 16. Hand-Drawn Dropship Storyboard
ALIENS (1986)

A hand-drawn storyboard from James Cameron’s seminal sci-
fi action film Aliens. This storyboard helped envisage the film’s 
visual effects sequences and depicts the Colonial Marine 
dropship descending to Hadley’s Hope colony on LV-426, 
home of the egg-filled derelict seen in Ridley Scott’s Alien. 

The artwork is hand-drawn on white A4 paper with a printed 
black border and scene detailing running along the bottom. 
Dated 22 October, 1985, the page displays only minor wear 
from use, including light creases at the edges of the paper. 
Dimensions: 21.5 cm x 30 cm (8 ½" x 11 ¾")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£200-300

† 18. Morse's (Danny Webb) Overcoat
ALIEN3 (1992)

Morse's (Danny Webb) hooded overcoat worn in David 
Fincher's sci-fi horror sequel Alien3. The inmates of 
deep-space prison planet Fiorina Fury 161 wore their 
overcoats at numerous points throughout the film whilst 
the freshly-hatched alien was killing off the inhabitants.

The khaki overcoat features metal eyelets running down the front, with loop tassels to fasten 
and wooden pegs to roll up the sleeves. Inside is a Weyland-Yutani Corp. logo label with 'Morse' 
handwritten in black ink. It has been heavily dressed-down by production with some red stains, 
possibly from blood effects.

£500-700

† 17. 'Victory by Wings' Patch
ALIENS (1986)

A 'Victory by Wings' patch from James Cameron’s seminal sci-fi 
action film Aliens.The Colonial Marine dropship crew aboard the 
USS Sulaco – Ferro (Colette Hiller) and Spunkmeyer (Daniel Kash) 
– wore the ‘Wings’ patches on their flight suits and body armour. 

The round patch displays a screen printed eagle emblem surrounded 
by yellow stars and a banner reading 'Victory by Wings'. There is a 
strip of fabric tape on the back displaying remnants of brown leather, 
and the black embroidered edging is fraying slightly, however overall 
it remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 10 cm x 10 cm x 0.5 
cm (4" x 4" x ¼")

£150-200

   

#PropStoreLiveAuction
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Ϻ 20. Dr. Wren (J.E. Freeman) Animatronic Bust
ALIEN: RESURRECTION (1997)

A bust of Dr. Wren (J.E. Freeman) used in Jean-Pierre Jeunet’s sci-fi horror sequel Alien: 
Resurrection. The USM Auriga’s lead scientist met an unusual death courtesy of Purvis’ 
(Leland Orser) chest-burster aboard mercenary ship the Betty, a special effects bust 
facilitating the gruesome special effect.

The upper body torso has no arms and is constructed from dense foam and dressed with a 
red long sleeved top under a green jumper, covered with copious prop blood. The silicone 
face is set in a screaming expression and also features faux-blood and hand-punched hair. 

It rests on a hollow fibreglass shell with a hole through the forehead and back 
of the skull. Inside are remnants of the mechanical device used to thrust the 
chest-burster (not present). It remains in good condition with some small 
tears to the silicone around the forehead. Dimensions: 30 cm x 55 cm x 60 
cm (12" x 21 ½" x 23 ½")

As this item contains mechanical components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately; 
however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of those components. 
It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£1,500-2,000

Ϻ 21. Autographed Limited Edition One Sheet Poster
AVP: ALIEN VS. PREDATOR (2004)

An autographed limited edition one sheet poster (VG rolled condition) from Paul W.S. 
Anderson’s sci-fi action film AVP: Alien vs. Predator.The poster is autographed by actor 
Ian Whyte, who played the Scar Predator in the film, and Amalgamated Dynamics Inc. 
co-founders Tom Woodruff, Jr and Alec Gillis. The piece is marked number 76 of a limited 
run of 500. Dimensions: 69 cm x 102 cm (27" x 40")

£80-120

† 19. William (Clive Mantle) and Junior's (Holt McCallany) Overcoat
ALIEN3 (1992)

William’s (Clive Mantle) hooded overcoat worn in David Fincher's sci-fi horror sequel Alien3. The inmates 
of deep-space prison planet Fiorina Fury 161 wore their overcoats at numerous points throughout the film 
whilst the freshly-hatched alien was killing off the inhabitants.

The olive-grey overcoat features metal eyelets running 
down the front, with loop tassels to fasten and wooden 
pegs to roll up the sleeves. Inside is a Weyland-Yutani 
Corp. logo label with 'William' handwritten in black ink, 
above 'Junior' crossed out. It has been heavily dressed-
down by production.

£400-600

Live Auction — Sep 2016
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Ϻ 22. ADI Alien Warrior Maquette
AVP: ALIEN VS. PREDATOR (2004)

A maquette from Paul W.S. Anderson’s sci-fi action film 
AVP: Alien vs. Predator. Created by the esteemed artists at 
Amalgamated Dynamics Inc. – designers of the creatures 
in Alien3 (for which they received an Academy Award® 
nomination), Alien: Resurrection and the Alien vs. Predator 
series – the maquette depicts one of the film’s titular aliens 
as it lurks in a dark corner, waiting to strike.

The piece, used as part of the creature’s design process, is 
made of Super Sculpey clay around a metal armature and 
features elaborate detailing for its outstretched limbs, head 
and tail. It is finished in a blue and black paint scheme with 
faux-silver paint used for the creature’s claws and teeth. 
Mounted on a wooden base, the maquette has some cracks 
at the joints from use and subsequent repair and is supplied 
with a letter of authenticity signed by ADI co-founders Alec 
Gillis and Tom Woodruff, Jr. Dimensions: 27 cm x 45 cm x 
56 cm (10 ¾" x 17 ¾" x 22")

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 23. Chestburster Rod Puppet
AVP: ALIEN VS. PREDATOR (2004)

A Chestburster from Paul W.S. Anderson’s sci-fi action film AVP: Alien vs. Predator. This 
puppeted nascent xenomorph was used for the scene in which the Scar Predator (Ian 
Whyte) caught, and subsequently killed, the Chestburster that erupted from the body of 
archaeologist Sebastian (Raoul Bova).

Created by the artists at Amalgamated Dynamics Incorporated, the creature is made of 
foam latex and airbrushed in a yellow and green paint scheme. The jaws of the creature 
are made of resin, painted in metallic faux-silver. A hole runs through the throat for a rod to 
allow the puppet to be controlled by an off-screen technician.

The foam latex shows signs of aging and wear, including minor 
tears along the body and legs, minor paint loss and damage 
to the jaws. The piece is displayed on a custom-made display. 
Dimensions (displayed): 23 cm x 23 cm x 48 cm (9" x 9" x 20")

£3,000-5,000

propstore.com/liveauction
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Ϻ 24. Special Effects Facehugger
AVP: ALIEN VS. PREDATOR (2004)

A Facehugger from Paul W.S. Anderson’s sci-fi action film AVP: Alien vs. 
Predator. Special effects versions were used for scenes in which human 
hosts were shown sedated and breathing, with the vile creature latched 
onto their faces.

Created by the artists at Amalgamated Dynamics Incorporated, the creature 
is made of foam latex hand-painted in green, brown and pink tones. The legs 
feature metal armatures running through to wrap around the unfortunate 
host’s head, capped with plastic claws. Sections of the gruesome 'mouth' of 
the creature are removed to make space for the wearer’s face. Air sacs are 
built into the creature, attached to an air pipe, allowing an off-screen operator 
to create a breathing effect.

The foam latex shows signs of aging, including brittle sections around the leg 
joints and minor tears along the body, legs and tail. The piece is displayed 
on a custom-made head display. Dimensions (displayed): 25 cm x 23 cm x 
48 cm (10" x 9" x 19")

£3,000-5,000

Ϻ 25. Scar Predator's (Ian Whyte) Mask
AVP: ALIEN VS. PREDATOR (2004)

The Scar Predator’s (Ian Whyte) mask from Paul W.S. 
Anderson’s sci-fi action film AVP: Alien vs. Predator. The 
Scar Predator wore its mask as part of its combat armour, 
marking it with its clan symbol after its first kill. This mask 
screen matches to the scene in which Scar marks it with 
the severed digit of a dead Facehugger.

The mask is made of fibreglass, with resin laser sight 
detailing and a cut-down acrylic visor secured in place 
with filler. The helmet is painted to look like hammered 
metal plate, with the visor given a sprayed grille-effect 
finish. The 'scar' on the forehead is painted faux-silver 
to look freshly melted. A metal bar is secured inside to 
mount the helmet onto the suit, with foam pads within 
to prevent wear at contact points around the head. The 
piece displays some minor scratches to the paint finish 
and wear to the pads on the reverse. Dimensions: 18 cm 
x 29 cm x 45 cm (7" x 11 ½" x 17 ¾")

£3,000-5,000
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Ϻ 26. Grid Alien (Tom Woodruff Jr.) Creature Costume
AVP: ALIEN VS. PREDATOR (2004)

The Grid Alien’s (Tom Woodruff Jr.) costume from Paul W.S. Anderson’s sci-fi action film AVP: Alien vs. Predator. The Grid Alien was the 
lead xenomorph protecting the Alien Queen from the Predators sent to Earth to prove themselves in the Antarctic pyramid. The creature 
was played by Tom Woodruff Jr., who worked with special-effects creator Stan Winston on Aliens, and also worked on Alien3 and Alien 
Resurrection.

Created by the artists at Amalgamated Dynamics Incorporated, the creature costume is made up of a foam latex bodysuit painted black, and 
closed at the rear with a zip and press studs. The head has a resin under skull, with a foam latex skin and a plastic dome, with animatronics 
built into the creature’s lips, jaw and resin teeth. The monstrous inner jaw is made of rubber. The dome and shoulders have a cross hatch 
pattern applied to create the creature’s 'grid' scarring, with additional green blood in the recesses. The spines running down the back and 
along the tail are reinforced with plastic and wood within, with metal armatures running through the creature’s fingers, which are dressed 
with resin claws. The tail ends in a sharp rubber spike. 

The foam latex shows some signs of aging, including brittle sections around the lips, which have peeled back to reveal the wire-controlled 
animatronics within, and tears to the foam latex on the arms, hands, legs and tail. The creature costume is displayed on a custom mannequin 
display and is sold with a letter of authenticity from ADI, signed by co-founders Alec Gillis and Tom Woodruff Jr. Dimensions (displayed): 
170 cm x 60 cm x 200 cm (67" x 23 ¾" x 78 ¾")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of 
those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£20,000-30,000

#PropStoreLiveAuction
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Ϻ 27. Scar Predator (Ian Whyte) Creature Costume
AVP: ALIEN VS. PREDATOR (2004)

The Scar Predator’s (Ian Whyte) costume from Paul W.S. Anderson’s sci-fi action film AVP: Alien vs. Predator. The Scar Predator was the 
survivor of the band of young Predators sent to Earth to prove themselves in the Antarctic pyramid.

Created by the artists at Amalgamated Dynamics Incorporated, the 
elaborate costume is made up of a foam latex under-suit with foam 
dreadlocks. A resin under-skull creates a menacing, scowling face, 
with holes for the performer’s eyes and Scar’s clan symbol seared 
into its forehead. The spines in the face are no longer present, 
having been removed for use in Alien vs Predator: Requiem. 

The suit is finished with hand-painted reptilian markings, over 
which is worn a cord net, a foam latex neck seal and a faux-leather 
loincloth. The armour, given a worn steel finish, is made of foam 
rubber sections for the feet and legs, with chest armour, shoulder 
and arm plates made of foam, rubber and fibreglass. The computer 
worn on the left wrist is made of rubber and resin, while the right 
side armour contains retracted, polished-metal blades. 

The piece is decorated with an array of rubber skulls and hard 
rubber pouches, as well as an assortment of weapons including 
a resin shuriken and spear – both in their closed configuration 
–and a chrome-plated resin dagger. Fitted on the left shoulder is 
a mechanical plasma caster weapon. The alien device features 
a plastic housing with three red lasers and a number of servos, 
which would have been used for motion when in use on set. 

Displaying signs of natural production wear, aging to the foam latex 
and a number of scuffs to the armour from use in the film’s action 
sequences, the creature costume is displayed on a custom-made 
mannequin display. Supplied with a letter of authenticity signed 
by ADI co-founders Alec Gillis and Tom Woodruff Jr. Dimensions 
(displayed): 91 cm x 105 cm x 220 cm (36" x 41 ½" x 86 ¾")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe 
them accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan 
or safety of those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy 
themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£40,000-60,000
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Ϻ 28. John Landis Autographed Script
AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON (1981)

A script autographed by director John Landis from the Academy Award®-
winning horror-comedy An American Werewolf in London. Written by 
Landis himself, the script contains 96 US Legal pages bound together 
with two brass split pins. The cover page features a handwritten 
dedication from Landis to film producer Paul Kohner, reading "Paul – 
Beware the moon – John Landis" in black ink. 

The script is dated 20 August 1980 and displays the contact information 
of the Paul Kohner – Michael Levy Agency and Universal Studios. The 
script shows signs of wear due to production use, with minor bends in 
the corners and stains on the front cover. Dimensions: 28 cm x 22 cm 
x 2 cm (11" x 8 ¾" x ¾")

£400-600

Ϻ 29. Annotated Script and Ephemera 
AND NOW THE SCREAMING STARTS! (1973)

A script and production paperwork from director Roy Ward Baker’s 
horror And Now the Screaming Starts! The script was used by Derek 
Whitehurst, the first assistant director, and features handwritten 
annotations throughout. It contains 90 printed US Legal pages, including 
blue, yellow and pink-coloured revisions. 

The red card cover shows a taped on label along the spine with the 
film’s title, and a cut-out window on the front revealing the working title 
'Fengriffen'. Accompanying the script are photographs, newspaper 
clippings, call sheets, breakdowns, cast lists, memos, unit lists and 
a handwritten personal note from the film’s lead Peter Cushing to 
Whitehurst. Signs of production use are evident, including worn edges, 
small tears and creases. Dimensions (script): 28 cm x 22 cm x 2 cm 
(11" x 8 ¾" x ¾")

£200-300

Ϻ 30. Clapperboard
ANY WHICH WAY YOU CAN (1980)

A clapperboard from the Buddy Van Horn comedy sequel Any Which 
Way You Can. Marked for use with the main 'A' camera, the clapperboard 
is made of acrylic with wooden clapper sticks and features the shortened 
title 'Any Which Way...' on printed tape across the top. The production 
number and the names of director Buddy Van Horn and director of 
photography David Worth are shown below. 

There are sections in the centre of the board for noting the slate and take 
in marker, with the numbers "737" and "2" still shown. The last marked 
date of use is 16 July 1980. A black slate is present on the reverse for 
use with chalk. The board shows signs of natural wear from production 
use throughout. Dimensions: 4 cm x 28 cm x 23 cm (1 ½" x 11" x 9")

£1,200-1,500
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† Δ 31. John Milius’ Personal Script
APOCALYPSE NOW (1979)

Writer John Milius’ production-used script from Francis Ford Coppola’s Oscar®-winning 
Vietnam War epic Apocalypse Now. This script originates from John Milius’ personal 
collection and was his personal copy used during the troubled production of the film. 

Written by John Milius, this fifth draft script contains 154 printed US Legal pages bound 
together with three brass split pins. The cover page features the film’s title, along with 
Milius’ autograph dated 25 April, 2003 and an amendment to the draft version in the 
bottom right corner. The script shows wear to the paper due to production use, with 
minor bends in the corners and stains on the front cover. Dimensions: 28 cm x 22 cm 
x 2 cm (11" x 8 ¾" x ¾")

£800-1,200

Ϻ 32. 'Death From Above' Air Cav Death Cards 
and Behind-The-Scenes Photographs
APOCALYPSE NOW (1979)

A sealed pack of Air Cav death cards from Francis Ford Coppola’s 
Oscar®-winning Vietnam War epic Apocalypse Now. Lieutenant-Colonel 
Bill Kilgore (Robert Duvall) used Air Cav playing cards as 'death cards' 
to show who had killed Vietnamese villagers. 

The plastic-sealed playing cards bear the emblem of the First Air 
Cavalry Division with Kilgore’s helicopter motto 'Death From Above' over 
a green and white lightning bolt design. The cards are accompanied 
by two behind-the-scenes photographs from the production, featuring a topless Francis Ford Coppola, Frederic Forrest and Sam Bottoms. 
The photographs display some light wear around the edges. Card dimensions: 9 cm x 6 cm x 2 cm (3 ½" x 2 ½" x ¾"); Photo dimensions: 
9 cm x 11 cm (3 ½" x 4 ½")

Please note the photographs in this lot are sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£600-800

ϺΔ 33. Buffalo Sacrifice Machete
APOCALYPSE NOW (1979)

A sacrificial machete from Francis Ford Coppola’s Oscar®-winning Vietnam War epic Apocalypse Now. The indigenous Montagnards used 
their machetes for the controversial scene involving the sacrifice of the water buffalo, which took place during the brutal killing of Colonel Kurtz 
(Marlon Brando) by Captain Willard (Martin Sheen) in the ruined temple.

The machete is made of steel, with a wood grip and wicker band detailing. Faux-silver paint has been applied to the leading edges of the blade, 
which remains sharpened. The weapon is retained in a handmade wooden scabbard, with wicker strap loops allowing it to be worn on the belt 
or over the shoulder. The weapon exhibits some corrosion along the blade, with wear to the wooden scabbard from production use. Dimensions 
(sheathed): 37.5 cm x 8 cm x 0.5 cm (14 ¾" x 3 ¼" x ¼")

UK residents must be over the age of 18 to purchase this piece. Please inquire for further details.

£800-1,200
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Ϻ 34. Captain Willard’s (Martin Sheen) Letter and Newspaper
APOCALYPSE NOW (1979)

Captain Willard’s (Martin Sheen) letter and a newspaper from Francis Ford 
Coppola’s Oscar®-winning Vietnam War epic Apocalypse Now. Willard read 
his letters in his hotel room in Saigon as he waited for his mission details 
from command. 

The two page letter, from Margerie Bailey to Willard as part of a service 
outreach programme, is handwritten in blue ball-point pen on pink paper, 
and is retained in its envelope, which is addressed to Willard with postage 
stamps dated 6 May 1969. The Stars and Stripes newspaper, made for the 
production but ultimately not seen on screen, bears the headline 'Hollywood 
Murder Orgy; Sharon Tate, 5 Others Dead' with filler stories throughout. 
The letter is distressed with dirt and tears applied to the envelope. Letter 
dimensions (folded): 9 cm x 14 cm (3 ½" x 5 ½"); Newspaper dimensions 
(folded): 21 cm x 32 cm x 0.5 cm (8 ¼" x 12 ¾" x ¼")

£600-800

Ϻ 35. Production Paperwork, Memos and Notes
APOCALYPSE NOW (1979)

A set of production materials from Francis Ford Coppola’s Oscar®-
winning Vietnam War epic Apocalypse Now. Included in the collection 
are a call sheet dated 14 December 1976; a three-page props 
breakdown for the plantation dinner scene, which was cut from the 
original version of the film, but reintroduced in Apocalypse Now Redux; 
a two-page memo dated 12 November 1976 regarding the reduced 
unit for filming in January 1977; a prop requisition request for military 
equipment dated 5 December 1975. Also included are a number of 
period American Zoetrope Studios and Hemisphere Pictures headed 
paper and envelopes; a folder used by property master Doug Madison 

detailing dressing and designs for US military helmets; a research blueprint detailing Army truck markings; 
a stamp used by production researcher Deborah Fine; four Polaroids of insignia and tribal jewellery; and 
an unused American Red Cross label. The set displays a number of signs of production wear, but overall 
remains in good condition. Largest document dimensions: 35.5 cm x 21.5 cm (14" x 8 ½")

£600-800

Ϻ 36. Colonel Kurtz (Marlon Brando) Magazine Cover, Script Pages and Shooting Schedule
APOCALYPSE NOW (1979)

A Time magazine cover featuring an image of Colonel Kurtz (Marlon Brando) from Francis Ford Coppola’s Oscar®-winning Vietnam War 
epic Apocalypse Now. The cover was made for the production, but ultimately not seen on screen, however the photograph featured on the 
cover was used for the scene in which Captain Willard (Martin Sheen) is briefed about his mission to assassinate Kurtz, and in a magazine 
included in Willard’s intelligence packet. 

The cover is dated 19 July 1968. The piece shows Kurtz 
in his combat fatigues and Special Forces beret, and is 
printed on semi-gloss paper. It is accompanied by two 
dialogue pages detailing the interrogation of Willard 
by Kurtz, featuring handwritten dialogue additions by 
Coppola, and a shooting schedule for the remaining 
shoot days featuring Marlon Brando. The cover remains 
in very good condition, with stains and creases to the 
production paperwork. Cover dimensions: 28 cm x 21 
cm (11" x 8 ¼")

£600-800
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† Δ 37. Colonel Kurtz's (Marlon Brando) Shirt
APOCALYPSE NOW (1979)

Colonel Walter E. Kurtz's (Marlon Brando) shirt from Francis Ford 
Coppola’s Oscar®-winning Vietnam War epic Apocalypse Now. This 
shirt originates from the personal collection of Apocalypse Now writer 
John Milius, and screen matches the shirt seen hanging in the room in 
which Captain Willard (Martin Sheen) recovered from his brutal solitary 
confinement in Kurtz’s encampment.

Kurtz’s American combat shirt features four pockets on the front, 
epaulettes, and button fastenings down the front and at the cuffs. 
Patches for the character of Kurtz – including rank patches, Airborne 

Ranger unit insignia and Kurtz’s 
nametapes – are stitched to the 
chest, collar and arms. No sizes 
are marked. Displaying natural 
wear from use prior to filming, the 
shirt remains in excellent condition.

£3,000-5,000

Ϻ Δ 38. Captain Willard's (Martin Sheen) Machete Blade
APOCALYPSE NOW (1979)

Captain Willard’s (Martin Sheen) machete blade from Francis Ford Coppola’s Oscar®-winning Vietnam War epic Apocalypse Now. Willard 
used his machete during in his attack on the Montagnard encampment and the brutal killing of Colonel Kurtz (Marlon Brando) in the film’s 
climactic scenes.

The curved blade is fashioned from treated steel, with a ground leading edge from the base to the hooked end section, and a thick tang 
for mounting it to the grip. Much of the metal has been ground away to fashion the unique look of the jungle weapon. Corrosion is present 
across the steel blade, with traces of tape residue present on the right-hand side. Dimensions: 37.5 cm x 8 cm x 0.5 cm (14 ¾" x 3 ¼" x ¼")

UK residents must be over the age of 18 to purchase this piece. Please inquire for further details.

£2,000-3,000
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Ω 39. Terry Prince Hand-Drawn Poster Concept 
Art
ARMY OF DARKNESS (1992)

Hand-drawn poster concept art conceived by Terry Prince for Sam 
Raimi's fantasy-horror Army of Darkness. The poster concept shows 
an armoured Deadite bursting from a grave under a moonlit night 
sky. Drawn on paper with marker, the poster concept is taped to an 
illustration board at the corners, and has 'T Prince 91' written on the 
lower left of the artwork. 

The reverse of the illustration board includes the notes "No square 
edges," and "add in 'Army of Darkness' title." The artwork shows 
minor wear to the corners, but overall remains in good condition. 
Dimensions:  38 cm x 51 cm x 1 cm (15" x 20" x ¼")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any 
other type of legal release.

£1,000-1,500

Ϻ  40. Mini Me’s (Verne Troyer) Blue Velvet Costume
AUSTIN POWERS IN GOLDMEMBER (2002)

A costume worn by Mini Me (Verne Troyer) in the Jay Roach comedy sequel 
Austin Powers in Goldmember. Mini Me wore his costume as he, Austin Powers 
(Mike Myers) and Foxxy Cleopatra (Beyoncé Knowles) infiltrate Dr Evil’s (Mike 
Myers) submarine. 

The costume is comprised of a blue velvet two-piece suit, white shirt, a pair of 
black leather Chelsea boots, a silver ball chain with two male symbol pendants, 
two pairs of red ribbed socks and three white leather belts. The suit features 
blue mother of pearl buttons on the front and cuffs, and a psychedelic, striped 
lining. The shirt features a lace front and cuffs, with a detachable lace bow tie. 
The interior jacket pocket is labelled ’Vern‘ and the inside of each boot is marked 
"Hero". The custom-made costume is accompanied by various wardrobe tags 
and a New Line Cinema letter of authenticity.

£4,000-6,000
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† 41. Barb Wire's (Pamela Anderson) Rings
BARB WIRE (1996)

Barb Wire’s (Pamela Anderson) rings from director 
David Hogan's sci-fi action film Barb Wire. Wire wore 
a pair of metal finger rings in a number of scenes 
throughout the film, including her initial meeting with 
Big Fatso (Andre Rosey Brown) as she tried to strike a 
deal to get out of the country. The pair of full-finger rings 
are fully articulated and made of metal, and designed to 
resemble the finger of the gauntlet on a suit of armour. 
Both rings display only minor signs of wear from use. 
Dimensions (each ring): 6 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm (2 ½" x 
1 ¼" x 1 ¼")

£400-600

† 42. Barb Wire's (Pamela Anderson) Bodice and Gloves
BARB WIRE (1996)

Barb Wire’s (Pamela Anderson) bodice and gloves from the promotion of the sci-fi action film Barb 
Wire. The black satin, boned bodice displays a plunge front with hook and eye fastenings running 
down the back. The black full-length gloves are made from elasticated nylon, with a pair of black 
leather fingerless gloves made by Harley Davidson worn over the top. 

The costume is accompanied by a UK quad 
poster (Ex folded condition) featuring Barb Wire 
in her bodice and gloves. The bodice is marked 
size 32D and the fingerless gloves are size small. 
Dimensions (poster): 100 cm x 76 cm (40" x 30")

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 43. Gotham Globe "Penguin Forgives Parents" Newspaper
BATMAN RETURNS (1992)

A Gotham Globe newspaper from the Tim Burton superhero film Batman 
Returns. Newspapers were sold to the citizens of Gotham after the 
villainous Oswald 'The Penguin' Cobblepot (Danny DeVito) blackmailed 
corrupt business owner Max Shreck (Christopher Walken), resulting in his 
newfound celebrity status.

Printed on newspaper stock, the undated newspaper is comprised of two 
double-pages featuring the headline "Penguin Forgives Parents" with an 
image of Cobblepot. The front page contains duplicated and unrelated 
filler text, however quotes from newsreaders heard in the film are 
printed in bold. The inside and reverse pages contain replicated and 
unrelated news stories. It displays slight discolouration around the 
edges as a result of age. Dimensions: 58 cm x 35 cm x 0.5 cm 
(22 ¾" x 13 ¾" x ¼")

£300-500
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Ω 44. Batmobile Printed Drafting
BATMAN RETURNS (1992)

A collection of Batmobile printed drafting made for Tim Burton's superhero 
action film Batman Returns. This lot includes eight pieces of drafting, 
showing various elevations of Batman's (Michael Keaton) signature 
car, along with detailed plans of various weapons and features built into 
the vehicle. Created during pre-production, the cut-and-paste versions 
included represent the earliest iterations of these artworks created for the 
film. The blueprints were made for use in the Penguin's (Danny DeVito) 
private room, where his goons go over plans to hijack the Batmobile.

Printed on both vellum and paper, the set includes both small and 
enlarged drafting prints. The set shows minor wear due to production 
use, with wrinkles from being folded and a few elevations showing tears 
to the paper, however overall the set remains in very good condition. 
Flat dimensions: 173 cm x 92 cm x 3 cm (68" x 36" x 1")

£600-800

Ϻ Δ 45. Rocket Penguin
BATMAN RETURNS (1992)

A mind-controlled rocket penguin from the Tim 
Burton superhero sequel Batman Returns. The 
Penguin (Danny DeVito) delivered his inspirational 
speech to a crowd of rocket-clad penguins, the film 
production using models to fill out the crowd of 
live birds, many of whom wouldn’t stay still for the 
duration of the sequence.

Crafted from rubber and foam, the penguin wears a helmet with 
a metal antennae and a resin rocket harnessed to its back. The 
piece is painted with a realistic black and white finish, with faux-
silver paint for the helmet and a red and white candy stripe rocket. 
It displays some wear from production use, including the loss 
of a fin on the rocket and some minor paint cracks and flaking. 
Dimensions: 28 cm x 36 cm x 50 cm (11" x 14 ¼" x 19 ¾")

£3,000-5,000
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ΩΔ  46. Batman's (Michael Keaton) Static Remote Controlled Batarang
BATMAN RETURNS (1992)

Batman's (Michael Keaton) static remote controlled Batarang from Tim Burton's superhero action film Batman Returns. Batman used a 
remote control Batarang to dispatch several henchmen, before the weapon was stolen by a dog and used by the Penguin (Danny DeVito) 
to frame the Dark Knight. Made of resin, the wings are layered to mimic a collapsible construction. The facing has four decorative black 
directional triangle buttons, with a red circular button raised from the resin, however the buttons cannot be depressed. The piece shows 
minor wear due to production use and age, with one of the wing tips broken, however overall the piece remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 1 cm x 36 cm x 11 cm ( ½" x 14" x 4 ½")

£2,000-3,000

Ω 47. Batman's (Val Kilmer) Bat Belt
BATMAN FOREVER (1995)

Batman’s (Val Kilmer) Bat Belt from Joel Schumacher’s superhero sequel Batman Forever. A departure from the yellow utility belt worn 
by Michael Keaton in the original film from the series, this black belt comes from the 'Panther' Batsuit, which is used by Batman prior to 
it being destroyed by the Riddler (Jim Carrey). Made of urethane over a nylon belt, the piece includes a plastic Fastex clip at the back.  
Behind the Bat logo at the front is a strip of Velcro, which would anchor the piece to the rest of the suit. The belt shows minor wear due to 
production use, but remains in very good condition.  

£1,000-1,500
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Ω 49. Colonial Viper Photo Cut-out
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA (1978-1979)

A Colonial Viper photo cut-out from the sci-fi television series Battlestar Galactica. This cut-out was used for the famous 'armada' shot, 
which showed dozens of Colonial Vipers in attack formation. To achieve this shot, a hero FX model was photographed and printed in 
various sizes. Once cut-out, the printed Viper ships were then taped to a large pane of glass and used as a 
background for the two FX hero Vipers which were shot in the foreground. 

This cut-out is printed on high-quality photo paper and shows strips of tape on the backside. 
The piece resides between two protective clear acrylic panels, which keep the cut-out flat. 
Cut-out dimensions: 15 cm x 8 cm (6" x 
2 ¼"); acrylic case dimensions: 18 cm 
x 13 cm x 1 cm (7" x 5" x ¾")

£1,500-2,000

Ω 48. ¼ Scale SFX Model Miniature 
Batmobile Conversion Components 
BATMAN RETURNS (1992)

A set of ¼ scale SFX model miniature Batmobile conversion components from Tim Burton's superhero action film Batman Returns. After 
being framed by the Penguin (Danny DeVito), Batman (Michael Keaton) escaped the Gotham police by converting the Batmobile into the 
Batmissile by ejecting its side fenders and quarter panels. The slimmer Batmissile was able to fit through a narrow alley, leaving the police 
behind. Constructed by 4-Ward Productions, this lot consists of six components that were jettisoned from the Batmobile during the special-
effect. The sequence required a ¼ scale Batmobile miniature that came apart using compressed air. The components are made of resin, 
wood, and fibreglass, with metal piping fixed inside each component where compressed air would trigger the effect. The lot is painted jet 
black and, while the components show some wear due to production use and age, overall the set remains in good condition. Dimensions 
(assembled): 112 cm x 76 cm x 61 cm (44" x 30" x 24")

£4,000-6,000
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Ω 50. Colonial Viper FX Mock-Up and Model Kit Miniature
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA (1978-1979)

A visual-effects motion-controlled Colonial Viper mock-up model, port side wing master pattern, and a Viper miniature built from a model kit made 
for the sci-fi mini-series Battlestar Galactica. Built by MCA-57, the mock-up FX model was the first 3D version of the Viper ever created, and 
was filmed by the visual-effects camera crew as a means to rough-in shots and record motion-control camera information during shot blocking. 

This very model is seen in existing behind-the-scenes photos from the production of Battlestar Galactica. Made of sheet plastic and foam, 
the cockpit windows are shaped by black tape, and most of the fuselage shows detailing in pencil. Paired with the FX mock-up is a model 
kit Viper which was produced by the toy manufacturer as a sample, however this particular model was not finished by MCA-57 for use on 
screen. Also included is a master port side wing pattern for the Colonial Viper FX model. Also included is a master port side wing pattern 
for the Colonial Viper FX model. The master pattern is made of styrene plastic and is painted with a grey primer. 

The master pattern is made of styrene plastic and is painted with a grey primer. The mock-up shows some wear due to production use 
and age, with various components showing glue at the seams, however it remains in very good condition. Mock-up model dimensions: 24 
cm x 39 cm x 13 cm (9 ½" x 15 ½" x 5"); model kit dimensions: 15 cm x 29 cm x 11 cm (5 ¾" x 11 ½" x 4 ¼")

£3,000-4,000

Ω Δ 51. Cylon Raider Miniature
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA (1978-1979)

A Cylon Raider miniature from the sci-fi television series Battlestar Galactica. Cylon Raiders were the primary Starfighter used by the Cylons 
through the series. This production-used miniature was supplied by the Monogram model company, which had pantographed miniatures 
from the mini-series in order to mass produce commercial models. This model kit version was sent by Monogram to the visual-effects 
houses working on Galactica. The Monogram kits were used for forced perspective shots with the studio scale Cylon Raiders, and for use 
as background models in a hangar shot. Behind-the-scenes photos exist of these kit models in usage during production. Made of plastic, the 
piece has been expertly painted in various shades of grey, with green pentagon decals on the wings. The Cylon Raider shows some wear 
due to production use, with the tip of the right blaster cannon missing, however otherwise it remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 
22 cm x 27 cm x 6 cm (8 ¾" x 10 ½" x 2 ½")

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ  53. Det. Sgt. William 'Billy' Rosewood’s 
(Judge Reinhold) ID Badge
BEVERLY HILLS COP III (1994)

Billy Rosewood’s (Judge Reinhold) ID Badge from the John 
Landis action comedy sequel Beverly Hills Cop III. Rosewood 
showed his ID as he and fellow detective Axel Foley (Eddie 
Murphy) entered the Awards dinner honouring fraudster Ellis 
De Wald (Timothy Carhart). 

The ID is bound in a black leather wallet with a button-fastening to hold it open. The wallet features an identification card displaying a 
photograph of Rosewood, along with his name, signature and rank "DDO/JSIOC". The police shield is made from metal and is secured to 
the wallet with a pin-back fastening. The shield features an image of Los Angeles City Hall and the city seal, as well as Rosewood’s badge 
number ‘18’. Dimensions (unfolded): 24 cm x 8.5 cm x 1 cm (9 ½" x 3 ¼" x ¼")

£1,500-2,000

Ϻ 54. Det. Axel Foley's (Eddie Murphy) ID Badge
BEVERLY HILLS COP III (1994)

Detective Axel Foley's (Eddie Murphy) ID 
badge from the John Landis action comedy 
sequel Beverly Hills Cop III. Foley used his 
ID as he and Detective Sergeant Rosewood 
(Judge Reinhold) entered the Awards dinner 
honouring fraudster Ellis De Wald (Timothy 
Carhart). 

The Detroit police ID is bound in a black leather 
wallet featuring an identification card displaying 
a photograph of Foley, along with his name and 

rank. The police shield is made from metal and is held inside the wallet using the shield’s pin-back fastening. There are slight scratches on 
the exterior of the wallet, however overall it remains in very good condition. Dimensions (unfolded): 25 cm x 7.5 cm x 1 cm (9 ¾" x 3" x ¼")

£2,000-3,000

ΩΔ 52. Adam (Alec Baldwin) Stop-Motion Puppet
BEETLEJUICE (1988)

An Adam (Alec Baldwin) stop-motion puppet from Tim Burton's fantasy-
comedy Beetlejuice. Made for a deleted scene, this puppet is constructed 
of a foam body over an armature wire interior, allowing it to be slightly 
poseable. 

The puppet is dressed in Adam's signature black-and-white plaid shirt 
and brown pants, which he wears in every scene following his death. 
Adam’s head is covered in brown hair and includes small glasses that 
are glued in place. The puppet shows some wear due to production use 
and age, particularly to the hands where the wire is exposed beneath 
the flaking foam. Otherwise, this piece remains in good condition. 
Dimensions: 10 cm x 15 cm x 34 cm (4" x 6" x 13 ½")

£2,000-3,000
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† 55. Mercury’s (Arly Jover) White Faux-Fur Coat
BLADE (1998)

Mercury’s (Arly Jover) coat from Stephen Norrington’s action-horror Blade. Mercury wore her 
white faux-fur coat at the Temple of Eternal Night, where Blade (Wesley Snipes) had his blood 
drained for Deacon Frost’s (Stephen Dorff) strength-enhancing ritual. 

Made from white faux-fur, this full-length, custom-made coat features a wide collar with a pale 
pink silk lining. Signs of production use are evident, including a small tear at the seam of the 
lining on the left shoulder and minor stains.

£600-800

ϺΔ 56. English Soldier’s Tunic
BRAVEHEART (1995)

An English soldier’s tunic from Mel 
Gibson’s Oscar®-winning medieval 
biopic Braveheart. English soldiers 
wore their tunics throughout the film as 
William Wallace (Mel Gibson) led his 
Scottish brethren against King Edward 
Longshanks' (Patrick McGoohan) 
invading army. 

Costume designer Charles Knode was 
nominated for an Academy Award® for 
his work on the film. The tunic is made 
from orange hessian, and features three 
painted yellow lions across the front. 
Made to be worn over the top of armour, it 
displays frayed edging along the bottom.

£300-400

Ω 57. Nicolette's (Jeanne Marine) Gown
BRAVEHEART (1995)

Nicolette's (Jeanne Marine) gown from director and star Mel Gibson’s Oscar-winning 
medieval biopic Braveheart. Nicolette wore her gown as she discussed William 
Wallace's (Mel Gibson) recent victories with Princess Isabelle (Sophie Marceau). The 
faux-gold and burgundy gown is made of velvet material and ties at the back with cord. 

Assembled with both hand and machine stitching, this elegant dress includes painted 
detailing at the collar and also ties in front with a colorful cord. The gown shows minor 
wear due to production use, particularly at the bottom where the floor length dress 
touched the ground, however overall it remains in very good condition. 

£600-800
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Ω 58. William Wallace's (Mel Gibson) Claymore
BRAVEHEART (1995)

William Wallace's (Mel Gibson) claymore sword from director and star Mel Gibson’s Oscar-winning medieval biopic Braveheart. Scotsman 
Wallace wielded his Scottish claymore long-sword during numerous battles against the English. Wallace's sword is seen throughout the 
film and appears in many of the film's posters. This impressive weapon is made of aluminum and features a leather wrapped grip and 
blade shoulder. The sword includes a wide cross guard and a rounded pommel. 

Several styles of Wallace's signature claymore were made for the production, including fighting swords, stunt swords and SFX swords, with 
retractable and bloodletting blades. This particular sword is a standard aluminium version. This item shows minor wear due to production 
use, but remains in very good condition. Dimensions:  152 cm x 34 cm x 5 cm (59 ¾" x 13 ½" x 2")

£20,000-30,000
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Ϻ 59. Production-Used 
Script and Ephemera
BRAZIL (1985)

A script and assorted ephemera from 
Terry Gilliam’s dystopian sci-fi film Brazil. 
These pieces come from the collection 
of renowned model-maker Valerie 
Charlton. Written by Terry Gilliam, Tom 
Stoppard and Charles McKeown, the 
script is dated 7 October 1983 and 
contains 138 printed A4 pages. The 
unannotated script features a blue card 
cover and is bound together with two 
brass split pins. 

Accompanying the script are seven 
script sections and printed storyboards 
labelled '1st Dream' to '7th Dream', 
detailing character Sam Lowry’s 
(Jonathan Pryce) daydream scenes. In addition, there are 125 behind-the-scenes photographs and six  8 x 10 promotional photographs 
of Lowry and Harry Tuttle (Robert De Niro), with four labelled 'Reference Only' in red ink, and an additional promotional still of Jill Layton 
(Kim Greist). The script displays light wear from production use, including creases on the cover. Dimensions (script): 30 cm x 21.5 cm x 
1.5 cm (11 ¾" x 8 ½" x ½")   

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£300-500

Ϻ 60. Hero Gypsy Fighter Claws
BROTHERHOOD OF THE WOLF (2001)

A set of Gypsy fighter claws from Christophe Gans’ supernatural horror Brotherhood of the Wolf. Mani (Mark Dacascos) encounters the 
Gypsies near the beginning of the film, when a bare-knuckle fight ensues with several of the party using their claws to try and defeat the 
Mohawk Indian.

The claws are made from metal with a dull 
grey painted finish, connected to a metal 
grip with rivets. It sits inside a custom-made 
leather holster with belt loops, thong and a 
wooden peg to secure the weapon in place. 
Intentionally dressed-down by production 
to appear aged and well-used, the claws 
remain in good condition. Dimensions: 43cm 
x 13 cm x 10cm (17" x 5 ¼" x 4")

£400-600
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Made of resin, the sword is constructed to look as though 
it is made of interlinked sections of bone and features a 
banded rubber grip finished to look like worn leather. The 
sword is finished in tan and faux-ivory tones to replicate 
the look of bone. The rubber on the grip shows signs of 
wear from age, with some minor scratches on the blade. 
Dimensions: 100 cm x 9 cm x 5 cm (39 ½" x 3 ½" x 2")

£2,000-2,500

Ϻ 62. Jean-François de Morangias’ (Vincent Cassel) 
Hero Bone Sword
BROTHERHOOD OF THE WOLF (2001)

Jean-François de Morangias’ (Vincent Cassel) hero bone sword from Christophe 
Gans’ supernatural horror Brotherhood of the Wolf. Jean-François used his sword 
in his final fight against Grégoire de Fronsac (Samuel Le Bihan), his weapon 
separating into whip form with a twist of the wrist. This is one of only three static 
hero swords created for the film.

Ϻ 61. Pair of Grégoire De Fronsac’s (Samuel Le Bihan) Special Effects Spinning Knives
BROTHERHOOD OF THE WOLF (2001)

A pair of special effects spinning knives used by Grégoire De Fronsac (Samuel Le Bihan) in Christophe Gans’ supernatural horror Brotherhood 
of the Wolf. The wolf hunter wields his spectacular weapons in the climactic duel to the death with Jean-François (Vincent Cassel).

The two long, dagger-like knives are made from fibreglass and rubber respectively. The owl-motif pommel, hilt and blade are painted 
metallic grey with a black grip, although the fibreglass version is cloth-wrapped. The spinning-rig grips are no longer present and display 
chips and scratches from production use. Dimensions (each): 65cm x 19 cm x 2cm (25 ½" x 7 ½" x ¾")

£800-1,200
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Ω 63. Captain America's (Chris Evans) Distressed Shield
CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE FIRST AVENGER (2011)

Captain America's (Chris Evans) distressed shield from Joe Johnston's superhero adventure Captain America: The First Avenger. This 
shield was made for stunt sequences and shows production distressing consistent with the film's climax. Made of a semi-flexible casting 
compound, the shield is painted red, faux-silver and blue, with Captain America's signature star in the centre. The piece has been expertly 
distressed by the production, with scuffs and blemishes from use in combat. The back side of the shield shows faux-leather straps cast 
directly into the shield, and includes two metal clips which allowed it to be mounted. The shield shows minor wear due to production use, 
but remains in very good condition. This piece was originally sold in the Marvel Studios Captain America: The First Avenger Auction in 
2012. Dimensions:  61 cm x 61 cm x 8 cm (12" x 12" x 5 ½")

£8,000-10,000
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Ω 64. Hand-Drawn Concept Artwork
CAPTAIN EO (1986)

Hand-drawn concept artwork of Captain EO's (Michael Jackson) 
space helmet and the Supreme Leader (Anjelica Huston) from 
Francis Ford Coppola's Captain EO. The helmet illustration is 
done by concept artist Ted Shell, using pencil and marker on 
illustration board, and shows Captain EO with a red helmet and 
silver-coloured armour components. The art includes notes 
describing details of the helmet visor, and is signed by Ted 
Shell at the bottom right next to an IATSE Costume Designers 
Guild stamp. 

The Supreme Leader artwork consists of four pieces of concept 
art by make-up artists Tom and Bari Burman, with two drawn on 
illustration board and two on flimsy art paper. The art depicts 
various designs for the alien antagonist, and are drawn in pencil 
with artist signatures on three of the four illustrations. The lot 
shows minor wear to the paper due to production use and age, 
but overall the piece remains in good condition. Dimensions:  
46 cm x 61 cm x 1 cm (18" x 24" x ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements 
or any other type of legal release.

£200-300

Ω 65. Frank's (Leonardo 
DiCaprio) Pan Am ID
CATCH ME IF YOU CAN (2002)

Frank Abagnale Jr.'s (Leonardo DiCaprio) 
Pan Am pilot ID from Steven Spielberg's 
crime-drama Catch Me If You Can. 
Frank falsified his employment with 
Pan American World Airways and wore 
an employee badge during numerous 
scenes as he travelled the world as a co-
pilot. Laminated in plastic, the ID shows 
a picture of Frank and includes his alias 
Frank Taylor typed and signed on the 
right. The ID includes a metal badge clip, 
allowing the piece to be worn. This item is 
in very good condition. Dimensions: 1 cm  
x 9 cm x 5 cm ( ½" x 3 ½" x 2")

£1,000-1,500
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Ϻ 67. Officer Frank Poncherello’s (Erik Estrada) Photo ID and Badge
CHIPS (TV 1977-1983)

Frank 'Ponch' Poncherello’s (Erik Estrada) photo ID and badge from the crime drama television series CHiPs. This ID wallet was carried 
by Ponch in his utility belt in each episode of the series as he and his partner, Officer Jon Baker (Larry Wilcox), patrolled the highways of 
California. 

The photo ID is bound in a 
black leather wallet displaying 
a small gold crest on the front. 
The wallet contains a metal 
California Highway Patrol 
badge secured with adhesive 
and a laminated ID badge 
featuring Ponch’s handwritten 
signature with a photograph. 

A metal pin-back California 
Highway Patrol badge featuring 
Ponch’s ID number, B600, is 
also included. The wallet 
displays slight creasing and 
signs of natural wear from 
production use. Dimensions 
(folded wallet) 11.5 cm x 8.5 cm 
x 0.75 cm (4 ½" x 3 ¾" x ¼")

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 66. Richard Attenborough’s Personal Annotated Script and Ephemera
CHAPLIN (1992)

A collection of personal scripts and ephemera from 
Richard Attenborough’s Oscar®-nominated biopic 
Chaplin. These pieces come from Attenborough’s 
estate and feature his personal notes and 
amendments. The set features a blue card folder 
consisting of 203 printed A4 pages of draft script. 
Some pages display handwritten annotations in 
black marker, which detail changes made to the 
script, marked by a circle drawn around the page 
number. 

Accompanying the draft is an array of production 
paperwork, including a Carolco Productions Swiss 
shooting script, a third draft script, a continuity 
release script with added dialogues, a final shooting 
script, a set of family member contacts, character 
breakdowns, script notes and research documents. 
The lot also contains an audio cassette recording of 
Martin Baum's notes on William Boyd’s script and 
a cartoon illustration of Gandhi and Chaplin. Signs 
of production use are evident, including minor wear 
to the edges. Dimensions: 44 cm x 30 cm x 15 cm 
(17 ¼" x 12" x 6")

£1,000-1,500
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† 68. Black Joppa Guardsman Helmet
CLASH OF THE TITANS (1981)

A Joppa guardsman helmet from Desmond Davis’ action-adventure Clash of the Titans 
(1981). The city guards wore their helmets whilst patrolling Joppa, home of Queen 
Cassiopeia (Siân Phillips) and Princess Andromeda (Judi Bowker). 

Made from fibreglass, this black painted helmet features a face detail with raised 
eyebrows, nose and floral designs above the ears. It has a wide crest along the top and 
black leather straps tied to each side. The interior is lined with foam for the wearer’s 
comfort during production. Signs of production use are evident, including chips, cracks 
and wear throughout. Dimensions: 35 cm x 21 cm x 33 cm (13 ¾" x 8 ¼" x 13")

£400-600

† 70. Acrisius Guard Helmet
CLASH OF THE TITANS (1981)

An Acrisius guard’s helmet from Desmond Davis’ action-adventure Clash of the Titans 
(1981). The honour guards of King Acrisius of Argos (Donald Houston) wore their 
helmets as their king condemned his daughter Danae (Vida Taylor) and the infant 
Perseus to death by drowning in the Aegean. 

Made from fibreglass, the helmet features raised detailing around the eyes, nose, 
cheek plates and rear, with a floral design across the brow. Well used on numerous 
productions, the helmet’s black finish has been subsequently repainted in metallic 
faux-silver and faux-gold paint, and the crest has been cut to fit a plume. The interior 
is lined with foam which has yellowed with age. Signs of production use are evident 
including chips, cracks and wear throughout. Dimensions: 32 cm x 22 cm x 32 cm 
(12 ¾" x 8 ¾" x 12 ¾")

£500-700

† 69. Bronze Joppa Guardsman Helmet
CLASH OF THE TITANS (1981)

A Joppa guardsman helmet from Desmond Davis’ action-adventure Clash of the 
Titans (1981). The city guards wore their helmets whilst patrolling Joppa, home of 
Queen Cassiopeia (Siân Phillips) and Princess Andromeda (Judi Bowker). 

Made from fibreglass, this faux-bronze painted helmet features a face detail with 
raised eyebrows, nose and floral designs above the ears. It has a wide crest along 
the top and black leather straps tied to each side. The interior is lined with foam for 
the wearer’s comfort during the production. The helmet displays chips, cracks and 
wear throughout. Dimensions: 35 cm x 21 cm x 33 cm (13 ¾" x 8 ¼" x 13")

£500-700
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Ϻ Baron Munchausen's (John Neville) Puppet Head
ADVENTURES OF BARON MUNCHAUSEN, THE (1988)

Lit inti at verevoluptate toccuptaquae sum cor as experiorep rehenditesequi cone explatessitasimus, conseror poremqueet am as evelectorehendest, cusciet, 
odicabor porecuptatur, officae. Nemnullaute tdolorepro mo tempedioffician ihita senimporiam, quevoluptatia con re sum qui con conplist, sadolectoru mquo vendae 
vid eatusexcepe llaciadelibuscit ma quatur?

Elitadolore pellabo repellant et, nisrestrum rem cullumquate maudantrem quiinctat usacerissunt prehenisitra turaut laces et aut ad et volorumquiaverumventem id et 
aceaque pliquos et vel mi, ipisantul parchithicidu ntoblani squisdelignatenis cum nobitibusrerit id quiandiberumquiat lit aspedexerrovitisci enihillorrot enistrumea nus 
eatuseumintinu mrestiumqui utquaec usvendiorrov oloressitium re magnisquassit, qui autquasvoluptatemfugitiiuntovelint ab idis et.

£1,000-£1500

Ω 71. Manta III Ship Model Miniature
COCOON (1985)

A model miniature of the Manta III ship from Ron Howards' sci-fi drama Cocoon. Built for distance shots when shooting with the 183 cm 
(6') scale model was impractical, this HO scale (3½mm = 1') miniature was used when the alien mothership lifts the Manta III from the 
ocean. Constructed by the Industrial Light & Magic model shop from wood and plastic, the miniature boat is expertly painted and includes 
figures purchased from an HO model train supply store that are painted to resemble the live action actors. 

The set includes a bespoke display base with a clear acrylic case. The display includes mounting pins that fit into the fore and aft parts 
of the ship. Also included is a reduced scale drafting elevation of the Manta III printed on glossy paper. The set shows minor wear due 
to production use and age, but remains in very good condition. Miniature dimensions: 33 cm x 10 cm x 19 cm (13" x 4" x 7 ½"); case 
dimensions: 38 cm x 23 cm x 26 cm (15" x 9" x 10 ¼"); drafting 
print dimensions: 28 cm x 26 cm x 1 cm (11" x 14" x ¼")

£4,000-6,000
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Ϻ Baron Munchausen's (John Neville) Puppet Head
ADVENTURES OF BARON MUNCHAUSEN, THE (1988)

Lit inti at verevoluptate toccuptaquae sum cor as experiorep rehenditesequi cone explatessitasimus, conseror poremqueet am as evelectorehendest, cusciet, 
odicabor porecuptatur, officae. Nemnullaute tdolorepro mo tempedioffician ihita senimporiam, quevoluptatia con re sum qui con conplist, sadolectoru mquo vendae 
vid eatusexcepe llaciadelibuscit ma quatur?

Elitadolore pellabo repellant et, nisrestrum rem cullumquate maudantrem quiinctat usacerissunt prehenisitra turaut laces et aut ad et volorumquiaverumventem id et 
aceaque pliquos et vel mi, ipisantul parchithicidu ntoblani squisdelignatenis cum nobitibusrerit id quiandiberumquiat lit aspedexerrovitisci enihillorrot enistrumea nus 
eatuseumintinu mrestiumqui utquaec usvendiorrov oloressitium re magnisquassit, qui autquasvoluptatemfugitiiuntovelint ab idis et.

£1,000-£1500

Ϻ 72. Conan’s Father’s (William Smith) Sword 
Concept Artwork
CONAN THE BARBARIAN (1982)

A hand-drawn concept image of the sword belonging to Conan’s father 
(William Smith) from John Milius’ fantasy epic Conan the Barbarian. This 
artwork was created by artist Ron Cobb, who served as production designer 
for the film, and shows the sword wielded by Conan’s unnamed father. The 
sword served as an important plot device throughout the film, as Conan 
(Arnold Schwarzenegger) sought revenge against Thulsa Doom (James 
Earl Jones), who took the sword after razing Conan’s village. 

The detailed image is executed in coloured pencil and ink over an original 
production dyeline and shows the sword’s elaborate engraved runes and 
skull guard design. Created in 1:1 scale, the dimensions for the sword are 
marked along the right side of the blade. The piece is signed by Cobb in red 
and dated 1981, and is presented in a framed display. Dimensions (framed): 
3.5 cm x 60.5 cm x 135 cm (1 ½" x 23 ¾" x 53 ¼")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other 
type of legal release.

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 73. John Constantine's (Keanu Reeves) 
Religious Charm Keyring
CONSTANTINE (2005)

A set of religious charms from Francis Lawrence’s supernatural 
action-horror debut Constantine. Cursed exorcist John Constantine 
(Keanu Reeves) used his charms to perform an exorcism on 
a possessed girl (Jhoanna Trias), eventually ridding her of the 
demon within. 

The metal ring holds a pair of keys 
and a series of religious icons used 
as charms in his exorcisms. The metal 
charms feature depictions of Christ, 
the Virgin Mary, blessed saints and 
other Christian iconography. The charm 
chosen by Constantine for use in the 
exorcism – a wheel-like design with 
images of Christ, his apostles and 
doves – features on the ring.

Displaying some minor wear from 
use, the piece remains in very good 
condition and is supplied with a Warner 
Brothers certificate of authenticity. 
Dimensions: 10 cm x 7 cm x 2.5cm (4" 
x 2 ¾" x 1")

£1,000-1,500
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Ϻ 74. John Constantine's (Keanu Reeves) Hero Mechanical Holy Shotgun and Holy Bullets
CONSTANTINE (2005) 

A hero mechanical holy shotgun and two holy bullets from Francis Lawrence’s supernatural horror debut Constantine. Constructed from 
numerous ancient relics, John Constantine (Keanu Reeves) used his demon-killing shotgun as he fought to save Angela Dodson (Rachel 
Weisz) from the clutches of Mammon, using bullets made by his student Chas (Shia LaBeouf). This shotgun screen-matches the scene 
in which Gabriel (Tilda Swinton) begs Constantine to take vengeance after double-crossing him.

Crafted from cast and machined metal, the shotgun has a faux-gold plated finish and features engraved Latin inscriptions and decoration 
inlaid with black paint. A wind-up, rotating drum magazine with nickel plating is fitted in front of the weapon’s static trigger. The torch mount 
on the top of the weapon and the barrel are distressed with scorch marks to appear burned. The bullets, also finished in faux-gold plating, 
are made of resin. 

Both the shotgun and its ammunition display some wear from production use, including small dents, chips in the plating and wear around 
the engraving. The pump grip and cross-shaped sight of the shotgun were also bent through use. These pieces are sold with Warner 
Brothers certificates of authenticity and are supplied with the transit crate used for the weapon during the production. Shotgun dimensions: 
56 cm x 28 cm x 19 cm (22" x 11" x 7 ½")

£12,000-15,000
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† 77. Second Watch Officer's (Martin Semmelrogge) Leather 
Jacket and Trousers
DAS BOOT (1981)

Second Watch Officer's (Martin Semmelrogge) waterproof leather jacket and trousers 
from Wolfgang Petersen’s Second World War epic Das Boot. The third-in-command of 
U-96 wore his waterproofs throughout the film as he served as look-out in the conning 
tower of the U-boat during their Atlantic patrol.

The waterproof uniform is made of grey leather, the jacket boasting the long officer-
style collar and pockets at the hips and chest. The jacket is lined with wool for warmth, 
with both garments containing a Bermans and Nathans costumier tag marked 'Herr 
Semmelrogge, 15313 No.4, U. Boat'. The trousers contain additional labels marked 
'Emiliano Monaco' and 'David Lou'. Distressed for use on the production, the jacket is 
missing two buttons and the trousers are missing a button at the rear.

£400-600

† 76. Johann's (Erwin Leder) Leather Jacket
DAS BOOT (1981)

Johann's (Erwin Leder) waterproof leather jacket from Wolfgang Petersen’s Second World War 
epic Das Boot. The mysterious engineer of U-96 wore his jacket as the crew of the ill-fated 
submarine departed on their tumultuous patrol of the Atlantic Ocean.

The jacket is made of black leather, with pockets at the hips and left breast, and a single 
pocket within. The piece is lined in blanket material for warmth and is lightly distressed to look 
well-worn from its time at sea. A Bermans and Nathans costumier tag marked 'Herr Leder, 
15312 No.9, U. Boat' is attached within the jacket’s inside right pocket. Used on subsequent 
productions, the buttons have since been replaced and the epaulettes removed, with one 
button missing on the right cuff. 

£300-500

Ϻ 75. Production-Used Script and UK 
Double Crown Poster
THE DARK CRYSTAL (1982)

A script and poster from Jim Henson and Frank Oz’s fantasy The 
Dark Crystal. These pieces stem from the collection of renowned 
model-maker Valerie Charlton. This script, assigned to Charlton, 
is comprised of 96 printed US Legal pages, including five A4 
pages of scanned revisions. The purple card cover has a cut-out 
window revealing the film’s title on the first page. 

Accompanying the list is a printed UK double crown poster (G rolled condition) with small creases and edge wear. The set also contains 
approximately 30 behind-the-scenes photographs, personally taken by Charlton. Signs of production use are evident, including minor tears 
on the script cover and creased edges and paper yellowing from age. Dimensions (script): 28.5 cm x 22 cm x 2 cm (11 ¼" x 8 ¾" x ¾"); 
(poster): 70 cm x 50 cm (27 ½" x 19 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£300-500
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Ω 80. Zombie Specimen Collar
DAY OF THE DEAD (1985)

A zombie specimen collar from George A. 
Romero's horror Day of the Dead. Collars were 
worn around the neck of captured zombies who 
were used as test subjects in Dr. Logan's (Richard 
Liberty) laboratory. Made of leather, this collar 
includes a metal ring at one end where soldiers 
would hook onto when moving the zombies. 

The collar is stained from stage blood and shows 
'RL8056' stamped into the leather. The interior 
shows remnants of foam padding used to provide 
comfort for the actor. This item shows some wear 
due to production use and age, but remains in 
good condition. Dimensions:  29 cm x 5 cm x 3 
cm (11 ½" x 2" x 1")

£600-800

† 79. Kapitänleutnant's (Jürgen Prochnow) Leather Jacket
DAS BOOT (1981)

The Kapitänleutnant's (Jürgen Prochnow) waterproof leather jacket from Wolfgang Petersen’s 
wartime epic Das Boot. The Kaleun of U-96 – often referred to as the Old Man – wore his jacket 
during a close encounter with a passing British destroyer mid-way through their patrol of the 
Atlantic Ocean.

The double-breasted jacket is made of grey leather and 
features a long collar and lapels – the style worn by the 
boat’s officers – and pockets at the hips and chest. It is 
lined in woollen blanket material in the wartime fashion, 
and has a Bermans and Nathans costumier tag marked 
'Herr Jurgen, 15313 No.1, U. Boat' attached within the 
jacket’s inside pocket. Distressed for use, the jacket 
remains in very good condition.

£600-800

† 78. Leutnant Werner's (Herbert Grönemeyer) Leather Jacket 
and Trousers
DAS BOOT (1981)

Leutnant Werner's (Herbert Grönemeyer) waterproof leather jacket and trousers from 
Wolfgang Petersen’s Second World War epic Das Boot. The naval war correspondent wore 
his waterproofs throughout the film when he ventured into U-96’s conning tower during the 
submarine’s tumultuous patrol of the Atlantic.

The jacket and trousers are made of grey leather, the jacket made with the officer-style long 
collar and lapels and pockets at the hips and chest. The jacket is lined with woollen blanket 
material for warmth, with both garments containing Bermans and Nathans costumier tags 
marked 'Herr Gronemeyer, 64313 No.5, U. Boat'. The set is distressed, with additional stains 
applied to the trousers. The trousers are marked as size 34.

£400-600
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Ω 81. Background Wrinkled 
Zombie Mask
DAY OF THE DEAD (1985)

A background wrinkled zombie mask from 
George A. Romero's horror Day of the Dead. 
This background mask was worn by one of the 
many zombies featured in the film. Made of slip 
latex, this delicate mask resembles a rotting, 
wrinkled face with concave ears and strands 
of hair glued to the scalp. 

Designed by make-up effects designer Tom 
Savini, the skin has been painted in shades 
of green and grey to resemble decaying skin. 
Inside the mask, the number '29' is written in 
black ink. This mask shows some wear due 
to production use and age, but remains in fine 
condition. Dimensions:  23 cm x 33 cm x 13 
cm (9" x 13" x 5")

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 82. Call Sheets and UK Quad Poster
DIE HARD (1988)

Two call sheets from John McTiernan’s action-thriller Die Hard. These were issued for the filming of scenes in which John McClane (Bruce 
Willis) fought Karl (Alexander Godunov), and the hostages were taken to the Nakatomi Plaza rooftop.

Printed on pink and white paper, the double-sided call sheets are dated 16 and 18 December 1987. The pages detail the cast and 
crew members for the days’ shooting, 
including Bruce Willis and Alan Rickman, 
with additional shoot requirements on 
the reverse. Featuring printed personal 
notes and events, one sheet has a 
handwritten alteration in blue ink reading 
'Grip Pre-Rig 12:30'. The sheets display 
evidence of production-use, with paper 
folds throughout and slight corner 
creases, and are accompanied by a 
printed UK quad poster (VG folded and 
rolled condition). Call sheet dimensions 
(each): 28 cm x 21.5 cm (11" x 8 ½"); 
(poster): 100 cm x 76 cm (40" x 30")

£120-150
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Ϻ 83. Set of Production Blueprints
DIE HARD 2 (1990)

A set of production blueprints from Renny Harlin’s 
action-thriller sequel Die Hard 2. This collection 
of seven blueprints includes six prints of the 
church where Colonel Stuart (William Sadler) 
orchestrated his attacks on Washington Dulles 
International Airport and one print of the airport’s 
annex. The annex print includes a detailed plan 
of the ventilation system John McClane (Bruce 
Willis) climbed through. 

The other prints display the church’s interior 
layout, design, revisions and close up details of 
the decorations and furnishings. All the prints 
exhibit wear from production-use including 
creases, tears and yellowing from age. 
Dimensions (largest blueprint): 76 cm x 107 cm 
(30" x 42")

£200-300

Ϻ  84. John McClane's (Bruce Willis) C4 Plastic Explosive
DIE HARD (1988)

A block of C4 plastic explosive from John McTiernan’s action-thriller Die Hard. C4 explosive was carried by the terrorists led by Hans Gruber 
(Alan Rickman) as part of their escape plan, with John McClane (Bruce Willis) using some stolen explosive to thwart the rocket attacks against 
the LAPD armoured car. Placement of three of the detonators and marks on the label screen match the block used by McClane in the scene.

The block of faux-plastic explosive is made of white Plasticine, wrapped in wax paper with a paper C4 label on the top. The label has been 
purposely distressed, with torn sections on the right-hand side. Stabbed through the label are five artificial detonators, one of which is wired 
to a circuit board. Holes are present in the sides and bottom, where other detonators have been pushed into the Plasticine. The piece is 
supplied with a letter of authenticity from property master Tommy Tomlinson. Dimensions: 5 cm x 18 cm x 12 cm (2" x 7" x 4 ¾")

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 85. John McClane's (Bruce Willis) Radio
DIE HARD (1988)

John McClane's (Bruce Willis) radio from John McTiernan’s action-thriller Die Hard. 
McClane used his radio throughout the Nakatomi Plaza siege to infuriate Hans Gruber 
(Alan Rickman) and maintain contact with LAPD cop Al Powell (Reginald VelJohnson). 

The piece is a real Kenwood TH-21BT walkie talkie, made with a plastic body, buttons 
and screw-on aerial. The radio’s detachable battery is still present, and a hand-cut white 
label with the Kenwood logo and a distinctive black line along the bottom – only seen on 
McClane’s radio  – runs across the back. The piece has numerous scratches on the plastic 
body and along the aerial from use, and is supplied with a letter of authenticity from the 
film’s assistant property master. Dimensions: 3.5 cm x 6.5 cm x 18.5 cm (1 ½" x 2 ¾" x 7 ¼")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately, however no 
guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of those components. It is entirely incumbent on the 
new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£3,000-5,000

Ϻ 86. Zeus Carver's (Samuel L. Jackson) Glasses
DIE HARD WITH A VENGEANCE (1995)

Zeus’ (Samuel L. Jackson) glasses from John McTiernan’s action film Die Hard With a Vengeance. Zeus wore his glasses throughout 
the film as he played reluctant partner to New York City police lieutenant John McClane (Bruce Willis) as they attempted to stop terrorist 
Simon Gruber (Jeremy Irons). 

The glasses are made by Dakota Smith and feature a tortoiseshell half-rim frame with prescription-free clear lenses and a thin black rope 
neck cord. There are small scratches to the frame and lenses from production use, however overall they remain in very good condition. 
Dimensions (folded): 2.5 cm x 15 cm x 4.5 cm (1" x 6" x 1 ¾")  

£800-1,200
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Ϻ 88. Detective Walsh's (Anthony Peck) NYPD Shield
DIE HARD WITH A VENGENCE (1995)

Detective Walsh’s (Anthony Peck) NYPD shield from John McTiernan’s action 
sequel Die Hard With a Vengeance. The shield was made for the character of 
Walsh, however this particular version of the ID was not seen in the final cut of 
the film. The shield is made from metal with blue detailing and features Walsh’s 
badge number '6991'. 

The shield is attached to a black leather wallet with a brass press stud. An ID card 
is located in the back of the wallet displaying the name 'Raymond Tierce' and an 
alternative badge number. Tape residue is present on the rear of the badge, but 
overall the piece is in good condition. Dimensions (folded): 9 cm x 7 cm x 3 cm (3 
½" x 2 ¾" x 1 ¼")

£300-500

Ϻ 87. John McClane's (Bruce Willis) Stunt Beretta and 'Seasons Greetings' Tape
DIE HARD (1988)

John McClane's (Bruce Willis) Beretta sidearm and 'Seasons Greetings' tape from John McTiernan’s action-thriller Die Hard. McClane used 
his trusty Beretta M92F throughout the film as he battled the band of terrorists, with the New York cop using lengths of Christmas-themed 
tape to secure the weapon to his back for his final showdown 
with Hans Gruber (Alan Rickman). 

This stunt version of McClane’s sidearm was used for scenes 
in which a live-firing pistol was not required. Made of rubber, it 
is intricately cast, with full production markings and the serial 
number C63121Z present on the frame and slide. The tape 
features a repeating design, with the text 'Season’s Greetings' 
in red gothic font accented by sprigs of holly. There is some 
damage present to the tape, with minor scratches and casting 
defects present on the pistol. The set is supplied with a letter 
of authenticity from property master Tommy Tomlinson. 
Dimensions (pistol): 18 cm x 5 cm x 12 cm (7" x 2" x 4 ¾")

Please note, ownership of this item is restricted for U.K. residents to registered 
re-enactors, galleries, or individuals in film, television or theatre production. Please 
inquire for further details. It is solely the buyer’s responsibility to check, prior to bidding, 
the legal status of this prop within their own country and the importation therein.

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 89. Simon Gruber's (Jeremy Irons) Fake ID
DIE HARD WITH A VENGEANCE (1995)

Simon Gruber’s (Jeremy Irons) fake ID from John McTiernan’s action sequel 
Die Hard With a Vengeance. The wallet screen matches to the scene after 
the destruction of the subway tunnel, as terrorist Gruber poses as city 
engineer, Bob Thompson.

The wallet is bound in black leather and contains Bob Thompson’s laminated 
New York City Engineer identification card featuring a photo of Gruber. The 
wallet also contains a business card for another of Gruber’s aliases, tulip 
farmer Mr Vanderfloog (misspelled as "Vandersloog") and a business card 
for the Federal Bank of New York vice-president, Felix Little. One of the 
card holders has come away from the inside of the wallet, however overall 
it remains in very good condition. Dimensions (unfolded): 24 cm x 11 cm x 
1 cm (9 ½" x 4 ¼" x ¾").    

£1,500-2,000

Ϻ 90. John McClane's (Bruce Willis) 
NYPD ID
DIE HARD WITH A VENGEANCE (1995)

John McClane’s (Bruce Willis) photo ID from John 
McTiernan’s action sequel Die Hard With a Vengeance. 
The police identification is bound in a black leather wallet 
with a brass press stud to fasten. The wallet features 
a laminated NYPD identification card with McClane’s 
name, rank, photograph, date of birth and tax number. 

There are two small holes inside the wallet where 
McClane’s police badge would have been held. Made 
for the production, but ultimately not seen on screen, 
the exterior of the wallet displays remnants of adhesive. 
Dimensions (unfolded): 17.5 cm x 10 cm x 0.5 cm (7" 
x 4" x ¼").

£2,000-3,000
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ϺΔ 93. 'Battlefield' Special Effects Pistol and Holster
DOCTOR WHO (TV 1963-1989)

A special effects pistol and holster from the BBC sci-fi television series Doctor Who, from the first serial of the twenty-sixth season titled 
'Battlefield' starring Sylvester McCoy as The Doctor. This particular version is a pyrotechnic style, which would have emitted sparks as the 
knights fired upon the U.N.I.T. troops that challenged them. 

The pistol is made of metal, with a clear 
acrylic grip and black rubber detailing. A 
switch is located on the back which operated 
the ‘firing’ mechanism, however this is no 
longer operational. The holster is made from 
black foam with remnants of silver paint and 
features a reflective faux-silver triangle and 
red striped design on the front. There are slight 
scratches and paint chips on the pistol, however 
overall the piece remains in good condition. 
Dimensions (pistol):  23.5 cm x 4.5 cm x 14.5 
cm (9 ¼" x 1 ¾" x 5 ¾")    

£800-1,200

Ϻ 92. 'Resurrection of the Daleks' Autographed  
Shooting Running Order
DOCTOR WHO (TV 1963-1989)

A signed shooting running order from the BBC sci-fi television 
series Doctor Who, taken from the fourth serial of the 21st 
season titled 'Resurrection of the Daleks'. The schedule is 
made up of 17 A4 sheets of paper detailing the order in which 
the scenes were filmed and the characters required. 

It is signed by cast members Peter Davison, Janet Fielding, 
Mark Strickson, Rodney Bewes, Rula Lenska, Terry Molloy 
and Royce Mills on the first two pages. Accompanying the 
running order is a 6" x 4" photograph of Lenska. The pieces 
show minimal wear from age. Dimensions (running order): 
30 cm x 21 cm x 0.5 cm (12" x 8 ¼" x ¼")

£150-200

Ϻ 91. Autographed Collectors Card Set
DOCTOR WHO (TV 1963-1989)

A set of autographed collectors cards from the BBC sci-fi television 
series Doctor Who. The set consists of 26 cards autographed by 
various VFX crew members who worked on the series. Each card 
displays an image from the show on the front, with a description of 
the episode it is featured in on the reverse. 

Accompanying the cards is a double-sided BBC Visual Effects 
leaflet, a department which closed after almost 50 years of 
production in 2003. It features a printed map and contact details, 
with a brief biography and examples of work. These pieces show 
minimal wear from age. Dimensions (leaflet unfolded): 29.5 cm x 21 
cm (11 ¾" x 8 ¼"); (cards): 9 cm x 6.5 cm x 1.5 cm (3 ½" x 2 ½" x ½") 

£150-200
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Ϻ 95. Pyrotechnic Sterling Submachine Gun
DOCTOR WHO (TV 1963-1989)

A pyrotechnic Sterling submachine gun from the BBC sci-fi television series Doctor 
Who. The weapon was one of two created for the lost episode 'Fury from the 
Deep', starring Patrick Troughton as the Doctor, to allow gunshots to be achieved 
on set without an armourer being present. The piece was subsequently used by 
members of U.N.I.T. in the John Pertwee and Tom Baker serials.

Made by BBC effects assistant Len Hutton, and originally acquired from BBC senior visual-effects designer Dave Havard, the piece is 
based on the L2A3 Sterling submachine gun and is made of machined metal components with a black paint finish. The bolt, butt stock, 
trigger and magazine are all fixed in place. A switch beneath the magazine allowed a pyrotechnic charge to be fired down the barrel. A 
canvas sling is attached at the rear on the heat shield’s left-hand side. The weapon displays some wear from use and signs of aging, with 
scratches to the paintwork and corrosion within the receiver. Dimensions: 68 cm x 25.5 cm x 18 cm (26 ¾" x 10" x 7 ¼")

Ownership of this item is restricted for UK residents to registered re-enactors, galleries, or individuals in film, television or theatre production. Please inquire for further details. It is solely 
the buyer’s responsibility to check, prior to bidding, the legal status of this prop within their own country and the importation therein.

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 94. 'Vengeance on Varos' Guard Costume
DOCTOR WHO (TV 1963-1989)

A Varos Guard costume from the BBC sci-fi 
television series Doctor Who. The guards of 
the alien penal colony wore their uniforms in 
the TV serial 'Vengeance on Varos', starring 
Colin Baker as the Doctor thwarting the 
reign of terror perpetrated by the Governor 
(Martin Jarvis) and his Chief Officer (Forbes 
Collins). 

The costume is comprised of a black wool 
jacket with faux-leather shoulders and red 
epaulettes, black trousers with red piping, 
and a metal link belt and shoulder harness. 
The jacket and belt have the Varos 'V' 
insignia, with paratrooper wings affixed to 
the epaulettes. The jacket is marked 'Ray 
Knight' internally. The costume displays 
some wear and signs of aging to the artificial 
leather sections of the jacket, with minor 
damage to the belt links.

£600-800
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Ϻ 97. Norman Pitkin’s (Norman Wisdom) 
Milk Bottle
THE EARLY BIRD (1965)

Norman Pitkin’s (Norman Wisdom) milk bottle from Robert 
Asher’s comedy The Early Bird. Milk bottles were delivered 
by milkman Pitkin throughout the film, as the turf war ensued 
between Grimsdale's Dairy and Consolidated Dairies.

Made from glass, the pint-sized bottle features a blue adhered 
paper label with purple text displaying the Grimsdale logo. 
The inside of the bottle has been coated with white paint to 
give the impression it is filled with milk. Signs of production 
use are evident, including small tears and wear to the label, 
minor glass chips and paint scratches. Accompanying the 
bottle is a 'What’s On in London' magazine with a cover page 
featuring the film dated 3 December 1965. Bottle dimensions: 
8 cm x 8 cm x 22 cm (3" x 3" x 8 ¾")

£300-400

† 96. Captain Clark's (Treat Williams) 
Jacket
THE EAGLE HAS LANDED (1976)

Captain Clark's (Treat Williams) jacket from John Sturges’ 
Second World War film The Eagle Has Landed. US Army 
Ranger Clark wore his jacket during his first on-screen 
appearance when he was introduced to Colonel Steiner 
(Michael Caine), a Nazi paratrooper heading a plot to kidnap 
Winston Churchill. 

Made of wool serge, the khaki jacket displays a pleated 
back with an adjustable waist, large chest pockets fastened 
with press studs, and epaulettes. A Bermans and Nathans 
costumiers label is located in the collar of the jacket reading 
'Treat Williams, 10824, Eagle Has Landed'.  There is a small 
amount of loose thread above the right chest pocket and cuff, 
and remnants of blue thread where a US Army Ranger patch 
would have been positioned.

£300-500
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†  98. Jim's (Christian Bale) Brown Leather Jacket
EMPIRE OF THE SUN (1987)

Jim’s (Christian Bale) brown leather 
jacket from Steven Spielberg’s 
Oscar®-nominated Second World 
War film Empire of the Sun. Jim 
wore his jacket throughout his 
time in the internment camp, with 
the distressing of the patch on 
the back a close match to that 
seen on his jacket near the end of 
the film during the camp’s forced 
evacuation. Costume designer 
Bob Ringwood earned an Academy 
Award® and BAFTA® nomination for 
his contribution to the film.

A brown leather bomber jacket 
made by Schott, the piece features 
a China Burma India Theater patch 
on the arm and a large 'blood chit' 
patch on the back. A black 'J' is 
written in the collar. The jacket is 
missing its detachable faux-fur 
collar and displays significant wear 
from use, including tears to the 
leather and lining on the left breast 
pocket, both arms and to the wool 
cuffs and waist. The damage to the 
jacket would make it suitable for a 
restoration project.

£1,500-2,000

Ω 99. Prototype Drac Ship
ENEMY MINE (1985)

A prototype Drac ship from Wolfgang 
Petersen's Enemy Mine. Built in the 
Industrial Light & Magic model shop, this 
design was conceived for the early space 
battle in which Will Davidge (Dennis 
Quaid) shoots down a Drac spacecraft 
carrying Jeriba (Louis Gossett, Jr.). 

This prototype was constructed at ⅓ 
the size of the final shooting model 
and is made of resin. The bottom of 
the spaceship shows three engravings 
that read ‘ILM Modelshop’, ‘Built by Ira 
Keeler 5-84’ and ‘Skinned by Gawley’. 
The prototype shows minor wear due to 
production use and age but remains in 
very good condition. Dimensions: 27 cm 
x 27 cm x 8 cm (10 ¾" x 10 ½" x 3 ¼")

£1,000-2,000
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Ϻ 100. Carlo Rambaldi Hand-
Painted E.T. Illustration
E.T. THE EXTRA TERRESTRIAL (1982)

A concept painting of E.T. from Steven Spielberg’s 
sci-fi adventure film E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial. 
The artwork was done as a concept during the 
production of E.T. by creator Carlo Rambaldi – who 
won an Oscar® for his work on the film – and later 
gifted to another member of the production crew. 

The portrait is accomplished in acrylics on wooden 
board with oil crayon highlights in blue, yellow and 
white. Rambaldi, who was known as the ‘father 
of E.T.’, signed the lower right-hand corner of 
the illustration and dated it ‘81’. The painting is 
presented in a canvas-wrapped frame with paper 
backing. The piece shows some light signs of wear 
around the frame, however overall it remains in 
very good condition. Dimensions: 2 cm x 56 cm x 
46 cm ( ¾" x 22" x 18 ¼")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, 
licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£4,000-6,000

Ϻ 101. Script Supervisor’s Continuity Script and Breakdowns
E.T. THE EXTRA TERRESTRIAL (1982)

Script supervisor Esther Vivante’s heavily annotated continuity script and production breakdowns  from Steven Spielberg’s sci-fi adventure 
film E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial. The script supervisor’s role is to track the specific camera coverage of every scene in the script, reviewing 
continuity and ensuring nothing has been overlooked during photography. The continuity script is a key asset for the editing department, 
who uses it as a guide to know what coverage is available. The continuity script is contained in a three-ring binder, and is comprised of 
approximately 370 US Legal pages, with printed pages and attached inserts. 

The piece is filled with extensive hand written annotation as would be expected from such a script supervisor’s script. The breakdowns are 
based on the screenplay and revisions made throughout August 1981, with 18 pages printed single-sided on white US Legal paper. They 
list information on specific shots done for each scene. The paperwork shows signs of natural wear including light creasing, occasional small 
tears and rust marks. Dimensions: 30 cm x 31 cm x 10 cm (11 ¾" x 12 ¼" x 4")

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 102. Clapperboard
EVERY WHICH WAY BUT LOOSE 
(1978)

A clapperboard from the James Fargo 
adventure comedy Every Which Way But 
Loose. Marked for use with the production's 
main 'A' camera, the clapperboard is made 
of wood and features the shortened title 
'But Loose' painted across the top. The 
Clint Eastwood-founded Malpaso Company 
production number and the names of director 
James Fargo and director of photography 
Rexford Metz can be found below. 

There are sections at the bottom of the board 
for noting the scene and take, with traces 
of chalk numbers still present. Markings 
are visible on the reverse for use in camera 
lens focus tests. The board has damage to 
the bottom left corner, with signs of natural 
production wear throughout. Dimensions: 4 
cm x 28 cm x 23 cm (1 ½" x 11" x 9")

£1,200-1,500

Ω 103. Henrietta (Ted Raimi) Maquette
EVIL DEAD II (1987)

A Henrietta (Ted Raimi) maquette from Sam Raimi's horror sequel Evil 
Dead II. Sculpted by Academy Award-wining effects artist Mike Trcic, 
this maquette was created to visualise Professor Kowby's (John Peakes) 
undead wife who emerged from the cabin basement where she attacked 
Ash (Bruce Campbell). Made of resin, the maquette shows the demonic 
torso of Henrietta, with rotting flesh and thinning hair, which has been glued 
sparsely to the scalp. Henrietta's skin is painted off-white with red visible 
within areas of her receding flesh. 

The piece shows 'Trcic 86'carved into 
the back  by special make-up-effects 
artist Mike Trcic. The maquette is 
glued to a plywood base, which has 
been painted on top to resemble the 
floorboards of the cabin. This piece 
shows minor wear due to production 
use, with a crack near the armpit that 
is repaired with glue. Otherwise the 
maquette remains in good condition.  
Dimensions: 27 cm x 19 cm x 28 cm 
(10 ½" x 7 ½" x 11")

£800-1,000
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Ϻ 104. Thing's Costume
FANTASTIC 4: RISE OF THE SILVER SURFER (2007)

Thing’s costume from Tim Story’s superhero adventure- sequel Fantastic 4: Rise 
of the Silver Surfer. Ben Grimm (Michael Chiklis), transformed into the rock-like 
Thing, stood with the team throughout the film as they confronted the Silver Surfer 
(Doug Jones) and attempted to save the Earth from the powerful force of Galactus.

Made from foam latex, the costume consists of separate 
appliances for the head, torso with arms attached, legs, hands and 
feet. The components feature ridged, rock-like patterns with an 
orange paint finish that has a wash applied to darken the recesses 
of Thing’s skin. Each piece is fitted with black press studs and 
Velcro to secure them together. The torso has a zip running up 
the length of the back to fasten, and is labelled 'Stunt Double #1'. 
The legs are fitted to a stretchable mesh that is suspended from 
the shoulders on elasticated braces. Both the legs and feet show 
the label 'Rob' and the hands display the label 'Stunt'. The head 
piece has holes for the eyes, nose and mouth, with a skull cap 
that can be removed from the main body. 

The costume includes a pair of large blue Lycra shorts with a 
navy waist band. Accompanying the costume is another hand, 
also labelled 'Stunt'. This ensemble is presented on a custom-built 
display mannequin and base. Signs of wear are evident, including 
paint chips and hardening at the edges, with minor splits in the 
foam latex. Dimensions (on display): 48 cm x 73 cm x 184 cm 
(19" x 28 ¾" x 72 ½")

£6,000-8,000
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Ϻ 105. Dr. Doom's (Julian McMahon) Costume
FANTASTIC 4: RISE OF THE SILVER SURFER (2007)

Dr. Doom’s (Julian McMahon) costume from Tim Story’s superhero adventure 
sequel Fantastic 4: Rise of the Silver Surfer. Victor Von Doom wore his 
costume throughout the film as he plotted to steal the Silver Surfer’s (Doug 
Jones) board and gain extra power through cosmic energy. 

The costume consists of a two-part, full-head mask, body armour and 
under suit, cowl, sleeves, trousers, gloves, boots, greaves and braces. 
Each component is fitted with poppers, zips and Velcro to fasten it all 
together. The head appliance, body armour and greaves are constructed 
from fibreglass, with a black metallic finish. The cowl and sleeves are made 
from foam rubber and feature sculptured lines to resemble flexible armour. 
The boots, gloves and braces are also made from a thick foam rubber and 
the trousers are black leather.

Assorted labels are handwritten on the interior of the components, with the 
trousers and boots reading 'Julian #2' and the under suit 'Hero #1.' The cowl 
shows the label 'Stunt #1' and the braces say 'Doom Stunt #2'. The greaves 
are covered in red dot tracking markers for VFX sequences and have two 
labels reading 'Julian Hero' and 'Doom #1'. Two wardrobe tags reading 
‘Doom Hero #2 Leather Pants Julian’ and ‘Doom Hero #1’ are also included. 
This ensemble is presented on a custom mannequin display. Signs of wear 
are evident, including minor chips and tears. Dimensions (displayed): 36 
cm x 58 cm x 190 cm (14" x 23" x 75")

£6,000-8,000
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Ϻ 106. Scarran Captain Jenek (Jason Clarke) 
Complete Costume, Prosthetics and Scarran 
Weapon
FARSCAPE (TV 1999-2003)

Scarran Captain Jenek’s (Jason Clarke) costume, prosthetics and 
weapon from the Jim Henson cult sci-fi television series Farscape. 
The cruel alien captain was first seen when Aeryn Sun (Claudia Black) 
was handed to him as a prisoner.

The costume is constructed from faux-leather, with fibreglass chest 
armour, polyurethane arm armour, additional armour created in 
fabric-covered Plastazote, and long chains made from individually-
cast plastic discs. Loin cloths made from faux-leather, synthetic 
material and Plastazote are present on the front and rear. A pair of 
Plastazote boots, with platform soles for added height, completes the 
main costume. The armour is finished in black and faux-gold, with 
red streaks painted on the chains at the rear.

Also included is an intricately sculpted prosthetic head. The head 
is made of foam latex and features the familiar Scarran scowl, with 
pointed teeth sculpted into the alien’s mouth. The mask is finished in 
grey, and the teeth are finished in an off-white paint. Due to the age 
of the piece, there is some deterioration to the mask, including some 
tears and flaking. However, the foam latex remains mostly supple, 
and overall the set is in very good condition. The costume's boots, 
gloves and uniform are marked 'Ian', while the foam latex bracers 
are marked 'Taris'. 

Complementing the lot is a Scarran Security rifle – a long cylindrical 
futuristic weapon constructed from wood and painted metallic grey 
with green hues. It has a leather wrist strap, foam padding on the 
handle, a resin hand guard and a plastic barrel shroud.

This costume was originally auctioned by the Jim Henson Company 
in 2006 and a Jim Henson Company certificate of authenticity 
accompanies the set. The costume is supplied with a custom-made 
mannequin display. Dimensions (costume display): 52 cm x 60 cm 
x 210 cm (20 ½" x 24" x 83"); Dimensions (weapon): 63 cm x 13 cm 
x 10 cm (24 ¾" x 5 ¼" x 4")

£8,000-10,000
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Ϻ 108. Rollo Lee's (John Cleese) Seat Cast and On-Set Photographs
FIERCE CREATURES (1997)

A seat cast and photographs from Fred Schepisi and Robert Young’s comedy Fierce Creatures. These pieces come from the collection of 
renowned model-maker Valerie Charlton. Rollo Lee (John Cleese) wore his kangaroo costume during the scenes when the zoo keepers are 
dressed up as various animals and this cast, built into the costume, allowed him to sit between takes. The cast was taken from Cleese and 
applied to a cleverly designed seat and tail. 

This cast is made from fibreglass, painted in flesh tones and mounted on to a 
black shield wall plaque. Accompanying the piece are approximately 50 on-set 
photographs personally taken by Charlton, with images showing Cleese sitting in 
the costume. The cast shows signs of wear, including small cracks and scratches. 
Dimensions (cast on display): 62 cm x 51 cm x 13 cm (24 ½" x 20" x 5")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type 
of legal release.

£150-250

Ϻ 107. Peacekeeper Pulse Rifle
FARSCAPE (TV 1999-2003)

A Peacekeeper Pulse Rifle 
from the sci-fi television show 
Farscape. The Pulse Rifle was 
a standard issue weapon of 
the militant Peacekeepers, with 
multiple variants seen in use 
throughout the show’s run. 

Made of fibreglass, the weapon features elaborate detailing across 
the receiver, grips and barrel, and features a cast-in scope running 
along the top of the receiver. The futuristic rifle is finished in metallic 
gunmetal grey paint with washes and distressing applied to make 
the weapon appear well-used. The piece displays some minor wear 
from production use, including scratches to the left side of the scope 
and grips. Dimensions: 58 cm x 9 cm x 24 cm (22 ¾" x 3 ½" x 9 ½")

£1,500-2,000

Ϻ 109. Rollo Lee's (John Cleese) Dressing Gown
FIERCE CREATURES (1997)

Rollo Lee’s (John Cleese) dressing gown from Fred Schepisi and Robert Young’s 
comedy Fierce Creatures. Lee wore his colourful dressing gown when attempting 
to hide a number of animals in his room during an encounter with the zoo’s 
officials Vince McCain (Kevin Kline) and Willa Weston (Jamie Lee Curtis), with 
this piece a screen match to the scene. 

Made from cotton, this lemon-coloured dressing gown shows a quirky banana 
tree pattern in bright colours throughout. Marked size large, the gown remains 
in excellent, but used condition. Accompanying the gown is a 'European Gala 
Charity Premiere' programme and two promotional photographs featuring the 
cast including Cleese, Kline, Curtis and Michael Palin.  

£300-400
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ϺΔ 110. Fhloston Paradise Medic Helmet
THE FIFTH ELEMENT (1997)

A Fhloston Paradise medic’s helmet worn in the Luc Besson sci-fi adventure 
The Fifth Element. Designed by Jean Paul Gaultier, the helmet is made of foam 
rubber, with an array of resin discs and spikes across the exterior. Orange plastic 
and fabric is attached across the front brim to create a faux-visor, with the piece 
finished in metallic blue and faux-silver paint. 

Markings on the headgear are sprayed black, with additional distressing applied 
to give the piece a rugged, worn appearance. The piece has deformed slightly 
over time, with some chips and wear to the paint finish and the resin detailing. 
Dimensions: 30 cm x 25 cm x 25 cm (12" x 10" x 10")

£300-500

ϺΔ 111. Fhloston Paradise Sailor Costume
THE FIFTH ELEMENT (1997)

A Fhloston Paradise sailor’s costume worn in the Luc Besson’s 
sci-fi adventure The Fifth Element. Designed by Jean Paul Gaultier 
in his signature sailor design, the costume consists of a striped 
turtleneck, a navy short-sleeved top, white shorts, gloves and hat, 
and black boots. 

The navy blue top is marked size large and features a faux-gold 
embroidered Fhloston Paradise logo. Layered sleeves are secured 
with Velcro, with faux-gold foam epaulets and cuffs. The white hat, 
marked "size 58", has a black felt brim and resin Fhloston Paradise 
insignia with "203 Oli Travers" and "Freese" handwritten on the 
sweatband. The shorts are labelled size 36 and the turtleneck top 
is marked size "1". The boots feature Velcro fastenings, with the 
left boot marked "Darren Fletcher 220".

£700-900

ϺΔ 112. Fhloston Paradise Security Guard Costume
THE FIFTH ELEMENT (1997)

A Fhloston Paradise security guard’s costume worn in the Luc 
Besson sci-fi adventure The Fifth Element. Designed by Jean 
Paul Gaultier, the costume consists of a striped turtleneck, a 
navy short-sleeved top, white shorts, gloves and leather belt 
set, black boots and an armoured blue shoulder harness.

The navy blue top is size extra large and features a Fhloston 
Paradise logo embroidered in faux-gold. Layered sleeves 
are secured with Velcro, with faux-gold foam epaulets and 
cuffs. The harness is made of foam with rubber detailing and 
is fastened with Velcro. A prop baton – made of lightweight 
wood – and a utility pouch hang from the belt. The shorts 
are size '32' waist and the turtleneck top is marked size '1'. 
The baton and belt set display some light wear, but overall 
the costume is in very good condition.

£600-800
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ϺΔ 113. Zorg’s (Gary Oldman) Animatronic Picasso Creature
THE FIFTH ELEMENT (1997)

Zorg’s (Gary Oldman) animatronic 
creature Picasso, from Luc Besson's sci-fi 
adventure The Fifth Element. The corrupt 
industrialist calls upon his colourful little 
pet when karma causes him to choke on 
a cherry. He valiantly attempts to assist 
his master only to receive said cherry to 
the eye when Father Vito Cornelius (Ian 
Holm) finally gives him aid. 

The ‘Souliman Aktapan’ creature was 
designed by Hélène Giraud, daughter 
of Jean 'Moebius' Giraud, and brought 
to life by special-effects artists Nick 
Dudman and Chris Barton. The creature 
has a silicone skin with a fibreglass core, 
which houses a complex assortment of 
levered cables and servos that controlled 
everything from the eyes and mouth, 
down to the tri-pointed tip of his trunk. 
The lever cables, operated by up to six individual puppeteers, were severed after 
production, but the roots are still visible beneath the belly. 

Covering the core is a pinkish silicone skin decorated in a brightly coloured swirling 
pattern reminiscent of the work painted by his namesake artist, with hand-punched 
eyelashes and resin claws. It comes presented on a black painted wooden base. 
The creature remains in overall good condition with some slight surface cracking 
to the skin. Dimensions: 112 cm x 53 cm x 25 cm (44" x 20 ¾" x 9 ¾")

As this item contains mechanical components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately. 
However, no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of those components. It is 
entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£5,000-7,000
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ϺΔ 114. Complete Mangalore Costume
THE FIFTH ELEMENT (1997)

A Mangalore costume from the Luc Besson sci-fi adventure The Fifth Element. Mangalores 
acted as mercenaries for hire, helping in the search for the element stones before ultimately 
being double-crossed by their human employer, Jean-Baptiste Emanuel Zorg (Gary Oldman).

The jacket and trousers are made from 
thick grey suede with deep, armour-like 
ridges across the chest, thighs and shins. 
There are suede cords attached to the 
shoulder and hip, with a chest-mounted 
control panel made from foam rubber. The 
Mangalore head is made from foam rubber 
and is realistically painted in mottled brown 
and purple 'flesh' tones with teeth and a 
pair of goggles fitted to add to the alien 
look of the creature. 

The hands and feet are also made from 
foam rubber, painted and finished to the 
same high standard as the head. The 
costume is presented on a custom-made 
mannequin display. Signs of wear are 
evident, including minor hardening of 
the foam with minor cracks and splits. 
Dimensions (displayed): 35 cm x 65 cm x 
195 cm (13 ¾" x 25 ½" x 77")

£4,000-6,000

Ϻ 115. Otto's (Kevin Kline) Braces and Belt
A FISH CALLED WANDA (1988)

Otto’s (Kevin Kline) belt and two pairs of braces from the Academy Award®-winning 
caper comedy A Fish Called Wanda. Otto wore his braces and a belt throughout 
the film, as he and Wanda Gershwitz (Jamie Lee Curtis) attempted to locate the 
diamonds after the heist. 

Custom-made for the film, the belt is 
constructed from black leather, with a zip-
up pouch and black braiding on the back, 
a metal buckle and Velcro strap fastening. 
The braces – one hero pair and one used 
as a stand-in pair – were the only pairs 
used for filming and are made of black 
elastic with a Chinese symbol design 
and a brown leather back strap. The 
hero set displays hand-painted Chinese 
symbols and a 'Ray and Guy Company' 
brand stamp on the back. Fifteen black 
and white 8x10 promotional photographs 
accompany the lot, featuring numerous 
scenes from the film including images of 
Otto that can be matched to the braces. 
The belt displays light wear and scratches 
from use. 

Please note the photographs in this lot are sold without 
copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal releases.

£600-800
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ϺΔ 116. Ming Guard Skull Mask
FLASH GORDON (1980)

A golden skull mask from Mike Hodges' sci-fi adventure 
Flash Gordon. Emperor Ming’s (Max von Sydow) guards 
wore their masks when Flash Gordon (Sam J. Jones) 
and his companions first entered Ming’s palace, and 
later when the Hawkmen attacked the War Rocket Ajax. 

Made from fibreglass, this mask is painted with a polished 
faux-gold finish. Details around the eye sockets and nose 
are painted matte black and an elasticated strap is tied to 
each side. The piece displays some wear due to age and 
production use, including paint chipping and scratches. 
Dimensions: 10 cm x 16 cm x 10 cm (4" x 6 ¼" x 4")

£800-1,200

ϺΔ 117. War Rocket Ajax Crew Uniform
FLASH GORDON (1980)

A uniform worn by the crew aboard the War Rocket Ajax in Mike Hodges' sci-fi adventure Flash 
Gordon. The crew of the ship wore their costumes when under attack by Flash (Sam J. Jones), 
Prince Vultan (Brian Blessed) and his army of Hawkmen during the climactic battle.

The costume consists of a zippered jacket and drawstring trousers, made from a metallic gold-
coloured quilted synthetic material. The gold colouring has scraped off in places, but is in overall 
good condition. Both garments are marked size "M".

£400-600

ϺΔ 118. Ming Guard Helmet
FLASH GORDON (1980)

A helmet worn by one of Emperor Ming’s (Max von Sydow) guards in Mike 
Hodges' sci-fi adventure Flash Gordon. Various versions of this helmet 
were made, differentiated only by the emblem on the brow. This particular 
type of helmet was worn by the guards operating the weapons batteries 
of Mongo’s imperial palace.

Made from fibreglass, it is painted a glossy black with gold-coloured 
embellishments and a red star emblem. There are some chips and cracks 
and the golden paint has faded with age, but overall the piece remains 
in good condition. Dimensions: 20 cm x 16 cm 21cm (8" x 6 ¼" X 8 ¼")

£800-1,200
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Ϻ 120. Model Miniature Jet Bike 
and Ephemera
FLASH GORDON (1980)

A model miniature jet bike from Mike Hodges' 
sci-fi adventure Flash Gordon. Jet bikes, made 
by model-maker Bill Pearson, were used to 
dress the miniature set of Dr. Hans Zarkov’s 
(Topol) greenhouse laboratory. 

Made from assorted plastic components assembled by the process of kit bashing, the model is painted to resemble realistic burnished 
metal with advanced hydraulic detailing. Included in the set is a 'Starlog' magazine, with an article detailing the construction of the Zarkov 
Greenhouse set in which the model was used, including reference to, and an image of, the jet bike. The scene did not ultimately make the 
final cut of the film. Accompanying the bike is a production telephone list dated 10 July 1978, printed on two pages of A4 paper. The set 
also includes two original soundtrack vinyl records, a storybook and DVD copy of the film. The pieces show wear, including paint chips 
on the bike. Dimensions (model miniature): 30 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm 
(12" x 4" x 4")  

£1,200-1,500

ϺΔ 119. Flash Gordon’s (Sam J. 
Jones) Mongo Military Jacket
FLASH GORDON (1980)

Flash Gordon’s (Sam J. Jones) jacket worn in 
Mike Hodges' sci-fi adventure Flash Gordon. 
Flash wore his distinctive jacket when he and 
Princess Aura (Ornella Muti) attempted their 
escape from the planet Mongo to the forest 
kingdom of Arboria. 

The garment is entirely custom-made using 
red leather with a red polyester lining and 
features a wealth of beaded embellishments 
and gold-coloured piping. It has a zippered 
front with faux-gold metal buttons. The chest 
has an elaborate winged motif created with red 
and gold beads over a metallic gold-coloured 
material background. The cuffs, shoulders and 
epaulettes have a similar design, and whilst 
some beads have been lost since filming, it 
remains in very good condition.

The word "double" is handwritten inside the 
collar in black ink. This could refer to use as a 
second jacket for actor, Jones, or that it was 
used by a stunt double. 

£5,000-7,000
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Ϻ 121. Prince Vultan's (Brian Blessed) Mace
FLASH GORDON (1980)

Prince Vultan's (Brian Blessed) mace from Mike Hodges' sci-fi adventure Flash Gordon. The Prince of the Hawkmen used his mace 
throughout the film as he paid homage to, then rebelled against, the Emperor Ming (Max von Sydow).

Made of fibreglass, the mace has an elaborate guard around the grip and a hooked head lined with stud detailing. Originally painted black, 
it was refinished in metallic faux-gold paint for use in a theatrical production and subsequently returned to black. The mace remains in good 
condition with some minor cracks in the fibreglass and paint finish. Dimensions: 86 cm x 23 cm x 20 cm (34" x 9" x 8")

£1,000-1,500

ϺΔ 122. Hawkman Helmet
FLASH GORDON (1980)

A helmet worn by one of the Hawkmen 
in Mike Hodges' sci-fi adventure Flash 
Gordon. The winged race from Sky 
City are seen throughout the movie, 
commanded by Prince Vultan (Brian 
Blessed).

Made of fibreglass, the helmet is painted 
black with faux-gold accents and still 
retains the original scope fixed to the 
top, which is often missing on other 
examples. The fibreglass is chipped and 
cracked in places, but overall the piece 
remains in good condition. Dimensions: 
30 cm x 18 cm x 34 cm (12" x 7" x 13 ½")

£1,500-2,000
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Ϻ 125. Arnaldo Putzu Hand-Painted Quad 
Poster Artwork
FURY (1973)

Hand-painted UK quad poster artwork for Antonio Calenda’s 
Anglo-Italian epic Fury (also known as One Russian Summer in 
the UK). Created by artist Arnaldo Putzu, the piece is rendered 
in gouache on illustration board and features the characters 
Palizyn (Oliver Reed), Anya (Claudia Cardinale) and Vadim 
(John McEnery), with images of the suppressed serfs in the 
background. 

A clear plastic overlay attached to the board shows the 
intended placement of poster titles and credits. The artwork 
displays some wear to the board and creases and tears to the 
overlay from use, storage and age. Dimensions: 68 cm x 82.5 
cm x 1 cm (26 ¾" x 32 ½" x ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£80-120

   123. No Lot

Ϻ 124. Bug Mask, Production-Used Script and Crew List
FRANZ KAFKA'S IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE (1993)

A mask and production paperwork from Peter 
Capaldi’s Academy Award®-winning comedy 
short Franz Kafka’s It’s a Wonderful Life. Gregor 
Samsa (Crispin Letts) wore his mask when he 
awoke in his bed and found himself transformed 
into an insect.

From the collection of renowned model-maker 
Valerie Charlton, and displayed on a plaster 
life-cast of Letts, the mask is constructed from 
moulded card pulp and shows a realistic paint 
finish, with four black fabric legs extending from 
each side. Attached to the legs are wires that lead 
to puppet mechanisms on the back for movement. 
Accompanying it is a storyboard script, a shooting 
schedule, a crew list and a screening ticket. 
Signs of production use and wear are evident 
throughout. Dimensions (mask): 50 cm x 44 cm 
x 30 cm (19 ¾" x 17 ¼" x 12")

As this item contains mechanical components, every effort has 
been made to describe them accurately. However, no guarantee 
or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of those 
components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy 
themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£400-600
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Ω 126. Slimer Model Miniature
GHOSTBUSTERS (1984)

A model miniature of the troublesome ghost, Slimer, from Ivan 
Reitman's supernatural comedy Ghostbusters. This model miniature 
was made for the sequence in which the Ghostbusters were tasked 
with apprehending a ghost on the 12th floor of the Sedgewick Hotel. 
Made of latex, this miniature is painted green to reflect Slimer's pure 
Ectoplasm manifestation, with a gaping mouth showing white teeth 
and a red throat. 

The miniature has been mounted to a simple metal beam that 
attaches to a foam base made of a small piece of the Shandor 
Building model miniature from the film. This miniature remains in very 
good condition. Dimensions: 10 cm x 7 cm x 8 cm (3 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 3 ¼")

£1,000-1,500

Ω 127. Stay Puft 
Marshmallow Man 
Head
GHOSTBUSTERS (1984)

A Stay Puft Marshmallow Man head 
from Ivan Reitman's supernatural 
comedy Ghostbusters. Gozer 
(Slavitza Jovan) assumed the 
physical manifestation of the Stay 
Puft Marshmallow Man after Ray 
(Dan Aykroyd) accidentally recalled 
the over-sized corporate mascot. 

This hydrocal head was made for 
the gag in which Stay Puft's face 
is melted by the fire, however it 
was never coated in a foam skin 
and was not used on screen. The 
face shows Mr. Stay Puft enraged, 
with his eyes and mouth agape. 
The piece shows minor wear, but 
remains in very good condition.  
Dimensions: 47 cm x 42 cm x 38 
cm (18 ½" x 16 ½" x 15") 

£3,000-5,000
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Ω 128. First Draft Script, Production Materials and Crew Apparel
GHOSTBUSTERS (1984)

A first draft script, production materials 
and crew apparel from Ivan Reitman's 
supernatural comedy Ghostbusters. 
Written by Dan Aykroyd and Harold 
Ramis, the 135-page script is dated 
5 August 1983 and was issued to 
Richard Edlund in the visual effects 
department. A number of sequences 
involving special effects are highlighted 
in blue marker. Paired with the script is a 
collection of Kodak Cibachrome prints, 
miniature set photographs, a staff and 
crew contact list, screening programs 
and crew apparel. The apparel includes 
a large cotton T-shirt, adjustable cap, 
a pin, and stickers. The lot shows 
minor wear, but remains in very good 
condition. Script dimensions: 21.25 cm 
x 25 cm x 2.5 cm (8 ½" x 11" x 1") 

Please note the photographs in this lot are sold without 
copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements 
or any other type of legal release.

£600-800

Ω 129. Art Department Reference Binders
GHOSTBUSTERS II (1989)

A collection of four Industrial Light & Magic art department reference binders from Ivan Reitman's comedy sequel Ghostbusters II. This 
lot includes four binders, the first containing printed storyboards and printed concept art, the second showing creature shop photographs 
and Polaroids, the third holding budgeting and crew lists, and the fourth, and largest, containing meeting notes, memos, budgets, FX 
breakdowns, schedules, and creature notes. 

Combined, this lot contains hundreds of pages of documentation pertaining to the making of the film and offers a rare insight into the 
design of the film's classic ghosts. The set shows minor wear to the paper due to production use and age, but the lot remains in very 
good condition. Binder dimensions (closed): 20 cm x 29 cm x 23 cm (12" x 11 ½" x 9")

£600-800
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ϺΔ 132. Battle of Carthage Gladiator Helmet
GLADIATOR (2000)

An arena helmet from Ridley Scott’s Oscar®-winning action epic Gladiator. The gladiators wore 
their distinctive helmets during the famous Battle of Carthage re-enactment, when Maximus 
(Russell Crowe) rallied the desperate men against the charioteers, ultimately overcoming all 
odds for a glorious victory.

Made from fibreglass, the helmet is cast and impregnated with aluminium filings to create a realistic 
metal finish, with a resin spike on top, a metal chainmail neck protector and a leather tab across 
the nose. The inside is lined with black fabric and foam for comfort, and has two leather straps 
that fasten under the chin. Some wear is present from age and production use, including minor 
scratches to the fibreglass and leather wear. The helmet liner foam padding shows evidence of 
some breaking down. Dimensions: 26 cm x 20 cm x 51 cm (10" x 8" x 20")

£600-800

† 131. Roman Archer Costume
GLADIATOR (2000)

A Roman archer’s costume from Ridley Scott’s Oscar®-winning action 
epic Gladiator. The Roman archers did battle with the barbarians of 
Germania during the film’s opening battle, as Maximus (Russell Crowe) 
led his army to victory under the watchful eye of Emperor Marcus 
Aurelius (Richard Harris).

The costume is composed of trousers and tunic made of red-brown 
wool, over which is worn a pair of leather boots, a full-length suit of 
metal chainmail and a fibreglass helmet with a leather chin strap. The 
costume displays dirt and grime from use in the film’s battle sequences, 
and a pair of plastic bracers from a Gladiator Roman legionary have 
been added to complete the look of the costume.

£600-800

ϺΔ 130. Felix Legion Banner
GLADIATOR (2000)

A Felix Legion banner from Ridley Scott’s Oscar®-winning action epic 
Gladiator. Banners were carried by Roman soldiers at the beginning of the 
film as General Maximus (Russell Crowe) led the third Felix Legion against 
the barbarians of Germania.

The banner features faux-gold tassels and embroidery, including the legion’s 
lion insignia with the text "Felix III" above. The banner hangs on a metal 
crossbar with two red leather straps hanging either side with gold-coloured 
metal rivets and teardrop weights on the ends. It displays some wear from 
production use, including a missing rivet and a repaired tear on the banner’s 
front. Dimensions: 4 cm x 71 cm x 86 cm (1 ½" x 28" x 34")

£500-700
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ϺΔ 133. Colosseum Royal Box Banner
GLADIATOR (2000)

A Colosseum royal box banner from Ridley Scott’s 
Oscar®-winning action epic Gladiator. Banners were 
displayed each end of Commodus’ (Joaquin Phoenix) 
royal box in the Colosseum, most notably during the 
climactic scenes of the film as Maximus (Russell 
Crowe) fought the Emperor in the arena.

The red banner features faux-gold tassels and 
embroidery, including an eagle insignia, edging details 
and Latin abbreviations. It hangs on a metal crossbar 
with painted faux-gold resin detail on both ends. Two 
red leather straps hang either side, with faux-gold 
tasselled edges and bronze-coloured metal rivets. The 
banner displays some wear due to age and production 
use, including paint chipping, small tears and edging 
coming adrift. Dimensions: 5 cm x 84 cm x 114 cm 
(2" x 33" x 45")

£600-800

 † 134. Roman Legionary Costume
GLADIATOR (2000)

A Roman legionary costume from Ridley Scott’s 
Oscar®-winning action epic Gladiator. The Roman 
legionaries fought alongside their general, 
Maximus (Russell Crowe), on the fields of 
Germania as they sought to subdue the region’s 
Germanic tribes, ultimately standing victorious 
on the field of battle.

The costume is composed of trousers and tunic 
made of red wool, over which is worn a pair of 
leather boots, a set of vinyl 'lorica segmentata' 
(segmented cuirass) body armour, a leather skirt 
with plastic armour plating, plastic greaves and 
bracers, and a fibreglass helmet with plastic 
cheek plates and an internal felt liner. The armour 
is finished in metallic steel-coloured paint with 
leather straps to secure it in place. A red wool 
cloak completes the ensemble. The armour has 
scuffs and scratches from use, with mud still 
present on the boots from the Germania battle 
sequences.

£1,000-1,500
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Ϻ 136. Skeletorious Gladiator Helmet
GLADIATOR (2000)

A Skeletorious gladiator helmet from Ridley Scott’s Oscar®-winning action 
epic Gladiator. Two Skeletorious gladiators fought in their helmets during 
the first and second battles featuring Maximus (Russell Crowe) in the 
arena in Zucchabar. The helmet was gifted by Ridley Scott to one of the 
film department heads when production wrapped.

Designed by Janty Yates, who 
won an Oscar for her costume 
design on Gladiator, the 
piece is made from fibreglass 
impregnated with metal powder 
to replicate the appearance 
of forged steel. The helmet is 
intentionally distressed to look 
worn from its time in the arena, 
with battle scars and pitting on 
the front and back. The helmet 
has brown leather lace detailing 
on both sides. The inside is lined 
with foam covered with brown 
leather for comfort. It is displayed 
on a marble base with "Gladiator 
MM" inscribed in faux-gold paint. 
Dimensions (displayed): 26 cm x 
26 cm x 47 cm (10 ¼" x 10 ¼" 
x 18 ½")

£4,000-6,000

Ϻ 135. Hero Praetorian Guard Gladius
GLADIATOR (2000)

A Praetorian Guard’s hero metal sword used in Ridley Scott’s Oscar®-winning action epic Gladiator. The elite bodyguards 
of Emperor Commodus (Joaquin Phoenix) wore their swords throughout the movie, as betrayed Roman General 
Maximus (Russell Crowe) finds himself fighting for his life in the brutal gladiator arena.

The pommel, hilt and grip are made from black-stained wood, the grip wrapped in dyed purple leather and the hilt 
features elaborate gold-coloured carvings, with an aluminium blade. There are some light scuffs from production use, 
but overall the piece remains in good condition. Dimensions: 75 cm x 9.5 cm x 7 cm (29 ½" x 3 ¾" x 2 ¾")

£1,000-1,500
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ΩΔ 138. Commodus' (Joaquin 
Phoenix) Arena Armour
GLADIATOR (2000)

Commodus' (Joaquin Phoenix) arena armour from 
Ridley Scott’s Oscar-winning action epic Gladiator. 
This armour was made for the climactic battle in 
which Commodus staged a battle against an already 
wounded Maximus (Russell Crowe). Constructed of 
foam urethane, the armour is made in two parts, a 
front and back plate, attached at the shoulders and 
waist via buckled leather straps. 

The elegant chest plate features cast embellishments 
including chariot soldiers, winged angels and swirling 
patterns. Two diagonal gashes are inset at the chest 
where it would sustain battle damage during the 
fight. This piece was created during production, but 
never painted, and was painted after filming wrapped 
for display purposes. The armour shows minor wear, 
but remains in very good condition. 

£2,000-3,000

 † 137. Praetorian Guard Costume
GLADIATOR (2000)

A Praetorian Guard costume from Ridley Scott’s Oscar®-winning action epic Gladiator. The 
Praetorians were the loyal bodyguard of Roman emperors Marcus Aurelius (Richard Harris) and 
Commodus (Joaquin Phoenix), offering personal protection on the battlefield of Germania and in 
the Colosseum.

The costume is composed of trousers and 
tunic made of purple wool, over which is 
worn a pair of leather boots, a set of plastic 
'lorica segmentata' (segmented cuirass) 
body armour, a leather skirt with plastic 
armour plating, plastic greaves and bracers, 
a fibreglass helmet with plastic cheek plates, 
and an eagle crest and purple wool cape. 
The armour is finished in black, with leather 
strapping to secure the armour to the wearer. 
The bracers are marked 'Cornejo' within, and 
a Cornejo costumier label is present in one 
of the greaves. The costume still has sand in 
it from its use in the arena sequences, with 
some scratches to the plates and helmet 
from use.

£1,500-2,000
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ΩΔ 139. General Maximus' (Russell Crowe) Breastplate Armour
GLADIATOR (2000)

General Maximus' (Russell Crowe) breastplate armour from Ridley Scott’s Oscar-winning action epic Gladiator. Maximus wore his breastplate 
during the film's opening as he lead the Roman army against the Germanic tribes at Vindobona, and removed it after he was wounded during 
his attempted execution. This armour screen-matches numerous shots in the opening battle after Maximus fell from his horse. Constructed 
of foam urethane, the armour is made in two parts, a front and back plate, attached at the shoulders via elastic bands, and at the waist via 
buckled leather straps. The elegant chest plate features cast embellishments including a wolf's head, dual Gryphons and swirling patterns. 
Buttons are attached at the shoulders, while leather cords attach at the breast, where additional armour components would be anchored. 
The back of the armour shows dried mud and a clean strip where a ribbon was previously attached. This piece has undergone sympathetic 
restoration to the paint finish, which flaked easily during production as can be seen in the film. The armour remains in very good condition. 
It is accompanied by a 12" x 8" lobby card used in the promotion of the movie.

£6,000-8,000
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Ω 141. Sardo Numspa (Charles Dance) Demon Puppet
THE GOLDEN CHILD (1986)

A demon puppet of Sardo Numspa's 
(Charles Dance) monstrous final form 
from the finale of Michael Ritchie's 
action-comedy The Golden Child. 
The evil sorcerer Numspa unveiled 
his true form during the climax of 
the film, as Chandler Jarrell (Eddie 
Murphy) rescued the kidnapped 
Golden Child (J.L. Reate). This 
puppet is made of latex and polyfoam 
over a metal armature and resembles 
a skeletal demonic creature. 

Operated by several puppeteers, 
the piece includes wooden dowels 
protruding from the feet, and wire 
extends from the armature at the back 
of the neck. This puppet shows wear 
to the latex due to production use and 
age, and tears to the foam at various 
joints, however otherwise it remains 
in good condition. Dimensions: 25 cm 
x 38 cm x 122 cm (10" x 15" x 48")

£2,000-3,000

Ω 140. Michael Hobson Hand-Painted Poster 
Artwork
THE GOLDEN CHILD (1986)

Hand-painted poster artwork produced for Michael Ritchie's action-comedy 
The Golden Child. Illustrated by poster artist Michael Hobson, this concept 
is rendered with a watercolour base and acrylic highlights on illustration 
board. The art features an empty space on the lower left side for a credits 
block, and shows a collage of the main characters including Chandler Jarrell 
(Eddie Murphy), Sardo Numspa (Charles Dance), Kee Nang (Charlotte 
Lewis), the Old Man (Victor Wong), and the Golden Child (J.L. Reate). 

The piece is signed 'M. Hobson' and 'Golden Child' at the bottom. Displaying 
minor wear around the edges from use and age, the artwork remains in very 
good condition. Dimensions: 60 cm x 42 cm x 1 cm (23 ½" x 16 ½" x ¼")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other 
type of legal release.

£1,000-1,500
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Ω 144. Richard Donner's Behind the 
Scenes Pirate Flag
THE GOONIES (1985)

A behind-the-scenes pirate flag from Richard Donner’s action-
adventure film The Goonies. Created by Donner, this pirate flag 
bears the film's motto 'VERISIMILITUDE ', which means the 
appearance of truth. Donner used this word during numerous 
productions to dictate the tone: real people in an unreal 
situation. The flag was flown on set during filming.

The flag is made of nylon and showcases a white skull, screen 
printed over a black background. Above and below the skull, 
the film title and motto are applied with white sticker lettering. 
The flag shows minor wear due to production use and age, 
but remains in very fine condition. Dimensions: 56 cm x 89 cm 
x 1 cm (22" x 35" x ¼")

£400-600

ϺΔ 143. One-Eyed Willy Treasure 
Coins
THE GOONIES (1985)

A set of three pirate treasure coins from 
Richard Donner’s action-adventure film The 
Goonies. Assorted coins formed the vast 
treasure hoard found aboard the hidden pirate 
ship, the Inferno – the last resting place of 
pirate captain One-Eyed Willy.

Created specifically for the film, the coins are 
made of metal with cast-in lattice, Spanish 
crest detailing and painted with a burnished 
faux-gold finish. The edges of the coins have 
been cast roughly to look more like vintage 
gold doubloons. Displaying some minor 
wear to the paint finish from production use, 
the coins remain in very good condition. 
Dimensions (per coin): 4 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.3 
cm (1 ½" x 1 ¼" x ¼")

£400-600

Ω 142. Crew Materials and Behind-the-Scenes Photographs
THE GOONIES (1985)

Crew materials and behind-the-scenes photographs from Richard Donner's 
The Goonies. This lot includes a crew patch, on set parking pass, two 
large photographs, one photo contact sheet, and 29 5" x 3.5" photographs. 
The patch is embroidered with the film title within a black border. The 
parking pass is printed on cardstock and has "Art Department" written in 
ink at the bottom corner. Of the two large photographs, one shows pop 
stars Michael Jackson and his sister La Toya Jackson posing with the 
stunt double for Sloth (Randell Widner) during a set visit with the other 
photograph showing Widner cutting the sail as Sloth.  

The small photographs show the actors on set in the caves, on One-Eyed 
Willy's ship, and on the beach for the final scene. The vintage photographs 
come from the collection of stuntman Randell Widner and show slight 
wear due to production use and age, however the set remains in very 
good condition. Patch dimensions: 10 cm x 5 cm x 1 cm (4" x 2" x ¼"); 
parking pass dimensions: ; 14 cm x 36 cm x 1 cm (5 ½" x 14" x ¼"); 
large photograph dimensions: 20 cm x 30 cm (8" x 12"); combined small 
photograph dimensions: 13 cm x 9 cm x 1 cm (5" x 3 ½" x ½")

Please note the photographs in this lot are sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£40-60
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ΩΔ 146. Fratelli Cutlass
THE GOONIES (1985)

A Fratelli cutlass from Richard Donner’s action-adventure film The Goonies. After capturing the Goonies, Agatha (Anne Ramsey) and her 
two sons used pirate cutlass swords to force Andy (Kerri Green) to walk the plank from One-Eyed Willy's ship, the Inferno. This particular 
sword was used during the rehearsal of a cut fight sequence in which Sloth (John Matuszak) comes to the rescue and fights Jake Fratelli 
(Robert Davi). 

The sword features a curved, dulled aluminium blade and cupped guard, with a black, tape-wrapped grip. This prop weapon shows minor 
wear due to production use and age, but remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 76 cm x 11 cm x 10 cm (30" x 4 ½" x 4")

£2,000-3,000

ΩΔ 145. One-Eyed Willy's Cutlass
THE GOONIES (1985)

One-Eyed Willy's cutlass from Richard Donner’s action-adventure film The 
Goonies. Made for the production but ultimately not seen on screen, One Eyed 
Willy’s sword was intended to be used by Sloth (John Matuszak) in a daring rescue 
on board One-Eyed Willy's ship, the Inferno. The piece was used by Sloth's stunt 
double, Randell Dennis Widner, during rehearsals for the unrealised sequence in 
which Sloth duelled with Jake Fratelli (Robert Davi) as the Goonies escaped to safety. 

The sword features a curved aluminium blade and cupped guard, with a leather, 
cord-wrapped grip. The blade displays numerous dents on the edge from combat 
use and from repeatedly breaking the swords used by the Fratellis, one of the 
contributing factors to the scene being scrapped. The handle shows black tape 
wrapped around the base of the grip. Included with this item is a behind-the-scenes 
photograph showing the sword in use during the fight rehearsal. The prop weapon 
shows minor wear due to production use and age, but remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 99 cm x 13 cm x 15 cm (39" x 5" x 6")

Please note the photograph in this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£2,000-3,000
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Ω 147. Sloth's Stunt Mask
THE GOONIES (1985)

Sloth's stunt mask from Richard Donner’s action-adventure film The Goonies. One of two masks created for the production, this piece is 
made of polyurethane foam and was used by Sloth’s stunt double, Randell Dennis Widner, during numerous stunt sequences, including 
Sloth's sail ripping stunt. The mask shows Sloth's exaggerated facial features and includes blond hair appliances on the scalp and above 
the eyes. The back of the mask features an open slit to allow the piece to be easily worn and removed. 

The piece includes one glass eye, with a hole cut in the right socket for 
the actor, and also includes holes cut in the ear. The base of the mask 
shows remnants of blue material where the mask was glued under 
Sloth's Superman t-shirt. Included with the mask is a behind-the-scenes 
photograph showing the piece in use as Randell Widner rehearsed with 
Anne Ramsey on the set of One-Eyed Willy's ship, the Inferno. The 
mask shows some wear to the foam latex due to production use and 
age, with parts of the foam and paint cracking, however otherwise the 
mask remains in good, yet fragile condition. Dimensions: 30 cm x 30 
cm x 38 cm (12" x 12" x 15")

Please note the photograph in this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£30,000-40,000
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Ϻ 148. Grand Budapest Hotel ZZ Room Key and Letter
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014) 

A room key and envelope from Wes 
Anderson’s Oscar®-winning comedy The 
Grand Budapest Hotel. While under military 
command, the hotel began using the 'ZZ' 
emblem on their keys, and all letters were 
postmarked with the symbol.

The tarnished metal key is attached via two 
small metal loops to a brushed aluminium 
tag with '209' and 'ZZ' painted in black 
paint, as well as a black nylon tassel. The 
pink envelope has two fictional stamps and 
postmarks, with 'ZZ' stamped in red ink. 
The address is written in red ink and clearly 
mentions the hotel. Both remain in great 
condition. Dimensions (envelope): 16 cm x 
11 cm (6 ¼" x 4 ¼")

£200-300

Ϻ 149. Letters, Postage Materials and Assorted Hotel 
Stationery
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014)

A set of hotel stationery, letters and postage materials from Wes 
Anderson's Oscar®-winning comedy The Grand Budapest Hotel. 
The establishments throughout the film all had their own headed 
stationery, including the titular Grand Budapest Hotel, and the 
concierge held letters for guests in the room pigeon holes. 

The envelopes are all handwritten with ‘Zubrowka’ stamps, and 
the postage materials include luggage tags, a telegram and a 
railroad freight inventory. There are four A4 pages of white, beige 
and salmon with printed handwritten content. The Grand Budapest 
Hotel paper is approximate A5 in size, cream with the logo at 
the top and printed red handwriting. There are folds in the larger 
pages. Dimensions (largest page): 30 cm x 21 cm (11 ¾" x 8 ¼")

£200-300

Ϻ 150. ‘Dowager Countess Found Dead’ Trans-
Alpine Yodel Newspaper
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014)

An edition of the ‘Trans-Alpine Yodel’ from Wes Anderson's 
Oscar®-winning comedy The Grand Budapest Hotel. Zero 
(Tony Revolori) carried his newspapers from the newsstand 
up to the hotel to show Gustave (Ralph Fiennes) the news 
of the death of Madame D. (Tilda Swinton). 

The newspaper has a printed cover with blank pages inside. 
Dated 13th October 1932, the headline reads ‘WILL THERE 
BE WAR? Tanks at Frontier’ with a small article and photos 
on the death of the Dowager. Dimensions: 47 cm x 33 cm 
(18 ½" x 13")

£400-600
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Ϻ Baron Munchausen's (John Neville) Puppet Head
ADVENTURES OF BARON MUNCHAUSEN, THE (1988)

Lit inti at verevoluptate toccuptaquae sum cor as experiorep rehenditesequi cone explatessitasimus, conseror poremqueet am as evelectorehendest, cusciet, 
odicabor porecuptatur, officae. Nemnullaute tdolorepro mo tempedioffician ihita senimporiam, quevoluptatia con re sum qui con conplist, sadolectoru mquo vendae 
vid eatusexcepe llaciadelibuscit ma quatur?

Elitadolore pellabo repellant et, nisrestrum rem cullumquate maudantrem quiinctat usacerissunt prehenisitra turaut laces et aut ad et volorumquiaverumventem id et 
aceaque pliquos et vel mi, ipisantul parchithicidu ntoblani squisdelignatenis cum nobitibusrerit id quiandiberumquiat lit aspedexerrovitisci enihillorrot enistrumea nus 
eatuseumintinu mrestiumqui utquaec usvendiorrov oloressitium re magnisquassit, qui autquasvoluptatemfugitiiuntovelint ab idis et.

£1,000-£1500

Ϻ 151. Mendl's Cake Box
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014)

A Mendl’s cake box from Wes Anderson’s Oscar®-winning comedy 
The Grand Budapest Hotel. The renowned patisserie boxes make 
appearances throughout the film, notably as a method of smuggling 
tools to the imprisoned Gustave (Ralph Fiennes) to aid his escape.

Constructed from thick card, the box is laminated pink and the shop’s 
name is printed on five sides in red ink with the address underneath. 
The box is held together with a length of blue cotton tied in a bow on 
top. It remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 13 cm x 13 cm x 
13 cm (5 ¼" x 5 ¼" x 5 ¼")

£600-800

Ϻ 153. Jopling's (Willem Dafoe) Stunt Knuckledusters
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014)

Jopling’s (Willem Dafoe) stunt knuckledusters from Wes Anderson's Oscar®-winning comedy The Grand Budapest Hotel. Jopling wore his 
signature weapons during his multiple fight sequences and scenes on his motorcycle. 

The knuckledusters are cast in plastic, painted to look like brass, with four skulls and spikes adhered to the top of each. Designed by Waris 
Ahluwalia, who appeared in the film as Palazzo Principessa hotel concierge M. Dino, the House of Waris hallmark is visible on the underside 
of each knuckleduster due to the quality of the casting from 
the original metal moulds. Intentionally distressed for the 
production, they remain in very good condition. Dimensions: 
(each) 2 cm x 9 cm x 3 cm ( ¾" x 3 ½" x 1 ¼")

£800-1,200

Ϻ Δ 152. Painting of Two Nudes Kissing
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014)

A painting of two nudes kissing from the Wes Anderson's Oscar®-
winning comedy The Grand Budapest Hotel. Zero (Tony Revolori) 
and Gustave (Ralph Fiennes) used the controversial painting as a 
decoy to replace ‘Boy with Apple’ when they liberated the masterpiece 
following the reading of Madame D’s (Tilda Swinton) will.

The colourful artwork is printed on white paper backed on wooden 
board, and is a reproduction of an original painting created by artist 
Rich Pellegrino – in the style of Egon Schiele – specifically for the 
movie. Several prints were made during production, a distressed Dmitri 
(Adrien Brody) smashing the artwork up in anger upon realising he 
had been duped. The back of the board features two aged labels, 
one with the artist’s name, the other detailing a fictional loan to a 
museum. Overall, it is in excellent condition. Dimensions: 69 cm x 
57 cm (27" x 22 ½")

£1,000-1,500

Censored
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† Δ 154. ZZ Death Squad Officer Uniform
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014)

A ZZ Death Squad officer uniform from Wes Anderson's Oscar®-winning comedy The Grand 
Budapest Hotel.  When the Grand Budapest Hotel is commandeered as an army barracks, a 
number of the high ranking ZZ officers are seen enjoying the luxurious surroundings dressed in 
their uniforms. 

The costume consists of a black woollen military jacket and 
trousers, with a rigid cap, belt, shoulder strap with gun holster, 
and leather hobnailed boots. The jacket features epaulettes 
with a single faux-gold stud, grey collar tabs and a red patch on 
the left arm above a black ZZ armband. The black cap has a 
vinyl peak, faux-gold braid and an embroidered ZZ patch. The 
jacket is marked size '48', the trousers '56 x 102', the shoes 
are UK size 9 and the cap is marked size '58'. The costume 
remains in very good condition.

£700-900

† Δ 155. R. Irrgang's Police Uniform
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014)

R. Irrgang’s Police uniform from Wes Anderson's Oscar®-winning comedy The Grand Budapest 
Hotel. The jacket screen matches to an officer in the scene in which Gustave (Ralph Fiennes) 
and Zero (Tony Revolori) are brutally manhandled on the train at the Zubrowka border.

The costume consists of a grey 
woollen military jacket with matching 
trousers and puttees, a black leather 
belt with strap, six pouches, a 
pair of leather boots and adapted 
pickelhaube helmet. The jacket 
displays the name 'R. Irrgang' across 
the chest, with black collar tabs and 
the number '66' embroidered on the 
epaulettes. The boots are marked 
European size 43. The costume 
remains in very good condition. 

£800-1,200
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† Δ 157. ZZ Officer Uniform
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014)

A ZZ Officer uniform from Wes Anderson's 
Oscar®-winning comedy The Grand Budapest 
Hotel. When the Grand Budapest Hotel is 
commandeered as an army barracks, a 
number of the high ranking ZZ officers are 
seen enjoying the luxurious surroundings. 

The costume consists of a grey woollen 
military jacket, trousers with black stripes and 
a rigid cap. The jacket features faux-silver and 
faux-gold epaulettes, embroidered collar tabs, 
faux-silver braids and a red patch on the left 
arm above a removable black ZZ armband. 
The grey cap has a black vinyl peak, faux- gold 
braid and a red shield badge to match the 
jacket. The jacket is marked size 'W54', the 
trousers 'W59 x d96' and the cap is marked 
size '57'. The costume remains in very good 
condition.

£600-800

† Δ 156. "Snitch" (Michael Benthin) Convict Costume
THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (2014)

The ‘Snitch’ (Michael Benthin) convict’s prison costume from Wes Anderson's Oscar®-
winning comedy The Grand Budapest Hotel. The big-mouthed prison convict nearly blows 
Gustave’s (Ralph Fiennes) cover as he and his cell mates attempt their escape. The 
costume appears to match the costume seen on screen during the sequence.

The costume consists of matching grey 
striped shirt, trousers and hat. The shirt 
features brown wooden buttons along the 
front, with two pockets and prison number 
'155'. The trousers have a button fly and a 
buckle at the back for adjusting. The shirt 
and trousers include handwritten labels 
reading 'Snitch Convict' and 'Michael 
Benthin'. The cap is marked 'Snitch 
Convict' and sized as '58'. The costume 
has been distressed for production use.

£400-600
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USΔ 158. Professor Fate's (Jack Lemmon) Sound-Seeking Torpedo
THE GREAT RACE (1965)

Professor Fate's (Jack Lemmon) full-size sound-seeking torpedo from Blake Edwards' comedy 
The Great Race. Ruthless daredevil Professor Fate attempted to sabotage The Great Leslie's 
(Tony Curtis) water speed record by unleashing this sound-seeking torpedo upon Leslie's boat. 
This torpedo was made for shots when the torpedo is in the water, and consists of an aluminum 
frame with metal and wood components and a functioning rudder. The eyes and jaws are hand-
painted at the nose of the torpedo, while stickers are used for the skull, with 'Professor Fate' 
decals on the sides of the body. 

The torpedo includes a dense foam horn mounted to the top and a hand-painted fin at the rear 
above the propeller. Additional stabiliser fins were attached to the body to help it move through 
water. Inside, the torpedo has a compartment which previously held the device's mechanics, 
with '#2' written on the lid, and '#3' on the base of the torpedo. This prop torpedo is 
mounted to metal supports over a wood display base. The piece shows minor 
wear due to production use and age, with the sticker decals peeling off, 
but otherwise remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 325 cm x 
51 cm x 180 cm (128" x 20" x 71")

*This lot is currently located in Prop Store’s Los Angeles facility and will ship directly 
to the buyer from Los Angeles. Please see the Conditions of Sale for information 
on applicable VAT and/or import duties.

£6,000-8,000
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Ω 160. Gizmo Stand-In 
Puppet
GREMLINS 2: THE NEW 
BATCH (1990)

A Gizmo stand-in puppet from Joe 
Dante's comedy sequel Gremlins 
2: The New Batch. Created by Rick 
Baker's Cinovation Studio, Gizmo's 
Mogwai body is made of foam and 
covered in faux-fur.  Gizmo's ears, 
nose, hands and feet are uncovered 
by fur and the foam has been painted 
to resemble Mogwai skin. 

The head mounts to the body via 
a simple metal pole that fits inside 
the body. Attached to the back of 
Gizmo's head is a simple flat grip, 
which allowed puppeteers to turn 
or pose Gizmo's head, which is not 
anchored in place. The piece shows 
minor wear due to production use 
and age, however it remains in very 
good condition. Dimensions: 18 cm 
x 29 cm x 23 cm (7" x 11 ½" x 9")

£4,000-6,000

Ω Δ 159. Melting Gremlin Cable-Controlled Puppet
GREMLINS 2: THE NEW BATCH (1990)

A melting Gremlin puppet from Joe Dante's comedy sequel Gremlins 2: The 
New Batch. Created by Rick Baker's Cinovation Studio, this puppet was used 
in the finale when the Gremlins began to melt having been electrocuted after 
being doused with water. Made of foam latex over a metal and resin armature, 
the Gremlin has been constructed with skin that looks as though it is melting 
away, and includes acrylic eyes and claws. 

A newborn Gremlin can be seen protruding from 
a bullet ball on the back, while the other bullet 
balls appear melted. Protruding from the Gremins 
underside are numerous cable controls and tubes 
which allowed the puppet to ooze as it melted. The 
Gremlin is mounted on its original production wood 
stand. The Gremlin has undergone sympathetic 
restoration to preserve its materials, and shows 
minor wear due to production use and age, with 
parts of the foam hardening and cracking, however 
it remains in otherwise good condition. Dimensions: 
30 cm x 41 cm x 79 cm (12" x 16" x 31")  

As this item contains mechanical components, every effort has 
been made to describe them accurately. However, no guarantee 
or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of those 
components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy 
themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£4,000-6,000
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Ϻ 161. Shooting Schedule and 
Paperwork
THE CURSE OF FRANKENSTEIN 
(1957)

A handwritten shooting schedule and 
paperwork from director Terence Fisher’s 
Hammer horror The Curse of Frankenstein. 
This handwritten master would have been 
duplicated and circulated among crew 
members. It details the dates, locations and 
characters required for a four-week shoot. 
It is written in black ink and red pencil on a 
lined-paper spread, folded down the centre. 

The paperwork is comprised of 24 printed 
US legal pages of cast contracts, including 
Peter Cushing, Christopher Lee and Hazel 
Court, a set of three wardrobe charts for the 
characters Victor Frankenstein, Elizabeth 
and Paul Krempe, and a unit list printed 
in blue ink. Alongside the paperwork is an 
autographed black-and-white photograph of 
Peter Cushing. Signs of production use and 
age are evident, including yellowing paper 
and corrosion stains, with minor edge tears 
and creases. Dimensions (largest document): 
33 cm x 21 cm (13" x 8 ¼")

£2,000-3,000
Ϻ 162. Annotated Script, Contracts and Ephemera

THE HORROR OF FRANKENSTEIN (1970)

An annotated script and set of ephemera from Jimmy Sangster’s Hammer 
horror The Horror of Frankenstein. This particular script belonged to 
assistant director Derek Whitehurst and shows handwritten annotations 
throughout. The script is bound in a black springback binder, with blue 

cover cards inside and consists 
of 124 printed US Legal pages, 
including blue-coloured revisions. 

Within the script are three clear 
plastic sleeves containing a set 
of cast contracts, a black-and-
white photograph of The Monster 
(David Prowse), an invitation for 
Whitehurst to a production party, 
a volume of 'Today’s Cinema' 
and a magazine clipping. The 
contracts are printed on white 
US Legal paper and include 
payment details for main cast 
members such as Ralph Bates, 
Kate O’Mara and Dennis Price. 
Accompanying the pieces is a 
VHS copy of the film. The script 
and contracts show evidence of 
production use, including worn 
edges, stains and slight page 
yellowing from age. Dimensions 
(script): 35 cm x 24 cm x 3 cm (13 
¾" x 9 ½" x 1")

£1,500-2,000
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Ϻ 163. Christopher Lee Autographed Still
DRACULA A.D. 1972 (1972)

An autographed promotional photo from Alan Gibson’s horror 
Dracula A.D. 1972. The black and white photograph shows 
Christopher Lee as Dracula, along with co-stars Marsha Hunt, 
Caroline Munro, Janet Key and Stephanie Beacham. The 
piece displays Lee’s signature in the top left corner in blue 
ink. Synonymously known for the role of Count Dracula, Lee 
featured in 10 Dracula movies during his career and in later 
life rarely autographed Dracula memorabilia. Dimensions: 
20 cm x 25 cm (8" x 10")

£120-150

Ϻ 165. Annotated Script and Ephemera
MAN ABOUT THE HOUSE (1974)

A script and set of ephemera from John Robins’ comedy Man About 
the House. The script was used by Derek Whitehurst, the first 
assistant director, and features handwritten annotations throughout. 
It contains 137 printed US Legal pages, including blue, yellow and 
pink-coloured revisions, with a few location photographs adhered to 
the reverse of some pages. The red card cover has a cut-out window 
on the front revealing the film’s title. 

Accompanying the script are printed cast contracts, unit lists, memos, 
an annotated location requirement and shooting schedule, additional 
cast lists and a black-and-white photograph of Brian Murphy. Signs 
of production use are evident, including worn edges, small tears, 
stains and creases. Dimensions (script): 28.5 cm x 22.5 cm x 2 cm 
(11 ¼" x 9" x ¾")

£150-200

Ϻ 164. Contract and Ephemera
FRANKENSTEIN AND THE 
MONSTER FROM HELL (1974)

Peter Cushing’s personal note, contract 
and ephemera from Terence Fisher’s 
Hammer horror Frankenstein and the 
Monster from Hell. The personal note is 
handwritten on white card by Cushing, who 
played Baron Frankenstein, to assistant 
director Derek Whitehurst. Accompanying 
the note is an A4 copy of Cushing’s contract 
(unsigned) with Hammer Film Productions, 
a magazine clipping from the film and a 
letter from a crew member to Whitehurst 
detailing cast requirements for a scene in 
the TV episode 'Somewhere in a Crowd' 
from the series Journey to the Unknown. 
Showing signs of age, the pieces display 
minor creases, with a very small tear on 
the letter. Dimensions (largest piece): 48 
cm x 33.5 cm (19" x 13 ¼")

£120-150
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Ϻ 166. Annotated Script and Production Paperwork
ON THE BUSES (1971)

A script and production paperwork from Harry Booth’s comedy 
On the Buses. The script was used by Derek Whitehurst, the first 
assistant director, and features handwritten annotations throughout. 
It contains 130 printed US Legal pages, including blue, yellow 
and pink-coloured revisions, bound with metal fastenings. The 
red card cover shows a cut-out window revealing the film’s title 
on the first page. 

The script is accompanied by a set of printed cast contracts 
detailing the actors’ contact details and payment information, 
and a shooting schedule printed on pink paper displaying shot 
requirements. The pieces show signs of production use, including 
minor tears on the script cover and worn edges. Dimensions 
(script): 28 cm x 22 cm x 2 cm (11" x 8 ¾" x ¾")

£150-200

Ϻ 168. Bray Studios Car Pass and Paperwork
VARIOUS PRODUCTIONS

A car pass and directions from the 1950s used at Bray Studios. Bray Studios 
was a film and television facility where many Hammer Film Productions were 
created. Printed on white paper, the car pass allowed crew members to park 
on site during production. 

Accompanying the pass is a set of directions printed on trimmed down A4 pink 
paper, with instructions on how to get to Bray Studios by road, studio coach 
and train. The pieces display some wear from production use, including creases 
and tears, with the pass yellowing from age. Dimensions (directions): 23 cm x 
21 cm (9" x 8 ¼"); (pass): 20 cm x 11.5 cm (8" x 4 ½")

£80-120

Ϻ 167. Malachi’s Cove and The Bunny Caper Scripts, Bray Studios Unit Lists and Paperwork
VARIOUS PRODUCTIONS

A set of production materials used at Bray Studios during the 1960s 
and 1970s. Many Hammer film productions were created at Bray 
Studios, a film and television facility in Berkshire, England. This set 
is comprised of two scripts and an array of production paperwork and 
printed materials, including a Bray Studios brochure, four Hammer 
Production unit lists, shooting schedules, memos, progress reports, 
breakdowns, cast lists and a Scars of Dracula photograph. 

The scripts are from the Bray Studios productions Malachi’s Cove 
and The Bunny Caper, and were used by first assistant director 
Derek Whitehurst, featuring handwritten annotations throughout. 
The pieces display some wear from production use, including edge 
creases and tears, with some paper yellowing from age. Dimensions 
(per script): 28 cm x 22 cm x 2 cm (11" x 8 ¾" x ¾")

£150-200
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Ω 170. Hand-Written Main Theme by Mario Nascimbene
WHEN DINOSAURS RULED THE EARTH (1970)

The main theme handwritten by Mario Nascimbene for Val Guest's Hammer horror 
When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth. The seven page score shows handwritten 
musical notation in pencil over printed staffs. 'Main Theme' is written on the top 
left of each page. The score is folded down the centre of each page, with the back 
of the seventh page serving as the cover. 

The lot shows some wear to the paper due to production use and age, with small 
tears to the edges of the paper, leaving the lot in fair, used condition. Dimensions: 
24 cm x 36 cm x 1 cm (9 ½" x 14" x ¼")

£200-300

ϺΔ 169. Terence Fisher's Personal Shooting Script
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (1962)

A script belonging to director Terence Fisher from the classic Hammer horror film The Phantom of the Opera. The script contains personal 
annotations and amendments to almost every page, handwritten in pencil and red ink. These provide a unique insight into the creative process 
of Hammer’s most renowned director. 

The script is covered in olive green card, with 'Hammer Film Productions Ltd' 
and the Hammer House address printed on the cover, and a small cut out 
window. It contains 106 printed US Legal pages in yellow and pink-coloured 
revisions, bound with two metal split pins. It displays signs of production use, 
including creasing and small stains on the cover, and it is accompanied by 
a letter of provenance. Dimensions: 28 cm x 22 cm x 2 cm (11" x 8 ½" x ¾")

£2,000-3,000
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ϺΔ 171. J.K. Rowling Autographed Book
HARRY POTTER AND THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE (2001)

A copy of the children’s novel Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher’s Stone, autographed by author J.K. 
Rowling. Originally sold in a charity auction, this 
hardback Children’s Edition of the book, printed in 2001, 
is autographed by the writer in blue ballpoint pen on the 
title page, and features cover artwork of Harry with the 
Hogwarts Express and Dumbledore on the reverse. 
The book remains in very good condition, with only very 
minor wear to the corners of the dust jacket. Dimensions: 
21 cm x 13.5 cm x 2 cm (8 ¼" x 5 ¼" x ¾")

£400-600

ϺΔ 173. J.K. Rowling Autographed Book
HARRY POTTER AND THE PRISONER OF AZKABAN (2004)

A copy of the children’s novel Harry Potter and the 
Prisoner of Azkaban, autographed by writer J.K. 
Rowling. Originally sold at a charity auction, this 
hardback Children’s Edition of the book, printed in 
2000, is autographed by the writer in blue ballpoint 
pen on the title page, and features cover artwork of 
Harry and Hermione riding Buckbeak the hippogriff, 
with a mysterious black wolf on the reverse. The 
book remains in very good condition, with only 
very minor wear to the corners of the dust jacket. 
Dimensions: 21 cm x 13.5 cm x 2 cm (8 ¼" x 5 
¼" x ¾")

£400-600

ϺΔ 172. J.K. Rowling Autographed Book
HARRY POTTER AND THE CHAMBER OF 
SECRETS (2002)

A copy of the children’s novel Harry Potter and the Chamber of 
Secrets, autographed by author J.K. Rowling. Originally sold at 
a charity auction, this hardback Children’s Edition of the book, 
printed in 1999, is autographed by the writer in blue ballpoint 
pen on the title page, and features cover artwork of Harry, Ron 
and Hedwig in the Weasleys’ flying car and Hogwarts. The book 
remains in very good condition, with only very minor wear to the 
corners of the dust jacket. Dimensions: 21 cm x 13.5 cm x 2 cm 
(8 ¼" x 5 ¼" x ¾")

£400-600
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ϺΔ 175. Harry Potter's (Daniel Radcliffe) Hogwarts Acceptance Letter with Wax Seal
HARRY POTTER AND THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE (2001)

A hero envelope and letter used in Chris Columbus’ Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s 
Stone. Owl post inundated the Dursley household with letters informing Harry Potter 
(Daniel Radcliffe) of his acceptance into Hogwarts, despite Uncle Vernon’s (Richard 
Griffiths) best efforts.

Made from marble-effect paper, Harry’s address is printed in green on the front of the 
envelope, with the Hogwarts crest printed on the reverse. The hero envelope features 
a real red wax Hogwarts seal, unlike the many entirely printed versions that were also 
used in the scene. The envelope remains sealed with letters seemingly contained within.

Originally sold at a charity auction, the envelope is in excellent condition and is 
accompanied by letters of donation from Warner Brothers and from the original auctioneer. 
Also included is a 12" x 17" US promotional poster. Envelope dimensions: 13 cm x 18 x 
0.5 cm (5 ¼" x 7 ¼" x ¼")

£3,000-5,000

ϺΔ 174. J.K. Rowling Autographed Book
HARRY POTTER AND THE GOBLET OF FIRE 
(2005)

A copy of the children’s novel Harry Potter and the Goblet of 
Fire, autographed by author J.K. Rowling. Originally sold at a 
charity auction, this hardback Children’s Edition of the book, 
printed in 2000, is autographed by the writer in blue ballpoint 
pen on the title page, and features cover artwork of Harry on 
his broomstick duelling a dragon, with an image of Hogwarts 
on the reverse. The book displays some minor wear around 
the edges of the dust jacket. Dimensions: 20.5 cm x 14 cm x 
6 cm (8" x 5 ½" x 2 ½")

£400-600
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Ray Harryhausen (1920 – 2013) was a 
pioneering visual effects creator whose legendary 
work, especially with stop-motion figures, influenced 
a generation of filmmakers and movie goers alike. He 
created and animated some of cinema’s most famous 
mythical beasts and terrified and wowed audiences 
with realistic dinosaurs, monsters and aliens. 

Some of Ray’s finest work is undoubtedly the concept 
art he created during preproduction and planning of the 
films we’ve all come to love and cherish.  His method 
generally involved three steps to create a final, key 
drawing.  A rough sketch took his initial vision and 
ideas to paper. A hand tracing of that sketch on to 
vellum paper was the second stage. An example of 
this process can be seen in the sketches featuring 
Jason and his battle with the skeletons (lot numbers 
212 and 213). The final key drawing, the third stage, 
became the embodiment and realisation of the scene. 
All three images in this process are almost identical in 
their basic appearance and layout. 

Ray Harryhausen’s ability as an artist is beyond 
question, and if that had been all he had ever 
contributed to cinema he would have been considered 
a true great. Ray was so much more than an 
illustrator. He was also a writer, producer, director and 
cinematographer as well as an animator, and one of 
the finest special effects artists in history. 

Prop Store is proud to present a selection of Ray Harryhausen’s concept artwork from some of his finest films. The following lots represent 
an extremely rare opportunity for collectors, galleries and institutions to obtain a piece of this remarkable art.

Note. Many of the sequences represented here can also be seen in the pages of the essential volume, The Art of Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published 
in 2005 by Aurum, as well as Ray Harryhausen: An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, also published by Aurum. 

Ϻ 176. Ray Harryhausen Autographed Poster
THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF SINBAD (1973)

A one-sheet poster (VG folded condition with minor tears on the centre 
crease) from the Gordon Hessler fantasy film The Golden Voyage of 
Sinbad. This untrimmed, linen-backed vintage poster is autographed by 
Ray Harryhausen in blue marker at the bottom right above the credits. 
Dimensions: 70 cm x 104 cm (27 ½" x 41")

£200-300

Ray Harryhausen - Sinbad: Seventh Voyage - 1958
Courtesy Columbia / The Kobal Collection
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ϺΔ 177. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of the Cyclops
THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF 
SINBAD (1973)

A hand-drawn concept sketch showing 
the Cyclops from the Gordon Hessler 
fantasy film The Golden Voyage of 
Sinbad. The creature eventually evolved 
into the Cyclopean Centaur through the 
course of pre-production. The piece 
shows the mythical one-eyed beast 
holding a club and a small Arabian figure, 
probably Sinbad, to demonstrate scale. 
It is rendered in pencil on paper. The left 
edge is irregularly cut, but overall the 
artwork remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 50 cm x 40 cm (19 ½" x 16")

A similar, completed version of this image features on 
pages 174-175 of The Art of Ray Harryhausen by Ray 
Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any 
other type of legal release. 

£800-1,200

ϺΔ 178. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Study of the Cyclopean Centaur
THE GOLDEN VOYAGE 
OF SINBAD (1973)

A hand-drawn concept sketch 
of the Cyclopean Centaur from 
the Gordon Hessler fantasy 
film The Golden Voyage of 
Sinbad. The artwork shows one 
of Harryhausen’s most famous 
creations, complete with earrings, 
in front and profile view. The 
illustration shows the head and 
shoulders of the Cyclopean 
Centaur, a creature that creatively 
evolved from a Cyclops during 
the course of the production. It is 
executed in pencil on paper, and 
overall is in very good condition 
with some minor staining to the 
top edge. Dimensions: 50 cm x 
40 cm (19 ½" x 16")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release. 

£2,000-3,000
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ϺΔ 179. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of the Entrance To Kali's Temple
THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF 
SINBAD (1973)

A hand-drawn concept sketch showing the 
entrance to Kali’s Temple from the Gordon 
Hessler fantasy film The Golden Voyage of 
Sinbad. This image was created by legendary 
visual effects artist Ray Harryhausen and 
shows Sinbad (John Phillip Law) and his crew 
arriving at the steps which lead to Kali’s temple. 
It is rendered in pencil on paper. The left and 
right edges are irregularly cut, but overall 
the artwork remains very good condition. 
Dimensions: 50 cm x 40 cm (19 ½" x 16")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction 
rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£800-1,200

ϺΔ 180. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept For The Valley of the Vipers
THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF SINBAD (1973)

A hand-drawn concept sketch showing the Valley of the Vipers from the Gordon Hessler fantasy film The Golden Voyage of Sinbad. This 
image shows Sinbad (John Phillip Law) and his party navigating their way past a group of giant reptiles, which are creeping towards them 
along the sides of the canyon. 

Harryhausen stated that snakes were among his favourite creations, their movements lending themselves well to his animating process. The 
scene was ultimately dropped from the screenplay before production. This image is drawn in pencil on vellum paper. The edges are irregularly 
cut and show minor wear and folds from age, however overall the piece remains in good condition. Dimensions: 33 cm x 54 cm (13" x 21 ¼")

The final, key art version of this image features on page 218 of Ray Harryhausen: An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£1,000-1,500
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  ϺΔ 181. Ray Harryhausen 
Hand-Drawn Concept of the 
Homunculus and The Sorcerer
THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF SINBAD 
(1973)

A hand-drawn concept sketch showing Prince Koura 
(Tom Baker) and Homunculus from the Gordon 
Hessler fantasy film The Golden Voyage of Sinbad. 
This artwork shows Koura the Sorcerer creating the 
miniature creature Homunculus with black magic. It 
is rendered in pencil on white paper. The edges are 
irregularly cut and show minor wear and folds from 
age. Dimensions: 36 cm x 53 cm (14" x 21")

The final, key art version of this image features on page 221 of Ray 
Harryhausen An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, 
published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, 
licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£2,000-3,000
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ϺΔ 182. Ray Harryhausen 
Hand-Drawn Concept of 
Kali
THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF 
SINBAD (1973)

A hand-drawn concept sketch showing 
Kali from the Gordon Hessler fantasy 
film The Golden Voyage of Sinbad. 
This image was created by legendary 
visual effects artist Ray Harryhausen 
and shows Kali in her memorable sword 
battle with Sinbad and his crew, fending 
off advances with a sword in each of her 
six arms. The piece is executed in pencil 
on paper. The left edge is irregularly 
cut and there is minor staining to the 
top edge. Dimensions: 48 cm x 40 cm 
(19" x 16")

The final, key art version of this image features on 
page 216 of Ray Harryhausen An Animated Life by Ray 
Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other 
type of legal release.

£3,000-4,000
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ϺΔ 183. Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of the Neanderthal Man and the Cyclopean Centaur
THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF SINBAD (1973)

A hand-drawn concept sketch showing the Neanderthal Man 
fighting the Cyclopean Centaur from the Gordon Hessler fantasy 
film The Golden Voyage of Sinbad. This image shows the 
prehistoric man, club raised, with his other hand around the throat 
of the boulder-wielding mythical beast, with Sinbad (John Phillip 
Law) and Margiana (Caroline Munro) looking on. A standard 
Cyclops was initially envisioned for the movie, but it was decided it 
looked too much like "a man in a suit." The more exotic Cyclopean 
Centaur was then created. The artwork is rendered in pencil on 
white paper. One edge is irregularly cut, with the piece displaying 
minor wear and folds from age. Dimensions: 40 cm x 50 cm (15 
¾" x 19 ½")

The final, key art version of this image featured on page 178 of The Art of Ray 
Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements 
or any other type of legal release.

£3,000-4,000
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ϺΔ 185. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of the Dinosaur Battle 
KING OF THE GENIIS (1973)

A hand-drawn concept sketch c. 1969/70 showing a dinosaur battle from the unrealised film, King of 
the Geniis, in which Sinbad would do battle in a forgotten world inhabited by dinosaurs. This is one 
of only a handful of sketches made by Ray Harryhausen for the project. It shows a Styracosaurus 

and Tyrannosaurus Rex 
about to fight among the ruins 
of an ancient city. Sinbad 
and his crew appear to be 
caught right in the middle of 
the confrontation. 

It is executed in pencil on 
vellum paper. The right edge 
is unevenly cut and there is 
a small fold to the lower left 
corner, however overall the 
artwork remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 51 cm 
x 33 cm (20" x 13")

The final, key art version of this image 
features on pages 88-89 of The Art of 
Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen 
and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without 
copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal 
release.

£1,500-2,000

ϺΔ 184. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept Sketch of Giant Chickens
THE FOOD OF THE GODS

A hand-drawn concept sketch (c. 1961) showing giant chickens from an unrealised film, Food of the Gods. It was created by legendary visual 
effects artist Ray Harryhausen and represents one of very few drawings for this project, which was based on a story by H.G. Wells. It shows an 
English village under attack from 
a group of giant chickens with 
incredulous villagers looking on. 

The story, which would also 
feature giant wasps and rats, 
intrigued Harryhausen and it 
was an idea he tried to revisit 
later in his career.  It is executed 
on vellum paper in pencil. The 
edges are irregularly cut and 
show minor wear and folds from 
age. Dimensions: 33 cm x 52 cm 
(13" x 20 ½")

The final, key art version of this image 
is featured on pages 196 of The Art of 
Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen 
and Tony Dalton, and on page 287 of 
Ray Harryhausen: An Animated Life by 
Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, both 
published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£400-600
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ϺΔ 186. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of the Styracosaurus Attack 
KING OF THE GENIIS 
(1973)

A hand-drawn concept 
sketch c. 1969/70 showing 
a Styracosaurus attack from 
the unrealised film, King of 
the Geniis, in which Sinbad 
would do battle in a forgotten 
world inhabited by dinosaurs. 
This is one of only a handful 
of sketches made by Ray 
Harryhausen for the project. It 
shows the prehistoric creature 
flipping a poor soul over its head 
while his comrades look on. It 
is rendered on vellum paper in 
pencil and remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 36 cm x 
53 cm (14" x 21")

The final, key art version of this image 
features on page 293 of Ray Harryhausen 
An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and 
Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without 
copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal 
release.

£1,500-2,000

ϺΔ 187. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of the Charging Stracosaurus
KING OF THE GENIIS 
(1973)

A hand-drawn concept sketch 
c. 1969/70 showing a charging 
Styracosaurus for the unrealised 
film, King of the Geniis, in which 
Sinbad would do battle in a forgotten 
world inhabited by dinosaurs. This 
is one of only a handful of sketches 
made by Ray Harryhausen for the 
project. It shows the pre-historic 
creature running at speed towards 
a group of locals attempting to flee. 
It is rendered on paper in pencil and 
remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 40 cm x 50 cm (15 
¾" x 19 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£1,500-2,000
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ϺΔ 188. Ray Harryhausen Hand Drawn Poster 
Concept
KING OF THE GENIIS (1973)

A hand-drawn movie poster concept sketch c.1973 for the unrealised 
film, King of the Geniis. As part of his routine, Ray Harryhausen would 
often create an idea for a movie poster at the outset of production, 
as it helped him refine the essence of the film. 

This artwork features a hero and heroine looking across a fantasy 
world which incorporates the Cyclopean Centaur, various natives 
and a Styracosaurus, with the early proposed title Sinbad’s 3rd 
Voyage. It is rendered in pencil on paper and displays some light 
folding and pencil smudges at the edges. Dimensions: 50 cm x 40 
cm (19 ½" x 16")

The final, key art version of this image, including the updated title, features on page 170 
of The Art Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements 
or any other type of legal release.

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 189. One Million Years BC / She Quad 
Double-Bill UK Quad
ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. (1966)

A UK Quad poster (G folded condition with creases at edges) 
from the Hammer Studios double-bill of One Million Years 
B.C. and She. The poster features Tom Chantrell’s artwork 
of two of the best-known sex sirens of 1960-70s, Raquel 
Welch and Ursula Andress and is accompanied by a letter 
of provenance from the Chantrell Archive. Dimensions: 76 
cm x 102 cm (30" x 40")

£250-350

ϺΔ 191. Ray Harryhausen Concepts of Triceratops
ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. (1966)

Two printed production sketches of the 
triceratops from director Don Chaffey’s fantasy-
adventure One Million Years B.C. The first image 
shows triceratops in profile, while the second, in 
less detail, exhibits the front and rear views of 
the prehistoric creature. The artwork is printed 
on thick paper, which has yellowed slightly with 
age. Dimensions: 37 cm x 50 cm (14 ½" x 19 ½")

A similar version of this printed image features on page 92 of The 
Art of Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, 
published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, 
licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£600-800

Ϻ 190. Hand-Painted Tom Chantrell Prototype 
Poster Artwork
ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. (1966)

Tom Chantrell’s painted prototype artwork for director Don Chaffey’s 
fantasy-adventure One Million Years B.C. This pre-production piece 
was created in 1965 to help Hammer secure American financing for 
the film (hence the cavewoman does not look like Raquel Welch as 
she had yet to be cast). Painted with acrylics on artists board, the title 
and tagline have been painted separately on paper and adhered to 
the board. The artist has signed the artwork and it is accompanied 
by a letter of provenance from the Chantrell Archive. Dimensions: 46 
cm x 58.5 cm (18" x 23")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£2,000-3,000
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ϺΔ 192. Ray Harryhausen Concepts of Allosaurus and Ceratosaurus
ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. (1966)

Six printed sketches forming two triptychs of the 
Allosaurus and Ceratosaurus dinosaurs from director 
Don Chaffey’s fantasy-adventure One Million Years B.C. 
The first three images show the Allosaurus in profile and 
rear view, with a Neanderthal Man for size comparison. 
The second set shows the rear and profile views of the 
Ceratosaurus. Harryhausen created size comparison 
drawings during production of the film as a matter of 
routine, they were vital for his own reference, as well 
as that of the actors to visualize the true height of his 
creations. The printed artworks, on paper, remain in very 
good condition. Dimensions: 25 cm x 38 cm (10" x 15")

The Allosaurus image is featured as a single drawing on page 85 of The 
Art of Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published 
by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£200-300

ϺΔ 194. Ray Harryhausen 
Concept of Ceratosaurus
ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. (1966)

A printed sketch of a ceratosaurus from director 
Don Chaffey’s fantasy-adventure One Million 
Years B.C. The image shows the ceratosaurus in 
profile and rear view, with a Neanderthal man for 
size comparison. Ray Harryhausen created size 
comparison drawings during production of the 
film as a matter of routine, as they were vital for 
his own reference, as well as that of the actors to 
visualize the true height of his creations. Printed 
on thick paper, the artwork remains in very good 
condition, with pin holes to the corners and a few 
minor tears and yellowing from age. Dimensions: 
37 cm x 70 cm (14 ½" x 27 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction 
rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£400-600

ϺΔ 193. Ray Harryhausen Concept of Allosaurus 
ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. (1966)

A printed sketch of an Allosaurus from director Don Chaffey’s fantasy-
adventure One Million Years B.C. The image shows the Allosaurus 
in profile and rear view, with a Neanderthal Man for size comparison. 
Ray Harryhausen created size comparison drawings during production 
of the film as a matter of routine, as they were vital for his own 
reference, as well as that of the actors to visualize the true height of 
his creations. The image is printed in reverse on paper and displays 
a few minor creases and a tear on the lower left side. Dimensions: 
67 cm x 37 cm (26 ½" x 14 ½")

This image is featured, unreversed, on page 85 of The Art of Ray Harryhausen by Ray 
Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£400-600
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Ϻ 195. Prototype Poster
ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. 
(1966)

A unique 1965 prototype Quad poster 
(G folded condition with creases and 
small tears at edges) for director Don 
Chaffey’s fantasy-adventure One 
Million Years B.C. Made before the 
casting of Raquel Welch in the lead, it 
was likely created for use in financing 
and marketing pitches for the film. It 
is believed to be the only such poster 
in existence and is accompanied 
by a letter of provenance from the 
Chantrell Archive. Dimensions: 76 cm 
x 102 cm (30" x 40")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any 
other type of legal release.

£1,000-1,500

Ϻ 196. Hand-Painted Tom Chantrell 'Part Two' 
Prototype Poster Artwork
ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. (1966)

A photo of Tom Chantrell’s 
prototype poster artwork for One 
Million Years B.C. Part 2, with 
added painted embellishments 
in acrylic. This Hammer film was 
eventually released as When 
Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth (1970), 
the finished poster replicating this 
design but with title changed, 
cast/credits included and bras 
added. Chantrell has signed the 
work and it is accompanied by 
a letter of provenance from the 
Chantrell Archive. Dimensions: 46 
cm x 55 cm (18" x 21 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£250-350
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ϺΔ 197. Hand-Drawn Armature Diagram
RAY HARRYHAUSEN

A hand-drawn armature diagram for unidentified male and female figures. After creating the initial 
look of a creature or character, a significant part of Ray Harryhausen’s design work focused 
on the physical creation of the puppets. The first step was to design the internal armature. 
The artwork is rendered in pencil on paper vellum. Dimensions: 21 cm x 23.5 cm (8 ¼" x 9 ¼")

Similar drawings of armatures feature on pages 15, 54 and 108 of The Art of Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen and 
Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£800-1,200

ϺΔ 198. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Trog
SINBAD AND THE EYE OF THE TIGER (1977)

A hand-drawn concept sketch showing Trog from the Sam Wanamaker fantasy Sinbad and the Eye of the Tiger. This image was created 
by legendary visual effects artist Ray Harryhausen and shows Trog – guardian of the ancient city – in shadowed foreground, a scene 
ultimately dropped from the final version of the film. Trog, short for Troglodyte, was a character who 'evolved' from the originally scripted 
Neanderthal Man. The piece is drawn in pencil on paper. The left edge is irregularly cut and there is a small fold to the top right-hand corner. 
Dimensions: 35 cm x 50 cm (13 ¾" x 19 ¾")

The final key art version of this image features on page 183 of The Art of Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal releases.

£2,000-3,000

#PropStoreLiveAuction
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ϺΔ 199. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Book Cover Concept
SKIN AND BONES (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch (c. 1962), showing 
a skeleton in bed with a screaming lady. Skin 
and Bones was a story written by Thorne Smith 
about a photographer who suffers an adverse 
reaction after inhaling powerful chemicals. 
The idea caught Harryhausen’s imagination, 
however the film was never made. The artwork 
represents an early version of the only key 
drawing created for the project. It is executed in 
pencil on paper vellum. The edges are not quite 
square and show minor wear and folds from 
age. Dimensions: 33 cm x 52 cm (13" x 20 ½")

The final key art version of this image is featured on page 293 
of Ray Harryhausen: An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and 
Tony Dalton published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, 
licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£800-1,200

Ϻ 200. Ray Harryhausen Autographed One-Sheet Poster
THE VALLEY OF GWANGI (1969)

A one-sheet poster (VG folded condition with one crease on the left-hand side) from Jim 
O’Connolly’s sci-fi western The Valley of Gwangi. This untrimmed, linen-backed vintage poster 
is autographed by Ray Harryhausen in blue marker at the bottom right corner. Dimensions: 
70.5 cm x 104 cm (27 ¾" x 41")

£200-300

ϺΔ 201. Ray Harryhausen Ornithomimus 
Scale Comparison
THE VALLEY OF GWANGI (1969)

A printed sketch of an ornithomimus from Jim O’Connolly 
sci-fi western The Valley of the Gwangi. This image shows 
an ornithomimus in profile and front on, along with a human 
figure scaled at 6 feet tall. Harryhausen made this detailed 
size comparison during production of the film as a matter of 
routine, as it was vital for his own reference, as well as that 
of the actors to visualise the true height of Harryhausen's 
creations. The printed artwork titled Ornithomimus, is in very 
good condition. Dimensions: 40 cm x 51 cm (15 ½" x 19 ½")

This image features on page 207 of Ray Harryhausen An Animated Life by Ray 
Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£400-600
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ϺΔ 202. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Pterodactylus Scale Comparison
THE VALLEY OF GWANGI (1969)

A hand-drawn sketch for a pterodactylus (or pterodactyl) from Jim O’Connolly’s sci-fi western The Valley of the Gwangi. This image 
shows a pterodactyl in front view revealing its full wingspan, along with a human figure scaled at 6 feet. Harryhausen made detailed size 
comparisons as a matter of routine as they were vital for his own reference, as well as that of the actors to help them visualise the true 
height of Harryhausen's creations. Titled Pterodactylus – Pteranodon, this represents the final, most detailed version of the drawing. It is in 
good condition after undergoing professional restoration. Originally on two pages, the original tape has been removed and the join remade. 
A tear to the right side has also been expertly repaired. Dimensions: 38 cm x 79.5 cm (15" x 31") 

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 203. Ray Harryhausen Gwangi Scale Comparison
THE VALLEY OF GWANGI (1969)

A printed sketch of Gwangi from Jim 
O’Connolly’s sci-fi western The Valley of 
the Gwangi. This image shows Gwangi (a 
Tyrannosaurus Rex) in profile, along with 
a cowboy figure scaled at 6 feet tall and an 
elephant at 11 feet tall. Harryhausen made this 
detailed size comparison during production of 
the film as a matter of routine, as it was vital 
for his own reference, as well as that of the 
actors to help them to visualise the true height 
of Harryhausen's creations. The printed artwork 
is in very good condition. Dimensions: 40 cm x 
50 cm (15 ½" x 19 ½")

A similar version of this printed image features on pages 66-
67 of The Art of Ray Harryhausen, and on page 207 of Ray 
Harryhausen An Animated Life, both by Ray Harryhausen and 
Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction 
rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£600-800

propstore.com/liveauction
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ϺΔ 204. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Scale Comparison of El Diablo
THE VALLEY OF GWANGI 
(1969)

A hand-drawn sketch for scale 
comparison from Jim O’Connolly’s sci-
fi western The Valley of the Gwangi. 
The image shows El Diablo, the 
miniature pre-historic horse that was 
the catalyst for the film's plot. A height 
scale indicating six inches and a scale 
drawing of a human hand complete 
the composition. 

Harryhausen made detailed size 
comparisons as a matter of routine, as 
they were vital for his own reference, 
as well as that of the actors to help 
them visualise the true height of 
Harryhausen's creations. This drawing 
is very detailed and represents the 
final version of this image. It is 
executed in pencil on paper and 
remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 40 cm x 50 cm (15 ¾" 
x 19 ¾")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any 
other type of legal release.

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 205. Ray Harryhausen Pterodactylus Scale Comparison
THE VALLEY OF GWANGI (1969)

A printed sketch of a Pterodactylus (or pterodactyl) from Jim O’Connolly’s sci-fi western The Valley of the Gwangi. This image shows a 
pterodactyl in profile, along with a human figure scaled at 6 feet tall. Harryhausen made this detailed size comparison during production 
of the film as a matter of routine, as it was vital for his own reference, as well as that of the actors to help them visualise the true height of 
his creations. The printed artwork titled Pterodactylus – Pteranodon, is in very good condition. Dimensions: 37 cm x 59 cm (14 ½" x 23")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£400-600
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ϺΔ 206. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Scale Concept of Gwangi
THE VALLEY OF GWANGI (1969)

A hand-drawn sketch from Jim O’Connolly’s sci-fi western The Valley 
of the Gwangi. This artwork shows a lassoing cowboy on horseback, a 
standing cowboy and Gwangi, with a height reference scale maxing out 
at 14 feet. Harryhausen made detailed size comparisons as a matter of 
course, knowing they were vital for his own reference, as well as that of 
the actors to help them visualise the height of Harryhausen's creations. 
This drawing is extremely detailed and represents the final version of 
this particular image. It is drawn in pencil on paper and displays minimal 
wear from production use. Dimensions: 40 cm x 50 cm (15 ¾" x 19 ¾")

A similar drawing features on page 207 of Ray Harryhausen An Animated Life by Ray 
Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, and on pages 66-67 of The Art of Ray Harryhausen by Ray 
Harryhausen and Tony Dalton. Both are published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£4,000-5,000

#PropStoreLiveAuction
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ϺΔ 207. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Poster Concept
THE VALLEY OF GWANGI (1969)

A hand-drawn sketch for a poster design for Jim O’Connolly’s sci-fi western The Valley of the Gwangi. This image shows Tuck (James 
Franciscus) and T.J. (Gila Golan) looking at the film’s most memorable scene, the T-Rex being lassoed. Harryhausen would often 
create an idea for a movie poster as part of his process, as it helped him refine the essence of the film. This sketch is drawn in pencil 
on white paper. One side has a rough edge and there is a small section missing to the top edge, which does not affect the main image. 
Otherwise, the artwork remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 40 cm x 50 cm (15 ¾ " x 19 ¾")

The final, key art version of this image features on page 204 of Ray Harryhausen An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£3,000-4,000
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Ϻ 208. Ray Harryhausen Autographed Poster
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A one-sheet poster (G folded condition with tears and wear on the creases and a stain 
in the top left corner) from the Don Chaffey fantasy-adventure Jason and the Argonauts. 
This untrimmed, linen-backed vintage poster is autographed 
by Ray Harryhausen in blue marker amidst the movie title on 
the right. Dimensions: 69 cm x 105 cm (27" x 41 ½")

£200-300

ϺΔ 209. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of The 
Island of Bronze
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch c. 1961 showing the Island of Bronze from the Don Chaffey fantasy-adventure Jason and the Argonauts. The 
piece shows the Argonauts wandering among the giant statues of the mysterious isle, walking past statues of Kore and Mazda. Another of 
the statues, Talos, awakens and attacks the group. The sketch is drawn in pencil on white paper and finished with a black ink border. The 
top edge displays some creasing, discolouration and a few very small tears. Dimensions: 35 cm x 56 cm (13 ¾" x 22")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal releases.

£800-1,200

propstore.com/liveauction
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ϺΔ 211. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Talos Awakening
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch c. 1961 showing the bronze statue Talos from the Don Chaffey fantasy-adventure Jason and the Argonauts. This 
image was created by legendary visual effects artist Ray Harryhausen and depicts one of the most famous sequences from the film – the giant 
bronze statue Talos, rising up from its plinth after Hercules (Nigel Green) steals from the treasure chamber below. The sketch is executed in 
pencil on paper, with a black ink border. The artwork displays some minor wear, including two small tears to the edges. Dimensions: 43 cm x 
56 cm (17" x 22")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal releases.

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 210. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Phineas (Patrick Troughton) and the Harpies
JASON AND THE 
ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch 
showing Phineas (Patrick 
Troughton) and the Harpies from 
the Don Chaffey fantasy-adventure 
Jason and the Argonauts. It 
shows Phineas, the old blind 
man, fleeing a ruined temple while 
being attacked from the sky by 
the mythical winged creatures. 
It is executed in pencil on paper 
vellum and remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 34 cm x 51 
cm x (13 ½" x 20")

The final key art version of this image features 
on page 160 of Ray Harryhausen An Animated 
Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, 
published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal releases.

£2,000-3,000
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ϺΔ 212. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Jason (Todd Armstrong) and the Skeletons
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch c. 1961 showing Jason (Todd 
Armstrong) and the skeleton warriors from the Don Chaffey 
fantasy-adventure Jason and the Argonauts. This piece 
shows one of the most famous scenes in the history of 
fantasy cinema, Jason and some of the Argonauts depicted 
doing battle with an army of skeletons. Harryhausen wanted 
the skeletons to have a sense of being an organised and 
well-drilled enemy, keeping them in strong formations. 
It is executed in pencil on paper vellum. The edges are 
irregularly cut, with minimal wear from production use. 
Dimensions: 37 cm x 53 cm (14 ½" x 21")

The final key art version of this image features on page 168 of Ray Harryhausen 
An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, and on page 166 of 
Ray Harryhausen’s Fantasy Scrapbook by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton. 
Both published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal releases.

£2,000-3,000

#PropStoreLiveAuction
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ϺΔ 213. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Jason (Todd Armstrong) and the Skeletons
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch c. 1961 showing Jason (Todd 
Armstrong) and the skeletons from the Don Chaffey fantasy-
adventure Jason and the Argonauts. This image was created 
by legendary visual effects artist Ray Harryhausen and 
shows Jason and some of the Argonauts in their legendary 
sword fight with the Children of the Hydra, the skeleton 
warriors. The sketch is executed in pencil on white paper. 
A black ink border completes the composition. Harryhausen 
commented that he wanted the skeletons to bring the sense 
of a legion, of being a disciplined, formidable enemy. This 
drawing certainly conveys that feeling! The edges are 
irregularly cut, however the drawing exhibits minimal wear. 
Dimensions: 36 cm x 53 cm (14" x 21")

The final key art version of this image features on page 168 of Ray Harryhausen 
An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton and on page 166 of 
Ray Harryhausen’s Fantasy Scrapbook by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton. 
Both published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal releases.

£4,000-5,000
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ϺΔ 214. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Jason (Todd Armstrong) and the Hydra
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch c. 1961 showing Jason (Todd 
Armstrong) and the Hydra from the Don Chaffey fantasy-
adventure Jason and the Argonauts. It shows Jason, sword 
in hand, advancing on the mythical seven-headed serpent. 
It is executed on white paper in pencil, with red pencil 
highlights added to clearly define the beast. A double-lined 
black ink border completes the composition. Harryhausen 
commented that this powerful image was the one that sold 
the movie project to the studio. The edges are irregularly 
cut and show minor wear and folds from age. Dimensions: 
36 cm x 53 cm (14" x 21")

The final, key art version of this image features on pages 110-111 of The Art 
of Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, and on page 166 
of Ray Harryhausen An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton. 
Both published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£4,000-5,000

propstore.com/liveauction
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ϺΔ 215. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Talos
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch c. 1961 showing Talos from the Don Chaffey fantasy-adventure 
Jason and the Argonauts. The artwork shows the giant bronze statue blocking the path of the Argo 
as it attempts to leave the Isle of Bronze. It is rendered in pencil on white paper. This image was 
transposed almost identically into the final film, with the only real change being the addition of a 
helmet and sword for Talos. The edges are irregularly cut, however overall the piece remains in very 
good condition. Dimensions: 51 cm x 35 cm (20" x 13 ¾")

The final key art version of this image features on pages 106-107 of The Art of Ray Harryhausen by Ray Harryhausen and Tony 
Dalton, and on page 157 of Ray Harryhausen: An Animated Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton. Both published by Aurum

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal releases.

£3,000-4,000
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ϺΔ 216. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Jason (Todd Armstrong) and the Gods at 
Mount Olympus
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch showing Jason (Todd Armstrong) and 
the Olympian gods from the Don Chaffey fantasy-adventure Jason 
and the Argonauts. The artwork shows Jason after he has been 
summoned to Mount Olympus by Hermes (Michael Gwynn), where 
Hera (Honor Blackman) told Jason of the perils that awaited him on 
his quest. However, Zeus (Niall MacGinnis) – pictured in the centre – 
imposed limitations on the help Hera could offer Jason. The artwork is 
executed in pencil on white paper, and a black ink border completes the 
composition. The piece displays some minor wear, including creases 
to the right side and some small tears, which do not affect the quality 
of the artwork. Dimensions: 55 cm x 36 cm (21 ½" x 14")

The final, key art version of this image features on page 154 of Ray Harryhausen An Animated 
Life by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any 
other type of legal releases.

£3,000-4,000

#PropStoreLiveAuction
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ϺΔ 217. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Triton (William Gudgeon) and the Argo
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch c. 1961 displaying 
Triton (William Gudgeon) and the Argo from 
the Don Chaffey fantasy-adventure Jason 
and the Argonauts. The image shows Triton, 
son of Poseidon, holding back the rocks to 
allow the Argo safe passage. It is executed in 
charcoal on paper. A black ink border completes 
the composition. The top edge exhibits light 
creasing and very small tears, but overall the 
artwork is in very good condition. Dimensions: 
43 cm x 56 cm (17" x 22")

The final, key art for an alternate version of this image features 
on page 162 of Ray Harryhausen An Animated Life by Ray 
Harryhausen and Tony Dalton, published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction 
rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release. 

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 218. Ray Harryhausen Hand-Drawn Concept of Cerberus
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963)

A hand-drawn concept sketch c. 1961 showing Jason (Todd Armstrong) and Cerberus, guardian of the underworld, from the Don Chaffey 
fantasy-adventure Jason and the Argonauts. This sequence was cut from the final film, although the creature was ultimately re-used as Dioskilos 
in Clash of the Titans (1981). The image was created by legendary visual effects artist Ray Harryhausen and shows Jason advancing on the 
fabled two-headed hound of Hades. It is executed on paper in pencil and charcoal. The edges are irregularly cut and show minor wear and 
folds from age. Dimensions: 38 cm x 52 cm (15" x 20 ½ ")

The final, key art version of this image features on 
page 117 of The Art of Ray Harryhausen, page 150 
of Ray Harryhausen An Animated Life and on page 
166 of Ray Harryhausen’s Fantasy Scrapbook. All 
three books by Ray Harryhausen and Tony Dalton are 
published by Aurum.

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, 
reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other 
type of legal release.

 £3,000-4,000
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US 219. Sweet Dave's (Gene Jones) 
Bloody Chair
THE HATEFUL EIGHT (2015)

Sweet Dave's (Gene Jones) bloody chair from 
Quentin Tarantino's Academy® Award-nominated 
The Hateful Eight. Sweet Dave’s armchair 
screen-matches to the bloody chair revealed 
by Major Marquis Warren (Samuel L. Jackson) 
at the film’s climax. 

This vintage padded chair is made of wood with 
floral upholstery, and is splattered with stage 
blood from Sweet Dave's wounds. The chair 
has been dressed by the production to appear 
well-used. The piece shows minor wear due to 
production use and age, but remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 91 cm x 80 cm x 107 cm 
(36" x 31 ½" x 42") 

*This lot is currently located in Prop Store’s Los Angeles facility 
and will ship directly to the buyer from Los Angeles. Please see 
the Conditions of Sale for information on applicable VAT and/or 
import duties.

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 220. Kroenen (Ladislav Beran) Stunt 
Mask
HELLBOY (2004)

Kroenen’s (Ladislav Beran) stunt mask from Guillermo 
del Toro’s sci-fi fantasy film Hellboy. The bio-mechanical 
assassin wore his mask during the film’s opening scenes 
as he fought the American soldiers trying to prevent 
Rasputin (Karel Roden) opening the portal that allowed 
Hellboy (Ron Perlman) to enter the world.

Made for use in the film’s stunt sequences, the rubber 
mask features acrylic eye lenses with rubber and 
metal detailing along the jaw to add to the 'clockwork' 
appearance of the assassin. The piece is finished in 
black, with brown paint applied to the chin to make 
the mask appear muddy and well-used in the fight 
sequence. The interior of the mask is lined with foam 
and leather for comfort. Displaying minor wear from 
use, including scratches and wear to the dressing 
components, the mask remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 14 cm x 17 cm x 23 cm (5 ½" x 6 ¾" x 9")

£3,000-5,000

propstore.com/liveauction
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Ϻ 221. Hellboy's (Ron Perlman) 
Costume
HELLBOY (2004)

Hellboy’s (Ron Perlman) costume from Guillermo 
del Toro’s sci-fi fantasy film Hellboy. Hellboy wore 
his trademark costume throughout the film as he 
battled the minions of the evil Rasputin (Karel 
Roden), and in the memorable fight between 
Hellboy and the hellhound Sammael (Brian Steele) 
in the New York subway.

The costume is composed of a pair of custom-
made leather trousers (marked 'HB' on a tag near 
the right pocket) with a long, red foam latex tail 
coming from the rear, and a black T-shirt with a 
rear neck zip and red stitching around the collar. 
Over the costume a full-length leather duster 
jacket, featuring a leather B.P.R.D. patch on the 
left shoulder is worn. The duster has been given 
additional lining and is heavily distressed, with 
various pieces of transparent resin made to look 
like shattered shards of glass inserted across the 
back. The shirt is also distressed, with two holes 
running along the left collarbone. A pair of black 
leather Grafters boots (marked US size 13) are 
included to complete the outfit.

Distressed for use, and displaying some minor 
wear from the production, the tail has become 
fragile over time. The costume is accompanied by 
a replica Samaritan pistol, Fist of Doom, belt and 
holster set and is presented on a custom-made 
mannequin display. Dimensions (displayed): 125 
cm x 90 cm x 215 cm (49 ¼" x 35 ½" x 84 ¾")

£10,000-12,000
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Ϻ 222. Sammael (Brian Steele) Creature 
Costume
HELLBOY (2004)

Sammael’s (Brian Steele) creature costume from Guillermo 
del Toro’s sci-fi fantasy film Hellboy. The legendary 
hellhound was brought back from the ether by the evil 
Rasputin (Karel Roden) and battled Hellboy (Ron Perlman) 
throughout the film, replicating each time it fell to the forces 
of the B.P.R.D.

The costume is composed of a multi-piece body suit made 
up of foam feet, a foam latex lower torso fastened with a zip 
along the back, a foam latex upper torso, foam forearms 
and a foam head with foam rubber dreadlocks hanging 
down the rear. A foam rubber spine runs down the back, 
secured with Velcro. Ancient runes cover the skin of the 
demonic creature, which is hand-painted in a green and 
grey colour scheme with additional material applied to give 
the appearance of being covered in burned, charred skin 
with sections of exposed skull.

Displaying moderate wear through production use and 
some signs of age, including minor tears in the foam 
and foam latex components, and signs of repair to the 
dreadlocks, the costume is presented on a custom 
mannequin display. Dimensions (displayed): 91 cm x 76 
cm x 215 cm (35 ¾" x 30" x 84 ¾")

£6,000-8,000

#PropStoreLiveAuction
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Ϻ 223. Abe Sapien (Doug Jones) Appliance and 
Stunt Breathing Apparatus
HELLBOY II: THE GOLDEN ARMY (2008)

Abe Sapien’s (Doug Jones) prosthetic appliance and stunt breathing 
apparatus from Guillermo del Toro’s sci-fi fantasy film Hellboy II: The 
Golden Army. Prosthetics were used to transform Jones into the 
humanoid amphibian, with the stunt breather used 
for the fight between Abe and Wink (Brian Steele).

The appliance is made of foam latex with silicone 
inserts in the cheeks and painted plastic eyes. The 
piece features a blue paint finish with white and 
blue 'veins' running from the back of the head to 
the face. The collar and breathing apparatus are 
made of foam rubber, with Velcro around the base 
and finished in black and blue, with metallic paint 
for the vents and fastenings. Two plastic tubes run 
down the back of the collar.

Displaying some signs of use and wear, including 
some small tears in the foam latex and stickiness 
from the foam rubber, the piece remains in very 
good condition and is presented on a biscuit foam 
production bust. Dimensions (displayed): 33 cm x 
38 cm x 52 cm (13" x 15" x 20 ½")

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 224. Wink (Brian Steele) Stunt Mechanical Hand
HELLBOY II: THE GOLDEN ARMY (2008)

Wink’s (Brian Steele) mechanical hand from Guillermo del Toro’s sci-fi fantasy film Hellboy II: The Golden Army. Wink’s mechanical hand 
was damaged in his fight with Hellboy (Ron Perlman) in the Troll Market. When it became trapped in a massive grinder, it dragged the cave 
troll to his death.

The wrecking ball-like fist is made 
of foam rubber, with cogs cast in the 
joints. The wrist section is made of 
fibreglass, with an internal plastic 
frame and 3D-printed cogs in the front 
aperture. A metal handle is attached 
within, with a section of rope used to 
pull the performer still present from 
use in the sequence. The pieces 
are finished in metallic steel paint to 
give them a mechanical appearance. 
Distressed for use, there are some 
minor tears present on the foam 
rubber fist. Dimensions: 30 cm x 33 
cm x 49 cm (11 ¾" x 13" x 19 ¼")

£800-1,200
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Ϻ 225. Ramirez's (Sean Connery) Katana
HIGHLANDER (1986)

Juan Sanchez Villa-Lobos Ramirez’s (Sean Connery) hero katana from the Russell Mulcahy fantasy-adventure Highlander. The Spanish-
Egyptian immortal used his sword to train Connor MacLeod (Christopher Lambert) to face The Kurgan (Clancy Brown), eventually falling 
to the barbarian and losing his head in the Scottish Highlands. The mysterious sword was passed to MacLeod, and was a key plot device 
throughout the series, becoming his signature weapon through the ages.

Custom-made for the production, this hero sword boasts a polished aluminium blade, a machined aluminium guard, a cast resin grip and a 
red leather-covered wooden scabbard. The blade is blunt and smooth to ensure safety during use on set. The grip features relief detailing 
of Japanese dragons, lions and Japanese samurai and has a faux-ivory finish. The guard is finished in faux-gold, as are the scabbard’s 
cast metal side and end caps. 

The piece displays some scrapes, pitting and corrosion across the guard, grip and scabbard from production use, with the blade clean 
and displaying minimal wear. Also included is an 11" x 14" lobby card used in the promotion of the movie. Dimensions (sheathed): 103 
cm x 10 cm x 10 cm (40 ½" x 4" x 4")

£10,000-14,000
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Ϻ 226. Duncan MacLeod's (Adrian Paul) Katana
HIGHLANDER (TV 1992-1998)

Duncan MacLeod's (Adrian Paul) katana from the fantasy-adventure television series Highlander. MacLeod wielded 
his katana throughout the first series, doing battle with a host of Immortals at the height of the Gathering.

Designed by Stephen Geaghan and brought to life by prop maker Sal D’Aquila, the sword is made with a specially 
blunted aluminium blade for use in close ups and fight scenes, with a polymer grip in the form of a snarling dragon. A 
brass habaki and a cast metal tsuba complete the sword’s construction. The grip is finished in off-white paint to give 
the appearance of ivory.

The paint finish has worn with use, and the polished blade displays numerous nicks and gouges, tell-tale signs of its 
use in battle. The sword is supplied with a certificate of authenticity signed by Geaghan and D’Aquila. Dimensions: 104 
cm x 8 cm x 7.5 cm (41" x 3 ¼" x 3")

£4,000-6,000
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† 227. Agent 47's (Rupert Friend) 
Three-Piece Suit and John Smith's 
(Zachary Quinto) Stunt Suit
HITMAN: AGENT 47 (2015)

Suits worn by Agent 47 (Rupert Friend) and John Smith 
(Zachary Quinto) in the game-based action thriller 
Hitman: Agent 47. Agent 47 wore his signature black 
suit throughout the film, whilst Smith wore his grey suit 
during the latter part of the movie as he hunted down 
47 and Katia (Hannah Ware). 

The black three-piece suit belonging to Agent 47 has 
'AG 47, Rupert Friend' handwritten inside the jacket 
and trousers, with Smith’s grey suit labelled 'Zack 
Stunt, Zacharias De Quinto(sic)' and 'John Stund (sic)' 
inside the jacket and 'Zacharias De Quinto(sic)' inside 
the trousers. There is also a costume tag written in 
Spanish. Both remain in very good condition.

£600-800

† 228. Agent 47's (Rupert Friend) Suit 
and John Smith's (Zachary Quinto) 
Bloody Stunt Suit
HITMAN: AGENT 47 (2015)

Suits worn by Agent 47 (Rupert Friend) and John Smith 
(Zachary Quinto) in the game-based action thriller 
Hitman: Agent 47. Agent 47 wore his signature black 
suit throughout the film, whilst Smith wore his grey suit 
during the latter part of the movie as he hunted down 47 
and Katia (Hannah Ware). 

Agent 47’s jacket and trousers are labelled 'AG47, Rupert 
Friend' with a tag on the trousers reading 'knee ripped' 
and 'Agent 47 (Bigging) Sc 107 Window Jump' on the 
jacket. There is a rip to the right knee and the jacket 
has a bullet hit to the left shoulder. Smith’s grey suit is 
labelled 'Zacharias De Quinto(sic)' in both garments, and 
the jacket has a costume tag labelled 'John Smith Spare 
sc108 Scribbed' and is prepped with blood for bullet hit 
stunts. Both suits have been dressed down by production.

£600-800
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Ϻ 229.  Frank Horrigan's (Clint Eastwood) Secret Service Photo ID
IN THE LINE OF FIRE (1993)

Frank Horrigan’s (Clint Eastwood) Secret Service photo ID from 
Wolfgang Petersen’s thriller In the Line of Fire. Horrigan used his ID 
throughout the film, however the identification cards are ultimately not 
seen on screen. The two Department of Treasury cards are made of 
thin white card. The first displays Horrigan’s name and rank, while the 
second bears an original production photo of Eastwood in character. 
The ID cards are accompanied by a replica black faux-leather wallet and 
replica metal Secret Service shield with all components remaining in very 
good condition. Dimensions: (each card) 11.5 cm x 6.5 cm (4 ½" x 2 ½")  

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 230. Mitch Leary's (John Malkovich) Composite Pistol
IN THE LINE OF FIRE (1993)

Mitch Leary's (John Malkovich) composite pistol from Wolfgang Petersen’s thriller 
In the Line of Fire. Leary constructed his unique pistol in a bid to evade metal 
detectors during his attempt to assassinate the U.S. President (Jim Curley), whilst 
being tracked by Secret Service agent Frank Horrigan (Clint Eastwood). 

Made from resin, the pistol is fully strippable and is comprised of a number of 
separate components held together via a thin rod running through the centre. The 
pistol features non-functioning triggers, two barrels and cocking handle detail. 
Cream-coloured paint is present on either side of the gun and there is a small chip 
at the base of the grip, however overall it remains in very good condition. The pistol 
is accompanied by a copy of a letter from the film’s armourer regarding the pistol.

£4,000-6,000
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Ϻ 231. Cobb's (Leonardo DiCaprio) Stunt Sniper Rifle
INCEPTION (2010)

Cobb's (Leonardo DiCaprio) stunt sniper rifle from Christopher Nolan’s sci-fi thriller Inception. Cobb used his sniper rifle during the 'Winter 
Fortress Dream Level' within the mind of Robert Fischer (Cillian Murphy), as the band of psychological thieves sought to enter Fischer’s 
subconscious. The piece screen matches to shots of Cobb carrying the rifle on his back.

Moulded from a hero Blaser R93 Tactical sniper rifle, this stunt weapon would have been used for scenes in which a hero, working version 
of the weapon was not required. It is equipped with a static Harris bipod, silencer and non-functional Barrett Optics scope. The piece is cast 
in hard rubber for the safety of the performers, and is finished in a winterised white and grey camouflage paint, with stretch tape applied on 
the silencer and scope. The high-quality casting means the weapon’s manufacturer markings are visible on the stock, receiver and scope 
dials. A white canvas sling is fitted on the rifle’s left-hand side.

The weapon displays some wear to the paint finish from use in stunt sequences. Dimensions: 117 cm x 13 cm x 32 cm (46" x 5 ¼" x 12 ¾")

Ownership of this item is restricted for UK residents to those who are registered re-enactors, galleries,or individuals in film, television or theatre production. Please inquire for further details. 
Itis solely the buyer’s responsibility to check, prior to bidding, the legal status of this propwithin their own country and its importation therein.

£5,000-7,000
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ϺΔ 232. Crew Cap
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK (1981)

A production crew cap from Steven Spielberg’s action-
adventure classic Raiders of the Lost Ark. These caps were 
given to crew members who worked on the film and can be 
seen in a well known behind-the-scenes still of Spielberg as 
he looked over an art department set model. 

This incredibly rare hat was custom-made by The 
Thinking Cap Co and displays an embroidered 
"Raiders of the Lost Ark" patch using the Indiana 
Jones font in yellow, red and black. It is made 
from beige fabric and cream mesh, and includes 
an adjustable brown plastic sizing band. The cap 
shows some wear with plucked threads around 
the edge of the patch, and a broken end on the 
sizing band.

£100-150

Ϻ 233. Idol Temple Throne Carving
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK (1981)

A throne carving from Steven Spielberg’s action-adventure classic Raiders of the 
Lost Ark. The ancient temple Indiana Jones (Harrison Ford) enters to retrieve 
the golden idol featured six stone thrones, each decorated with a tribal face 
carving. The piece was salvaged from the set by a crew member. 

The face is constructed from plaster reinforced with twine. The front has 
been painted dark grey to replicate the appearance of carved stone. The 
carving displays a number of chips and cracks, but remains in good condition. 
Dimensions: 8 cm x 18 cm x 22 cm (3 ¼" x 7" x 8 ¾")

£400-600

Ω 234. German Soldier Figure
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK (1981)

A German soldier figure from Steven Spielberg’s action-adventure classic Raiders 
of the Lost Ark.This miniature is a repurposed 1980 Kenner Luke Skywalker action 
figure from Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, and was made for 
use on a model miniature of the rock altar during the Ark opening scene. 

The action figure is repainted to resemble a German soldier, and includes a cap made 
from green tape. The figure shows minor wear due to production use and age, but 
remains in very fine condition. Dimensions: 10 cm x 4 cm x 1 cm (4" x 1 ½" x ½")

£600-800
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Ω 236. Major Toht's (Ronald Lacey) Glasses
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK (1981)

Major Toht's (Ronald Lacey) glasses from Steven Spielberg’s action-adventure classic 
Raiders of the Lost Ark. Toht, a Nazi Gestapo agent, wears his glasses throughout the film 
as he leads the effort to obtain the Ark of the Covenant. These eyeglasses feature a wire 
frame with curved temples that wrap around the ears. 

The glasses show minor wear due to production use and age, but remain in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 11 cm x 5 cm x 1 cm (4 ¼" x 2" x ½")

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 235. Belloq's (Paul Freeman) Ancient Hebrew Staff Top
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK (1981)

Belloq’s (Paul Freeman) ancient Hebrew staff top from Steven Spielberg’s action-adventure 
classic Raiders of the Lost Ark. The Hebrew staff is held by Belloq during the Ark of the 
Covenant’s opening ritual which results in catastrophic consequences. This piece is one 
of the backups made from the original mould of the prop created by sculptor Keith Short. 

Cast in fibreglass, the staff top features three entwined ram’s heads on a decorative base. 
It is painted faux-bronze with green Verdigris to give it an old, corroded appearance. The 
piece shows minor scratches and wear, with a small crack in one of the ram’s horns. It is 
displayed on a custom-made base and has a letter of authenticity from the film's Assistant 
Production Manager Patricia Carr. Dimensions (on base): 22 cm x 15 cm x 52 cm (8 ¾" 
x 6 x 20 ½")

£1,000-1,500
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ϺΔ 238. Banquet Beetle
INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLE OF 
DOOM (1984)

A banquet beetle from Steven Spielberg’s action-
adventure Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom. 
Willie Scott (Kate Capshaw) and her companions were 
served the bugs during the infamous banquet scene, 
whilst Indiana Jones (Harrison Ford) attempted to solve 
the mystery surrounding Pankot Palace and the missing 
children.

Made from latex, the stag beetle features a shell, spindly 
legs and pincers, painted with a gloss black finish. 
The underside is painted in natural red tones, with a 
removable lower section secured with a strip of black 
Velcro. The beetle is fragile from age and production use. 
Dimensions: 14 cm x 11 cm x 3 cm (5 ½" x 4 ½" x 1 ¼")

£800-1,200ϺΔ 239. Circus Train Snake
INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE (1989)

A prop snake from Steven Spielberg's adventure film Indiana Jones 
and the Last Crusade. A number of prop snakes were used in the 
scene on the circus train as a young Indy (River Phoenix) is pursued 
by grave robbers into a reptile carriage, resulting in his life-long fear 
of snakes. The rubber snakes can be clearly seen under real snakes 
when Blu-ray editions of the film are paused during the scene.

The snake is made from rubber with the scales 
painted in black and green patterns. There are 
small signs of wear; an area of painted scales 
on the upper body have rubbed off over time and 
there is a small tear to the rubber in the middle. 
Despite this, the snake remains in good condition. 
Dimensions: 87 cm x 4 cm x 3 cm (34 ¼" x 1 ½" 
x 1 ¼")   

£80-120

ϺΔ 237. Club Obiwan Menu
INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLE OF DOOM (1984)

A menu from Steven Spielberg’s action-adventure sequel Indiana Jones and the 
Temple of Doom. This menu was created for use in Club Obiwan, the venue for 
the film’s opening dance number where Indiana Jones (Harrison Ford) is almost 
killed by Chinese Triad boss Lao Che (Roy Chiao).

Made of card, the menu features the name of the club in both English and Chinese 
(as seen on the club’s neon lighting outside the building) with a tipped cocktail glass 
on the black front cover and a full range of food options written in French within. 
The piece has some signs of wear, including minor creases along the spine and 
edges. Dimensions: 33 cm x 21 cm (13" x 8 ¼")

£400-600
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† 240. Grail Knight (Robert Eddison) Costume
INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE (1989)

The Grail Knight’s (Robert Eddison) costume from Steven Spielberg's adventure 
film Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade. The knight wore his costume at the 
end of the film when the final test for the Holy Grail is undertaken by Indiana 
Jones (Harrison Ford). 

The costume consists of a cream hooded cape, brown tunic, chainmail hood and 
matching hauberk. The cape is made from felt that has been distressed, with a 
large red and silver embroidered patch on the back. It secures at the chin with a 
plaited red and silver rope with a metal end. Made from a woven padded fabric, 
the tunic features a cross patch on the front matching the one on the cape and 
ties together at the back. It displays a Bermans and Nathans costumier label 
on the interior that reads 'Robert Eddison 9774 Indiana Jones III'. Signs of age 
are evident, including sun damage and minor plucks on the tunic, and the rope 
fastening is missing a metal end.

£3,000-5,000
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Ϻ 243. Irina Spalko's (Cate Blanchett) Stunt Pistol
INDIANA JONES AND THE KINGDOM OF THE CRYSTAL SKULL (2008)

Irina Spalko’s (Cate Blanchett) Tokarev TT-33 stunt pistol from Steven Spielberg’s Cold War action-adventure Indiana Jones and the 
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull. The Communist agent carried her Tokarev pistol throughout the film, with this stunt version used for scenes 
in which a hero pistol was not required for filming.

Made of hard rubber, the pistol is cast from a real Norinco-made TT-33 pistol 
and features many intricate cast-in details, including full serial numbers and 
production markings. The weapon is finished in black with red paint for the 
safety and metallic faux-silver for the breech. The pistol displays some minor 
wear to the paint finish from production use. Dimensions: 19.5 cm x 3.5 cm x 
13 cm (7 ¾" x 1 ½" x 5 ¼").

Ownership of this item is restricted for UK residents to those who are registered re-enactors, galleries, 
or individuals in film, television or theatre production. Please inquire for further details. It is solely the 
buyer’s responsibility to check, prior to bidding, the legal status of this prop within their own country and 
its importation therein.

£800-1,200

ϺΔ 241. Trilogy Crew Jacket
INDIANA JONES TRILOGY (1981-1989)

A crew jacket from the Steven Spielberg-directed Indiana Jones trilogy. This 
special edition jacket was created specifically for a limited number of crew 
members who worked across all three films. 

Made by Avirex, the khaki-coloured, cotton jacket features embroidered text 
on the back displaying the Indiana Jones logo above "World Tour 1980-1989" 
and filming locations, followed by the memorable Indy quote "It’s not the years, 
it’s the mileage." The jacket is marked size large and shows signs of natural 
wear, including fading and plucked threads on the back. Accompanying the 
piece is a letter of authenticity from Production Manager, Patricia Carr.  

£400-600

ΩΔ 242. Style A One Sheet Autographed by 
Ford, Lucas, and Spielberg
INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE 
(1989)

An autographed advance one sheet poster (G rolled condition) 
for Steven Spielberg's adventure film Indiana Jones and the 
Last Crusade. This style A teaser poster shows Indy (Harrison 
Ford) with a whip over his shoulder, with the tagline "The man 
with the hat is back. And this time he's bringing his dad." The 
poster is signed by Spielberg, Ford and executive producer 
George Lucas. The poster shows some wear due to age 
and a piece of clear tape is applied over a tear near the top. 
Dimensions: 69 cm x 104 cm (27" x 41" x ¼")

£1,000-1,500
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Ω 244. Light-Up Hammer Drone RT Unit
IRON MAN 2 (2010)

A light-up Hammer Drone RT (repulsor transmitter) unit from 
Jon Favreau's superhero sequel Iron Man 2. Ivan Vanko 
(Mickey Rourke) designed miniaturized arc reactors for Justin 
Hammer's (Sam Rockwell) drones, while held in a military 
weapons research facility. Painted in metallic shades of faux-
silver, this RT unit is made of resin and is wired with seven 
LED lights that are powered by a 9-volt battery. 

The prop is outfitted on the bottom with additional wires used 
as dressing. The piece shows minor wear due to production 
use, but remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 20 cm 
x 18 cm x 6 cm (8" x 7" x 2 ½")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe 
them accurately, however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, 
lifespan or safety of those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner 
to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 245. Ursula Andress Contact Sheets
DR. NO (1962)

A pair of contact sheets from Terence Young’s spy film Dr. No. Used by 
production staff to select press stills, these contact sheets show Ursula 
Andress both in the photography studio and on set in the Bahamas.

Each sheet is printed on photographic paper and displays 12 contact prints 
made directly from original negatives. Shots include Andress swimming in a 
bikini and studio photographs lazing on a tiger-skin rug and in a man’s white 
shirt. Various shots are marked in wax indicating choices for publication. 
The sheets display minor creases and wear at the corners through use. 
Dimensions: 25.5 cm x 21 cm (10" x 8 ¼") 

Please note the photographs in this lot are sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£800-1,200
ϺΔ 246. Sean Connery and Ursula Andress 

Contact Sheets
DR. NO (1962)

A pair of contact sheets from Terence Young’s spy film Dr. No. 
Used by production staff to select press stills, these contact 
sheets show stars Sean Connery and Ursula Andress during the 
shooting of the film's closing scenes as they escaped Dr. No’s 
(Joseph Wiseman) lair.

Each sheet is printed on photographic paper and displays 12 
contact prints made directly from original negatives. Shots include 
Connery and Andress running alongside the docks, and later 
at sea in their boat after their escape. Two group shots feature 
Connery with producers Harry Saltzman and Albert 'Cubby' 
Broccoli. The sheets display minor creases and wear at the 
corners through use. Dimensions: 25.5 cm x 21 cm (10" x 8 ¼") 

Please note the photographs in this lot are sold without copyright, reproduction rights, 
licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£800-1,200
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Ω 247. Early Bomb Carrier Design Model, Printed Concept Illustration, and Production Slides
THUNDERBALL (1965)

An early design model of Emilio Largo's (Adolfo Celi) bomb carrier, printed concept illustration, and production slides from Terence Young's 
spy thriller Thunderball. This model was made as a concept for the bomb carrier seen in the underwater battle at the climax of the film as 
James Bond (Sean Connery) attempted to recover the nuclear warheads stolen by SPECTRE. Made of plaster, this sled is painted orange 
and red, while the warheads are unpainted. The model shows some differences from the full-scale version, particularly to the propeller 
and cockpit windows, which are not painted on the small model. The piece is signed by Jordan Klein who designed the vehicle. Included 
with the model is a glossy print of concept illustration showing the bomb 
carrier and 44 production slides from the underwater battle sequence. 

The concept illustration includes a shaded rending, and basic top, side, 
and front views of the vehicle. The production slides are housed in four 
protective slide sleeves. The set shows minor wear due to production 
use and age, with the model showing some wear to the paint which has 
undergone minor sympathetic restoration, however the lot remains in 
good condition. Model dimensions: 39 cm x 26 cm x 13 cm (15 ½" x 
10 ¼" x 5"); slide dimensions: 23 cm x 19 cm x 13 cm (9" x 7 ½" x ¼")

Please note the photographs in this lot are sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£3,000-5,000

Ω 248. Bomb Fuse Box
THUNDERBALL (1965)

The bomb fuse box from Terence Young's spy thriller Thunderball. 
After bringing down a NATO aircraft, Emilio Largo (Adolfo Celi) 
stole two nuclear warheads and a bomb fuse box during an 
underwater attack. The box is made of aluminum and includes 
two locking clasps and a metal grip at the front. Both the back 
and the bottom of the lock box is outfitted with four rubber feet. 
Address labels were applied to the box lid and top after filming 
by underwater engineer Jordan Klein. 

The piece shows some wear due to production use and age, 
with scratches to the metal case and breaks in the rubber 
handle wrapping, however overall it remains in good condition. 
Dimensions: 25 cm x 30 cm x 20 cm (10" x 12" x 8")

£800-1,000
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Ω 249. Underwater Bomb Sled Blueprints
NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN (1983)

A set of blueprints depicting the bomb sled from Irvin Kershner's 
spy thriller Never Say Never Again. James Bond (Sean Connery) 
tracked Maximilian Largo (Klaus Maria Brandauer) to an underground 
facility known as the Tears of Allah. To transport his stolen nuclear 
warheads to his base, Largo used an underwater sled to navigate 
through the ocean. 

This lot includes a 127 cm x 84 cm (50" x 30") drafting blueprint, 
and five reduced size blueprints showing various elevations of the 
sled. Designed by Phillip Harrison, the large drafting is done in 3" = 
1' scale, and includes top, side, front, and back section views. The 
five 13 cm x 42 cm (5" x 16 ½") drafting plates are done in 1" = 1' 
scale and show the sled in its various forms, both transporting divers 
and the nuclear warheads. The set shows minor wear to the paper 
due to production use and age, but remains in fine used condition.  
Folded dimensions: 32 cm x 22 cm x 1 cm (12 ½" x 8 ½" x ¼")

£200-300 Ω 250. Underwater Flashlight
NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN (1983)

An underwater flashlight from Irvin Kershner's spy thriller Never Say Never 
Again. James Bond (Sean Connery) and Felix Leiter (Bernie Casey) used 
underwater torches when they infiltrated Largo's (Klaus Maria Brandauer) 
underground facility beneath a desert oasis. This heavy torch features a 
metallic casing with a ribbed handle bolted to the side. 

The piece includes a non-functional HECO charger for its rechargable HECO 
energy block. The set shows wear to the casing due to production use and 
age, and remains in fair condition. Dimensions: 39 cm x 13 cm x 17 cm (15 
½" x 5" x 6 ½")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately; 
however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of those components. 
It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£400-600

Ϻ 251. Hand-Painted Tom Chantrell Poster Artwork
NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN (1983)

Tom Chantrell’s fully painted artwork – acrylics on paper adhered to artist board, 
with acetate overlay – for the 1983 James Bond film, Never Say Never Again. 
Believed to have been commissioned for the video release of the film, it features 
Bond (Sean Connery) in the classic 007 pose with pistol drawn amidst Bond 
girls and various action scenes. This artwork was never used, but remains 
Chantrell’s only artwork for a Bond film. Accompanied by a letter of provenance 
from the Chantrell Archive. Dimensions: 37 cm x 51 cm (14 ½" x 20")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type 
of legal release.

£1,500-2,500
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Ϻ 252. Call Sheets and Ephemera
MOONRAKER (1979)

A set of production call sheets and ephemera from Lewis Gilbert’s 
James Bond film Moonraker. The five call sheets are printed on 
yellow folio paper, dated from 12 September to 25 September 
1978. They feature information for the film’s model unit, listing 
persons involved in the shoot on that day. 

Accompanying the sheets is an array of material, including a 
printed paper Drax Enterprise Corporation logo, an autographed 
black-and-white photograph of Roger Moore, a printed drawing of 
the shuttle launch complex, a VHS copy of the film, merchandise 
wrappers, toys and promotional material. Showing signs of age, 
the pieces display minor creases and wear. Dimensions (call 
sheets): 33 cm x 21 cm (13" x 8")

£200-300

Ϻ 253. Derek Meddings' Personal Call 
Sheets and Ephemera
GOLDENEYE (1995)

A set of production call sheets from Martin Campbell’s James 
Bond film GoldenEye. Issued to miniature effects supervisor 
Derek Meddings, who was nominated for a BAFTA Award® 
for his contribution to the film, this near-complete set of 121 
call sheets is printed double-sided on white and yellow paper, 
dating from 14 December 1994 to 3 July 1995. 

They detail pre-production preparations and the shooting of 
the film’s miniature sequences, listing individual departmental 
requirements for each shoot day. Ten of the sheets feature 
annotations by Meddings regarding the day’s filming. The set 
displays minor creasing and wear from use, with some small 
tears present, and is accompanied by a ‘making of’ book and 
a collection of promotional chocolate wrappers. Dimensions 
(per page): 30 cm x 21.5 cm (12" x 8 ½")

£200-300

 † 254. Natalya Simonova's (Izabella 
Scorupco) Beige Top
GOLDENEYE (1995)

Natalya Simonova's (Izabella Scorupco) beige 
top from Martin Campbell’s spy film GoldenEye. 
Simonova wore her beige top during the film's finale, 
as she and James Bond (Pierce Brosnan) attempted 
to destroy the satellite dish controlling the Soviet-era 
GoldenEye satellite.

The top is made from elasticated piqué fabric with a lettuce hem on the cuffs and bottom hem. 
An Angels Costumiers label is located in the collar reading 'GoldenEye, Izabella Scorupco'. 
There is slight discolouration to the fabric on the left arm and back, however overall the top 
remains in very good condition.

£600-800
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Ω 255. James Bond's (Pierce Brosnan) Stunt Flare
TOMORROW NEVER DIES (1997)

A stunt flare from Roger Spottiswoode's action-thriller Tomorrow Never Dies. James Bond (Pierce Brosnan) ignites 
numerous flares while investigating the sunken British frigate, the HMS Devonshire. This prop flare was used for shots 
in which the flare was not ignited. The prop consists of an acrylic rod that has a foam wrapped handle and a rubber 
cap. The handle includes a strip of yellow tape, and the removable cap is outfitted with a metal ring. 

This prop shows minor wear due to production use, but remains in very fine condition. Folded 
dimensions: 4 cm x 4 cm x 33 cm (1 ½" 1 ½" x 13")

£300-500

Ω 256. James Bond's (Pierce Brosnan) SFX Flare
TOMORROW NEVER DIES (1997) 

An SFX flare from Roger Spottiswoode's action-thriller Tomorrow Never Dies. James 
Bond (Pierce Brosnan) ignites numerous flares while investigating the sunken British 
frigate, the HMS Devonshire. For safety reasons, the prop department built flares 
that used air and light to simulate the burning of a real flare. This prop is wired by the 
production to light-up during water photography and consists of an acrylic rod that has 
a foam wrapped handle and a rubber cap. 

The handle includes a strip of yellow tape, and the removable cap is fitted with a metal 
ring. Protruding from the bottom of the handle is an electrical taped servos switch 
that leads to a wrapped black cord that fed along Brosnan's body to a 
hidden power pack. This prop shows minor wear due to production 
use, but remains in good condition.  Dimensions: 20 cm x 33 cm 
x 5 cm (8" x 13" x 2") 

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe 
them accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan 
or safety of those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy 
themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£600-800

Ϻ Δ 257. $500,000 Casino Chip
CASINO ROYALE (2006)

A $500,000 casino chip from Martin Campbell’s spy film Casino 
Royale. High-value chips were used at the Casino Royale during which 
James Bond (Daniel Craig) tried to beat Le Chiffre (Mads Mikkelsen) 
to win over $100,000,000 in a high-stakes poker tournament.

Created especially for the film, this high-value chip is made of plastic 
in pearlescent red and translucent green. The text "Casino Royale 
Montenegro" and the value of $500,000 is printed on both sides in 
gold and black. The chip is presented on a custom-made display stand 
and features a description. Dimensions (displayed): 15.5 cm x 17 cm 
x 8.5 cm (6 ¼" x 6 ¾" x 3 ½")

£600-800
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Ϻ 258. Clapperboard
JAWS (1975)

A clapperboard from Steven Spielberg’s Academy Award®-winning 
blockbuster Jaws. A comical take on the classic clapperboard style, this 
particular clapperboard was used throughout the production, including 
the final reshoot of the scene in which Hooper (Richard Dreyfuss) finds 
the severed head of Ben Gardner (Craig Kingsbury) in the remains of 
his sunken boat. Unable to acquire studio funding to reshoot the scene, 
Spielberg famously spent $3,000 of his own money to film the underwater 
sequence. The board’s scratches and markings can be matched to a 
well-published behind-the-scenes promotional photograph of Spielberg 
holding the clapperboard.

Marked for use with the production's secondary 'B' camera, the 
clapperboard is made of wood and features the title Jaws painted across 
the centre. The board’s conventional sticks have been replaced by a 
custom-made set in the shape of sharks teeth, operated by pulling the 
top stick vertically. 

The surnames of producers Richard D. Zanuck and David Brown are 
painted at the top, with the Universal Studios production number painted 
below. Director Steven Spielberg is painted below the title, and a length 
of tape with the name of underwater cameraman Rexford Metz has been 
applied over the name of director of photography Bill Butler. 

The clapperboard has sections at the bottom of the board for noting the 
scene and take. The final noted date of use for the board, written on 
lengths of tape above the right hand window, is 22 January 1975. Various 
pieces of tape featuring letters and numbers are present on the reverse. 
The board shows various signs of natural production wear across the 
slate and sticks. The clapperboard is supplied with a copy of The Jaws 
Log by Carl Gottlieb, which details the making of the film and features a 
photograph of Spielberg holding the board on set. Dimensions: 4 cm x 
27 cm x 32 cm (1 ½" x 10 ¾" x 12 ¾")

£30,000-40,000
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Ω 259. Hand-Coloured Storyboard Set 
JAWS 3-D (1983)

A set of hand-coloured storyboards from Joe Alves' Jaws 3-D. The 
storyboards depict a sequence late in the film when Mike Brody 
(Dennis Quaid) evaded the great white shark while scuba diving. 
This set includes four illustration boards, each containing five to six 
storyboards pasted to the surface. 

Each printed storyboard has been hand-coloured with marker 
highlights, and includes a typed description of the action pasted below. 
The set shows minor wear to the paper and poster boards due to 
production use and age, however the set remains in good condition. 
Dimensions (each): 20 cm x 18 cm x 0.5 cm (15" x 10" x ¼")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal releases.

 £400-600

Ω 260. FX Sequence Production Binder and Storyboards
JAWS: THE REVENGE (1987)

A collection of storyboards and an FX sequence production binder from Joseph Sargent's 
thriller Jaws: The Revenge. The lot includes three illustration boards containing hand-
coloured storyboards, a print of three storyboards for the film's teaser trailer, and a binder 
containing printed storyboards, handwritten notes, and script pages from various FX 
sequences. The illustration boards include printed storyboards pasted to the surface, 
with most showing hand-colouring with marker. Below each image is a typed description 
of the action. The poster depicting the teaser trailer concept shows three storyboards, 
each one progressively zooming out from the shark's head to reveal the film title. 

The production binder was used by the underwater director of photography, Jordan 
Klein, and includes handwritten notes, a shot list, revised script pages and storyboards. 
The set shows some wear due to production use and age, but remains in fine condition. 
FX binder dimensions: 26 cm x 30 cm x 4 cm (10 ¼" x 11 ¾" x 1 ½"); storyboard 
dimensions: 37.5 cm x 50 cm x 0.5 cm (15" x 20" x ¼"); teaser poster dimensions 
(rolled): 60 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm (24" x 2" x 2")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal releases.

£600-800

Ϻ 261. Derek Meddings Rocket Sled 
Concept Artwork and Australian 
Daybill Poster

JOURNEY TO THE FAR SIDE OF THE SUN 
(1969)

A concept artwork and poster from Robert Parrish’s sci-fi film 
Journey to the Far Side of the Sun. Created and autographed by 

noted special effects designer Derek Meddings, the artwork features 
a pencil-drawn image of a rocket sled with two photographs adhered 

to a black paper mount. Accompanying the artwork is an Australian 
daybill poster (VG folded condition). Dimensions (artwork): 31 cm x 
31 cm (12" x 12"); (poster): 76 cm x 33 cm (30" x 13")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal releases.

£600-800
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† 262. Julia’s (Vanessa Redgrave) Fisherman’s Rain Hat
JULIA (1977)

Julia’s (Vanessa Redgrave) rain hat from Fred Zinnemann’s Academy Award®-
winning drama Julia. Julia wore her rain hat during the scenes in which she and 
Lillian (Jane Fonda) ventured out on a sailing boat. 

The yellow fisherman’s hat is made from PVC coated polyester, with two yellow 
straps and a white cotton lining. A Bermans and Nathans costumiers label is 
located in the hat’s lining, which reads 'Vanessa Redgrave 11153 Julia'. The hat 
has been covered with yellow paint which is flaking from age and it shows minor 
stains and wear.

£100-150

ϺΔ 264. Jurassic Park Brochure
JURASSIC PARK (1993)

A visitor’s brochure from Steven Spielberg’s Oscar®-winning 
action-adventure Jurassic Park. The park’s brochures were 
used throughout the film at various locations, including the 
Visitor’s Centre and in the Ford Explorer tour vehicles.  

This double-sided paper brochure features a printed map of 
Jurassic Park on the front, pinpointing different sites on the 
island including the Visitor’s Centre, helipad, electric fencing 
and dinosaur enclosures. The reverse shows a printed 
drawing of the park gates with general information including 
a Japanese section of text, a Kodak film advertisement and 
a mountain terrain photograph that makes up the front cover 
of the brochure when folded. Displaying evidence of use, 
including mud staining and tears along the brochure folds, 
the piece remains in a fair condition. Dimensions (folded): 
21 cm x 9.5 cm (8 ¼" x 4 ¾")

£600-800

ϺΔ 263. JP01 Ford Explorer Licence Plate
JURASSIC PARK (1993)

A Ford Explorer licence plate from Steven Spielberg’s Oscar®-
winning action-adventure Jurassic Park. Ford Explorer vehicles 
were most memorably used in the scenes in which Dr. Alan Grant 
(Sam Neill) and Dr. Ian Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum) encounter the 
escaped Tyrannosaurus Rex.

Made from metal, the licence plate has been painted white and 
yellow with red lettering. Vinyl appliques featuring the Jurassic 
Park logo, "01" and a red strip are adhered to the plate’s front. On 
the back, "#3 Explorer N.D." is written in black marker. It displays 
some wear including minor corrosion and chipping to the finish 
and rusting to the metal reverse. Dimensions: 0.5 cm x 30.5 cm 
x 15 cm ( ¼" x 12" x 6")

£800-1,200
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Ω 265. Stan Winston Studio Velociraptor Hatchling Maquette
JURASSIC PARK (1993)

A velociraptor hatchling maquette made by the Stan Winston Studio for Steven Spielberg’s 
Oscar®-winning action-adventure Jurassic Park. This concept display is made of resin 
and shows an infant velociraptor standing near two unhatched eggs. The piece has been 
airbrushed with expert paint detail, and the display includes faux-foliage attached to the base. 

The raptor can be removed from the display and mounts in place 
via pegs in the feet that fit into the base. This maquette shows 
minor wear due to production use and age, with one of the foot 
pegs broken, however otherwise the piece remains in good 
condition. Dimensions: 25 cm x 27 cm x 19 cm (10" x 10 ½" x 7 ½")

£3,000-4,000

ϺΔ 266. Richard Attenborough's Personal 
Annotated Script
JURASSIC PARK (1993)

Richard Attenborough’s personal annotated script from Steven 
Spielberg’s Oscar®-winning action-adventure Jurassic Park. 
Originating from Attenborough’s estate, the script is filled with his 
personal notes and amendments, handwritten in blue marker with 
circles drawn around the page and scene numbers he was directly 
involved in.

The script contains 140 printed 
US Legal pages including blue, 
yellow and pink-coloured revisions, 
bound with three brass split pins. 
It features autographs dated 1992 
on both the card cover and the title 
page, with his unique cast and crew 
number "JP 093" stamped on each 
page. Signs of production use are 
evident, including stains and tears 
to the card cover, and the edges 
of the pages show minor wear. 
Dimensions: 28 cm x 22 cm x 2 cm 
(11" x 8 ½" x ¾")

£4,000-6,000
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Ϻ 267. Hero Excalibur Sword and Scabbard
KING ARTHUR (2004)

The fabled sword Excalibur from Antoine Fuqua’s action-adventure King Arthur. Roman cavalry officer Artorius Castus (Clive Owen) wielded 
his legendary sword throughout the film in his battles against Cerdic (Stellan Skarsgård) and the rampaging Saxons before taking the 
name Arthur and becoming leader of the Britons.

Made of polished aluminium and resin, the sword features an ornate grip covered in Celtic designs, 
with notches and blood grooves engraved into the metal blade. The grip is finished in faux-bronze 

paint with a pearlescent blue device at the pommel. The piece is retained in a leather scabbard, 
with metal hardware and elaborate leather strapping. The scabbard is carried by a leather 

and metal sword sling.

Well-used during the production, the sword displays moderate wear to the paint finish 
on the grip, with scratches, notches and damage to the aluminium blade indicating 

the practical use of the sword in the film’s fight sequences. Dimensions 
(sheathed): 120 cm x 13 cm x 6 cm (47 ¼" x 5 ¼" x 3 ¼")

£5,000-7,000
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Ϻ 269. Production-Used Script and Ephemera
LABYRINTH (1986)

A production-used script and ephemera from Jim Henson’s fantasy 
Labyrinth. From the personal collection of renowned model-maker 
Valerie Charlton, the unannotated script displays a blue card 
cover and contains 98 A4 printed pages bound together with two 
brass split pins. 

Written by Terry Jones and Laura Phillips, the script is dated 
December 1984 on the cover page with 'Valerie Charlton' 
handwritten at the top. The script is accompanied by six A4 
pages of Charlton’s printed and handwritten production notes, 
and 107 behind-the-scenes photographs featuring many of the 
film’s models and creatures. The script displays minor signs of 
wear, including light fading and creasing on the cover. Dimensions 
(script): 30.5 cm x 21.5 cm x 1 cm (12" x 8 ½" x ¼")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements 
or any other type of legal release.

£200-300

Ϻ 270. Jim Henson Autographed US One Sheet Poster
LABYRINTH (1986)

An autographed US one sheet poster (G rolled condition with pin holes, creases 
and a stain on the top left edge) from Jim Henson’s fantasy Labyrinth. From the 
personal collection of Valerie Charlton, renowned model maker on the film, this 
poster has been autographed and inscribed by Henson, the inscription reading 
"Valerie, Thank you, Jim Henson" written in blue marker in the top left corner. 
Dimensions: 69 cm x 101.5 cm (27" x 40")

£200-300

† 268. Balian de Ibelin's (Orlando Bloom) Cloak
KINGDOM OF HEAVEN (2005)

Balian de Ibelin's (Orlando Bloom) cloak from Ridley Scott’s historical 
epic Kingdom of Heaven. Balian wore his brown cloak in early scenes, 
most notably after fleeing his village after murdering his half-brother 
(Michael Sheen) in a fit of rage.  

The cloak is made from brown, woollen material and features a 
pointed hood and ragged hem. It has two brown, faux-leather straps on the inside to secure 
the cloak to the actor. An Angels Costumiers label is located in the collar reading 'Kingdom 
of Heaven, Orlando Bloom'. Intentionally distressed for the production, the piece remains in 
excellent condition.

£200-300
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Ϻ 271. Big Daddy Zombie (Eugene Clark) Make-Up Test 
Bust
LAND OF THE DEAD (2005)

A Big Daddy Zombie (Eugene Clark) make-up test bust from George A. Romero’s 
zombie film Land of the Dead. Big Daddy was the intelligent zombie that led the horde 
that overran Fiddler’s Green, with this bust created by special effects supervisor 
Greg Nicotero to design the make-up for the zombie leader.

The bust is made of dense foam rubber over a cast plastic base, and features 
accentuated cheek, nose and eye features, hand-punched hairs across the beard 
and eyes, open wounds on the forehead, and deformed, rotting teeth. The piece 
is expertly hand-painted in dark flesh tones, with bloodshot green eyes. It displays 
minimal wear from production use. Dimensions: 31 cm x 31 cm x 41 cm (12 ¼" x 
12 ¼" x 16 ¼")

£1,200-1,500

Ϻ 272. Zombie Make-Up Test Bust
LAND OF THE DEAD (2005)

A zombie make-up test bust from George A. Romero’s 
zombie film Land of the Dead. The bust was created by 
special effects supervisor Greg Nicotero to design the make-
up for the zombies seen throughout the undead-plagued 
city of Philadelphia.

The desiccated bust is made of dense foam rubber and 
features accentuated cheek and nose features, and hand-
punched hairs across the scalp. The piece is expertly hand-
painted in light flesh tones, with clouded blue eyes and 
faux blood down the chin, neck and shoulders. It displays 
some minor wear to the paint finish from production use. 
Dimensions: 25 cm x 28 cm x 36 cm (9 ¾" x 11" x 14 ¼")

£1,200-1,500
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Ϻ 273. Lara Croft's (Angelina Jolie) Arctic Coat
LARA CROFT: TOMB RAIDER (2001)

Lara Croft’s (Angelina Jolie) arctic coat from Simon West’s action-adventure Lara Croft: Tomb 
Raider. Croft wore her faux fur-trimmed coat on the trip to Siberia, accompanied by her faithful 
assistant Bryce (Noah Taylor) and rival Manfred Powell (Iain Glen), to uncover the remaining half 
of the Triangle of Light. 

Designed by renowned costume designer Lindy Hemming, 
this full-length custom-made hooded coat is made from 
pale grey suede and has a grey fleece lining. It features 
a faux fur hood that extends halfway down the back, 
and a matching faux fur cuff on the left sleeve. Signs of 
production use are evident throughout, including washed-
out pink stains and worn suede.

£1,000-2,000

Ϻ 274. Lara Croft's (Angelina Jolie) Motorcycle Costume
LARA CROFT: TOMB RAIDER (2001)

Lara Croft’s (Angelina Jolie) motorcycle costume from Simon West’s action-adventure 
Lara Croft: Tomb Raider. Croft wore her black motorcycle leathers during scenes 
at the auction house where she visits her old friend Wilson (Leslie Phillips) for 
information about the mysterious clock device.

The custom-made costume consists of a black leather zip-up jacket, with black 
leather trousers. The jacket features shoulder and elbow padding, with adjustable 
zips at the end of either sleeve. A brown leather cord is tied to the centre zip head. 
The trousers are fastened at the front by leather laces, with two sets of matching 
laces on either leg. The garment has padded knees, black metal decorative studs 
and adjustable zips at the end of each leg. The interior of the trousers is lined with 
navy mesh. Signs of production use are evident, including worn leather on the laces. 

£1,000-2,000
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Ϻ 276. Lara Croft's (Angelina Jolie) Tiger Jacket
LARA CROFT TOMB RAIDER: THE CRADLE OF LIFE (2003)

Lara Croft’s (Angelina Jolie) jacket from Jan de Bont’s action-adventure sequel Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life. Croft wore her 
golden-coloured satin jacket during scenes in China where, with the assistance of Terry Sheridan (Gerard Butler), she infiltrated Chen Lo’s 
(Simon Yam) lair. 

Made from gold-coloured satin, this full-zip jacket features an embroidered tiger motif across the back, with matching Chinese dragons on 
either breast panel. It has two pockets on the front, is lined with bronze-coloured satin with matching piping along the jacket seams, and 
has a beige, ribbed collar, waistband and cuffs. The interior is lined with quilted red satin and displays a label reading 'AJ Clean' meaning 
the jacket was used before the fight sequences. Signs of production use are evident, including a stain on the outside of the waistband at the 
back. The jacket is marked US size 1.

£2,000-3,000 

Ϻ 275. Luna Temple Treasure Coins
LARA CROFT TOMB RAIDER: THE CRADLE OF LIFE 
(2003)

A set of six treasure coins from Jan de Bont’s action-adventure sequel 
Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life. Coins were used as part 
of the vast treasure hoard in Alexander the Great’s Luna Temple, 
uncovered by an earthquake at the beginning of the film.

Made of metal, each coin features a unique cast-in face on one side 
and creature detail on the reverse, painted with a burnished faux-gold 
finish. They differ in size and weight, with rough cast edges for an 
authentic appearance. Signs of production wear are evident, including 
some minor wear to the paint finish. Dimensions (largest coin): 3 cm 
x 3 cm x 0.3 cm (1 ¼" x 1 ¼" x ¼")

£100-200
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Ϻ 278. Lara Croft's (Angelina Jolie) Stunt H&K USP Match Pistols
LARA CROFT TOMB RAIDER: THE CRADLE OF LIFE (2003)

Lara Croft's (Angelina Jolie) stunt pistols from Jan de Bont’s action-adventure sequel Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life. The 
trademark weapons of the titular tomb raider, Croft used her pistols throughout the film for scenes in which hero versions of the guns were 
not required.

The stunt firearms are cast from real H&K USP Match pistols and are made of hard rubber with a metal armature within. The matching 
pair includes a standard USP Match pistol and a customised left-handed pistol, which features a custom slide release switch. They are 
finished in a sprayed faux-gold paint. The weapons display scratches and general wear to the paint finish, with the right-hand pistol missing 
its front sight post. Dimensions (per pistol): 23 cm x 14.5 cm x 4 cm (9" x 5 ¾" x 1 ½")

Ownership of this item is restricted for UK residents to registered re-enactors, galleries or individuals in film, television or theatre production. Please inquire for further details. It is solely 
the buyer’s responsibility to check, prior to bidding, the legal status of this prop within their own country and its importation therein.

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 277. Lara Croft's (Angelina Jolie) Wetsuit
LARA CROFT TOMB RAIDER: THE CRADLE OF 
LIFE (2003)

Lara Croft’s (Angelina Jolie) wetsuit from Jan de Bont’s action-
adventure sequel Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life. 
Croft wore her wetsuit at the beginning of the film when exploring 
the recently uncovered Luna Temple, where she is ambushed 
by Chen Lo’s (Simon Yam) men. 

Made from silver-coloured foam neoprene, this custom-made 
wetsuit features a black zip running half-way up the back, with 
a Velcro fastening at the top and a black interior. It displays 
deliberate cuts on the right arm and leg from the scenes when 
Croft escapes Lo’s assault and rallies a shark to swim her to the 
surface. The suit displays creases, dents and wear throughout, 
due to the nature of the foam fabric.

£800-1,200
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Ω 279. Nathan Algren's (Tom Cruise) Cavalry Sword
THE LAST SAMURAI (2003)

Nathan Algren's (Tom Cruise) cavalry sword from Edward Zwick's war epic The Last Samurai. Algren uses his sabre in 
battle against the Samurai until his capture by Katsumoto (Ken Watanabe). The sword has a dulled steel blade with a 
slight curvature. The handle is wrapped with black leather and gold-colored wire, and includes a winding brass guard. 
The sword includes a steel scabbard with two rings allowing for the piece to be attached to a belt. 

The sword shows minor wear due to production use, but remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 110 cm x 9 cm x 
11 cm (43 ½" x 3 ½" x 4 ½")

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 280. Katsumoto's (Ken Watanabe) Hero Katana
THE LAST SAMURAI (2003)

Katsumoto's (Ken Watanabe) hero katana from Edward Zwick’s war epic The Last Samurai. Katsumoto used his katana throughout the film 
as he fought the Japanese Imperial Army, first against, then alongside American Nathan Algren (Tom Cruise). Katsumoto ultimately took his 
own life with the sword, before being presented to Emperor Meiji (Shichinosuke Nakamura).

The sword is made of aluminium, with a resin grip designed to look 
like wood, bound in cloth and an ornate plastic guard. The blade is 
blunted to prevent injury to performers. A blood groove runs along the 
length of the left-hand side of the blade, while the right-hand side’s 
groove is broken by an array of engraved symbols. The grip is finished 
in black and white with faux-gold accents. The piece is retained in 
a resin scabbard finished in black, bound in black and white rope.

The sword exhibits some wear from production use, including chips in 
the paint finish and m ud on the scabbard from use on the battlefield. 
Sheathed dimensions: 102 cm x 7.5 cm x 6.5 cm (40 ¼" x 3" x 2 ½")

£4,000-6,000
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Ω 281. Nathan Algren's (Tom Cruise) Battle Katana
THE LAST SAMURAI (2003)

Nathan Algren's (Tom Cruise) battle katana from Edward Zwick’s war epic The Last 
Samurai. Algren wielded his katana during the film's final battle against the Japanese 
Imperial Army after it was gifted to him by Katsumoto (Ken Watanabe). Created by 
WETA in New Zealand, this Samurai sword is made of a durable resin and urethane. 
The sword features an inscription cast on the blade that reads "I belong the warrior 
in who the old ways have joined the new." Due to a mistake during the creation of the 
swords, the inscription on the blade is cast upside-down. Swords with the upside-down 
inscription were seen in action sequences during the film’s climactic battle.

The blade has been painted metallic in colour, with the edge painted a lighter colour 
to simulate the edge of an actual katana. This sword shows minor wear, but remains 
in very good condition. Dimensions: 99 cm x 8 cm x 8 cm (39" x 3" x 3")

£5,000-7,000
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Ϻ 283. Thénardier's (Sacha Baron 
Cohen) Landlord Costume
LES MISÉRABLES (2012)

A costume worn by Thénardier (Sacha 
Baron Cohen) in Tom Hooper’s Academy 
Award®-winning musical drama Les 
Misérables. The costume screen matches 
to the scene in Thénardier and Madame 
Thénardier’s (Helena Bonham Carter) inn. 
It consists of a green Napoleonic Hussar 
jacket, a white shirt, a red and brown striped 
double-breasted waistcoat, and a yellow 
and blue striped necktie. 

The jacket is made from green felt material featuring rows of faux-gold braids 
with round metal buttons along the front. Red fringed epaulettes sit atop the 
shoulders and the collar and cuffs are edged with black faux-fur. The costume has 
been intentionally distressed by production, with a number of buttons and braids 
missing from the jacket. A brown leather wallet containing six French banknotes 
accompanies the costume, and the jacket, shirt and waistcoat each display an 
Academy Costumes label.

£800-1,200

Ϻ 282. Thénardier's (Sacha Baron Cohen) Sewer Costume
LES MISÉRABLES (2012)

A costume worn by Thénardier (Sacha Baron Cohen) in Tom Hooper’s Academy 
Award®-winning musical drama Les Misérables. Thénardier wore his costume whilst 
he scavenged in the Paris sewers and discovered Jean Valjean (Hugh Jackman) and 
Marius Pontmercy (Eddie Redmayne). 

The costume consists of a cream shirt, green and brown striped trousers, a pair of brown 
leather waders, two necktie rags and a brown leather belt. Both the shirt and neckties 
are heavily distressed with dirt and numerous holes. The trousers are fastened with 
buttons at the waist and a set of brown leather braces featuring an embroidered flower 
motif. The trousers are split along the crotch, however overall the costume remains in 
very good condition.  

£400-600
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Ϻ 284. Javert's (Russell Crowe) Hero Sword Fight Tailcoat
LES MISÉRABLES (2012)

Javert's (Russell Crowe) hero sword fight tailcoat from Tom Hooper’s Academy 
Award®-winning musical drama Les Misérables. Javert wore his coat during a sword 
fight with Jean Valjean (Hugh Jackman) in an attempt to take him into custody after 
Valjean broke his parole.

The tailcoat is made of navy blue wool 
with black woollen edging along the collar, 
cuffs and hem. Brass buttons are present 
throughout the coat and it features a white 
embroidered fleur-de-lis symbol on the 
collar and hem. A hook and eye fastening 
is located on the collar and a small Velcro-
sealed pocket is present on the inside of 
the tail. An Academy Costumes label is 
located inside the collar and a handwritten 
label reading 'Hero' can be found in the 
right sleeve. 

£1,000-1,500

Ϻ 285. Javert's (Russell Crowe) Hero Revolutionary Costume
LES MISÉRABLES (2012)

Javert's (Russell Crowe) hero revolutionary costume from Tom Hooper’s Academy Award®-
winning musical drama Les Misérables. Javert wore his black costume when going undercover 
as a rebel to spy on the revolutionaries. The costume consists of a black coat, black trousers, 
black waistcoat, grey striped linen shirt, cream short-sleeved vest, brown leather belt and a 
light blue ragged neck tie. 

The double-breasted coat features black 
buttons across the front and a long vent in 
the back. The trousers are made of wool, 
with black buckled stirrups at the ankles. 
The waistcoat displays a criss-cross design 
throughout with a revolutionary rosette on the 
lapel and a laced back. With the exception of 
the belt and necktie, each component features 
an Academy Costumes label. There is a 
small hole under the collar of the grey shirt, 
however overall the costume remains in very 
good condition. 

£1,500-2,500
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Ϻ 286. Javert's (Russell Crowe) Hero 
Prison Officer Costume
LES MISÉRABLES (2012)

Javert's (Russell Crowe) hero prison officer costume from 
Tom Hooper’s Academy Award®-winning musical drama 
Les Misérables. Javert wore his custom-made costume in 
the opening scene of the film as he oversaw the prisoners 
in the dockyard. 

The costume consists of a long blue coat, woollen 
trousers, a blue hat and a black leather belt. The double-

breasted coat and hat are made of blue wool with light blue piping, with a matching tassel on the hat. 
The coat displays brass buttons throughout and a vent in the back with three small Velcro-sealed 
pockets located inside. The cobalt blue trousers feature a pair of white elasticated braces with a zip 
fastening along the back. The lower-legs of the trousers are made of navy blue elastane material, 
with black elasticated stirrups. 

Both the coat and trousers have an Academy Costumes label, with an additional handwritten label 
reading 'Hero' located in the trousers. 

£1,500-2,000

Ϻ 287. Javert's (Russell Crowe) Finale Costume
LES MISÉRABLES (2012)

Javert's (Russell Crowe) costume from Tom Hooper’s Academy Award®-winning musical 
drama Les Misérables. Javert wore his black military uniform towards the end of the film when 
confronting Jean Valjean (Hugh Jackman) in the sewers, and during the musical number 
'Javert’s Suicide' when he jumps to his death in the Seine.

The costume is comprised of a black military 
tailcoat, with matching trousers and a white cotton 
shirt with pleated sleeves. The jacket is made from 
black woollen material and features faux-silver 
embroidered detailing around the collar, faux-silver 
tasselled epaulettes and a faux-silver braided 
aiguillette hanging from the right shoulder. A black 
safety pin is located on the left breast of the jacket 
where Javert’s military medal would have been 
before he removed it and placed it on the body 
of street urchin Gavroche (Daniel Huttlestone). 
Round metal buttons run down the front of the 
jacket with smaller buttons located on the tail. The 
trousers display a faux-silver fabric strip running 
down both legs and leather stirrup straps at the 
ankles. Each component of the costume displays 
an Academy Costumes label and remains in very 
good condition.

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 289. Javert's (Russell Crowe) Rapier Sword
LES MISERABLES (2012)

Inspector Javert’s (Russell Crowe) fencing foil from Tom Hooper’s Academy Award®-winning musical 
drama Les Misérables. Javert’s weapon of choice was a rapier, as he hunted down Jean Valjean 
(Hugh Jackman). 

This ornate sword features a wire lattice pattern on the grip, 
with an elegant repeating floral pattern running over its pommel 
and guard. The blade is triangular in profile and made from 
lightweight aluminium, the edges of which have been softened 
to ensure the actors’ safety. The word 'Cartel' is stamped at 
the blade’s base. The scabbard is black leather, with polished 
metal capping at each end. 

The sword is accompanied by a 
copy of the December 2012 issue 
of US Vogue magazine featuring an 
image of Javert with his sword as 
part of the Les Misérables article. 
The sword displays some minor wear 
to the blade and scabbard from use. 
Dimensions (sheathed): 100 cm x 
9 cm x 7 cm (39 ½" x 3 ½"  x 2 ¾")

£3,000-5,000

Ϻ 288. Javert's (Russell Crowe) Hero Inspectors Uniform
LES MISÉRABLES (2012)

Javert’s (Russell Crowe) hero inspector's costume from Tom Hooper’s Academy Award®-winning 
musical drama Les Misérables. Javert wore his costume when witnessing the strength of Jean 
Valjean (Hugh Jackman) and suspecting his identity as an ex-prisoner who had broken parole. 

The costume consists of a long, navy-blue coat, beige 
suede trousers, a blue waistcoat, a white shirt, a pair of 
black leather boots, black leather gloves and a pair of grey 
sports socks. The double-breasted wax coat features brass 
buttons across the front, with long vents in the back. The 
trousers display white braces and black Lycra cuffs with 
stirrups. The woollen waistcoat features brass buttons with 
a white embroidered fleur-de-lis on the collar and black 
lacing on the back. The gloves are bagged 'Hero Set' and 
are marked size 9 (right) and 9 ½ (left). 

Both the trousers and shirt display a handwritten 
'hero' label, and all components except the boots 
and socks display an Academy Costumes label. 
There is a split in the seam of one of the vents in the 
coat and a small hole below the collar of the shirt, but 
overall the costume remains in very good condition.

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 290. Martin Riggs' (Mel Gibson ) Detective Shield ID
LETHAL WEAPON 3 (1992)

Martin Riggs’ (Mel Gibson) Detective Shield ID from Richard Donner’s action 
film Lethal Weapon 3. Riggs’ shield is carried on his police uniform in various 
scenes throughout the film. 

The shield is made from metal and features an image of Los Angeles City Hall 
and the city seal, as well as Riggs' rank and badge number ‘8526’. The shield 
is backed with black leather with a snap fastening. A metal clip is attached to 
the back to secure it to Riggs’ uniform. The shield displays slight wear on the 
seal and text, however remains in overall good condition. Dimensions: 9.5 cm 
x 7 cm x 3 cm (3 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 1 ¼")   

£1,500-2,000

Ω 292. Crew Sweater and Various Blueprints
THE LIFE AQUATIC WITH STEVE ZISSOU (2004)

A crew sweater and various blueprints from Wes Anderson's 
comedy The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou. Issued to the 
production crew as a gift, this sweater resembles the blue knit 
pullover worn by Steve Zissou (Bill Murray) and his crew while 
onboard the Belafonte. Made in Italy by Pura Lana, this extra-
large blue knit sweater has the trademark white 'Z' over the right 
breast. Paired with the sweater are three production blueprints 
depicting underwater landscapes featured in the film. 

The drafting includes two copies of drawing 189 and one copy 
of drawing 192, all of which feature notes written in Italian. The 
drafting shows minor wear to the paper due to being folded, 
however the set remains in very good condition. Blueprint 
dimensions: 21 cm x 30 cm x 1 cm (8 ¼" x 12" x ¼")

£200-300

Ω 291. Set of Kelp
THE LIFE AQUATIC WITH STEVE ZISSOU (2004)

A set of kelp from Wes Anderson's comedy The Life Aquatic with 
Steve Zissou. Kelp was used to dress the fantastic underwater sets 
seen during Team Zissou's numerous oceanic adventures. This lot 
includes four wire red leafstalks, three strands of green kelp, a bush 
of dark green kelp, and a dense foam sea sponge. 

The collection has been painted by the production with bright vivid 
colors that play into Wes Anderson's focused colour palate. The 
set shows minor wear due to production use, but remains in very 
good condition. Dimensions (as pictured): 38 cm x 20 cm x 18 cm 
(15" x 12" x 7") 

£300-500
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Ϻ 295. Pair of Bridesmaid's Dresses
LOVE ACTUALLY (2003)

A pair of bridesmaid’s dresses from Richard Curtis’ romantic 
comedy Love Actually. Juliet's (Keira Knightley) bridesmaids 
wore their dresses during her wedding to Peter (Chiwetel 
Ejiofor). 

The sleeveless, pale pink A-Line dresses are made of chiffon 
with a metallic mesh overlay. They feature frayed detailing 
on the hem of the lining and a pink bow on the back with a 
zip fastening. Accompanying one of the dresses is a pale 
pink bolero made from sheer chiffon material with frayed 
detail on the hem and cuffs. Custom-made for the film, the 
dresses display handwritten labels on the zips reading 'Nicky' 
and ‘Dawn’ respectively. 

£400-600

Ω 294. Algae and Printed Concept Art
THE LIFE AQUATIC WITH STEVE ZISSOU (2004)

A set of algae and printed concept art from Wes Anderson's 
comedy The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou. Various forms of algae 
were created to dress the fantastic underwater sets seen during 
Team Zissou's numerous oceanic adventures. Made of a variety 
of casting materials, the set includes red algae, yellow and green 
sponges, a green kelp stalk, and large and small pieces of blue 
coral reef lichen. The sponges are made of resin, while the red 
algae and lichen is made of a combination of resin and fibreglass. 

The collection has been painted by the production with bright 
vivid colors that play into Anderson's focused colour palate. 
Paired with the algae is a piece of printed concept art that 

shows an underwater ecosystem with vibrantly coloured coral plant life. The set shows minor wear due to production use, with some chips to 
the edges, but otherwise remains in good condition. Algae dimensions (as pictured): 47 cm x 37 cm x 28 cm (18 ½" x 14 ½" x 11"); artwork 
dimensions: 42 cm x 30 cm x 1cm (16 ½" x 11 ¾" x ¼")

£300-500

Ω 293. Team Zissou Flippers
THE LIFE AQUATIC WITH STEVE ZISSOU (2004)

A pair of flippers from Wes Anderson's comedy The Life Aquatic 
with Steve Zissou. Flippers were worn by members of Team 
Zissou's during their underwater excursions. Made of rubber, 
these swimfins have an open heel with an adjustable sizing 
strap. The set does not feature any manufacturer markings 
except for 'Made in Taiwan'. The flippers show minor wear due 
to production use, but remain in very good condition. Dimensions 
(each): 38 cm x 20 cm x 5 cm (20" x 9 ¼" x 2") 

£400-600
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Ϻ 296. Juliet's (Keira Knightley) Wedding Dress
LOVE ACTUALLY (2003)

Juliet's (Keira Knightley) wedding dress from Richard Curtis’ romantic comedy Love 
Actually. Juliet wore her dress during her wedding to Peter (Chiwetel Ejiofor). The 
custom-made dress is comprised of a number of different layers starting with a pale 
pink slip skirt and an asymmetric dress made of net material featuring white sequin 
detailing and snap fastenings along the side. A lace wrap-around skirt and matching 
short-sleeved asymmetric bolero are worn over the dress, with the skirt featuring a 
large metal brooch with pearl and diamanté detailing to fasten. 

A sheer, white, long-sleeved chiffon jacket, with a long sweeping train features feather 
and bead detailing around the collar and cuffs, and a small beaded hook at the end 
of the train and hook and eye fastenings running down the front. The costume is 
completed with a feathered hairband and faux bridal bouquet featuring a length of 
white chiffon leaves. There is slight fraying on the hem of the lace skirt and many 
of the leaves are no longer present on the bouquet, however overall the costume 
remains in very good condition. 

£5,000-7,000
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† 297. Macbeth's (Michael Fassbender) Black Woollen Tunic
MACBETH (2015)

Macbeth's (Michael Fassbender) woollen tunic from Justin Kurzel’s adaption of Shakespeare's 
tragedy Macbeth. Macbeth wore his black tunic in numerous scenes throughout the film, most 
notably after Macduff (Sean Harris) discovers the body of the murdered King Duncan (David Thewlis). 

The knee-length tunic is made from black wool, with a shallow 
V-neck and vents along both side seams. The tunic displays a 
'The Costume Workshop Ltd' label with 'Michael Fassbender 
Macbeth' handwritten in faded ink and remains in very good 
condition.

£300-500

†Δ 298. Macbeth's (Michael Fassbender) Sword
MACBETH (2015)

Macbeth’s (Michael Fassbender) sword from Justin Kurzel’s adaption of Shakespeare's tragedy Macbeth. Macbeth used his short sword 
during the opening battle and in his final duel with Macduff (Sean Harris).

The sword is made of hard rubber 
with internal metal reinforcement, and 
features a long, thin blade and a grip 
bound in faux-leather. It is finished in 
metallic paint to replicate the appearance 
of blackened, worked steel, with a black 
guard and pommel. Well-used in the 
film’s battle sequences, the weapon 
displays some wear to the faux-leather 
on the grip and some minor rubber 
delamination on the blade. Dimensions: 
71 cm x 10 cm x 3 cm (28" x 4" x 1 ¼")

£400-600

Ϻ 299. Norman's (Norman Wisdom) Cigarette 
Box, Autographs and Ephemera
MAN OF THE MOMENT (1955)

Norman’s (Norman Wisdom) cigarette box and ephemera from 
John Paddy Carstairs’ comedy Man of the Moment. A 
cigarette box was used to lure Norman into the bedroom 
where gunmen awaited.

Made from ornate stone with metal and plastic sides, the 
cigarette box features a functioning hinged lid. It displays 
'BD7513', an assigned prop number from British and 
Dominions Imperial Studios, handwritten on the base. 
Pinewood acquired the piece after the studio burned down in 
1936. Accompanying the box are two autographed cards from 
Wisdom and Jerry Desmonde, a location photograph from "A 
Stitch in Time," three programmes and a magazine clipping 
for "Press for Time." The box shows signs of production use, 
including small chips to the stone finish. Dimensions (box): 
16 cm x 10 cm x 5 cm (6 ¼" x 4" x 2")

Please note the photographs in this lot are sold without copyright, reproduction 
rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£300-400
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Ω 300. Hand-Painted Poster Artwork
MAD MAX 2: THE ROAD WARRIOR (1981)

A hand-painted poster made for George Miller's Mad 
Max 2: The Road Warrior. Painted by an unknown 
artist, this unsigned concept poster art shows Max 
(Mel Gibson), the Warrior Woman (Virginia Hey) and 
the Feral Kid (Emil Minty) standing on a jagged hill with 
Lord Humungus' (Kjell Nilsson) mask looming overhead 
in the clouds.

The artwork is accomplished using acrylic paint on 
illustration board, and includes a clear Mylar overlay 
with red tinting over the posed characters and the 
hill. The poster shows minor wear due to production 
use and age but remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 56 cm x 83 cm x 1 cm (22" x 32 ½" x ¼") 

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal releases.

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 301. Ridley Scott Autographed Ares III 
Replica Helmet
THE MARTIAN (2015)

A replica Ares III helmet from Ridley Scott’s Oscar®-nominated 
sci-fi fantasy The Martian. The helmet was given away as a 
promotional gift for publicity purposes and features Ridley 
Scott’s autograph in black marker across the visor. 

Designed by Scott's long-time collaborator, 
costume designer Janty Yates, the helmet 
is made from white ABS plastic with orange 
vinyl appliques, two model lights and a 
faux-silver and faux-gold painted sun visor. 
It displays numerous stickers, including 
the NASA logo, "Watney" and mission 
details across the back. Intentionally 
dressed down, the helmet has a small 
chip on the light and minor lifting on the 
vinyl appliques. Dimensions: 35 cm x 40 
cm x 32 cm (13 ¾" x 15 ¾" x 12 ½")

£800-1,200
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ϺΔ 303. SFX Bug Skin Set
THE MATRIX (1999)

A set of special effects bug skins from the Wachowskis’ 
sci-fi action film The Matrix. Bug skins were used for the 
special effects sequence as Neo (Keanu Reeves) had a 
bug planted inside him through his navel by the Agents.

The set is comprised of two bug skins made of silicone 
– one finished in grey paint for use on set, the other 
an unfinished backup – and a resin master used for 
moulding purposes. The bug skins are supplied on their 
original wooden production bases, with the resin master 
displaying the text 'Front' on its cast resin base. Displaying 
some wear to the silicone and resin from use, the set 
remains in very good condition. Dimensions (each): 5 cm 
x 5 cm x 15.5 cm (2" x 2" x 6")

£300-500

Ω 302. The Mask of Loki
THE MASK (1994)

The mask of Loki from Chuck Russell's action-comedy The 
Mask. During the opening scene of the film, an underwater 
welder was struck by a pipe and caused the Mask to be 
released from a chest buried in the sand. This version of 
the mask is made of a special light-weight foam urethane 
allowing it to float in water. It features a cast wood grain and 
is painted green and brown on the front face and the interior. 

The mask features a riveted bar between the eyes, with 
Loki's emblem cast into the top. The prop shows minor wear 
due to production use, but remains in very good condition 
and is supplied with a letter of authenticity from underwater 
cameraman Pete Romano, who shot the opening scene. 
Dimensions: 23 cm x 19 cm x 8 cm (9" x 7 ½" x 3")

 £2,000-3,000
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ϺΔ 304. Neo (Keanu Reeves) SFX Bug Insertion Rig
THE MATRIX (1999)

A special-effects rig from the Wachowskis’ sci-fi action film The Matrix.The crew used their special effects rig in the scene in which Neo 
(Keanu Reeves) had a bug planted inside him through his navel by the Agents.

Created using a body cast of Reeves 
for continuity in the scene, the piece is 
composed of a torso made of fibreglass, 
with a realistic silicone skin and foam thighs. 
The skin is finished in natural flesh tones, 
with hand-punched hairs on the chest and 
belly. A hole for the bug insertion mechanism 
is situated at the navel. Mechanical controls 
attached through the neck allowed the 
piece to move realistically during filming. 
A silicone bug skin finished in grey paint 
is also included, along with a pair of black 
trousers to complete the presentation. 
The rig displays some wear to the silicone 
and the assorted wire controls from use. 
Dimensions (body): 60 cm x 90 cm x 22 cm 
(23 ¾" x 35 ½" x 8 ¾")

As this item contains mechanical components, every effort 
has been made to describe them accurately; however no 
guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan 
or safety of those components. It is entirely incumbent on 
the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use 
and maintenance.

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 305. Close-Up Oversized "Bug" Device
THE MATRIX (1999)

An oversized 'Bug' device from the Wachowskis’ sci-fi action film The Matrix. The agents used their Bugs on Neo (Keanu Reeves) as they 
attempted to discover the whereabouts of Morpheus (Laurence Fishburne). This particular version was created for close-up use.

The Bug is made of machined aluminium, with a brass base and spring detailing for the device’s 'tail'. A section of clear plastic reveals 
electronics within. It has a bare metal finish for the body, with black paint applied to the spring. The spring shows some signs of paint 
wear and some light corrosion around the brass core, however overall it remains in good condition and is supplied with a Warner Brothers 
certificate of authenticity. Dimensions: 16 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm (6" x 1 ¼" x 1 ¼")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of 
those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£4,000-6,000
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Ϻ 307. Leonard's (Guy Pearce) Mementos
MEMENTO (2000)

Leonard's (Guy Pearce) memory aids from the Christopher Nolan Oscar®-
nominated thriller Memento. Leonard used his collection of mementos to 
combat his inability to create new memories, with each item a memory of past 
events or instructions. The note about Dodd (Callum Keith Rennie) screen 
matches to the scene in which it is written by Natalie (Carrie-Anne Moss). 

The set is made up of a Ferdy’s Bar coaster with a motel address written 
in black ink on the reverse, a note written in black ink on white paper, a Polaroid photo of Dodd with 
handwritten notes on both sides, a Polaroid photo of Jimmy (Larry Holden) and a pharmacy bag with 
instructions to meet Natalie. Distressed for use with stains, creases and signs of natural production 
wear, the set remains in good condition. Dimensions (largest piece): 13 cm x 13 cm (5" x 5")

£400-600

† 308. 'Baby Ruth' Sheepskin Bomber Jacket
MEMPHIS BELLE (1990)

A bomber jacket from director Michael Caton-Jones’ Second World War film 
Memphis Belle. The gunners of the B-17 bombers wore their jackets on their 
mission to bomb Bremen, with this jacket decorated for the crew of the bomber 
‘Baby Ruth’.

Made by the Wested Leather Company – made famous for their creation of 
leatherwear for the Indiana Jones series and various James Bond productions – 
the jacket is a B-3 bomber jacket made of brown sheepskin with a cream fleece 
lining. ‘Baby Ruth’ nose art is hand-painted on the back. A label for Leather 
Concessionaires – the makers’ name during filming – is stitched in the jacket.

Distressed to look hard-worn from its time in battle, the jacket displays some 
minor scratches and wear to the sheepskin. The piece is marked size medium.

£800-1,200

ϺΔ 306. Agent Smith's (Hugo Weaving) Faux-Bronze 
"Superpunch" Bust

THE MATRIX REVOLUTIONS (2003)

A bust of Agent Smith (Hugo Weaving) from the production of the Wachowskis’ sci-fi 
action sequel The Matrix Revolutions. This statue was created using the 3D renders 
used for the computer-generated "superpunch" effect during the climactic fight between 
Agent Smith and Neo (Keanu Reeves), and was gifted to a senior member of the 
production when filming wrapped. 

Made in 1:1 scale, the cheek is firmly imprinted with the shape of Neo’s clenched fist, 
with Smith’s face and jaw distorted from the power of the punch. The piece is made 
of fibreglass infused with metal powder to create a metallic faux-bronze finish. The 
piece shows minor wear from its time on display after production completed, 
including minor cracks and holes in the fibreglass, but overall the bust 
remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 23 cm x 34 cm x 40 cm 
(9" x 13 ½" x 15 ¾")

£2,000-3,000
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† 309. 'Baby Ruth' Leather Flight Jacket
MEMPHIS BELLE (1990)

A bomber jacket from Michael Caton-Jones’ Second World War film 
Memphis Belle. The pilots of the B-17 bomber ‘Baby Ruth’ wore 
their jackets in the mess hall and briefing room prior to the Belle’s 
final bombing raid on Bremen.

Made by the Wested Leather Company – made famous for their 
creation of leatherwear for the Indiana Jones series and various 
James Bond productions – the jacket is an A-2 flight jacket made 
of brown leather with brown wool cuff detailing. A metal emergency 
escape whistle is attached to the zip in the wartime fashion, while 
the nose art for the bomber ‘Baby Ruth’ is hand-painted on the 
back of the jacket.

Lightly distressed, the piece has some scuffs and wear to the 
leather, but overall remains in very good condition. The jacket has 
no size markings.

£1,000-1,500

† 310. 'Windy City' Leather Flight Jacket 
MEMPHIS BELLE (1990)

A bomber jacket from Michael Caton-Jones’ Second World 
War film Memphis Belle. The pilots of the B-17 bombers 
wore their jackets as they flew in the Belle’s final bombing 
raid on Bremen, with this jacket featuring the nose art of 
the bomber ‘Windy City’, which was shot down during the 
mission.

Made by the Wested Leather Company – made famous 
for their creation of leatherwear for the Indiana Jones 
series and various James Bond productions – the jacket 
is an A-2 flight jacket made of brown leather with brown 
wool cuff detailing. A metal emergency escape whistle is 
attached to the zip in the wartime fashion, while the nose 
art for the bomber ‘Windy City’ is hand-painted on the back 
of the jacket.

The jacket displays some distressing around the arms and 
chest, and is marked as a size 38 chest.

£1,000-1,500
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† 311. 'Is You Is, Or Is You Ain't My Baby' Leather Flight Jacket
MEMPHIS BELLE (1990)

A bomber jacket from Michael Caton-Jones’ Second World War film 
Memphis Belle. The pilots of the B-17 bomber ‘Is You Is, Is You Ain’t 
My Baby’ wore their jackets in the briefing room prior to the Belle’s 
final bombing raid on Bremen.

Created by the Wested Leather Company – made famous for their 
creation of leatherwear for the Indiana Jones series and various 
James Bond productions – the jacket is an A-2 flight jacket made of 
brown leather with brown wool cuff detailing. Metal captain rank pins 
are fastened on the epaulettes, while the nose art for the aircraft is 
hand-painted on the back.

The jacket displays very minor wear from use, and is marked size 
40 chest.

£1,000-1,500

†Δ 312. Miniature B-17F Aircraft
MEMPHIS BELLE (1990)

A miniature B-17F aircraft model from director Michael Caton-Jones’ Second World War film Memphis Belle. Model aircraft were used for 
the aerial group shots in which the bomber squadrons joined formation, passing high over Nazi-occupied Europe to their target.

Made of resin, with an expanding foam core and 
finished in the green and grey of the USAAF 8th Air 
Force, the bomber has various markings applied 
along the side, including the USAAF star and the tail 
registration 12425. Windows are painted on the plane, 
while the turrets feature plastic machine guns coming 
from the defensive position. Clear acrylic is used to 
give the appearance of fast-spinning propellers. Well-
used, the model shows some wear to the paint finish 
and has cracks across the wings but remains in overall 
good condition, and is sold on a custom-made display 
base. Dimensions (displayed): 100 cm x 135 cm x 70 
cm (39 ½" x 53" x 27 ½")

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 313. Detective James Crockett's (Don Johnson) Police Photo ID
MIAMI VICE (TV 1984-1990)

Detective James Crockett’s (Don Johnson) police photo ID from the Emmy® Award-winning crime-drama Miami Vice. Crockett wore his ID 
throughout the series, with the photograph on this ID pertaining to the fourth season. The laminated ID is dated 29 June 1984 and features 
the Metro-Dade Police Department logo with a photograph of Crockett, along with his name and handwritten signature. Dimensions: 10.5 
cm x 7 cm (4 ¼" x 2 ¾")  

£1,500-2,000

Ϻ 314. Detective Ricardo Tubbs' (Philip Michael Thomas) Police Photo ID
MIAMI VICE (TV 1984-1990)

Detective Ricardo Tubbs’ (Philip Michael Thomas) police photo ID from the Emmy® Award-winning crime-drama Miami Vice. Tubbs carried 
his ID throughout the series as he and fellow detective James Crockett (Don Johnson) worked undercover in Miami, with the photograph on 
this ID pertaining to the show’s fourth season. The laminated ID is dated 1 January 1985 and features the Metro-Dade Police Department 
logo with a photograph of Crockett, his name and handwritten signature. Dimensions: 10.5 cm x 7 cm (4 ¼" x 2 ¾")  

£1,500-2,000
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† 315. Michael Collins’ (Liam 
Neeson) Irish National Army 
Uniform
MICHAEL COLLINS (1996)

Michael Collins’ (Liam Neeson) Irish National Army 
uniform from Neil Jordan’s historical biopic Michael 
Collins. Chief of Staff Collins wore his uniform after 
the National Army took over Dublin Castle. 

The costume is comprised of matching jacket and 
trousers made of dark green woollen material. The 
jacket features gold-coloured buttons running down 
the front, with yellow and faux-gold rank detailing 
around the collar and epaulets. The trousers have a 
button fastening at the waist and green lacing around 
the ankles. An Angels Costumiers label is located in 
both garments, reading 'Mr Liam Neeson, July 1995'. 
The uniform remains in very good condition.

£600-800

Ω 316. Agent K's (Tommy Lee Jones) Stunt Plasma Rifle
MEN IN BLACK (1997)

Agent K's (Tommy Lee Jones) stunt plasma rifle from Barry Sonnenfeld's sci-fi comedy Men in Black. This rifle was made for the film’s 
climax as J (Will Smith) and K faced off against Edgar (Vincent D'Onofrio) at the New York State Pavilion. Made of urethane, this static 
pump-action rifle reflects futuristic technology and features a long barrel, three-knuckled grip, extended plasma cartridge, and is decorated 
with various cast dials and switches. The rifle shows minor wear due to stunt use and age, but remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 
102 cm x 28 cm x 13 cm (40" x 11" x 5")

£2,000-3,000
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Ω 317. Boris the Animal's (Jemaine Clement) 
Weasel Maquette
MEN IN BLACK 3 (2012)

A maquette of Boris the Animal's 'Weasel' minion from Barry 
Sonnenfeld's sci-fi comedy sequel Men in Black 3. Featured 
throughout the film, this deadly dart-spitting alien usually resided in 
Boris' palm and occasionally emerged to do Boris' bidding. Created 
by Rick Baker's Cinovation Studios, this piece is made of resin and 
includes the Weasel's long-tailed body and ten loose legs. The legs 
were previously attached to the torso via metal pegs. 

The maquette includes a partial metal support beam fixed to its belly 
where it was previously displayed above a base. The piece shows 
minor wear due to production use and storage, but remains in very 
good condition. Dimensions: 57 cm x 15 cm x 5 cm (22 ½" x 6" x 2")

£800-1,000

Ω 318. Boris the Animal Test on 
Rick Baker Bust
MEN IN BLACK 3 (2012)

An early appliance test of the Boglodite villain, 
Boris the Animal (Jemaine Clement) from Barry 
Sonnenfeld's sci-fi comedy sequel Men in Black 3. 
Created by Rick Baker's Cinovation Studios, this 
appliance test was done on a biscuit foam bust of 
creature designer Rick Baker. 

The appliances are made of silicone and reflect a 
more extreme make-up design for Boris' wrinkled 
skin, with clawed fingers cast into the neck and 
behind the ears. Boris' eyes are covered by his 
trademark lens, which are individually inset, and 
the bust includes a beard with hand-punched hair. 
This appliance test remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 30 cm x 48 cm x 52 cm (12" x 19" x 
20 ½")

£1,000-1,500
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Ω 319. Fish Guy Alien Mask and Hands
MEN IN BLACK 3 (2012)

A Fish Guy alien mask and hands from Barry Sonnenfeld's sci-fi comedy sequel Men 
in Black 3. Agent J (Will Smith) encountered this alien race when he woke up inside 
MIB Headquarters in 1969. Created by Rick Baker's Cinovation Studios, this mask 
is made of silicone and resembles an orange fish. The head includes five spiny-rays, 
with three on the scalp and two on the sides of the face. 

Paired with the mask are silicone four-fingered hands, which fit like a glove. The 
lot is airbrushed orange, with light coloured highlights and a black border. The lot 
shows minor wear due to production use and the mask does not have eye inserts, 
but remains in very good condition. Mask dimensions: 28 cm x 25 cm x 41 cm (11" 
x 10" x 16"); glove dimensions (each): 46 cm x 30 cm x 15 cm (18" x 12" x 6")

£1,000-1,500

Ω 320. Detained Teenage Alien (Britt Johnson) Mask and Arms
MEN IN BLACK 3 (2012)

The detained teenage alien's (Britt Johnson) mask and arms from Barry Sonnenfeld's 
sci-fi comedy sequel Men in Black 3. Agent J (Will Smith) encountered the troublesome 
alien when he woke up in the MIB Headquarters in 1969 .Created by Rick Baker's 
Cinovation Studios, the mask is made of silicone, while the sleeves are produced from 
foam latex over spandex material. The mask includes mushroom shaped antennae, tiny 

ears, and removable bulging acrylic eyes. The mouth 
is open, allowing it to be blended to the actor's face. 

The mask resides on its original wood base. Each of 
the alien's arm sleeves feature five elongated fingers 
with wide, rounded tips. The set shows minor wear due 
to production use, but remains in very good condition. 
Mask dimensions: 25 cm x 28 cm x 48 cm (10" x 11" 
x 19"); arm dimensions: 46 cm x 13 cm x 5 cm (18" x 
5" x 2")

£1,000-1,500
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Ω 321. Wushu Assassin Mask and Neck Appliance
MEN IN BLACK 3 (2012)

A Wushu assassin mask from Barry Sonnenfeld's sci-fi comedy 
sequel Men in Black 3. Agents J (Will Smith) and K (Tommy Lee 
Jones) encountered alien assassins when they were attacked in Mr. 
Wu's (Keone Young) Chinese restaurant. Created by Rick Baker's 
Cinovation Studios, the mask is made of slip latex, while the neck 
appliance is made of silicone over spandex material. The mask 
resembles a vicious alien with an elongated skull, green eyes, pointed 
ears, and a slit running from the forehead to the nasal cavities. 

The interior of the mask is fitted with foam for comfort. 
Paired with the mask is a neck appliance, which extends 
down to the breast and over the shoulders. The appliance 
resembles loose, wrinkly blue skin, and resides on a 
plastic bust. Written on the interior flap of the skin is 'Rick 
Baker'. The set shows minor wear due to production use, 
but remains in very good condition. Mask dimensions: 48 
cm x 33 cm x 48 cm (19" x 13" x 19")

£1,000-1,500

Ω 322. Spiky Bulba Alien Maquette
MEN IN BLACK 3 (2012)

A Spiky Bulba alien maquette from Barry Sonnenfeld's sci-fi comedy 
sequel Men in Black 3. Agents J (Will Smith) and K (Tommy Lee Jones) 
encountered the Spiky Bulba alien in Mr. Wu's (Keone Young) Chinese 
restaurant when investigating his kitchen. Created by Rick Baker's 
Cinovation Studios, this maquette is made of resin and clay, and resembles 
an alien fish. The Spiky Bulba is painted in shades of orange, yellow, and 
blue, and includes spiky talons on its lower fins and head. 

The piece shows cavities on the torso and head where additional fins and 
antennae would attach. It is currently supported on a metal support beam 
attached to its original production base. The piece shows some wear due 
to production use, but remains in fine condition. Dimensions: 28 cm x 23 
cm x 48 cm (11" x 9" x 19")

£1,000-1,500
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Ω 323. Boris the Animal (Jemaine 
Clement) Test Bust and Appliance Lot
MEN IN BLACK 3 (2012)

A Boris the Animal (Jemaine Clement) test bust, with 
various appliances from Barry Sonnenfeld's sci-fi comedy 
sequel Men in Black 3. Created by Rick Baker's Cinovation 
Studios, the lot includes appliances on a bust, a chest 
appliance on a torso, and arm sleeves. Both the bust 
and the torso are made of biscuit foam castings of actor 
Jemaine Clement, and the appliances adhered to both 
are made of silicone over a stretchy spandex material. 
Boris' wrinkled skin shows clawed fingers cast into the 
neck, behind the ears, and down the torso from the neck 
to the navel. 

The torso appliance is fixed to a nylon vest that zips up at 
the back. Also included are a set of fingerless arm sleeves, 
which feature cast fingers in the palm which would conceal 
his Weasel minion. The lot shows minor wear due to 
production use, but remains in very good condition. Bust 
dimensions: 33 cm x 52 cm x 48 cm (12" x 20 ½" x 19"); 
torso dimensions: 41 cm x 51 cm x 99 cm (16" x 20" x 39")

£2,000-3,000

Ω 324. Agent K's (Tommy Lee Jones) 
MIB Suit
MEN IN BLACK 3 (2012)

Agent K's (Tommy Lee Jones) MIB suit from Barry 
Sonnenfeld's sci-fi comedy Men in Black 3. K wore his 
suit during scenes set in 2012, before and after J (Will 
Smith) travelled back in time to 1969. This bespoke suit 
is made by John David Ridge and includes a jacket and 
trousers. The three button jacket includes three pockets 
on the front, and two interior pockets. The right interior 
pocket includes a label from John David Ridge with 'Mr. 
Jones' typed, and 'with harness' written in ink. 'With 
harness' indicates this version of K's suit was intended 
for special-effects sequences in which Jones would have 
been outfitted with a safety harness, likely for wire work. 

The jacket includes a wardrobe tag reading '40 1 pcs 
MIB' and a pair of trousers with a tag reading '36 R MIB'. 
The outfit shows minor wear due to production use, but 
remains in very good condition. 

£800-1,000
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Ϻ 326. Cast Autographed Bok
MONTY PYTHON

An autographed copy of The Brand New Monty Python 
Bok. The book comes from the collection of renowned 
model-maker Valerie Charlton. First published in 1973, 
this particular hardback edition contains an array 
of Monty Python style images and jokes including 
instructions, storyboards and illustrations similar to those 
seen in Monty Python’s Flying Circus, stories, fictional 
advertisements and articles. 

It features six autographs inscribed personally to Charlton 
from Eric Idle, John Cleese, Michael Palin, Graham 
Chapman, Terry Jones and Terry Gilliam on the inside 
cover pages, with an additional hand-drawn sketch added 
by Gilliam. The book shows tears on either end of the 
spine and there are minor stains throughout. Dimensions: 
29 cm x 22 cm x 2 cm (11 ½" x 8 ½" x ¾")

£600-800

ϺΔ 325. Michael Jackson Worn and 
Autographed Black Fedora
MICHAEL JACKSON: 30TH ANNIVERSARY 
SPECIAL (2001)

A black fedora hat worn and autographed by 
Michael Jackson during his 30th Anniversary 
Celebration concert in 2001, held over two 
dates at Madison Square Garden. The star-
studded event celebrated Jackson’s 30th year 
as a solo performer (his first solo single, Got 
To Be There, was recorded in 1971), with 
concert tickets considered some of the most 
expensive ever sold. The hat originates from 
the personal collection of David Gest – who 
produced the event – and was worn during 
Jackson’s performance of Billie Jean and The 
Way You Make Me Feel. 

The fedora is made from wool with a black 
grosgrain ribbon hat band and is autographed 
"Love Michael Jackson" on the underside of 
the brim. Made by Shannon Phillips, the hat 
features "Michael Jackson" in gold-coloured 
print on the interior leather sweatband. The 
fedora is accompanied by a signed letter 
from David Gest and flyers from the 2001 
event. There is slight creasing around the 
sweatband as a result of use, however the hat 
remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 
31 cm x 28 cm x 13 cm (12 ¼" x 11" x 5")

£4,000-6,000
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† 327. Knights of the Round Table Helmet
MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL (1975)

A helmet used in the cult comedy Monty Python and the Holy Grail. The Knights 
of the Round Table wore their helmets whilst dancing during a musical segue as 
Arthur (Graham Chapman) and his knights approached Camelot. 

The helmet is cast in fibreglass with faux-rivet detailing, a 'T-shaped' opening 
and numerous drilled ear holes on each side. Foam lines the interior, which has 
yellowed with age, and is finished in a bright metallic steel paint. The helmet 
displays numerous cracks and chips in the fibreglass across the top and around 
the neck from use in subsequent productions. Dimensions: 28 cm x 24 cm x 36 
cm (11" x 9 ½" x 14 ¼")

£400-600

Ϻ 328. Replica Holy Hand Grenade
MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL (1975)

A replica Holy Hand Grenade of Antioch from the cult comedy Monty Python and the 
Holy Grail. The grenade comes from the collection of renowned model-maker Valerie 
Charlton. Specially created for producer John Goldstone, this reproduction was used 
for an upgraded high-definition touch-screen television version of the film, in which it 
could be viewed from all angles by the viewer. 

Made from plastic and painted with a faux-gold finish, the grenade features faux-pearl 
detailing, with a cross protruding from the top decorated with plastic jewels and painted 
faux-gems. The piece shows minor marks to the paint finish. Dimensions: 14 cm x 14 
cm x 20 cm (5 ½" x 5 ½" x 8")

£400-600

† 329. Knights Of The Round Table Helmet
MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL (1975)

A helmet used in the cult comedy Monty Python and the Holy Grail. The Knights 
of the Round Table wore their helmets whilst dancing during a musical segue as 
Arthur (Graham Chapman) and his knights approached Camelot. 

The helmet is cast in fibreglass with faux-rivet detailing, a 'T-shaped' opening and 
numerous drilled ear holes on each side. The inside is lined with foam which has 
yellowed with age and is labelled "40". A small pointed addition was added to the 
top of the helmet for a subsequent production and then partially removed. There 
are scuffs and chips to the paint from use and storage. Dimensions: 28 cm x 24 
cm x 36 cm (11" x 9 ½" x 14 ¼")

£400-600
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Ϻ 330. Model Miniature Trojan Rabbit
MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL (1975)

A model miniature Trojan rabbit from the cult comedy Monty Python 
and the Holy Grail. King Arthur (Graham Chapman) and his knights 
used the rabbit as a ruse to try to infiltrate the French soldiers’ 
castle. The rabbit was later catapulted from the battlements. The 
piece comes from the collection of renowned model-maker Valerie 
Charlton. 

This model was filmed by co-producer Julian Doyle after main 
location shots with the full size rabbit were completed. A fishing 
wire was used to simulate its flight from the battlements, although 

this actually took place over a rooftop in Hampstead, London. 

Constructed from balsa wood, the rabbit’s body features 
layered wood bark with four detailed balsa wheels. Its 

head is covered in thick patchwork, brown-stained 
cotton with adhered eyes and nose that are 

coloured with marker pen. Signs of wear 
are evident, including bending on the 
ears, light fraying on the wood bark and 
exposed remnants of glue residue. The 
rabbit comes with a detailed letter of 
authenticity from Charlton who made 
the model for the production.

Accompanying the rabbit is a copy of 
the book Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail, published by Methuen. The book 
lavishly details the making of the film, 
including a reproduction of the script. 
Valerie Charlton has added an extensive 
handwritten foreword to the first two 
pages. Dimensions (rabbit): 23 cm x 15 
cm x 51 cm (9" x 6" x 20")

£8,000-10,000
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Ϻ 331. Production-Used Script and Ephemera
MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL (1975) & LIFE OF BRIAN (1979)

A production-used script and assorted ephemera from Monty Python and the Holy Grail and Life of Brian. From the personal collection 
of renowned model-maker Valerie Charlton, the unannotated script from Monty Python and the Holy Grail is dated 1974 and contains 87 
pages printed on US legal paper. 

The script is accompanied by on-set and 
behind-the-scenes photographs from both 
films, personally taken by Charlton, call 
sheets, an annotated credits list, a magazine 
article, premiere and preview invitations, and 
a premiere menu. The first 13 pages of the 
script have come away from the spine, and 
the call sheets and credits list display signs 
of production wear. Dimensions (script): 29 
cm x 21 cm x 1 cm (11 ½" x 8 ¼" x ½")  

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction 
rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal 
release.

£300-500

Ϻ 332. Hand-Painted US One sheet 
Poster Artwork
MONTY PYTHON'S THE LIFE OF BRIAN 
(1979)

Hand-painted artwork for the US one sheet poster from 
the comedy Monty Python’s The Life of Brian. The artwork 
was created by an unknown artist and used to create the 
style 'A' poster distributed within the US. 

The piece is rendered in gouache, ink and pencil on 
illustration board, and features images of Brian (Graham 
Chapman) running away from his followers alongside a 
crashed UFO. The artwork is accompanied by a US one 
sheet poster and press book, which would have been 
distributed by producers to publicise the film. The painted 
artwork is presented in a gold-painted frame and displays 
a small number of light marks around the edges of the 
board from use. There are tape marks on the top corner 
of the poster, however all three pieces remain overall in 
very good condition. Dimensions (framed artwork): 71 
cm x 38 cm x 2.5 cm (28" x 15" x 1"), (poster): 68.5 cm 
(27") x 104 cm (41")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£4,000-6,000
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Ϻ 333.Production-Used Script and On-Set Photographs
MONTY PYTHON'S THE MEANING OF LIFE (1983)

A production-used script and on-set photographs from the Monty Python musical comedy The 
Meaning of Life. From the personal collection of renowned model maker Valerie Charlton, the 
unannotated script displays a red card cover and contains 115 US legal pages, including blue 
and pink-coloured revisions, bound together with two brass split pins. 

The script is dated March 1982 and contains three separate pages detailing the scene for the 
BAFTA®-nominated song, 'Every Sperm is Sacred'. Accompanying the script are 47 on-set 
photographs, including preparation for the Part III 'Fighting Each Other' Anglo-Zulu War scenes, 
personally taken by Charlton herself. The script remains in excellent condition. Dimensions: 28 
cm x 22 cm x 1.5 cm (11"x 8 ¾" x ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£200-300ϺΔ 334. Muppet Goat and Promotional Book
THE MUPPET BABIES (TV 1984-1991)

A Muppet goat and book from the promotion of the television series The Muppet Babies. The custom-built Jim Henson puppet was used in a 
photograph along with Miss Piggy to depict the story of Heidi in Muppet Babies’ Classic Children’s Tales, and later in a promotional calendar. 

Made from faux-fur and felt, the goat displays signature Henson-style plastic eyes and has a wire armature inside for posing. The red 
hardback book contains 12 stories, 
with images featuring popular 
Muppet characters including 
Kermit the Frog and Animal. The 
goat’s fur has faded with age and 
is missing some components, 
including its collar and bell, and 
some eyelashes have worn away. 
Dimensions (goat): 36 cm x 10 cm 
x 25 cm (14" x 4" x 10")

£800-1,200

Ω 335. Three Jack Skellington Head Castings
THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS (1993)

Three Jack Skellington head castings from Henry Selick's animated fantasy The Nightmare Before Christmas. Made of resin, these unpainted 
heads show three different facial expressions–lips pursed, mouth partially open and mouth wide open. At the base of each is a square hole 
where rods were previously inserted to mount the heads. The set shows minor wear due to production use, but the set remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions (each): 4 cm x 5 cm x 
4 cm (1 ½" x 2" x 1 ½")

£600-800
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Ω 336. Chuck Hansen’s (Robert Kazinsky) Striker 
Eureka Jaeger Drivesuit
PACIFIC RIM (2013)

Chuck Hansen’s (Robert Kazinsky) Striker Eureka Jaeger Drivesuit from 
Guillermo del Toro’s sci-fi adventure Pacific Rim. Hansen’s drivesuit was 
specifically designed for Hansen to wear when co-piloting the Striker 
Eureka Jaeger. Drivesuits for the film were designed by Kate Hawley 
and built by esteemed effects house Legacy Effects, with components of 
the suit digitally modelled to fit the actor exactly. This suit was designed 
to reflect the character’s Australian nationality and piloting role, with 
nozzles and gauges on the left where they would connect to the larger 
workings of the Jaeger.

The drivesuit consists of a fabric body suit with urethane armour 
components. The neck, codpiece and back spine piece are all made 
of rubber, with the latter hiding the zip running down the back. The 
black spandex gloves feature circuit details and a top knuckle light, 
although these lights and those throughout the suit’s armour are no 
longer connected to a power source. The boots are trainers encased in 
a urethane shell, and the entire body is finished with a grey and green 
camouflage paint scheme featuring unique details, such as the bulldog 
decal and tally of Kaiju slain. 

The rear sections of the helmet detach via magnets to facilitate dressing, 
with the head lights still functional. The helmet’s side air nozzle was 
removed during production, and replacement production-made 
components have been installed. 

The suit includes costume elements named for both Robert Kazinsky and 
his stunt double, as costume pieces were frequently mixed and matched 
between suits on set. The suit displays intentional distressing but the 
components overall remain in good condition. The suit is presented on 
a custom-made mannequin. Dimensions (displayed): 36 cm x 66 cm x 
185 cm (14" x 26" x 73")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them 
accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of 
those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their 
safe use and maintenance.

£10,000-15,000
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† 339. Captain Vidal's (Sergi Lopez) Costume
PAN'S LABYRINTH (2006)

Captain Vidal’s (Sergi Lopez) costume from Guillermo del Toro’s 
Academy Award®-winning fantasy Pan’s Labyrinth. Vidal wore 
his uniform throughout the film as he hunted the Spanish Maquis 
rebels who opposed the Francoist regime after the Spanish 
Civil War. 

The uniform consists of a grey military cotton jacket with matching trousers and cap. The jacket 
features a 'Policía Armada' patch on the right arm, metal Francoist eagle collar insignia and detailed 
faux-gold buttons. It has a Cornejo costumier’s label on the interior reading 'Capitan Sergi Lopez.' 
The cap has three stars on its maroon band denoting the rank of captain, with an eagle emblem at 
the top. A production-used belt, holster and a pair of black leather boots are included to complete 
the costume. The costume shows wear, including sun damage, and the jacket has glue residue 
on the cuffs where stars are missing.

£800-1,200

† 338. Gabe Law/Gabriel Yulaw’s (Jet Li) Costumes
THE ONE (2001)

Gabe Law/Gabriel Yulaw’s (Jet Li) costumes from James Wong’s action sci-fi The One. 
After escaping from his trial sentencing, Yulaw attempts to track down and kill the final 
version of himself – police officer Law – with both characters wearing black jumpsuits in 
their climatic fight sequence. 

The two costumes are each comprised of a black jumpsuit and a grey, long-
sleeved top, with one costume accompanied by a pair of black leather boots. 
The jumpsuits display zips throughout with a Velcro fastening and stirrups. One 
of the costumes is worn with the jumpsuit tied around the waist and features dirt 
and distressing from the fight sequence. The distressed costume has 'RS' written 
in the jumpsuit and 'FC' and 'Hero' in the top. The other costume displays 'R' in 
the jumpsuit and 'Stunt' in the top. The label 'A#1 WO' is written in both boots, 
with 'Jet' inside the left boot. Both costumes remain in very good condition.

£600-800

Ω Δ 337. Sykes' (Nikolaj Coster-Waldau) Stunt Rifle
OBLIVION (2013)

Sykes' (Nikolaj Coster-Waldau) stunt rifle from director Joseph Kosinski's action film Oblivion. This stunt rifle was made for the scene in 
which Sykes knocked Jack (Tom Cruise) out by striking him across the head, before taking him to his base. Made of soft foam over a metal 
support beam, this futuristic rifle has a stock cast in an ultra-soft rubber, allowing it to strike Cruise without the risk of injuring him. 

The rifle is painted jet black and includes a top 
rail where a scope was previously mounted. The 
prop rifle shows minor wear due to production 
use, but remains in good condition. Dimensions: 
147 cm x 25 cm x 6 cm (58" x 10" x 2 ½")

£800-1,000
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Ω 341. Clapperboard
PALE RIDER (1985)

A clapperboard from Clint Eastwood's 
western Pale Rider. This clapperboard 
consists of an acrylic slate with a wood 
clapper mounted on top with metal 
hardware. The acrylic slate is painted 
with black outlined boxes to divide the 
slate into fields for production, scene, 
take, director, camera and date. 

The clapperboard has blue stenciled 
lettering noting the production as 'PALE 
RIDER', the director as 'C. Eastwood', 
camera as 'B. Surtees', and the date 
‘27-9-84'. This item shows minor wear 
due to production use, with slight scuffs 
to the paint and wood, however the 
piece remains in very fine condition.  
Dimensions: 28 cm x 24 cm x 3 cm (11" 
x 9 ½" x 1")

£2,000-3,000

† 340. Ofelia's (Ivana Baquero) Dress
PAN'S LABYRINTH (2006)

Ofelia’s (Ivana Baquero) dress from Guillermo del Toro’s 
Academy Award®-winning fantasy Pan’s Labyrinth. 
Ofelia wore her green dress while she retrieved a 
precious key from a frog’s stomach; one of three tasks 
set for her by Fauno (Doug Jones), in her attempts to 
return to the underworld.

Created by BAFTA®-winning costume designer Lala 
Huete, the sleeveless dress is constructed from a thick 
green linen material that extends to the knee. It displays 
a bottom hem and neckline of narrow peach lace. The 

dress fastens at the back with three mustard-coloured buttons and a metal press stud. On 
the dress’ interior is a costumier’s label reading '1 Ivana Baquero'. Signs of wear are evident, 
including a missing mustard-coloured cap on the third button at the back of the dress.

£1,500-2,000
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ϺΔ 342. Production-Used Script and Clapperboard
A PASSAGE TO INDIA (1984)

A production-used script and clapperboard from David Lean’s 
final film, A Passage to India. The period epic received 11 
nominations at the 57th Academy Awards®, with Lean himself 
nominated for best director, best editing and best writing. 

The unannotated 131-page script is bound in red card with a clear 
plastic cover and printed on white A4 paper. The script is credited to 
E.M. Forster (novel) and David Lean (screenplay) and dated 17 May, 
1983. The large-size clapperboard bears the names of director David 
Lean and cinematographer Ernest Day, with the last date the board was 
used marked as 15 April, 1984. Both items display evidence of production 
wear, with scratches and stains to the clapperboard’s face. Dimensions: 
(Clapperboard) 35 cm x 38 cm x 2 cm (13 ¾" x 15" x ¾"); (Script) 30 cm 
x 21 cm x 2 cm (11 ¾" x 8 ¼" x ¾").

£400-600

Ϻ 343. Carlotta's (Minnie Driver) Oil Portrait
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (2004)

Carlotta’s (Minnie Driver) dressing room portrait from Joel Schumacher’s film adaptation of the 
West End musical The Phantom of the Opera. The diva’s elaborate portrait, showing Carlotta 
standing with a severed head upon a platter, was hung in her lavish dressing room and was one 
of the many Opera House antiquities sold in the auction scenes. The portrait was painted by head 
scenic artist James Gemmill and is executed in oils on canvas, supported by a wooden frame. 

The painting is signed by Gemmill in the bottom left corner. Musical fans may notice an ‘Easter 
Egg’ from the production team, as the head is that of none other than the composer, Sir Andrew 
Lloyd Webber! There are some scratches in the canvas just left of centre, however overall the 
piece remains in good condition. Dimensions: 2 cm x 121 cm x 190 cm ( ¾" x 47 ¾" x 74 ¾")

£1,000-1,500

Ϻ 344. Pinewood Studios Vintage Photographs and Ephemera
VARIOUS PRODUCTIONS

A set of photographs and ephemera from various productions filmed at Pinewood Studios. The set consists of four black plastic folders 
containing approximately 70 black-and-white photographs of behind-the-scenes material, including images of the studios’ prop stores and 
costume rooms. 

Accompanying the photographs are four sets of A4 printed 
call sheets from The Saint, Lara Croft: Tomb Raider, The 
Secret Garden and The World Is Not Enough. The lot also 
includes Pinewood programmes, Battle of Britain headed 
A4 paper, film cells, Doctor in Trouble Mexican lobby cards 
and two books titled 'Behind-The-Scenes Film Studio' and 
'Movies from the Mansion: A History of Pinewood Studios.' 
The pieces display minimal wear from age. Dimensions 
(each folder): 31 cm x 24 cm x 2 cm (12" x 9 ½" x ¾")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£80-120
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US 345. Pinewood Studios Camera, Lens Case, and Motor Cases
VARIOUS PRODUCTIONS

A Mitchell 35mm GC high-speed motion picture camera (serial number 
1272) formerly owned by Pinewood Studios. The camera, manufactured 
circa 1958 and originally sold to George Humphries Lab in the UK, 
includes a motor, matte box, 400’ film magazine, camera transport case, 
and an additional lens case. The camera’s viewtube, lens cover, and the 
additional accessory case all feature Pinewood Studios' labels. 

The camera is complete with its original 
matching-number movement, and rack-over 
base. Mitchell cameras were the standard 
of film studios around the world for decades, 
and this camera could have worked on a 
number of films. The camera is offered with 
no known mechanical problems, and in 
very good but untested condition. Camera 
Dimensions : 51 cm x 30 cm x 38 cm (20" 
x 12" x 15"); lens case dimensions: 36 cm x 
25 cm x 20 cm (14" x 10" x 8"); motor case 
dimensions: 55 cm x 29 cm x 27 cm (21 ½" 
x 11 ½" x 10 ½")

*This lot is currently located in Prop Store’s Los Angeles 
facility and will ship directly to the buyer from Los Angeles. 
Please see the Conditions of Sale for information on 
applicable VAT and/or import duties.

£2,000-3,000

Ω 346. Captain Barbossa's (Geoffrey Rush) Stunt Flintlock Pistol
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: THE CURSE OF THE BLACK PEARL (2003)

Captain Barbossa's (Geoffrey Rush) stunt flintlock pistol from Gore Verbinski's Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl. This 
pistol was made for stunt sequences in which Barbossa needed the freedom and safety of not interacting with the hero version. A reproduction 
of a Spanish Miqulet muzzle loader, this prop is made of urethane but resembles brass and steel construction over a wood stock. The piece 
is signed on the barrel by Rush and, while it shows minor paint flaking due to production use, it remains in very fine condition. Dimensions: 
52 cm x 15 cm x 5 cm (20 ½" x 6" x 2") 

£1,000-1,500
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Ϻ 348. Elizabeth Swann's (Keira Knightley) Dressing 
Gown 
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: THE CURSE OF THE BLACK 
PEARL (2003)

Elizabeth Swann’s (Keira Knightley) 
dressing gown from Gore Verbinski’s 
Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse 
of the Black Pearl. Swann wore her 
dressing gown in numerous scenes 
at the beginning of the film, including 
when she is first kidnapped and taken 
aboard the Black Pearl. 

Custom-made by Jane Law for the 
actress, the dressing gown is made 
from cream material with gathered 
sleeves and an embroidered flower 
pattern throughout. Flowers made 
from white thread run down the front 
of the gown and it is lined with pale 
green satin. 

£2,500-3,500

Ω 347. Isla de Muerta Treasure Coins
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: THE CURSE OF THE BLACK PEARL (2003)

Isla de Muerta treasure coins from Gore Verbinski's Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl. These coin stacks were used 
as set dressing for the pirate cave on Isla de Muerta where Captain Barbossa (Geoffrey Rush) hid his cursed Aztec gold. This lot includes 

17 unique treasure sets with resin faux-gold coins 
glued together in varying shapes, with two stamped 
resin faux-gold bars. 

The bottom of each coin stack shows glue residue from 
where the pieces were attached to the set. The piece 
shows minor wear due to production use, but remains 
in very good condition.  Dimensions: 25 cm x 13 cm x 
5 cm (10" x 5" x 2")

£400-500
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† Δ 350. Hand-Drawn Storyboards and Creature Designs
PREDATOR (1987)

Assorted hand-drawn storyboards and concept artwork used in the production of John McTiernan’s 
sci-fi action film Predator. Acquired from the collection of visual effects artist Richard Edlund, this 
set includes five storyboard sheets depicting the duel between Dutch (Arnold Schwarzenegger) 
and the wounded "Hunter," along with two sheets illustrating early concepts for the creature. 

These early storyboards refer to Dutch as "Matheny", Dutch’s original name in early drafts of the 
film. Each sheet contains between eight and nine hand-drawn storyboard frames in ink on vellum 
drafting paper. The panels are numbered from one to 44 with handwritten descriptions and dialogue 
beneath. The creature design sketches are drawn in pencil on drafting paper. The sheets display 
some light wear, including creases and rust stains at the edges. Dimensions (largest image): 28 
cm x 43 cm (11" x 17")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£400-600

† 351. Royal Trumpeteer Tabard
THE PRINCESS BRIDE (1987)

A Royal Trumpeter tabard from Rob Reiner’s fantasy adventure The Princess Bride. The Royal 
Trumpeters wore their tabards early in the film, as Prince Humperdinck (Chris Sarandon) 
announced that Buttercup (Robin Wright) would be his bride. 

The tabard features two panels of thick blue fabric and golden felt on the front and back, with 
popper fastenings on the left shoulder. Fully lined with dark grey cotton material, it features a 
navy blue stripe and a large embroidered faux-gold griffin patch on the left breast. A Bermans 
and Nathans costumiers label is located in the collar, which reads '42 ch, 5 ft 9, 5051, Princess 
Bride'. Signs of age are evident, including sun bleaching on the collar lining.

£400-600

Ϻ 349. Prototype Richard Nixon Stunt Mask
POINT BREAK (1991)

A prototype Richard Nixon stunt mask from Kathryn Bigelow’s heist thriller Point Break. 
This prototype was created by Amalgamated Dynamics Incorporated for use by the 
'Ex-Presidents', the band of bank robbers led by surfer Bodhi (Patrick Swayze), with 
this version of the mask ultimately not seen on screen.

A custom-made caricature of Richard Nixon, the mask is made of rubber and finished 
in natural skin tones, with black used for the hair and eyebrows, and white for the 
teeth. Holes are present in the eyes, mouth, nose and ears. The mask shows signs 
of natural aging, including cracks along the mouth and brow and shows signs of 
repair at the centre of the neck. Supplied with a letter of authenticity signed by ADI 
founders Alec Gillis and Tom Woodruff Jr. Dimensions (displayed): 26 cm x 22 cm x 
41 cm (10 ¼" x 8 ¾" x 16 ¼")

£1,500-2,000
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† 352. Royal Guard Tabard and Helmet
THE PRINCESS BRIDE (1987)

A tabard and helmet from Rob Reiner’s fantasy adventure The Princess Bride. Royal guards wore their 
uniforms when stationed around Prince Humperdinck’s (Chris Sarandon) castle. 

Made from blue felt with a grey cotton lining, the tabard displays a black stripe and a large embroidered 
golden griffin patch on the chest. A Bermans and Nathans costumiers label is located in the collar which 
reads '4893 Princess Bride'.

The helmet is made from fibreglass, painted metallic grey and features a studded cross pattern. It is 
lined with foam and has leather straps tied to either side. Signs of production use are evident on the 
tabard, including worn corner seams and minor stains. The helmet shows wear to the paint finish and 
slight cracks and chips. Dimensions (helmet): 34 cm x 30 cm x 18 cm (13 ¼" x 12" x 7")

£500-700

Ϻ 353. Frank Castle's (Thomas Jane) FBI ID
THE PUNISHER (2004)

Frank Castle’s (Thomas Jane) FBI ID from Jonathan Hensleigh’s comic 
book thriller The Punisher. Made for production use, but ultimately not 
seen on screen, the identification is bound in a black leather wallet 
and contains two laminated FBI cards secured in each of the wallet’s 
sleeves. The first card features Frank Castle’s printed name and rank, 
with the other displaying a printed photograph of Castle, an ID number 
and a barcode. The wallet remains in excellent condition. Dimensions 
(folded): 12.25 cm x 8.25 cm x 1 cm (4 ¾" x 3 ¼" x ¼")

£600-800

†Δ 354. Alan McDonald's (Eric Stoltz) 
Scottish Kilt Costume
ROB ROY (1995)

Alan McDonald’s (Eric Stoltz) costume from Michael Caton-
Jones’ adventure-biopic Rob Roy. McDonald, Rob Roy 
MacGregor’s (Liam Neeson) most trusted retainer, wore his 
kilt throughout the film until his assassination at the hands of 
Cunningham (Tim Roth). 

The custom-made costume consists of a brown leather jacket with lacing on the sleeves, a green 
and purple woollen tartan kilt and an ornate metal plaid brooch. The jacket has been intentionally 
distressed with scratches and a white residue throughout. The wrap-around kilt displays 'McDonald', 
handwritten in blue marker across the waistband. Signs of use are evident on the costume, 
including wear and stray threads on the kilt’s hem.

£600-800
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Ω 355. Jules' (Samuel L. Jackson) Chevrolet Nova License Plate
PULP FICTION (1994)

Jules' (Samuel L. Jackson) Chevrolet Nova license plate from Quentin Tarantino's Academy Award-winning Pulp Fiction. This plate comes 
from Jules' car which he and his partner Vincent (John Travolta) travelled in on their way to various hits, until Vincent accidentally shot 
a hostage in the back seat, causing the duo to get rid of the car. The California state license plate is made of metal and has the number 
'970 KSV' in raised lettering. Paired with the license plate is DMV registration paperwork, which was kept as a memento after its sale, and 

a receipt of its original sale from Brown 25 
Productions – an early production company 
associated with the film. 

The license plate shows rust on the blue 
surface and various dents in the metal, but 
otherwise the set remains in good used 
condition. Dimensions:30 cm x15 cm x 1 
cm (12" x 6" x ¼") 

£1,500-2,000

Ϻ 356. Robin Longstride's (Russell Crowe) Riding 
Overcoat
ROBIN HOOD (2010)

Robin Longstride’s (Russell Crowe) overcoat from Ridley Scott’s action-
adventure film Robin Hood. Robin wore his long riding coat when visiting 
Nottingham, where Sir Walter Loxley (Max von Sydow) asks him to continue 
impersonating his son Sir Robert Loxley, husband of Marion (Cate Blanchett). 

The main body of the custom-made coat is made of black suede, with a soft, 
black leather collar and sleeves. There is ribbed detailing towards the bottom 
of the sleeves, and a vent in the back of the coat for ease of movement when 
riding. The front of the coat is laced with thin grey rope, and there are small 
holes in the cuffs which would also have been laced. A small hidden zip is 
located under the left arm, along with an Academy Costumes label reading 
'R. Crowe' in the lining. 

£1,000-1,500
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Ϻ 357. Captain Hendrix's (John C. 
McGinley) Trembler Device
THE ROCK (1996)

A trembler device from Michael Bay’s action film The Rock. 
Disenchanted Marine Force Recon Captain Hendrix (John C 
McGinley) set up his tremblers in Alcatraz prison to prevent 
infiltration through the sewage tunnels. Movement of the 
tremblers alerted General Hummel (Ed Harris) to the arrival of 
Commander Anderson’s (Michael Biehn) SEAL team, resulting 
in the shower room massacre. 

Made of metal with a plastic battery housing at the rear, the 
piece has a plastic ball suspended between two arms. The 
mounts are spring-loaded, allowing the ball to vibrate when 
knocked. Wires run from the ball to the battery pack. A non-
functioning LED is mounted at the rear. The trembler displays 
some wear from use, including scratches and marks to the 
battery pack and spherical core. Dimensions: 6.5 cm x 7.5 cm 
x 7.5 cm (2 ½" x 3" x 3")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe 
them accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, 
lifespan or safety of those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner 
to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance

£1,000-1,500

Ϻ 358. Kino Ball and Remote
SGU STARGATE UNIVERSE (TV 2009-2011)

A Kino ball and remote from the sci-fi television series SGU Stargate Universe. Kino balls were discovered by Eli Wallace (David Blue) 
aboard the Ancient ship Destiny in episode two of the first season titled 'Air, Part 2'. Controlled by Kino remotes, they were used to record 
footage when exploring the ship, and feature throughout the series. 

The Kino ball and remote are made of 3D-printed resin, with the ball featuring an intricate layered design, which has been painted grey and 
faux-bronze to give the appearance of metal. The Kino remote has an acrylic centre with black plastic backing, and features faux-buttons on 
the front although it is ultimately unfinished. There are small remnants of glue on the Kino remote, however overall both pieces remain in very 
good condition. Dimensions (Kino ball): 9 cm x 9 cm x 9cm (3 ½" x 3 ½" x 3 ½"); (remote): 21.5 cm x 10.5 cm x 2.5 cm (8 ½" x 4 ¼" x 1")

£1,000-1,500
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ϺΔ 359. Collection of Script Pages and 
Playbill
SHAKESPEARE IN LOVE (1998)

A collection of prop script pages and a playbill from John 
Madden’s period comedy-drama Shakespeare in Love. 
Script pages were used throughout rehearsals for the 
as-yet unfinished Romeo and Juliet by Will Shakespeare 
(Joseph Fiennes). 

The script pages are handwritten on ridged paper and 
held together with pieces of black leather. Accompanying 
the script is a small folded piece of paper addressed to 
Viola De Lesseps (Gwyneth Paltrow) featuring a red wax 
seal with a lion crest stamp. The playbill is printed on thin 
cream paper detailing the play’s opening performance. 
There are light creases in the playbill and the script pages 
have been distressed for use in the production. 

Dimensions (largest page):  33 cm x 25 cm (13" x 9 ¾")

£200-300

ϺΔ 360. Will Shakespeare's (Joseph Fiennes) Hero Sword
SHAKESPEARE IN LOVE (1998)

Will Shakespeare's (Joseph Fiennes) hero sword from John Madden’s period comedy-drama Shakespeare in Love. Shakespeare used his 
sword in a duel with Richard Burbage (Martin Clunes) during a rehearsal of Romeo and Juliet, which soon spiralled into an all-out brawl.

This hero sword features a polished aluminium blade, with a steel guard covered in floral designs and a brass grip finished with a brass 
pommel with images of naked figures and cherubs at the centre. The blade has a blood groove running down the centre, with the edges of 
the blade blunted to prevent injury to performers during the fight scene. Scratches and dents in the blade indicate the sword was used in 
fight sequences, with some corrosion present on the guard. Dimensions: 104 cm x 20 cm x 2.5 cm (41" x 8" x 1") 

£3,000-4,000
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Ϻ 361. Clarice Starling's (Jodie Foster) FBI 
Photo ID
THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS (1991)

Clarice Starling’s (Jodie Foster) FBI ID from Jonathan Demme’s 
Academy Award®-winning thriller The Silence of the Lambs. 
Starling used her ID during her first visit to Baltimore State 
Hospital for the Criminally Insane, as she introduced herself to 
infamous cannibalistic serial killer, Dr Hannibal Lecter (Anthony 
Hopkins) and also as she arrived at the home of serial killer Jame 
'Buffalo Bill' Gumb (Ted Levine). 

The ID is bound in a black leather wallet featuring a laminated 
identification card displaying a photograph of Starling along with 
her name and rank. A second laminated card displays Starling’s 
signature and thumbprint, and an expiry date of 24 February 
1989, a feature highlighted by Lecter which exposes the fact she 
is yet to qualify as an official FBI agent. There are a couple of 
slight marks on the wallet, however the piece remains in very 
good condition. Dimensions (unfolded): 17.5 cm x 13 cm x 
0.5 cm (7" x 5 ¼" x ¼") 

£3,000-4,000

†Δ 362. Headless Horseman Sword Crew Gift
SLEEPY HOLLOW (1999)

A Headless Horseman sword crew gift from Tim Burton’s fantasy horror Sleepy Hollow. This 
is a replica of the sword wielded by the merciless Headless Horseman (Ray Park). The sword 
was cast using original production moulds and gifted to senior members of the crew once 
filming completed. 

Made of fibreglass and resin, the sword is painted grey to resemble metal and displays a 
snake’s head pommel with a scaled grip and faux ruby eyes. Part of one upper fang is chipped, 
a lower fang is missing and there are signs of repair, however overall the piece remains in 
good condition.

£800-1,200
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†Δ 363. Jack-O'-Lantern Pumpkin
SLEEPY HOLLOW (1999)

A Jack-o’-lantern pumpkin from Tim Burton’s fantasy horror Sleepy Hollow. Jack-o’-lanterns 
can be seen in the home of Baltus (Michael Gambon) and Lady Van Tassel (Miranda 
Richardson) as Ichabod Crane (Johnny Depp) first arrives at Sleepy Hollow. 

The pumpkin is made of fibreglass and hand-painted in yellow and orange to create the 
appearance of a real, carved pumpkin. A separate fibreglass lid sits atop the pumpkin to 
complete the realistic look. A white label is stuck to the base that reads '26'. There are 
a number of slight marks and scratches on the pumpkin resulting from production use. 
Dimensions: 25.5 cm x 20 cm x 9 cm (10" x 8" x 3 ½")

£400-600

† Δ 365. Letterman-style Crew Jacket
SLEEPY HOLLOW (1999)

A crew jacket from Tim Burton’s fantasy-horror Sleepy 
Hollow. This black letterman-style jacket by Klaus Davis 
is made of wool with knitted cuffs, waistband and collar, 
leather arms, and press studs running up the front. 
Pockets are present on both sides with leather trim around 
the neck. An illustration of the Headless Horseman riding 
his horse is embroidered on the left breast in silver and 
black, and the film’s title is embroidered in a red script 
below. The jacket is lined with black satin and marked 
size large.

£200-300

†Δ 364. Magistrate Samuel Philipse's 
(Richard Griffiths) Costume
SLEEPY HOLLOW (1999)

A costume worn by Magistrate Samuel Philipse (Richard 
Griffiths) in Tim Burton’s fantasy horror Sleepy Hollow. 
Philipse wore his costume during his attempt to flee 
Sleepy Hollow after a string of murders by the mysterious 
Headless Horseman (Ray Park) leaves him fearing for 
his own life. 

The custom-made costume is comprised of a matching overcoat, long vest and breeches all made 
of a thick black and white woven material with large metal buttons throughout. The jacket displays 
green corduroy around the collar, lapel, pockets and cuffs, and the vest features a decorative 
faux silver and black trim around the edges. There is a hook and eye fastening on each leg of 
the breeches and a button is missing on the waist. A pair of grey hose are worn underneath the 
breeches and are marked 'Rocky', and a small label reading 'Philipse' accompanies the costume.

£600-800
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†Δ 366. Lady Mary Van 
Tassel's (Miranda 
Richardson) 'Crone 
Killing' Dress
SLEEPY HOLLOW (1999)

A dress worn by Lady Mary Van Tassel 
(Miranda Richardson) in Tim Burton’s 
fantasy horror Sleepy Hollow. Lady Van 
Tassel wore her dress as she killed her 
sister, the Crone Witch, for assisting 
Ichabod Crane (Johnny Depp) and Young 
Masbeth (Marc Pickering) with locating 
the Hessian Horseman’s (Christopher 
Walken) grave. 

The custom-made dress features an 
elaborate embroidered faux gold pattern 
throughout, with a light brown woven high 
collar. Black lace is present around the 
neckline and cuffs, with black and faux 
gold circular flounce lace sleeves. The 
dress features a corseted body, which is 
fastened at the front with black rope and 
a woven modesty panel worn underneath.  
A handwritten label reading 'Miranda No. 
3' is located inside the dress, and the 
underskirt worn with this costume is no 
longer present. 

£3,000-4,000

†Δ  367. The Headless Horseman's (Ray 
Park) Gloves
SLEEPY HOLLOW (1999)

A pair of gloves worn by the Headless Horseman (Ray 
Park) in Tim Burton’s fantasy horror Sleepy Hollow. Ray 
Park wore his costume in the film’s various stunt scenes, as 
the Horseman wreaks havoc on the town of Sleepy Hollow 
in search of his missing head. The gloves are made from 
leather with faux snakeskin and blood-red detail. 

They feature an applique silver-coloured 
axe head design, with rivet fastenings 
running along the side of the gloves 
and a bright red leather lining. An M.B.A 
Costumiers label reading 'Ray Park, 
13951, Headless Horseman Stunt 05, 
Sleepy Hollow' is located in each glove. 
Intentionally distressed by the production 
to reflect the decay of the Horseman after 
his death, the gloves remain in very good 
condition.

£1,000-1,500
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†Δ 368. Hessian Horseman's (Christopher Walken) Teeth
SLEEPY HOLLOW (1999)

A set of the Hessian Horseman’s (Christopher Walken) teeth from Tim Burton’s 
fantasy horror Sleepy Hollow. The teeth and gums are comprised of a top and 
bottom set and moulded from dental acrylic, with the teeth giving the illusion they 
have been filed to a point. 

A black cover is applied to the bottom set to disguise Walken’s own teeth, although 
the blacking on the top set is no longer present. There are slight chips to the clear 
finish, however they remain in very good overall condition. Dimensions: (top) 5.5 
cm x 2.5 cm x 3 cm (2 ¼" x 1" x 1 ¼"); (bottom) 5cm x 2 cm x 2 cm (2" x ¾" x ¾")

£800-1,200

†Δ 369. Lady Mary Van Tassel's (Miranda Richardson) 
Costume
SLEEPY HOLLOW (1999)

A costume worn by Lady Mary Van Tassel (Miranda Richardson) in Tim Burton’s fantasy 
horror Sleepy Hollow. Lady Van Tassel wore her costume during a conversation with 
Ichabod Crane (Johnny Depp) where she makes him promise not to mention seeing 
her secret liaison with Reverend Steenwyck (Jeffrey Jones) to her husband Baltus 
(Michael Gambon).

The custom-made costume features a matching jacket and skirt, a pink corset and thick 
net bustle. The jacket and skirt are made of faux gold chiffon, with an embroidered net 
overlay featuring a pink and white floral design. There is lace detail around the collar 
and cuffs of the jacket, and the back displays an intricately beaded strip along the waist 
and embroidered tan dragonflies, which are also present in the lining of the skirt. The 
skirt is fastened with a hook clasp, with press studs running down the back. The corset 
features a striped lattice design on the front with lace details and bow details around 
the top and a scalloped hem. 

£3,000- £4,000
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Ϻ 371. "The Last Sunset" Alien Satellite Model Miniature and 
Ephemera
SPACE: 1999 (TV 1975-77)

An alien satellite model miniature from the sci-fi television series Space: 1999. From the 
episode 'The Last Sunset', in which alien satellites from the planet Ariel landed on Moonbase 
Alpha, changing the atmosphere so its human inhabitants could breathe outside the base. 

Cast from metal, the satellite is painted metallic blue with three wire antennae protruding 
from the top. It shows painted details and vinyl applications. Accompanying the satellite is a 
'Bowerhouse Model Associates' brochure, the company responsible for the creation of the 
models for the series. There are also three photographs showing the piece in use, a black-and-
white photograph of the model miniature crew, a VHS of the featured episode and a making-of 
paperback book. The satellite shows evidence of production use, including a missing antenna 
and paint chips. Dimensions (model miniature): 6 cm x 9 cm x 18.5 cm (2 ½" x 3 ½" x 7 ¼") 

£1,000-1,200

†Δ 370. The Headless Horseman's (Ray Park) 
Tunic
SLEEPY HOLLOW (1999)

The Headless Horseman’s (Ray Park) tunic from Tim Burton’s 
fantasy horror Sleepy Hollow. The Headless Horseman wore 
his tunic throughout the film as he haunted the town of Sleepy 
Hollow, with his costume decaying as the film progressed. This 
tunic displays little degeneration reflecting the Horseman’s 
appearance in earlier scenes. Costume designer, Colleen Atwood 
was nominated for an Academy Award for her work on the film. 

The jacket is made of woven fabric, with the upper rear section 
made of black velour. The focal point is a large silver, double 
headed dragon motif located to the centre with black velour 
edging. Further velour trim and decorative red pipping is present 
around the collar and along the arms. It fastens along the back 
with a zip and Velcro straps. The bottom of the jacket is laced 
with black cotton cord. 

The jacket has a covering of wax which gives a realistic 
decomposition effect, as well as distressing to give the impression 
of deterioration and wear sustained from battle. Four small metal 
hooks are located near the collar where the Horseman’s cape 
was attached, and a pair of black pads have been sewn into 
the lining of jacket’s skirt for comfort during action scenes. The 
jacket itself is quite rigid due to the wax layer, however overall 
it remains in very good condition. 

£4,000-6,000
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Ω 372. Venom's (Topher Grace) Boot
SPIDER-MAN 3 (2007)

Venom's (Topher Grace) boot from Sam Raimi's superhero sequel 
Spider-Man 3. Rival photographer Eddie Brock (Topher Grace) emerged 
as the villain Venom after being infected by an alien Symbiote. This boot 
consists of a leather split-toe tabi shoe covered in a spandex material. 

The spandex is dark purple and has black webbing material applied 
on top. The shoe shows minor wear to the seam where the spandex 
material ends, however overall it remains in good condition.  Dimensions: 
30 cm x 11 cm x 10 cm (11 ¾" x 4 ½" x 4") 

£1,000-1,500

Ω 373. Green Goblin (Willem Dafoe) Glider Maquette
SPIDER-MAN (2002)

A Green Goblin (Willem Dafoe) Glider maquette from Sam Raimi's superhero adventure Spider-Man. The Goblin Glider was developed 
by Norman Osborn (Dafoe) who stole the device upon transforming into the Green Goblin. This maquette is made of resin and is painted 
metallic faux-silver. Representing high-tech military technology, the glider shows carefully crafted mechanical plates and a complex engine. 

The glider is mounted by a support beam to a simple display base. Showing minor wear due to production use, this piece remains in very 
good condition. Dimensions: 30 cm x 21 cm x 20 cm (11 ¾" x 8 ¼" x 8")

£800-1,000
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Ϻ 374. Tristan Thorn's (Charlie Cox) and Captain Shakespeare's (Robert De Niro) Fighting 
Smallswords
STARDUST (2007)

Tristan (Charlie Cox) and Captain Shakespeare’s (Robert DeNiro) fighting smallswords from Matthew Vaughn’s fantasy-adventure Stardust. 
After being captured, Captain Shakespeare took young Tristan under his wing and educated him in a variety of skills, including fencing, 
during which, they fought with smallswords.

Forged from high-grade aluminium alloy to take advantage of its lightweight and anti-shatter properties, these were specially constructed 
for the fighting sequences. Each sword has a long, narrow, triangular blade, a guard decorated with a raised floral pattern, a moulded 
rubber grip resembling faux-gold inlay and a spherical pommel. 

There are some minor differences between the two custom-made weapons, such as the shape of the leather washer between the hilt and 
the blade, and the length of the ricasso, however during production the two were interchangeable. There are some nicks along the blade 
from use on set, and the rubber grip has begun to split. Dimensions (each): 95 cm x 13 cm x 8 cm (37 ½" x 5" x 3 ¼") 

£3,500-6,000

Ω 375. Director Michael O'Herlihy Script - Tomorrow is Yesterday
STAR TREK (1966-1969)

A final draft script used by director Michael O'Herlihy from the classic Star Trek episode 'Tomorrow is Yesterday'. Dated 21 November 
1966, this script was the 19th episode of the first season. The 64-page script is housed in a red plastic, three-ring binder and includes a 
three-page cast and crew list. The script includes handwritten annotation next to the dialogue, and hand-drawn blocking diagrams on the 
backside of numerous pages. The lot shows some wear to the paper due to production use and age, however the set remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 26 cm x 30 cm x 4 cm (10 ¼" x 11 ¾" x 1½)

£1,000-1,500
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Ϻ 377. Production-Used 'Patterns of Force' Script
STAR TREK (1966-1969)

A production-used script from the original series of Star Trek. This 
particular script is for the second season episode ‘Patterns of Force’, 
a parallel universe episode in which the crew of the Enterprise finds a 
planet whose culture is heavily influenced by the Nazis. 

Bound in card with metal fastenings, the script is printed on white US 
Legal-size paper. The cover, marked "completed" and "M. Stetter 45", 
features the show’s title with episode production details at the bottom, 

while the back cover has images of the Enterprise facing off against a Klingon Warbird. 
The script is credited to John Meredyth Lucas and contains 65 pages with numerous 
coloured revision pages. 23 pages, removed following revisions, are separated at the 
back. Displaying light wear, the script remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 29 
cm x 22 cm x 1.5 cm (11 ½" x 8 ¾" x ¾")

£400-600

Ϻ 378. James Doohan's Personal 'Bread and Circuses' Script
STAR TREK (1966-1969)

James Doohan’s personal production-used script from 
the original series of Star Trek. Acquired from a Star 
Trek convention in 1976, this particular script is for the 
second season episode ‘Bread and Circuses’, a parallel 
universe episode in which the crew of the Enterprise 
discover a planet whose culture is heavily influenced by 
the Roman Empire. 

Bound with metal fastenings, the script is printed on pink 
US Legal-size paper. The cover page, marked 'Doohan' 
in the top right corner, features the episode’s title with 
episode production details at the bottom. The script is credited to John Kneubuhl and 
Gene L. Coon, and is autographed by Doohan. The script contains 63 pages, printed 
single-sided and marked as third draft revisions. Displaying wear at the edges of the 
script, the cover page has been repaired with tape, while the remaining pages remain 
in good condition with only minor creasing. Dimensions: 28 cm x 22 cm x 1 cm (11" 
x 8 ¾" x ½")

£800-1,200

Ϻ 376. Collection of Autographed Promotional 
Stills
STAR TREK (1966-1969) - STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE 
(2001-2005)

A collection of autographed promotional photos from the Star 
Trek franchise. The collection contains nine autographed 8"x10" 
promotional photographs featuring stars from each of the shows 
in the long-running sci-fi saga, from Star Trek through to Star Trek: 
Enterprise. 

Included in the collection are stills and autographs of William Shatner, 
Jonathan Frakes, Brent Spiner, Gates McFadden, Michael Dorn, Alexander Siddig, John de Lancie, Connor Trinneer, Dominic Keating, Anthony 
Montgomery, Linda Park and John Billingsley. A $1 bill, signed in black ink by Kate Mulgrew, is also included. Alexander Siddig’s autograph 
shows some smearing, however the rest remain in very good condition. Dimensions (per photo): 25.5 cm x 20cm (10" x 8")

£200-300
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ΩΔ 379. Tribble with Lincoln Enterprises Box
STAR TREK (1966-1969)

A Tribble with an original Lincoln Enterprises box from the classic Star Trek episode 'The Trouble with Tribbles'. Tribbles were small 
furry alien species, which reproduced at a remarkable rate as they gained access to the Enterprise grain storage. This Tribble is made 
of soft foam covered in a faux-fur material. Paired with the Tribble is an original shipping box from Lincoln Enterprises Inc., a mail-order 
catalogue company started by Majel Barrett Roddenberry and Betty Jo Trimble in 1967, to sell memorabilia and original production 
material from the series. 

The box is made of cardboard and includes a stamp from Lincoln Enterprises. This set shows minor wear due to production use and age, 
however remains in very good condition. Dimensions:8 cm x 10 cm x 8 cm(3 ¼" x 3 ¾" x 3 ¾") 

£1,000-1,500

Ω 380. Spock's (Leonard Nimoy) Whale Tank Outfit and Headband
STAR TREK IV: THE VOYAGE HOME (1986)

Spock's (Leonard Nimoy) whale tank 
outfit and headband from Leonard 
Nimoy's Star Trek IV: The Voyage 
Home. Spock stripped down to this 
base outfit when he performed a Vulcan 
mind meld with one of the whales at 
the Cetacean Institute. The bespoke 
sleeveless tunic has a V-neck and 
closes in the back with Velcro and a 
hidden zipper. The tunic also has a 
belt which secures with Velcro, and is 
paired with a pair of trunks and Spock's 
headband. 

The headband is made of linen, folded 
and stitched in place. The costume 
includes a wardrobe tag that notes its 
use by Nimoy as Spock in scenes 95-
98. The costume shows minor wear due 
to production use and age, but remains 
in good condition. 

£3,000-5,000
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Ϻ 382. Future Starfleet 
Commander Uniform
STAR TREK: THE NEXT 
GENERATION (1987-1994) & 
VOYAGER (1995-2001)

A Starfleet uniform worn in the sci-fi television 
series' Star Trek: The Next Generation and Star 
Trek: Voyager. The crew aboard the ‘future’ 
Enterprise in the Next Generation episode 'All 
Good Things' wore their modified uniforms 
and comms badges as Captain Picard (Patrick 
Stewart) continues his journey through time. 
The ‘future’ crew of the Voyager wore the same 
modified uniforms in the Voyager episode 
'Endgame'.

The jumpsuit is made from stretch material with 
black piping, and a burgundy ‘tunic’ and black 
‘trousers’ with elastic stirrups at the feet. Also 
included is a resin comms badge secured with 
Velcro. Inside is a 'Star Trek TNG' label featuring 
the name 'Tom Odom' and a 'Voyager' label 
reading 'Johnny Linares'. It remains in good 
condition. 

£1,000-1,500

Ω 381. Klingon Bird-of-
Prey Blocking Model
STAR TREK VI: THE 
UNDISCOVERED 
COUNTRY (1991)

A Klingon Bird-of-Prey 
blocking model from director 
Nicholas Meyer's Star 
Trek VI: The Undiscovered 
C o u n t r y . T h i s  m o d e l 
miniature was created 
for blocking out the battle 
between General Chang 
(Christopher Plummer) 
and the Federation ships, 
Enterprise and Excelsior. 
This model was also used 
for creating animatics 
during pre-production. Constructed by Industrial Light & Magic, the model is made from foam core, cardstock, styrene, and plastic. 
Painted green, with dark areas near battle damage, the three components include mounting points where rods were once inserted 
to manoeuvre the pieces on camera. The model shows minor wear due to production use and age, along with intentional production 
distressing, but remains in good condition. Dimensions: 23 cm x 25 cm x 5 cm (9" x 10" x 2")

£1,000-1,500
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Ϻ 383. Romulan Tal Shiar Uniform
STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE (1993-1999)

A Romulan Tal Shiar uniform worn in the sci-fi television series Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. 
Members of the elite Romulan intelligence agency wore their uniforms in various episodes 
throughout the series.

The uniform, known as 'Type C', consists of a black ribbed jumpsuit with a zippered back and 
a metallic grey quilted tunic. The tunic is decorated with a printed black square pattern, with 
a resin badge on the right cuff featuring the bird of prey, painted metallic grey. Worn over the 
tunic is a harness-like belt that sits on the right shoulder and wraps around the waist. This also 
features several bird of prey resin badges and fastens with hook closures. There are assorted 
'Deep Space Nine' labels within each of the garments featuring assorted actors names.

£800-1,200

Ω 384. Klingon Uniform, Mask, and 
Disruptor
STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR 
SPOCK (1984) & STAR TREK VI: THE 
UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY (1991)

A Klingon uniform from Star Trek III: The Search for 
Spock and a Klingon mask from Star Trek VI: The 
Undiscovered Country. Designed by Robert Fletcher, 
the bespoke costume was reused in Star Trek VI: The 
Undiscovered Country, and modified for use in the Next 
Generation, Voyager, and Deep Space Nine television 
series. The uniform consists of numerous components 
including, a leather tunic with faux-fur sleeves, pleated 
spandex trousers, leather wrist guards and fingerless 
gloves, leather belt with resin buckle, leather gorget, 
and numerous resin Klingon House accents. 

The costume includes a resin accented leather holster for a Klingon Disruptor, which is 
made of dense foam. The Disruptor was made for Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, and is 
expertly painted. The costume includes labels inside reading 'Paramount', 'Voyager', 'John 
Bennett', 'Matt Williamson' and 'Patrick Barnett'. The pants appear to be made for Deep 
Space Nine, while the arm badge appears to be a replica added for display purposes. 
Paired with the costume is a slip latex mask which includes hand-punched hair on the 
scalp, and glued hair on the chin. This mask was made for the Klingon trial scene in Star 
Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country, in which numerous Klingons are present. The set 
shows some wear due to years of production use and age, but remains in fine condition. 

£3,000-5,000
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Ϻ 386. Quark (Armin Shimerman) Costume
STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE (1993-1999)

Quark’s (Armin Shimerman) costume from the sci-
fi television series Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. 
The barkeep of 'Quark’s Bar', named after himself, 
frequently wore his vibrant outfit throughout the fourth 
through seventh seasons. 

The outfit consists of a colourful brocade tailcoat with 
metal clasp closure, a brown sleeveless jumpsuit, a 
diamond brocade waistcoat with zipper, and a green-
patterned shirt with vertical bow tie, all held together 
with an assortment of Velcro and pop fasteners. 
A 'Deep Space Nine' wardrobe label inside each 
garment reads 'Armin #2', with the jumpsuit label 
reading 'Armin #1'. Also included is a pair of brown 
painted ankle boots (size 43). All remain in good 
condition. 

£1,500-2,000

Ϻ 385. Major Kira (Nana Visitor) Bajoran Military Uniform
STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE (1993-1999)

Major Kira’s (Nana Visitor) military uniform from the sci-fi television series Star Trek: Deep Space 
Nine. The Bajoran liaison officer aboard Starfleet station Deep Space 9 wore various versions of her 
uniform throughout the series.

The long-sleeved, full-length burgundy jumpsuit is 
constructed from an elasticated material, with piping and 
a zippered back. Still retaining the collar pin, the sleeves 
are red crinkled elastic with a criss-cross pattern. Also 
included is a pair of zippered heeled ankle boots (size 37 
½) painted to match the costume, a purple leather belt 
labelled 'Kira', a phaser holster covered in costume fabric 
and a pair of shoulder pads. Accompanying the outfit is a 
wardrobe label denoting this as the 3rd version of Kira’s 
uniform. It remains in good condition. 

£1,500-2,000
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Ϻ 387. Captain Janeway (Kate Mulgrew) Borg 
Costume
STAR TREK: VOYAGER (TV 1995-2001)

Captain Janeway's (Kate Mulgrew) Borg assimilation costume from 
the sci-fi television series Star Trek: Voyager. The Captain wore her 
robotic costume in the season seven episode 'Unimatrix Zero'. After 
being assimilated by the Borg, Janeway and her crew fought the Borg 
Queen from within and released a virus into the Collective in order to 
keep the members of Unimatrix Zero free.

The costume is comprised of a leotard worn over a jumpsuit, with 
matching booties. The biomechanical decoration is made of foam 
rubber, painted in black, copper and metallic grey hues. All garments 
have zip closures and the leotard incorporates Velcro to help hide the 
fastenings. Inside are 'Voyager' labels with 'Kate Mulgrew' written in 
black ink. A hidden compartment on the back conceals two 9V batteries 
(not supplied) that power a number of coloured LEDs across the front 
and back in a flashing sequence. The paint has begun to flake away in 
the hip area and there are cracks to the paint elsewhere, but otherwise 
the costume remains in good condition.

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them 
accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of 
those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their 
safe use and maintenance.

£4,000-6,000
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Ϻ 388. B'Elanna Torres (Roxann Dawson) Klingon Uniform
STAR TREK: VOYAGER (TV 1995-2001)

B'Elanna Torres' (Roxann Dawson) Klingon uniform from the sci-fi television series Star 
Trek: Voyager. The half human, half Klingon member of Starfleet wore her traditional 
Klingon uniform in the season six episode 'Barge of the Dead', when she had to take 
the place of her deceased mother in Gre’thor, Klingon 'Hell', in order to free her. 

The armour is constructed from fibreglass, rubber, 
metal and plastic, in shades of black and metallic grey, 
with faux-fur sleeves and a decorative long metal chain 
built onto a bodice beneath. Worn under this is a pair 
of grey stretch ribbed trousers with elastic braces. Both 
garments feature 'Voyager' labels with the name 'Roxann 
Dawson' handwritten in black ink. Also included is a pair 
of black faux-leather gauntlets featuring a resin badge of 
Klingon text painted faux-gold and fastened with Velcro. 
All remain in good condition, with one gauntlet badge 
broken in two parts. 

£2,000-3,000

Ω 389. Lt. Tom Paris' (Robert Duncan McNeill) Starfleet Uniform
STAR TREK: VOYAGER (1995-2001)

Lt. Tom Paris' (Robert Duncan McNeill) Starfleet uniform from 
the sci-fi television series Star Trek: Voyager. Appearing in every 
episode of the series, Lt. Paris served as the chief helmsman and 
medic on the USS Voyager. This bespoke uniform consists of a 
two-tone jumpsuit and a grey tunic. The jumpsuit is black with 
burgundy shoulders and has an elastic waistband. A resin insignia 
from the 2370s is attached to the left breast via Velcro. 

Paired with the jumpsuit is a grey tunic with padded breasts. Both 
the jumpsuit and tunic include Voyager wardrobe labels which read 
'Robert McNeill'. The uniform shows some wear due to production 
use, with a tear to the fabric on the right shoulder of the jumpsuit, 
however otherwise this costume remains in very good condition.  
Dimensions: 46 cm x 43 cm x 8 cm (18" x 17" x 3")

£1,500-2,500
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Ϻ 390. T'Greth (Sherman Howard) Klingon Uniform
STAR TREK: VOYAGER (TV 1995-2001)

T'Greth’s (Sherman Howard) Klingon uniform worn in the sci-fi television series Star 
Trek: Voyager. The Klingon from the Delta Quadrant wore his uniform in the season 
seven episode 'Prophecy', during which his captain claimed B’Elanna’s (Roxann 
Dawson) unborn child as their messiah - something he sceptically disagreed with.

The uniform includes a grey 
faux-leather tunic with fur sleeves 
and plastic, rubber and metal 
embellishments, with a leather-
covered holster hanging from 
a long metal chain, a separate 
belt and a fibreglass buckle 
sprayed faux-gold and black, and 
a solid leather holster labelled 
'Danger'. Also included is a pair 
of grey stretch trousers with 
elastic braces and stirrups, a 
detachable foam rubber spine 
motif to hide the tunic’s zipper, 
and a pair of leather gauntlets 
and fingerless gloves. All of the 
garments feature a label reading 
'Sherman Howard' and remain in 
good condition with evidence of 
wear, mainly to the faux leather. 

£3,000-5,000

Ϻ 391. Xyrillian Costume
STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE (TV 2001 - 2005)

A Xyrillian costume from the sci-fi television series Star Trek: 
Enterprise. The alien race wore their uniforms during the season 
one episode 'Unexpected', in which Commander Tucker (Connor 
Trinneer) was impregnated during a short visit to the Xyrillian ship.

The costume consists of a glossy stretch fabric jumpsuit with realistic 
scale patterning and lines of piping throughout. Also included is 
a pair of leather ankle boots covered in a matching scale pattern 
material. All pieces are labelled 'Christina Carmel' and remain in 
good condition.

£300-500
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Ϻ 393. Starfleet Type III Mark II Phase Rifle
STAR TREK: INSURRECTION (1998)

A phase rifle used in Jonathan Frakes’ sci-fi adventure film Star Trek: Insurrection. The Type III Mark II was used by Picard (Patrick Stewart) 
and his crew during their defence of the Ba’ku evacuation away from the Son’a, with the weapon first adopted by the crew during the 
events of Star Trek: First Contact.

The prop weapon is made of resin and painted metallic grey and black with coloured acrylic panels. A black canvas sling is attached to 
the left side and fixed in the retracted position. Displaying wear from use, including scratches to the paint finish and decals, it remains in 
good condition. Dimensions: 84 cm x 6 cm x 25 cm (33" x 2 ½" x 9 ¾")

£1,200-1,500

ϺΔ 392. Starfleet Light-Up 
Communicator
STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE (TV 
2001 - 2005)

A light-up communicator device from sci-
fi television series Star Trek: Enterprise. 
The Enterprise crew used communicators 
throughout the show’s run, with this example 
specially modified by the production team 
from licensed reproductions for use in the 
show’s later seasons. 

The communicator body is made of plastic 
with a spring-loaded flip-top front panel, 
which is released with a switch on the left 
side. Inside, the communicator has a light-up 
screen with signal and battery readings and 
static button detailing below. Pressing the 
flip-top release switch activates the screen’s 
blue lights. The piece is finished in faux-
silver and black paint and is supplied with a 
leather communicator pouch and an acrylic 
isolinear communicator chip. Communicator 
dimensions (in pouch): 10 cm x 6.5 cm x 5 
cm (4" x 2 ½" x 2"); chip dimensions: 8 cm x 
4 cm x 0.5 cm (3 ¼" x 1 ¾" x ¼")

£2,000-2,500
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Ϻ 394. MACO Corporal R. Richards' 
(Paul Sklar/Jermaine Soto) 
Uniform
STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE (TV 
2001-2005)

Corporal Richards’ (Paul Sklar/Jermaine Soto) MACO 
uniform from television prequel series Star Trek: 
Enterprise. Richards and his fellow team members 
wore their uniforms in various episodes throughout 
the run of Enterprise, as members of the military 
organisation MACO (Military Assault Command 
Operations).

The uniform consists of a grey polyester jacket 
decorated with brown and white paint, featuring 
zippered pockets and patches including 'MACO' 
and 'R Richards'. A pair of boxer shorts are built into 
the lower hem to prevent the jacket from riding up. 
A matching pair of trousers and a brown leather belt 
is present, along with a brown t-shirt with a zippered 
back. Also included is a nylon utility belt featuring 
assorted pouches and contents, as well as a pair 
of black leather gloves and canvas boots (size 42) 
decorated to match the uniform. Several names 
are labelled on 'Enterprise' tags in ink within the 
garments; including Paul Sklar and Jermaine Soto. 
All remain in good condition.

£1,500-2,000

Ω 395. Enterprise Officer Uniform
STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE (TV 2001-2005)

An Enterprise Officer uniform from sci-fi television series Star Trek: Enterprise. Officers aboard the 
NX-01 wore blue jumpsuits with faux-gold piping along the shoulders. This jumpsuit includes numerous 
pockets with zipper closures, a patch over the left shoulder, and four rank pins. 

The undershirt includes a bespoke production wardrobe label near the collar with 'Michael McAdam' 
and 'Tom Morga' written in ink. Both served as background and stunt actors, with Tom Morga holding 
the record for most appearances in the franchise. The uniform shows minor wear due to production 
use, but remains in very good condition. 

£600-800
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Ϻ 396. Silik’s (John Fleck) Suliban Stunt Costume
STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE (TV 2001 - 2005)

Silik's (John Fleck) Suliban stunt costume from the sci-fi television series Star Trek: Enterprise. One 
of the first adversaries encountered by the crew of the Enterprise, the Suliban race featured from the 
very first episode of the series, with Silik a senior official in the Suliban Cabal.

The costume is a one-piece stretch fabric jumpsuit with inbuilt shoes. The 
fabric is assorted shades of red, with a scrunched appearance and a scale 
pattern throughout, with a zippered rear closure. Attached are bands of 
red silicone piping accentuated with black paint. Handwritten on several 
'Enterprise' labels are the names 'Louis Ortiz', 'Stunt Silik' and 'Paul Sklar'. 
Overall the costume remains in good condition.

£300-500

Ϻ 397. Suliban Rifle
STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE (TV 2001-2005)

A Suliban rifle from television prequel series Star Trek: 
Enterprise. In the season two episode 'Shockwave', 
Suliban soldiers carried their rifles while searching 
Enterprise NX-01 for the starship's commanding officer, 
Captain Jonathan Archer (Scott Bakula).

The long weapon is constructed from resin with a metal 
guard at the front. It has been painted assorted shades of brown and orange to appear alien-like. Some paint has chipped away and 
there is evidence of glue repairs to a crack in the butt-stock, but otherwise it remains in good condition. Dimensions: 73 cm x 5 cm x 20 
cm (28 ¾" x 2" x 8")

£400-600

Ω 398. Kolaran Rifle
STAR TREK: NEMESIS (2002)

A Kolaran rifle from Stuart Baird's Star Trek: Nemesis. This rifle was made for a Kolaran armoured car which pursued Jean-Luc Picard 
(Patrick Stewart) after he landed on Kolarus III to investigate a mysterious signal. Painted with a dark camouflage, the rifle is made of a 

variety of materials including foam, resin, and wood. Green fabric and cord 
has been wrapped around numerous places, including the barrel, top plate 

and dual grips. This item shows some wear due to production use, with 
one panel of the top plate broken 
off, however it remains in good 
condition. Dimensions: 102 cm x 
32 cm x 23 cm (40" x 12 ¾" x 9")

£800-1,000
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ϺΔ 399. George Lucas' Directors Chair
STAR WARS: ATTACK OF THE CLONES (2002)

George Lucas’ directors chair from the production of his sci-fi prequel Star Wars: 
Attack of the Clones. Seats such as this were used throughout production by cast 
and crew, with this particular seat designated for George Lucas as the film’s director 
and producer. 

Made of aluminium, this folding chair features 
a padded seat and back with the letters "GWL" 
printed in white. Foam padding is fitted on the 
chair handles for comfort during use. The chair’s 
metal frame is finished in light grey paint. The piece 
displays some wear from production use, including 
scratches to the metal frame and arms, and stains 
to the seat. Dimensions (unfolded): 51 cm x 60 cm 
x 82 cm (20" x 23 ¾" x 32 ½")

£3,000-5,000

ϺΔ 400. Christopher Lee's Directors 
Chair
STAR WARS: ATTACK OF THE CLONES 
(2002)

Christopher Lee’s directors chair from the production 
of George Lucas’ sci-fi prequel Star Wars: Attack of 
the Clones. Seats such as this were used throughout 
production by cast and crew, with this chair designated 
for use by Lee in his role of the fallen Jedi, Count Dooku/
Darth Tyranus. 

Made of aluminium, this folding chair features a padded 
seat and back with the name "Christopher" printed across 
the back in white. Foam padding is fitted on the chair 
handles for comfort during use. The chair’s metal frame 
is finished in light grey paint. The piece displays some 
wear from production use, including scratches to the metal 
frame and tears on the foam arm covers. Dimensions 
(unfolded): 51 cm x 60 cm x 82 cm (20" x 23 ¾" x 32 ½")

2,000-3,000
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ϺΔ 402. Yellow Crew T-Shirt
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A crew T-shirt from George Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A New Hope. The centre 
of the yellow shirt features a triangular logo designed by Ralph McQuarrie, bearing an 
early image of Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) with his lightsaber and "Star Wars" printed 
underneath. The shirt is marked size small and is made from 100% polyester. The shirt 
displays a few minor plucks to the material. 

£80-120

Ω 403. Ralph McQuarrie Designed Crew 
T-Shirt
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A crew T-shirt from George Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A New 
Hope.This rare T-shirt features artwork by Ralph McQuarrie, with 
an X-wing dodging laser fire from a TIE-Fighter. The shirt is white 
with the film title below the graphic, and includes a manufacturer 
label from Spruce that lists the shirt as a size Medium, 38-40 and 
made from 100% polyester. The shirt shows minor wear due to 
production use and age, but remains in good, worn condition.  

£60-80

ϺΔ 401. Elstree Studios Stage Hire Contracts
STAR WARS TRILOGY (1977-1983)

A set of production contracts from the original Star Wars trilogy. 
Specifying the terms of hire and projected filming schedules for each 
of the three films, these unsigned, file copy contracts were drafted 
by Elstree Studios for the hire of their stages. 

The first contract, from the production of Star Wars: A New Hope, 
comprises 13 pages printed on white Foolscap paper. The second, 
from Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, is comprised of three 
Foolscap pages with a memo addressed to Robert Watts signed 
by Elstree managing director Andrew Mitchell. The final contract, 
marked with the working title Revenge of the Jedi, is comprised of 
four Foolscap pages with a two-page memo to Watts, signed by 
Mitchell, affixed on the front. Each contract displays light creasing 
and wear from use by the studio, with holes punched for filing 
purposes. Dimensions (per contract): 33 cm x 21.5 cm x 0.5 cm 
(13" x 8 ½" x ¼")

£400-600
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Ϻ 404. Harrison Ford and Peter 
Mayhew Autographed Photograph
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

An autographed photograph from George Lucas' sci-fi 
adventure Star Wars: A New Hope. The photograph 
shows Han Solo (Harrison Ford) and Chewbacca 
(Peter Mayhew) brandishing their weapons as 
they escape from Stormtroopers on Tatooine. The 
photograph is autographed by both Ford and Mayhew 
in silver pen and features an official Star Wars 
licensing sticker in the left-hand corner. Dimensions: 
35.75 cm x 8 cm (14" x 3 ¼")

£200-300

ϺΔ 405. Production Stage Budget Paperwork and Schedules
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A set of stage hire paperwork from director George Lucas' Star Wars: 
A New Hope. Issued by EMI Studios, these documents were kept 
as file copies, detailing the cost of hiring the studios’ stages for the 
duration of the production. The set is comprised of 36 stage hire 
invoices, issued by EMI Studios to Star Wars Limited, and three 
pages detailing calculated production hire costs. 

The set is accompanied by a number of production shooting and 
processing schedules, detailing different phases of the shooting 
schedule, including visual-effects and model miniature filming. 
Many of the documents have been hole-punched for filing purposes, 
with some handwritten annotations and minimal additional wear. 
Dimensions (largest memo): 33 cm x 21.5 cm (13" x 8 ½")

£200-300

ϺΔ 406. Unit Lists
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A set of unit lists from director George Lucas' Star Wars: 
A New Hope. These unit lists were used by members of 
the production crew as a quick reference guide for crew 
contact details, from Lucas to department staff and 
runners. As the production continued the lists required 
updating with new crew members and department 
heads, making them progressively longer. 

The first list, dated 1 December 1975, comprises three 
pages and is printed on yellow A4 paper. The second, 
dated 8 January 1976, is nine pages long and is printed 
on blue US Legal paper. The final list is dated 12 March 
1976 and is printed on 12 pages of white US legal 
paper. The lists display some wear from use, including 
light creasing at the corners. Dimensions (largest list): 
30 cm x 21.5 cm (11 ¾" x 8 ½")

£300-500
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Ϻ 407. Krayt Dragon Bone
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A Krayt Dragon bone section from George Lucas' Star Wars: A New Hope. The remains of the Krayt Dragon lay in the Tatooine desert as 
C-3PO (Anthony Daniels) and R2-D2 (Kenny Baker) sought out Obi-Wan Kenobi (Alec Guinness).

The large section of bone is made of fibreglass, with metal wire used to attach it to adjoining sections when laid out on the sand dunes. It 
has a mottled off-white bone-coloured paint finish. Left in Tunisia after filming of A New Hope, the piece has been left to the elements and 
still has some sand inside, as well as cracks and paint wear as a result of its many years in the Sahara desert. Dimensions: 65 cm x 83 cm 
x 26.5 cm (25 ½" x 32 ¾" x 10 ½")

£3,000-5,000

Ω 408. 'The Star Wars' First Draft 
Script
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A first draft script from George Lucas' sci-fi 
classic Star Wars: A New Hope. Dated July 
1974, this 146-page screenplay bears the 
original title 'The Star Wars', and is the first 
revision to the rough draft completed only 
months earlier. 

Bound with a red plastic front and back cover, 
this studio copy offers remarkable insight 
into the creation of the beloved first film, and 
includes many early character names and 
locations, many of which would be omitted 
by the second draft, titled 'Adventures of the 
Starkiller, Episode I: The Star Wars.' This script 
shows minor wear due to age, but remains in 
very good condition. Dimensions: 22 cm x 28 
cm x 2 cm (8 ½" x 11" x ¾")

£1,000-1,500
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ΩΔ 409. X-wing Starfighter Dyeline
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A dyeline of a rebel X-wing from George Lucas' sci-fi 
classic Star Wars: A New Hope. Originally drawn by 
Joe Johnston, this production copy was created using 
a dyeline printer before being issued to the Industrial 
Light & Magic model miniature department. 

The dyeline shows a front view of the classic Starfighter, 
with the wings resting in the closed position. The 
artwork shows wear to the page due to production use 
and age, with fading to the paper around the perimeter, 
but otherwise it remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 45 cm x 29 cm (17 ¾" x 11 ½")

£400-600

ΩΔ 410. TIE-Fighters over Death Star 
Dyeline
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A dyeline of Imperial TIE-Fighters flying over the Death 
Star from George Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A 
New Hope. Originally drawn by Joe Johnston, this 
production copy was created using a dyeline printer 
before being issued to the Industrial Light & Magic 
model miniature department. 

The dyeline shows two TIE-Fighter's flying over the 
Death Star. At the bottom right of the dyeline is Joe 
Johnston's printed signature. The artwork shows 
wear to the page due to production use and age, with 
fading to the paper around the perimeter, but otherwise 
remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 45 cm x 
30 cm (17 ¾" x 12")

£400-600

ΩΔ 411. Y-wing Starfighter Dyeline
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A dyeline of a rebel Y-wing cockpit from George 
Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A New Hope. 
Originally drawn by Joe Johnston, this production 
copy was created using a dyeline printer before 
being issued to the Industrial Light & Magic model 
miniature department. 

The dyeline shows an angled front and bottom view 
of a Y-Wing cockpit exterior. At the left of the dyeline 
is Joe Johnston's printed signature. The artwork 
shows wear to the page due to production use and 
age, with fading to the paper around the perimeter, 
but otherwise remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 45 cm x 30 cm (17 ¾" x 11 ¾")

£400-600
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Ϻ 413. Death Star Detention Block 
Wall Device
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A Death Star detention block wall device from 
George Lucas' Star Wars: A New Hope. Wall 
devices were situated at the corners of the 
detention block control room as Luke Skywalker 
(Mark Hamill) and Han Solo (Harrison Ford) 
mounted their rescue of Princess Leia (Carrie 
Fisher), with Solo and Chewbacca (Peter Mayhew) 
destroying the devices during the prison break. 

The section of wall dressing is made of white 
vacuum-formed plastic painted matt black and 
features an array of depressions and patterns to 
give the piece a futuristic appearance. The central 
'eye' section of the device is not present, and the 
piece exhibits a number of scratches and cracks 
to the paint finish. Dimensions: 32 cm x 32 cm x 
6.5 cm (12 ¾" x 12 ¾" x 2 ½")

£2,000-3,000

Ω 412. Early Printed Storyboard Set
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A collection of early printed production storyboards from 
George Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A New Hope. Likely 
the first storyboard sequence issued to the film’s VFX staff, 
this lot contains 366 printed storyboards originally drawn 
by Joe Johnston in 1975, during preproduction of the film. 
Bound by three metal rings, each page features a printed 
storyboard image and includes descriptions of the action. 
Many pages include handwritten notations in pencil. 

These storyboards depict familiar action sequences, but 
with very early designs for characters and vehicles. Many 
storyboards include the early concept of the Millennium 
Falcon, which was originally called the 'Pirate Ship', 
and whose design was ultimately repurposed for Leia's 
Blockade Runner. The storyboard lot shows minor wear 
due to production use and age, however the set remains 
in very good condition. Dimensions: 29 cm x 27 cm x 13 
cm (11 ¼" x 10 ½" x 6")

£4,000-6,000
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Ω 415. Pair of Medium Altitude Dual-Panel Death Star Surfaces
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A pair of medium altitude Death Star dual-surface panels from George Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A New Hope. These pieces were used 
as part of a miniature set of the Death Star’s massive surface and were used for medium altitude shots when fighters flew over the Imperial 
station during the Rebel assault. Designed and built by Industrial Light & Magic’s model miniature department, the construction of the Death 
Star miniatures was a massive undertaking as the sequence called for a vast battlefield consisting of individually unique surface panels. 

Constructed of dense biscuit foam, the two surfaces each consist of two connected squares decorated with cast greeblies to create an 
industrial patchwork of parts. One of the surfaces is painted industrial grey, while the other is unpainted. The set shows wear due to 
production use and age, with some chipping to the biscuit foam, but the miniatures remain in very good condition. Dimensions: 16 cm x 
16 cm x 3 cm (6 ¼" x 6 ¼" x 1 ¼")

£1,500-2,000

† 414. Rebel Trooper Vest
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A black Rebel trooper vest from George Lucas' Star Wars: 
A New Hope. The Rebel Alliance troopers wore their 
vests in various scenes throughout the film, on board the 
Tantive IV protecting Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher) and in 
the Rebel base on Yavin IV, both before the final battle 
and for the ceremonial finale.

Designed by John Mollo and made by A.E. Bickel & 
Co. – a subcontractor of Bermans and Nathans who 
provided a wide range of costumes and accessories 
for the production – the vest is made of black Teredo 
poly-cotton material and features an array of pockets 
and pouches on the front and back. Mollo added vests 
to the costume design to create additional texture and 
interest to the look of the Rebel troopers. In line with 
Lucas’ vision of the Star Wars universe, the vest has no 
fastenings along the front, with Velcro and tab closures 
used for the pockets.

The rebel trooper vests have not been seen or 
documented since the production of the film in 1976. 
The garment exhibits minor wear to the label.

£4,000-6,000
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Ω 416. Medium Altitude Four-Panel Death Star Surface
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A medium altitude four-panel Death Star surface from George Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A New Hope. This piece was used as part of a 
miniature set of the Death Star’s massive surface and was used for medium altitude shots when fighters flew over the Imperial station during 
the Rebel assault. Designed and built by Industrial Light & Magic’s model miniature department, the construction of the Death Star miniatures 
was a massive undertaking as the sequence called for a vast battlefield consisting of individually unique surface panels. 

Constructed of dense biscuit foam, the surface consists of four connected squares decorated with cast greeblies to create an industrial 
patchwork of parts. The piece is painted industrial grey. The surface shows minor wear due to production use and age, with some chipping 
to the biscuit foam, but the miniature remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 15 cm x 15 cm x 8 cm (6" x 6" x 2 ¼")

£2,000-3,000

Ω 417. Medium Altitude Eight-Panel Death Star Surface
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A medium altitude eight-panel Death Star surface from George Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A New Hope. This piece was used as part 
of a miniature set of the Death Star’s massive surface and was used for medium altitude shots when fighters flew over the Imperial station 
during the Rebel assault. Designed and built by Industrial Light & Magic’s model miniature department, the construction of the Death Star 
miniatures was a massive undertaking as the sequence called for a vast battlefield consisting of individually unique surface panels. 

Constructed of dense biscuit foam, the surface consists of eight connected squares decorated with cast greeblies to create an industrial 
patchwork of parts. The piece is painted industrial grey. The surface shows minor wear due to production use and age, with some chipping 
to the biscuit foam, but the miniature remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 31 cm x 15 cm x 4 cm (12 ¼" x 6" x 1 ¾")

£3,000-5,000
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Ω 418. Death Star Gun Tower Model Miniature
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A Death Star gun tower model miniaturefrom George Lucas' sci-fi 
classic Star Wars: A New Hope. Constructed by Industrial Light & 
Magic from biscuit foam, the gun tower features a futuristic industrial 
design and has grid lines carved into the sides to simulate panelled 
construction. 

The prop comes in two sections: a tower and an unattached top, 
which resembles a rotating gun turret with two laser cannons. The 
turret was left unattached so it could be easily rotated to any position 
for different shots. The entire piece is painted light grey in colour. 
This lot shows minor wear due to production use, but remains in very 
good condition. Dimensions: 6 cm x 5 cm x 4 cm (2 ½" x 2" x5 ½")

£2,000-3,000

Ω 419. Death Star Gun Tower with Base 
Model Miniature
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A Death Star gun tower with base model miniaturefrom George 
Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A New Hope. Constructed 
by Industrial Light & Magic from biscuit foam, the gun tower 
features a futuristic industrial design and has grid lines carved 
into the sides to simulate a panelled construction. 

The prop comes in two sections: a tower with integral base 
and an unattached top which resembles a rotating gun turret, 
with two laser cannon. The turret was not attached so the 
position could be easily changed for different shots. The entire 
piece is painted light grey in colour. This lot shows minor wear 
due to production use, and remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 9 cm x 9 cm x 18 cm (3 ½" x 3 ½" x 7 ¼")

£3,000-5,000
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† 420. Rebel Trooper Vest
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A black Rebel trooper vest from George Lucas' Star Wars: A New Hope. The Rebel 
Alliance troopers wore their vests in various scenes throughout the film, on board 
the Tantive IV protecting Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher) and in the Rebel base on 
Yavin IV, both before the final battle and for the ceremonial finale.

Designed by John Mollo and made by 
A.E. Bickel & Co. – a subcontractor of 
Bermans and Nathans who provided a 
wide range of costumes and accessories 
for the production – the vest is made of 
black Teredo poly-cotton material and 
features an array of pockets and pouches 
on the front and back. Mollo added vests 
to the costume design to create additional 
texture and interest to the look of the 
Rebel troopers. In line with Lucas’ vision 
of the Star Wars universe, the vest has 
no fastenings along the front, with Velcro 
and tab closures used for the pockets.

The rebel trooper vests have not been 
seen or documented since the production 
of the film in 1976. The garment exhibits 
minor wear to the label.

£4,000-6,000

Ω 421. Howard Chaykin First Edition Poster
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A first edition 'Chaykin' poster (VG flat condition) from George 
Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A New Hope. Designed by Howard 
Chaykin, the poster debuted at the 1976 San Diego Comic 
Con a full year before the release date, and served as the first 
promotional poster released for Star Wars. 

Mounted to a sheet of linen, the poster is illustrated in Chaykin's 
signature comic book style, and includes classic characters such 
as Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Princess Leia, and Darth Vader. 
Dimensions: 74 cm x 51 cm (29" x 20")

£1,000-2,000
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ϺΔ 422. TIE Fighter Pilot Helmet
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A TIE fighter pilot helmet from George Lucas' sci-fi classic Star Wars: A 
New Hope. Imperial TIE fighter pilots wore their standard-issue helmets 
during the film’s various dog fights, against the Millennium Falcon after 
its escape from the Death Star, and in the final battle above the Death 
Star surface. 

Designed by John Mollo, with inspiration from the concept art of Ralph 
McQuarrie, the helmet is a composite of the Imperial Stormtrooper helmet 
and the Rebel pilot helmet, of which far fewer were made compared to their 
Stormtrooper counterparts. Two of the TIE pilot helmets were repurposed 
for use by AT-AT crews in The Empire Strikes Back, with the remaining 
helmets subsequently re-used for the production of Return of the Jedi.

It is made of black vac-formed ABS plastic sections for 
the faceplate, dome and communicator ear pieces, with 
a single grey vac-form lens installed within to fill the eye 
recesses. Instead of the face plate 'tusks' used on the 
Stormtroopers, two holes are present for the insertion of 
plastic tubing – used to connect the helmet to the chest 
pack – while two holes are present in the forehead for 
the addition of detailing in the recesses of the crown. 
Black and silver Imperial 'cog' decals are applied on 
the crown of the helmet. Rubber trim is present at the 
helmet’s neck opening, with a foam block for comfort 
within. The helmet is labelled '28 DC' internally.

Well-used, this rare piece displays some wear from 
production use and subsequent handling over the past 
40 years. The helmet is presented on a custom-made 
display stand and remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions (displayed): 33 cm x 29 cm x 51.5 cm (13" 
x 11 ½" x 20 ¼")

£50,000-70,000
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US 423. ILM Motion Control 'Rama' Camera
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

This Technirama camera, serial G-9, was owned by visual-effects house Industrial 
Light & Magic (ILM] and was used extensively for effects photography on all three 
original Star Wars films. The camera was used on a motion control rig with a large 
multi-axis geared head. It was ILM’s second motion control camera behind the well-
documented Dykstraflex, and was known at ILM as the 'Rama'. 

The camera began its life as a 3-strip Technicolor camera manufactured in the 1930s, 
and in the 1950s was converted to the VistaVision format. When ILM was established 
by George Lucas in 1975, VistaVision was selected as the VFX film format of choice. 

Camera reports from Star Wars: A New Hope show this unit was used extensively, 
and shot key elements such as X-wing and TIE Fighter models. The camera is also 
noted in a period interview as having filmed the famous 'jump to hyperspace' streak 
photography shot. After the first film, the camera worked again on The Empire Strikes 
Back and Return of the Jedi,. and other ILM films of the period, including Raiders 
of the Lost Ark, Dragonslayer, Poltergeist and E.T. It remained part of ILM’s camera 
department throughout the 1990s.

The camera has an ILM-installed brass plate on the side door marked '1', indicating 
it was the number-one Technirama camera ILM owned. It is in complete running 
order, with its original movement (the intricate mechanical component that shuttles 
the film through the body) intact. A 28mm lens is currently fitted to the body. It includes 
an original co-axial magazine that appears in several behind-the-scenes Star Wars 
photographs. Also included is an original ILM motor, a friction head, Mitchell tripod 
and tripod spreader for display set-up.

Additional accessories include a Technirama 
component case labelled 'Star Wars Corp, 
EMI Studios, London' and an ILM Camera 
control box.  The case holds additional lenses 
and filters. The camera control box is labelled 
'G-Nine Rama' and is adorned with an ILM 
magician sticker and a Lucasfilm Ltd. tag. The 
controller is designed to connect to a servo 
motor and is not in working order.

The camera is supplied with a detailed letter of 
provenance from ILM visual-effects supervisor 
Richard Edlund. Copies of ten original camera 
reports documenting this camera on Star Wars: 
A New Hope are also included, representing a 
small portion of the shots the camera was used 
for. Also included are copies of photographs from 
all three Star Wars films where the camera can 
be seen working. Markings and paint scratches 
on the camera today are clearly visible in the 
vintage photographs. This camera is responsible 
for capturing some of the most memorable shots 
and sequences in cinema history. Camera body 
dimensions: 66 cm x 28 cm x 48 cm (26" x 11" x 
19"); magazine dimensions: 52 cm x 20 cm x 13 
cm (20½" x 8" x 5 ¼")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has 
been made to describe them accurately; however no guarantee 
or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of those 
components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy 
themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.  

*This lot is currently located in Prop Stores Los Angeles facility 
and will ship directly to the buyer from Los Angeles. Please see 
the Conditions of Sale for information on applicable VAT and/or 
import duties.

£30,000-50,000
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ΩΔ 424. 1978 Concert Poster
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A vintage poster (EX rolled condition) from the 1978 Star Wars 
concert. Considered to be the rarest Star Wars poster in existence, 
this poster advertises a concert of John Williams' classic score. 
Illustrated by legendary poster artist, John Alvin, the poster shows 
C-3PO and R2-D2 playing multiple musical instruments with 'ALVIN' 
cleverly written on the bottom of R2's back foot. This poster originates 
from the collection of a former Lucasfilm public relations officer.
Dimensions: 45 cm x 30 cm (37" x 24 ¼")

£3,000-5,000

Ω 425. Master Replicas Darth Vader 
Commemorative18K Gold-plated FX 
Lightsaber
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE (1977)

A limited edition 18K gold-plated Darth Vader FX 
lightsaber created by Master Replicas. One of only fifty 
in existence, this rare gold-plated lightsaber was issued 
to key staff members at Master Replicas following 
their success selling one million Darth Vader Force 

FX Lightsabers. The replica has a polycarbonate blade permanently attached to a special gold-plated grip, and incorporates 
motion sensor driven sound-effects powered by three AA batteries. This item, which originates from a former senior member of 
Master Replicas staff, comes in its original packaging, complete with sealed display mounts and original instructions. This item 
remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 116 cm x 13 cm x 10 cm (45 ½" x 5" x 4")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan 
or safety of those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance. 

£600-800
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Ω 426. Advance One Sheet
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

An advance one sheet poster (EX flat condition) from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: 
The Empire Strikes Back. The poster shows Darth Vader's helmet hovering in space, with 
the tagline 'The Star Wars Saga Continues'. At the bottom of the sheet is the film's title and 
credits block. The bottom left corner of the poster reads 'ADVANCE ONE SHEET'. Dimensions: 
69 cm x 104 cm (27" x 41" x ¼")

£200-300

ϺΔ 427. Production Stage Budget Paperwork, 
Shooting Schedules and Unit List
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

Stage hire paperwork from director Irvin Kershner’s Star 
Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. Issued by EMI Studios, these 
documents were kept as file copies, detailing the cost of hiring 
the studios’ stages for the duration of the production. The set 
is comprised of 43 stage hire invoices, issued by EMI Studios 
to Chapter II Productions; three memos between EMI Studios 
managing director Andrew Mitchell and producer Robert Watts; 
a memo detailing the cost of refurbishing stage facilities; three 
pages of calculated production hire costs and an itemised sheet 
detailing production costs per week of filming through the summer 
of 1979. 

The set is accompanied by five shooting schedules and a unit 
list from the production. Many of the documents have been hole-
punched for filing purposes, with some handwritten annotations 
and minimal additional wear. Dimensions (largest memo): 33 cm 
x 21.5 cm (13" x 8 ½")

£300-500

Ω 428. Snowspeeder Canopy, 
Photographs, and Printed Drafting
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  
(1980)

A Snowspeeder canopy along with various photographs 
and printed drafting from director Irvin Kershner's Star 
Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. This lot consists of an 
unfinished canopy from an oversized model miniature 
made for pyro effects, one blueprint showing the top and 
side views of the Speeder, four printed sectional views with 
hand-drawn annotation, and eight production photographs 
related to the Speeder. 

The canopy is made of styrene plastic and has the window 
panels drawn on in pencil, with the windows cut out on one 
side. The sectional drafting views depict various parts of 
the Speeder, with areas highlighted in red and notes written 
in pencil. The lot shows some wear to the paper due to 
age, but overall the set remains in good condition. Canopy 
dimensions: 25 cm x 31 cm x 8 cm (10" x 12 ¼" x 3")

Please note the photographs in this lot are sold without copyright, reproduction 
rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£200-300
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Ω 431. Walker Head Dyeline with 
Joe Johnston Hand-Written 
Notes
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES 
BACK  (1980)

A dyeline showing an Imperial AT-AT Walker, 
with additional notes handwritten by visual-
effects art director Joe Johnston, from director 
Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes 
Back. The detailed elevation includes additional 
sketches done in pencil and ink, along with 
handwritten notes describing the function and 
purpose of various parts of the head. 

The paper shows tack holes from being pinned 
to a wall at Industrial Light & Magic, and a 
crease from being folded down the centre, 
but otherwise remains in good used condition. 
Dimensions: 43 cm x 24 cm (17" x 9 ½")

£800-1,000

Ω 429. Crashed Imperial Walker Crew T-Shirt
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

A crew T-shirt issued to the staff of Industrial Light & Magic working on Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: 
The Empire Strikes Back. Made of 100% cotton, the beige T-shirt displays a graphic of a wind-up 
Imperial AT-AT Walker that has fallen face first into the snow. The shirt is labelled size large and 
shows minor wear due to use and age, but remains in very good condition.

£60-80

Ω 430. Walker Head Dyeline
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES 
BACK  (1980)

A dyeline showing an Imperial AT-AT Walker head 
from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The 
Empire Strikes Back. Drafted by visual-effects 
art director Joe Johnston, this dyeline includes a 
front and side elevation. 

Basic pencil sketches have been drawn above 
the drafting. The paper shows tape along the top 
edge and a crease from being folded down the 
centre, but otherwise remains in good yet used 
condition. Dimensions: 43 cm x 28 cm (17" x 11")

£500-700
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Ω 432. Imperial Walker Model Miniature Head Casting
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK (1980)

An Imperial Walker model miniature 
head casting from director Irvin 
Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire 
Strikes Back. Constructed by Industrial 
Light & Magic for the Battle of Hoth 
sequence, this hollow head casting is 
made of resin and was intended for use 
on a stop-motion Walker model. 

The head casting is painted grey and 
features details resembling the industrial 
patchwork of mechanical components. 
Well-used, the piece shows minor wear 
due to production use and age, with 
small cracks in the plastic on the right 
side of the head, but remains in overall 
good condition. Dimensions: 13 cm x 10 
cm x 9 cm (5¼" x 4" x 3 ½")

£2,000-3,000

ϺΔ 433. Rebel Hoth Trooper Gloves
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

A pair of Rebel Hoth trooper gloves from Irvin Kershner’s Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. Soldiers defending the hidden rebel base on the 
icy planet wore their protective gauntlets while battling the Imperial Stormtroopers and their AT-AT walkers.

The gloves are made of white and grey leather, which remains supple and pliable. The left-hand glove features a wrist communicator device 
cast in resin and finished in metallic faux-silver paint. Brown glue residue is present around the outer edge of the 'greeblie'. Distressed for use 
on the Norwegian sets where the Hoth battle sequences were filmed, the gloves feature black faux-burn marks throughout. The gloves also 
display some wear from use, including a hole on the right glove’s palm and damage to the edge of the wrist device.

£2,000-3,000
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Ω 436. Hand-Drawn Storyboards - CE 10 (2) Pair
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

Two hand-drawn storyboards from Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. This 
lot includes a rough sketch storyboard drawn by Industrial Light & Magic's (ILM) visual-effects 
art director Joe Johnston using pencil on paper, and a hand-drawn revision of the same shot by 
ILM artist Dave Carson. Johnston would sometimes do quick storyboards in pencil to convey 
his ideas for a sequence, and then pass them on for other ILM staff to complete a more detailed 
version that could be used by the production. Labelled 'CE 10 (2)', (Cloud City escape) Johnston's 
pencil sketch shows the Millennium Falcon flying towards the screen with TIE-Fighters in pursuit. 
Labelled 'CE 10 (2) Added 11-7-79', Carson's revised illustration shows the same moment but the 
illustration is fleshed out with vivid details and is coloured with ink and markers. The set remains 
in very fine condition.Dimensions (each): 22 cm x 27 cm (8 ½" x 10 ¾")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£800-1,000

Ω 434. Hand-Drawn Storyboards – CE 4 Pair
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

Two hand-drawn storyboards from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes 
Back. This lot includes a rough sketch storyboard drawn by Joe Johnston using pencil on 
paper, and a hand-drawn revision of the same shot by Industrial Light &Magic artist Dave 
Carson. Visual-effects art director Johnston would sometimes do quick storyboards in pencil 
to convey his ideas for a sequence, and then pass them on for other ILM staff to complete 
a more detailed version that could be used by the production. 

Labeled 'CE 4', (Cloud City escape) Johnston's pencil sketch shows the Millennium Falcon 
flying toward an Imperial Star Destroyer with TIE-Fighters in pursuit. Also marked 'Added 11-7-
79', Carson's revised illustration shows the same moment, but the illustration is fleshed-out with 
vivid details and coloured with ink and markers. Descriptions of the action are written in pencil on 
Johnston's storyboard, while some elements are noted on Carson's. An additional note 'omit' is 
written in pencil on the coloured storyboard, indicating that this moment was ultimately cut. The 
set remains in very fine condition. Dimensions (each): 22 cm x 27 cm (8 ½" x 10 ¾")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£800-1,000

Ω 435. Hand-Drawn Storyboards – CE 9 Set
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

Three hand-drawn storyboards from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes 
Back. This lot includes a rough sketch storyboard drawn by Industrial Light & Magic's 
(ILM) visual-effects art director Joe Johnston using pencil on paper, and two hand-drawn 
revisions of the same shot by ILM artist Dave Carson. 

Johnston would sometimes do quick storyboards in pencil to convey his ideas for a sequence 
and then pass them on for other ILM staff to complete a more 
detailed version that could be used by the production. Labelled 'CE 
9', Johnston's pencil sketch shows the Millennium Falcon flying away 
from the screen with TIE-Fighters in pursuit. Labelled 'CE 9 (1 of 2)' 
and 'CE 9 (2 of 2)', (Cloud City escape) Carson's revised illustrations 
show the same shot but the illustrations are fleshed out with vivid 
details and coloured with ink and markers. The set remains in very 
fine condition. Dimensions (each): 22 cm x 27 cm (8 ½" x 10 ¾")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£800-1,000
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Ω 439. Millennium Falcon Landing Foot 
Miniature
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

A Millennium Falcon landing foot miniature from director Irvin 
Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. Made of resin, this 
piece is one of the front landing feet from a small scale Millennium 
Falcon, referred to as the ''4' model', and was constructed by the 
Industrial Light & Magic model miniature department. 

The landing gear is painted grey on top and appears 
mechanical in nature with various panels. The piece 
shows minor wear due to production use and age, 
but remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 9 
cm x 11 cm x 3 cm (3 ½" x 4 ½" x 1")

£1,000-1,500 

Ω 437. Hand-Drawn Storyboards – CE 17 Pair
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

Two hand-drawn storyboards from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire 
Strikes Back. This lot includes a rough sketch storyboard drawn by Industrial Light & 
Magic's visual-effects art director Joe Johnston using pencil on paper, and a hand-
drawn revision of the same moment by ILM artist Dave Carson. Johnston would 
sometimes do quick storyboards in pencil to convey his ideas for a sequence, and 
then pass them on to other ILM staff to complete a more detailed version that could 
be used by the production. 

Labeled 'CE 10 (2)',  (Cloud City escape) Johnston's pencil sketch shows the Millennium 
Falcon flying towards the screen with TIE-Fighters in pursuit. Labelled 'CE 10 (2) 
Added 11-7-79', Carson's revised illustration shows the same shot, but the illustration 
is fleshed out with vivid details and coloured with ink and markers. The set remains in 
very fine condition. Dimensions (each): 22 cm x 27 cm (8 ½" x 10 ¾")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£800-1,000

Ω 438. Hand-Drawn Star Destroyer 
Monitor Line Art
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  
(1980)

Hand-drawn artwork used for monitor graphics on Darth Vader's 
Star Destroyer from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The 
Empire Strikes Back. Drawn on illustration board using pencil 
and ink, the line art shows the rebel Shield Generator, which 
appeared on a screen when Vader reviews the Probe droids 
reconnaissance on Hoth. The artwork includes notes indicating 
a 50% size reduction, and that the lines would need to appear 
white. The board shows minor wear due to production use, but 
remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 32 cm x 20 cm  
(12 ¾" x 8" x ¼")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements 
or any other type of legal release.

£600-800
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Ω 440. Ralph McQuarrie Hand-Drawn Artwork – Luke (Mark Hamill) and R2-D2 in Cloud City Hallway
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

Ralph McQuarrie hand-drawn artwork produced for director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire 
Strikes Back. This lot includes a sketch on vellum of Luke (Mark Hamill) and R2-D2 (Kenny Baker) 
in a Cloud City hallway, a printed copy of the same drawing with additional hand-drawn detailing 
to the corridor walls, and a detailed sketch of a Cloud City wall in perspective. These pieces were 
all connected with a study for a matte painting shot McQuarrie was working on. They are featured 
in the upcoming Abrams press publication Star Wars Art: Ralph McQuarrie. 

Two pieces are drawn on vellum using pencil, with one sketch showing pencil detail over a printed 
image. The sketches were previously torn apart, but are taped back in place. These materials were 
retrieved by a young fan who went on several 'dumpster diving' expeditions while the film was in 
production. The illustrations show some wear due to production use and age, but remain in fair 
condition. Dimensions (largest): 25 cm x 32 cm x 1 cm (10" x 12 ½" x ¼")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£400-600

Ω 441. Ralph McQuarrie Hand-Drawn Artwork – Cloud City Hallway Thumbnail
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

Ralph McQuarrie hand-drawn thumbnail of Cloud City produced for director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. Drawn on paper 
using pen and marker, the sketch shows a hallway within Cloud City. The hallway shows numerous archers and an open ceiling displaying a cloudy 
sky. Small thumbnails like this were a signature part of McQuarrie’s 
concept process. This artwork is featured in the upcoming Abrams 
press publication Star Wars Art: Ralph McQuarrie. 

The paper was previously torn apart but is taped back together. 
These materials were retrieved by a young fan who went on 
several 'dumpster diving' expeditions while the film was in 
production. The illustration shows some wear due to production 
use and age, but remains in fair condition. Dimensions: 15 cm x 
14 cm (6" x 5 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£300-500

Ω 442. Ralph McQuarrie Hand-Drawn Artwork, Effects Shot List, and Photographs
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

Ralph McQuarrie hand-drawn artwork, an effects shot list, and various photographs from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire 
Strikes Back. Drawn on paper and vellum using pencil, the sketches show Luke (Mark Hamill) hanging from the bottom of Cloud City, R2-D2 
(Kenny Baker) touring through Cloud City, thumbnails of the Cloud City surface, loose planet sketches, a torn drawing for a crew belt buckle 
featuring a Snowspeeder, and other small doodles. 

These sketches were connected with McQuarrie’s work in the matte 
department on Empire. The effects shot list consists of 22 pages dated 
between 13/9/79 and 8/11/79, and outline shots by reel with descriptions 
of the action. Also included is a set of six photographs showing both Ralph 
McQuarrie and Mark Hamill on set. These materials were retrieved by a 
young fan who went on several 'dumpster diving' expeditions while the film 
was in production. The lot shows notable wear to the hand-drawn artwork, 
with most pages torn and wrinkled, and overall the set remains in fair 
condition. Dimensions (largest): 30 cm x 48cm (12" x 19")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other 
type of legal release.

£400-600
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Ralph McQuarrie hand-drawn artwork produced for 
director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes 
Back. Drawn on paper using pencil, the illustration 
shows the exterior of Bespin's Cloud City. This was a drawing for a painting McQuarrie later did of Cloud City, which was filmed for several 
shots in Empire. The drawing is featured in the upcoming Abrams press publication Star Wars Art: Ralph McQuarrie. The page has been 
largely torn, however the primary dish of Cloud City is unaffected by the damage. 

These materials were retrieved by a young fan who went on several 'dumpster diving' expeditions while the film was in production.  The 
illustration shows some wear due to production use and age, but remains in fair condition. Dimensions: 42 cm x 19 cm (16 ½" x 7 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£1,000-1,500

Ω 444. Asteroid Surface Model Miniature
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

An asteroid surface model miniature from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. This landscape was constructed by 
Industrial Light & Magic for the sequence in which the Millennium Falcon was hiding from pursuing Imperial TIE-Fighters in what appeared 
to be a cave on a giant asteroid. Made of dense foam, this landscape resembles jagged mountains with a layer of snowy white dust. Paired 
with this model is a production photograph showing the complete miniature landscape in use. 

These materials were retrieved by a young fan who went on several 'dumpster diving' expeditions while the film was in production. The 
miniature is attached to a wood board for display, and shows minor wear from production use and age, with cracks to the foam, however 
overall the piece remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 28 cm x 64 cm x 18 cm (11" x 25 ¼" x 7")

£2,000-3,000

Ω 443. Ralph McQuarrie Hand-Drawn Artwork – 
Cloud City Exterior
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)
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Ϻ 445. Philip Kohler’s Norwegian Film Crew Outfit
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

A set of film crew clothing and equipment from director Irvin Kershner’s Star Wars: 
The Empire Strikes Back. This equipment was given to members of the Norway 
crew for the location filming of the Hoth battle sequences, with this complete set 
of clothing worn by location manager Philip Kohler throughout the remote shoot.

The distinctive outfit’s outer layer is made 
up of a pair of Ski-Peer blue trousers (US 
size 48) and a blue and yellow coat (US 
size 46) covered in crew patches. Both 
garments are marked 'Kohler' on the label 
within. The outer layer is completed with 
a pair of Tretorn snow boots (EU size 46) 
and an arm band with 'Production' printed 
in black text.

In addition to these garments, the set 
contains three pairs of waterproof trousers 
(marked sizes small, large and extra-large 
respectively), a single Helly Hansen glove 
(size 9), a blue wool Ski-Peer jumper (size 
56, marked 'Kohler'), a blue wool hat with 
the Star Wars logo above the peak, a blue 
Ski-Peer hat, a blue wool scarf, a Norrona 
Sport bumbag, five pairs of blue thermal 
socks and a pair of blue base layer socks. 
The set is sold with Kohler’s personal 
Jugar rucksack used during the shoot.

Well-worn, the clothing displays plenty of signs of wear including marks to the 
outfit and backpack, and damage to the card reinforcements in the hat peaks. 
The set originates from Philip Kohler's estate and a photograph of Kohler wearing 
the ensemble on set in Norway is included.

£4,000-6,000

Ω 446. Hoth Icicles
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

A pair of Hoth icicles from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. These 
icicles were constructed by Industrial Light & Magic for interior locations on the frozen planet of 
Hoth. While they appear to be unused in the final film, they may have been created for shots 
involving the Wampa puppet that was also built at ILM. Made of foam, both icicles are textured 

with wax and painted to resemble ice. 

The wax was allowed to drip down the 
foam, giving the piece a natural melting 
appearance. These materials were 
retrieved by a young fan who went on 
several 'dumpster diving' expeditions 
while the film was in production. The set 
shows minor wear due to production 
use and age, but remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 11 cm x 55 cm x 
29 cm (21½" x 11½" x 4 ½")

£1,000-1,500
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Ω 447. Snowspeeder Model 
Crew Gift

STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE 
STRIKES BACK  (1980)

A snowspeeder model crew gift from 
director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The 
Empire Strikes Back. Created by the 
Industrial Light & Magic (ILM) model shop, 
this gift was one of a handful issued to key 
members of the ILM crew and creative 
team. The T-47 snowspeeder is made of 
styrene plastic and is distressed to show 
battle damage from laser fire. The cockpit 
windows are made of clear plexi, with both 
the front and back windows displaying 
intricate cracks in the glass. Hand-
painted and assembled by the same 
model makers who created the screen 
used models, this piece is mounted in its 
original display case made by ILM, with 
a clear perspex cover with the film title 
printed on the black base. 

Included with the model is a letter of authenticity from Thomas G. Smith, who served as head of the visual-effects facility at ILM during the 
production. Also included is a signed copy of his book Industrial Light & Magic: The Art of Special Effects. This lot shows minor wear due 
to production use and age, however overall it remains in very good condition. Model dimensions ( 3 cm x 15 cm x 20 cm (1 ¼" x 6" x 8"); 
display: 70 cm x 53 cm x 8 cm (27½" x 21" x 3"); book dimensions: 27 cm x 32 cm x 4 cm (10 ½" x 12 ½" x 1 ½")

£6,000-8,000
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Some X-wing models were created by adapting a commercially available model kit that had been released after the 
success of Star Wars. The base model kit was heavily modified, hand detailed and expertly painted by the ILM team 
for use in the film. These models were produced to avoid doing multiple passes on the bigger and more complex main 
model motion control X-wings, saving time and money. This particular model was assembled in the ILM workshop for use 
by Ken Ralston and his motion control team for the 'Rebel Evacuation of Hoth' shot and possibly other shots in the film.

— Brian Johnson, Oscar®-Winning Special Visual Effects Supervisor

Ω 448. X-Wing ILM Model Miniature
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK (1980)

An X-Wing model miniature from director Irvin Kershner's Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. This X-Wing was used during the rebel 
evacuation from Hoth, and was also potentially used in other shots featuring the Rebel fleet. To save time and money, the team at Industrial 
Light & Magic (ILM) created this Rebel starfighter from a commercially available model kit. Assembled in the ILM workshop by Mike Fulmer, 
the model was then painted by Wesley Seeds III, approved by Lorne Petersen, and was ultimately shot by Ken Ralston on the motion-
control stage. It exhibits the brilliant weathered paint-work that was a staple of ILM’s models during the Star Wars trilogy. After its use on 
Empire, this model miniature was gifted to Special Visual-Effects supervisor Brian Johnson.  The X-wing was built with its wings in the 
closed position, with an Astromech droid situated behind the canopy.  The X-Wing shows intentional production distressing, such as laser 
fire and smoke damage throughout. The piece shows minor wear due to production use and age, with two laser tips missing from the left 
side of the aircraft. 

Included with this model miniature is a letter of authenticity from Brian Johnson, along with a printed production storyboard with additional 
handwritten notes verifying its authenticity. The set also includes a simple wood display base and mounting rod. Together, the lot remains 
in very good condition. Dimensions: 27 cm x 30 cm x 5 cm (10 ½" x 12" x 2 ¼")

£60,000-80,000
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Ω 449. 2nd Unit Clapperboard
STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK  (1980)

A 2nd unit clapperboard from director Irvin Kershner’s Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. Clapperboards of this size were used for close-
up or insert shots when larger, more cumbersome boards were too big for the camera frame. Used by the 2nd unit, this clapperboard is 
made of wood with the films title The Empire Strikes Back, painted in the top box next to production. 

The boxes for Slate and Take were wrapped in black tape, with the tape since removed from the Slate box. At the bottom of the clapperboard 
is a strip of light coloured tape with'22nd May 1979 / 2nd Unit' written in black marker. The clapper stick is still firmly attached via metal 
hardware. Well-used and exhibiting natural production wear on the hinge and plate, the clapperboard remains in fine condition. Clapperboard 
dimensions: 18 cm x 24 cm x 8 cm (7 ¼" x 9 ¼" x 3 ¼"); Display: 70 cm x 53 cm x 8 cm (27 ½" x 21" x 3")

£8,000-10,000
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Ω 450. Apple Box
ILM (INDUSTRIAL LIGHT & MAGIC)

An apple box used by Industrial Light & Magic at its San Rafael, California facility. Apple boxes are commonly used on film sets as tools for 
propping up or supporting items. This piece is a plywood block that is painted black in colour and features the stencilled words 'ILM STAGE' in 
white on the side panels. The box shows notable wear due to production use and age, with paint flaking and wood chips. The piece remains 
in fair condition. Dimensions:  51 
cm x 30 cm x 10 cm (20" x 12" x 4")

£400-600

Ω 451. ILM Tweenie Light Filters
ILM (INDUSTRIAL LIGHT & MAGIC)

A set of three Tweenie light filters and their storage box from Industrial Light 
& Magic. These filters were used to soften the light produced from Mole-
Richardson Tweenie II Solarspot Fresnel stage lights used onset by ILM. The 
filters are made of metal wire within a round metal frame and would fit between 
the lens and barn door ears on the exterior of the light. 

The two complete filters show dark discoloration in the wire due to heat 
exposure, while the half filter shows minimal use. The set includes an open 
wood carrying box with 'TW','TWEENIE' and the ILM logo spray-painted in 
white. The lot shows minor wear due to production use and remains in very 
good condition.  Dimensions: 18 cm x 18 cm x 5 cm (7" x 7" x 2")

£200-300

ϺΔ 452. Production Stage Budget Paperwork and Crew Lists
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A set of stage hire paperwork from Richard Marquand's Star Wars: 
Return of the Jedi. Issued by EMI Studios, these documents were 
kept as file copies, detailing the cost of hiring the studios’ stages 
for the duration of the production. 

The set is comprised of 54 stage and facilities hire invoices, issued 
by EMI Studios to Chapter III Productions, with the working title 
Revenge of the Jedi; a five-page memo detailing the hire of make-
up and art department facilities from EMI Studios and the Henson 
Organization; seven memos (typed and handwritten) containing 
calculated hire costs, and an itemised sheet detailing the cost of 
hiring specific stages from summer 1981 to the spring of 1982. 

The set is accompanied by a production unit list, dated September 
1981, and a list of crew vehicles and set pass numbers. Many of 
the documents have been hole-punched, with some additional 
handwritten annotations and minimal additional wear throughout. 
Dimensions (largest memo): 33 cm x 21.5 cm (13" x 8 ½")

£300-500
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Ω 453. One Sheet – Style B
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A style B one sheet poster (VG flat condition) from director Richard Marquand's 
sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return of the Jedi.The poster shows the principal cast and 
various characters beneath the looming helmet of Darth Vader, and shows a space 
battle at the top alongside the new Death Star. At the bottom are the film's title and 
credits block. At the bottom right corner 'RETURN OF THE JEDI STYLE B ONE 
SHEET' is printed.Flat dimensions: 69 cm x 104 cm (27" x 41" x ¼")

£200-300

Ω 454. Four 'Revenge' Crew T-Shirts
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A set of four crew T-shirts from director Richard Marquand's 
sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. These crew 
shirts each display the film's early title Revenge of the 
Jedi, which was abandoned in favour of Return of the 
Jedi prior to the film's release. 

The red, blue, and yellow shirts are marked size large, 
while the grey shirt is size extra-large. The set shows 
minor wear due to production use and age, but remains 
in good, worn condition.

£200-300

Ω 455. 70mm Film Cel Crew Gift –Wicket with Spear
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A 70mm film cel crew gift from director 
Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star 
Wars: Return of the Jedi. Encased in clear 
Lucite, the displayed film cel shows the 
Ewok Wicket (Warwick Davis) holding his 
spear during his encounter with Princess 
Leia (Carrie Fisher). 

The Lucite weight bears the film's logo 
running horizontally along the base, and 
includes its original protective cardboard 
box with a wood grain finish. The box 
includes a small label which reads 'A 
Wicket'. The lot remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 11 cm x 9 cm x 4 
cm (4 ½" x 3 ½" x 1 ½")

£800-1,000
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Ω 456. Blue Harvest Crew T-Shirt
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A Blue Harvest crew T-shirt from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: 
Return of the Jedi. To maintain secrecy and deter fans from seeking out the shooting 
locations, the film operated under the fake movie title Blue Harvest. Created during 
the production, this blue T-shirt features the alternate title printed in the classic Star 
Wars font with 'Horror Beyond Imagination' printed below. 

The shirt includes a manufacturer label from Hanes that lists the shirt as a size 
Large, 42-44 and made from 100% cotton. Due to production use and age, the shirt 
shows minor wear, but remains in good, worn condition. 

£200-300

Ω 458. 'Revenge' Crew T-Shirt and Cap
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A crew T-shirt and cap from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return of 
the Jedi. These crew items each display the film's early title Revenge of the Jedi, which was 
abandoned in favour of Return of the Jedi a few weeks prior to the film's release. The shirt 
is light blue in colour with white lettering, and includes a manufacturer label from Hanes 
that lists the shirt as size large, 42-44 and made from 100% cotton. 

The cap is black with a red lettered patch on the crown, 
and includes an adjustable sizing band. Both items show 
minor wear due to production use and age, but remain in 
good, worn condition. 

£60-80

Ω 457. Women's Blue Harvest Crew T-Shirt
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A Blue Harvest crew T-shirt from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return of 
the Jedi. In order to maintain secrecy and deter fans from seeking out the shooting locations, 
the film operated under the fake movie title Blue Harvest. Created during the production, this 
blue T-shirt features the alternate title printed in the classic Star Wars font with 'Horror Beyond 
Imagination' printed below. 

The shirt includes a manufacturer label from Hanes that lists the shirt as a size Large, 14-16 
and made from 100% cotton. Due to production use and age, the shirt shows minor wear but 
remains in good, worn condition.

£200-300
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Ω 459. Various Crew Gifts
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

Various crew gifts from Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star 
Wars: Return of the Jedi. This lot includes a framed unpublished 
composite photograph uniquely created by the ILM still 
department, ‘Revenge of the Jedi’ Yoda patch, screening invitation, 
screening program, and a present tag from George and Marcia 
Lucas. Both the invitation and the gift tag are issued to ILM 
cameraman Pete Romano. The lot shows minor wear due to use 
and age but remain in good condition. Dimensions: 41 cm x 46 
cm x 3 cm (16 ¼" x 18 ¼" x 1 ¼")

£400-600

Ω 460. Small Japanese Quad Poster
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A small Japanese quad poster (VG folded condition) for director 
Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. The 
left side of the poster shows Tim Reamer's style A teaser image of 
Luke's hands raising his lightsaber, while the right side includes three 
stills from the production, with the film title and credits block printed 
underneath in Japanese. Dimensions: 51 cm x 37 cm (20 ¼" x 14 ½")

£200-300

ϺΔ 461. Michael Lamont's Car 
Park Sign
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI 
(1983)

A car park sign from director Richard 
Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return 
of the Jedi. This sign was used to designate 
reserved parking for the film’s assistant art 
director, Michael Lamont, at EMI Elstree 
Studios. 

Made of acrylic, the sign features the film’s original title of 'Revenge of the Jedi' in faux-silver 
on a black field, with Lamont’s name painted in grey and black below. Four holes are present 
to secure the sign in place. The piece displays some dirt, minor scratches and wear from use. 
Dimensions: 0.5 cm x 48 cm x 11.5 cm ( ¼" x 19" x 4 ½")

£600-800
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ϺΔ 462. Michael Lamont's Crew Pass, 
Crew Items and Paperwork
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A crew pass, crew items and assorted paperwork from 
director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return 
of the Jedi. The 'Revenge of the Jedi' pass, belonging 
to assistant art director Michael Lamont, is marked with 
Lamont’s name, position and pass number, and signed 
by Lamont at the bottom. It has a Chapter III Productions 
stamp on the rear. 

The pass is accompanied by a brass Star Wars crew belt 
buckle, a Return of the Jedi crew patch, a Sprocket Systems 
Inc. envelope from the production of Empire Strikes Back 
addressed to producer Gary Kurtz, and a 'Revenge of the 
Jedi' envelope addressed to Lamont. Three 'Revenge of the 
Jedi' call sheets are also included. The pass and paperwork 
display creases, fading and signs of natural wear, with 
the Lamont envelope torn and repaired with tape. Pass 
dimensions: 10 cm x 7 cm (4" x 2 ¾")

£800-1,200

Ω 463. Hand-Drawn Storyboard — SB 13
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A hand-drawn storyboard from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return of the Jedi.Illustrated by Industrial Light & Magic artist 
Dave Carson, this storyboard comes from the finale and is noted 'SB' for space battle. Drawn using pen and marker on paper, the storyboard 
is labelled 'SB 13' and shows Admiral Ackbar at the bridge of his Rebel Cruiser, with the Death Star in full view. Below the storyboard is a brief 
description of the action written in pencil. The storyboard shows minor wear due to production use and age, but remains in very good condition.
Dimensions: 24 cm x 29 cm (9" x 12") 

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£400-600
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Ω 464. Hand-Drawn Storyboards — SB 10 + SB 12
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

Hand-drawn storyboards from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: 
Return of the Jedi. Illustrated by Industrial Light & Magic artist Dave Carson, these 
storyboards come from the finale and are noted 'SB' for space battle. Drawn using 
pen and marker on paper, the first storyboard is labelled 'SB 10' and shows the 
Death Star in full view from a cockpit. 

The second storyboard shows the Rebel fleet backing away from the Death Star, 
with two streams making direct contact. The storyboards shows minor wear due to 
production use and age, but remain in very good condition. Dimensions (Each): 29 
cm x 23 cm (11 ½" x 9")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal 
release.

£800-1,200

Ω 465. Hand-Drawn Storyboards — SB 48 (1) + (2)
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

Hand-drawn storyboards from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star 
Wars: Return of the Jedi.  Illustrated by Industrial Light & Magic artist Dave 
Carson, these storyboards come from the finale and are noted 'SB' for space 
battle. The first page shows the rebel fleet, while the second illustration shows 
the Millennium Falcon escaping the blast zone. 

Drawn using pen and marker on paper, the storyboards represent a sequence 
of action. The storyboards show minor wear due to production use and age, but 
remain in very good condition. Dimensions (each): 24 cm x 29 cm (9" x 12") 

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of 
legal release.

£800-1,200

Ω 466. Hand-Drawn Storyboard — SB 85 (2)
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A hand-drawn storyboard from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: 
Return of the Jedi. Illustrated by Industrial Light & Magic artist Dave Carson, this 
storyboard comes from the final space battle and is noted 'SB' for space battle. 
Drawn using pen and marker on paper, the storyboard shows an Imperial Star 
Destroyer firing on a passing Rebel Cruiser. 

The storyboard shows minor wear due to production use and age, but remains in 
very good condition.Dimensions: 29 cm x 23 cm (11 ½" x 9")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£400-600
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Ω 467. Hand-Drawn Storyboard — SB 87
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A hand-drawn storyboard from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel 
Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. Illustrated by Industrial Light & Magic artist 
Dave Carson, this storyboard comes from the finale and is noted 'SB' for 
space battle. Drawn using pen and marker on paper, the storyboard shows 
two lasers hitting a Rebel Y-Wing, amidst an aerial battle and includes 
notes indicating a TIE-Fighter window would overlay the current viewpoint. 

The storyboard shows minor wear due to production use and age, but 
remains in very good condition.Dimensions: 24 cm x 29 cm (9" x 11 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any 
other type of legal release.

£400-600

Ω 468. Hand-Drawn Storyboards — SB 89 (1) + (2)
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

Hand-drawn storyboards from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi 
sequel Star Wars: Return of the Jedi.  Illustrated by Industrial Light 
& Magic artist Dave Carson, these storyboards come from the finale 
and are noted 'SB' for space battle. They show two lasers hitting a 
Rebel Y-Wing, amidst an aerial battle in space. Drawn using pen and 
marker on paper, the storyboards include notes indicating a TIE-Fighter 
window would overlay the current viewpoint. 

The storyboards show minor wear due to production use and age, but 
remain in very good condition. Dimensions: 24 cm x 29 cm (9" x 11 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any 
other type of legal release. 

£800-1,200

Ω 469. Hand-Drawn Storyboard — RA 15
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A hand-drawn storyboard from director Richard 
Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return of 
the Jedi. Illustrated by Industrial Light & Magic 
artist Dave Carson, this storyboard comes 
from the final space battle and is noted 'RA' for 
rebel attack. It shows Rebel X-wing and A-wing 
fighters diving into the Death Star tunnel. 

Drawn using pen and marker on paper, the 
storyboard includes remarkable detail. Below 
the finished storyboard is a preliminary sketch 
done by ILM visual-effects art director Joe 
Johnston. The storyboard shows minor wear 
due to production use and age, but remains 
in very good condition. Dimensions: 24 cm x 
29 cm (9" x 12") 

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, 
licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£400-600
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Ω 470. Blue Harvest Rain Jacket
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A rain jacket from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. To 
maintain secrecy and deter fans from seeking out the shooting locations, the film operated 
under the fake movie title Blue Harvest. Created during the production, this yellow rain 
jacket has the alternate title printed in the classic Star Wars font on the back of the jacket. 

The jacket includes a hood and closes at the front with four buttons. The garment shows 
wear due to production use and age, but remains in fine, worn condition. 

£1,000-1,500

Ω 471. 2nd Unit Storyboard Packet
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A 2nd unit storyboard packet from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: 
Return of the Jedi. Bound in a simple red paper folder, this lot includes 96 pages of printed 
production storyboards arranged by shoot date, along with a calendar, memos, and a 
one-line schedule for shooting taking place in 
Yuma, Arizona. 

The storyboards depict action from the bunker 
and the Ewok battle on Endor. Each storyboard 
includes a printed image, description of the 
action, revision date, notes, and various 
required elements. The set shows minor wear 
due to production use and age, however it 
remains in very good condition.  Dimensions: 
24 cm x 29 cm (9 ½" x 11 ½")

£1,000-1,500

Ϻ 472. Main Cast Autographed Photograph
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

An autographed photograph from Richard Marquand's sci-fi adventure Star Wars: 
Return of the Jedi. The photograph shows Han Solo (Harrison Ford), Princess Leia 
(Carrie Fisher), Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill), Chewbacca (Peter Mayhew), R2-D2 
(Kenny Baker) and C-3PO (Anthony Daniels) on the forest moon Endor. 

The photograph is autographed by all the cast members shown in silver ink, and 
features an official Star Wars licensing sticker in the left-hand corner. Dimensions: 
35.75 cm x 8 cm (14" x 3 ¼")

£600-800
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Ω 473. Admiral Ackbar Animatic Character
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

An Admiral Ackbar animatic character made for director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: 
Return of the Jedi. Animatics are animated storyboards edited in such a way as to pre-visualise 
complicated sequences and the pacing for the film. 

Illustrated by costume designer and visual-effects art director Nilo Rodis Jamero, this hand-drawn 
character cut-out of Admiral Ackbar is done using marker and pencil on paper, which is pasted to 
illustration board. The piece shows minor wear due to production use, but remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 15 cm x 24 cm x 1 cm (6" x 9 ½" x ¼")

£1,000-1,500

Ω Δ 474. Prototype Imperial Biker Scout Boots
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A pair of prototype Imperial Biker Scout boots made for director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star 
Wars: Return of the Jedi. Created by Shrader Bootmaker in Santa Rosa, California, the boots are made 
of leather with a Velcro closure in the back and include thick Vibram soles.The knee-high boots are 

white in colour and show some wear due to production use and age, but remain 
in good condition.

£1,000-1,500

ΩΔ 475. Hand-Drawn Biker Scout Helmet Sketch and Coloured 
Costume Reference Sheet 
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A hand-drawn sketch and hand-coloured costume reference sheet for 
an Imperial Biker Scout from director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel 
Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. The helmet sketch is illustrated by Pete 
Ronzani, who headed the department that created plastic armour 
components for the film's costumes. Drawn using pencil on paper, it 
shows an angled profile view of a Biker helmet. Paired with the sketch 
is a printed costume reference sheet displaying a Biker Scout image 
on the left, with a chart to the right with construction notes. 

The reference sheet offers alternate options for the uniform colour 
scheme, with the helmet notably painted yellow. The set shows minor 
wear to the paper due to production use and age, however the set 
remains in good condition. Dimensions: 24 cm x 28 cm x 1 cm (9 ½" 
x 11" x ¼") 

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or 
any other type of legal release.

£600-800
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Ω 476. Low Altitude Death Star Turbo Cannon
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

A Death Star turbo cannon model miniature from director 
Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star Wars: Return of the 
Jedi. This turbo cannon comes from the top of gun towers 
seen on the Death Star surface, during shots in which ships 
fly at low altitude in close proximity to the massive station. 
Constructed by Industrial Light & Magic from biscuit foam 
and resin, the towers created for Jedi improved upon the 
design from the first film with significantly more detail by 
adding extra greeblies. 

The cannon features a futuristic industrial design 
and has grid lines carved into the sides to 
simulate panelled construction. The 
entire piece is painted light grey 
in colour, with paint chipping on 
the bottom from where it was 
removed from the set. This 
miniature shows minor wear due 
to production use, but remains in 
very good condition.  Dimensions: 
15 cm x 8 cm x 6 cm (5 ¾" x 3" 
x 2 ½")

£2,000-3,000

Ω 477. Low Altitude Death Star 
Turbo Cannon
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI 
(1983)

A Death Star turbo cannon model miniature from 
director Richard Marquand's sci-fi sequel Star 
Wars: Return of the Jedi. This turbo cannon comes 
from the top of the gun towers seen on the Death 
Star surface during shots in which ships fly at low 
altitude in close proximity to the massive station. 
Constructed by Industrial Light & Magic from biscuit 
foam and resin, the towers created for Jedi improved 
upon the design from the first film with significantly 
more detail by adding additional greeblies. 

The cannon features a futuristic industrial design 
and has grid lines carved into the sides to simulate 
panelled construction. The entire piece is painted 
light grey in colour. There is paint chipping on the 
bottom from where it was removed from the set, 
but overall the miniature shows minor wear due to 
production use and remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 15 cm x 8 cm x 6 cm (5 ¾" x 3" x 2 ½")

£2,000-3,000
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ΩΔ 480. ILM VFX Crew Apparel 
STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS (2015)

A collection of Industrial Light & Magic VFX crew apparel from J.J. 
Abrams’ Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Issued to the visual-effects 
team at Industrial Light & Magic, this lot includes a BB-8 T-shirt, a Rey 
T-shirt, a black hoodie with a graphic of Darth Vader's helmet, a First 
Order-themed zip-up jacket, and a Resistance-themed zip-up jacket. 
Both T-shirts are marked size large, while the hoodie and zip-up 
jackets are size XL. The lot remains in excellent, unworn condition. 

£100-200

ΩΔ 478. Printed Costume Reference Sketches 
with Annotation
STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)

Printed costume reference sketches with handwritten 
annotation made for director Richard Marquand's sci-fi 
sequel Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. This lot includes 
five printed costume sketches with accompanying build 
notes, and two loose, printed sketches. Illustrated by Nilo 
Rodis-Jamero, the featured character costumes include 
Princess Leia's bounty hunter disguise, Lando's Skiff 
guard disguise, two Skiff guards, and a Rebel foot soldier. 
These printed sketches are taped to a breakdown, which 
outlines in pencil the costume parts, material, process, 
finish, fabrication and assembly. 

Also included is a loose sketch of an Imperial Biker Scout, 
and an additional sketch of Lando with numerical notes 
written in pencil. The lot shows minor wear due to production 
use, but remains in good condition. Dimensions: 36 cm x 22 
cm x 1 cm (14" x 8 ½" x ¼") 

£600-800

ΩΔ 479. Production Storyboard Binder 
STAR WARS: EWOKS: THE BATTLE FOR ENDOR (1985)

A production storyboard binder from Jim and Ken Wheat's Ewoks: The Battle 
for Endor. Serving as a sequel to Caravan of Courage: An Ewok Adventure, 
the story followed Wicket and the Ewoks who must protect their village 
from marauders. This black three-ring binder contains 583 pages of printed 
storyboards and a stop-motion shot list with accompanying storyboards. 

Each page includes three printed storyboards with a brief description of the 
action below, and scene numbers in the top right corner of each image. Each 
page shows the date of revision written on the right, along with 'EWOK II' and 
'1985 Lucasfilm LTD'. The storyboards show minor wear to the paper due 
to production use and age, however the set remains in very good condition.
Dimensions: 30 cm x 29 cm x 10 cm (11 ¾" x 11 ½" x 4")

£400-600
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Ϻ 481. Horus Guard Bracers
STARGATE (1994)

A pair of Horus Guard bracers used in Roland Emmerich's sci-fi adventure Stargate. The intimidating guards can be seen throughout the 
film protecting the Goa’uld Lord Ra (Jaye Davidson) against the team led through the mysterious Stargate by Jack O’Neil (Kurt Russell).

Constructed from foam with a rigid skin, the contoured armour gives the illusion of the snake-like Goa’uld symbiote wrapping around the wrist, 
with the head facing towards the hand. The surface is engraved with the softly curving line pattern seen frequently in the Stargate universe.

The bracers are painted with 
silver-coloured, gloss-effect 
paint, intentionally dressed-
down by production with a 
black and brown paint effect, 
and a terracotta shade in the 
crevices. Lined with black 
cloth, they secure with Velcro 
in two places and remain in 
good condition. Dimensions: 
(each) 17 cm x 11cm x 10 cm 
(6 ¾" x 4 ¼" x 4") 

£1,200-1,500

Ϻ 482. Goa'uld Hand Device
STARGATE SG-1 (TV 1997 - 2007)

A Goa’uld hand device used in the sci-fi television show Stargate SG-1. The ruling race of Goa’uld used the devices to amplify their powers, 
including Dr. Daniel Jackson’s (Michael Shanks) ex-lover and colleague Sarah (Anna-Louise Plowman) who accidentally plays host to Osiris.

The body is constructed from brass-coloured metal which curls around the wrist, embellished with a pink plastic jewel. Polished silver-coloured 
metal finger caps are linked via a spring to a circular faux-stone in the palm. Throughout its use in the series, the device’s appearance was 
modified and has been both silver and bronze coloured. It remains in good condition, with a small repaired crack below the thumb and 
some sections of spring have become stretched. Dimensions: 35 cm x 11 cm x 9 cm (13 ¾" x 4 ¼" x 3 ½")

£3,000-5,000
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Ϻ 483. Horus Guard Helmet and Collar
STARGATE (1994) & STARGATE SG-1 (TV 1997 - 2007)

A Horus Guard helmet and collar worn in the Roland Emmerich sci-fi adventure Stargate. Horus guards wore their distinctive armour as they 
protected the Goa’uld Lord Ra (Jaye Davidson) from the human slaves around the great pyramid on the planet Abydos. The helmets were 
later repurposed for use in the TV series Stargate SG-1, worn by the guards of Ra’s queen Hathor (Suanne Braun) and his son Heru’ur 
(Douglas Arthurs).

The main body of the helmet and head are constructed from foam rubber, with resin ‘feathers’ either side of the head. The elaborate falcon 
head, mounted into the helmet body with a metal rod, features a tall crown with a wide chin plate and a menacing hooked beak. Vinyl tassels, 
added for use on Stargate SG-1, are finished in metallic faux-silver and faux-bronze paint, and hang from each side of the neck. The eyes 
are made of polished, transparent resin and painted dark red, with faux-
gold edging. The collar is made of foam rubber over a fibreglass shell, 
with both the collar and helmet lined with black cloth. The armour is 
painted in metallic faux-silver, grey and faux-bronze tones.

A label reading 'Horus 3 MID#1' is written underneath the foam 
rubber layer of the collar. There are scratches to the paint 
and tears in the rubber on both components, with signs 
of production use and natural aging throughout. Mask 
dimensions: 49 cm x 39 cm x 100 cm (19 ¼" x 15 ¼" 
x 39 ½"); collar dimensions: 33 cm x 52 cm x 24 cm 
(13" x 20 ½" x 9 ½")

£8,000-10,000
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Ϻ 484. Sodan Warrior Costume
STARGATE SG-1 (TV 1997-2007)

A Sodan warrior costume from the sci-fi television show 
Stargate SG-1. The Sodan were a band of Jaffa featured in the 
ninth season, who thousands of years ago saw the Goa’uld for 
what they really were and rebelled, forming their own tribe and 
worshiping the Ancients.

The costume consists of a brown leather cuirass (small) 
decorated with hand-beaten panels of brass and embellished 
rivets, buckles and straps with matching greaves (small) and 
bracers, all labelled 'Chi Lam'. Also included is a brown leather 
tunic marked 'worn with pads', a matching belt with brass buckle 
and a pair of brown leather ¾ length trousers with black elastic 
suspenders and thong laced fly (labelled 'Tosa' sized 38/44).

£600-800

Ϻ 485. Space Patch Set
STARGATE SG-1 (TV 1997-2007) & STARGATE: ATLANTIS 
(TV 2004-2009)

A set of nine space patches worn in the TV shows Stargate SG-1 and Stargate: 
Atlantis. The crew of the assorted spacecraft wore the emblems of their 
respective ships on their uniforms throughout the series. 

Each badge is embroidered and backed with Velcro, and includes patches from 
the ships Daedalus, USS Odyssey, USS Apollo, Midway Station and F-302, 
with the fighter wings '1st SFW Snakeskinners' and '1st TFW Wraithwaxers'. 
Some have been intentionally dressed-down by production and all remain in 
good condition. Dimensions (largest): 13 cm x 10 cm (5" x 4")

£200-300

Ϻ 486. Merlin's (Matthew Walker) Ancient Costume
STARGATE: THE ARK OF TRUTH (2008)

Merlin’s (Matthew Walker) ancient costume from the sci-fi adventure Stargate: The Ark of Truth. The ascended 
being wore his robes when appearing in a vision to Dr. Daniel Jackson (Michael Shanks) in an attempt to 
guide him to the location of the Ark and destroy the Ori.

The costume is comprised of a champagne-coloured robe, 
embroidered with metal clasps and clip fasteners, attached to the 
pearlescent leather chest panel. Worn over the top is a grey and 
faux-gold embroidered robe, with piping along the lapels and cuffs, 
and a dark grey lining. Also included is a pair of leather boot covers 
coloured faux-silver and marked 'Merlin', a faux-silver leather belt 
with a faux-silver metal buckle, and a matching collar with faux-silver 
metal embellishments. All remain in very good condition and are 
accompanied by a wardrobe tag labelled 'Merlin Hot Stock'.

£600-800
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Ϻ 487. ORI Warrior Uniform
STARGATE SG-1 (TV 1997-2007)

An Ori Warrior uniform worn in the sci-fi TV show Stargate SG-1. The ascended Ori 
used armies of warriors to enforce their highly religious doctrine across the universe 
throughout seasons nine and 10.

The costume consists of brown leather armour with grey wool and silver painted 
embellishments, straps and buckles, and is labelled 'Phil Dungel' and 'Andy Fosmark' 
(size 44). The set also includes a codpiece/greave set with straps, and a pair of 
matching gauntlets all labelled 'Claude Jacob' (size XL) and a brown leather belt 
with a metal buckle labelled 'Karim Biamonte'. Beneath the armour is a pair of brown 
woollen trousers (size 34/36) and a brown/orange cotton tunic with buttons at the 
neck (size M). The costume is supplied with a certificate of authenticity signed by 
executive producer Brad Wright. All remain in good condition. 

£1,500-2,000

Ϻ 488. Adria's (Morena Baccarin) Costume
STARGATE: THE ARK OF TRUTH (2008)

Adria’s (Morena Baccarin) Orici costume worn in the sci-fi adventure Stargate: The Ark of Truth. The 
Ori-human hybrid and leader of the Ori, first wore her costume as the ascended being when she 
reveals herself to her mother Vala (Claudia Black) in the City of Celestis. 

The colourful costume is comprised of a floor length faux-silk orange dress with chiffon layering, 
featuring beaded and embroidered embellishments on the skirt, narrow straps and rear zip closure. 
Also included is a red bell-sleeved polyester cloak with faux-gold, metallic yellow and orange lining 
and beaded decoration, a screen-matching multi-coloured bead choker and a pair of patent terracotta 
heels (size 7 ½ M), all accompanied by a wardrobe tag labelled 'Adria Hot Stock'. All garments remain 
in excellent condition, however the necklace has lost some beads from one of the drops. 

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 489. Christopher Reeve Autographed Photograph 
and Ephemera
SUPERMAN (1978)

A promotional photograph and set of ephemera from Richard Donner’s 
superhero film Superman. The autographed black-and-white photograph 
shows Superman (Christopher Reeve) in his famous costume standing 
above the skyline of Metropolis. 

Accompanying the still is a copy of The Making of Superman the Movie book, 
Les Bowie’s signed Special Effects in Motion Pictures book, a handwritten 
note from actress Susannah York who played Superman’s mother Lara, 
and an obituary for Special Effects Artist Les Bowie. The set displays some 
wear from use and time in storage, including creases along the spine of 
the 'Making of' book. Dimensions (largest piece): 36 cm x 23 cm (14" x 9")

£120-150

Ϻ 491. Unit List, Paperwork and Ephemera
SUPERMAN (1978)

A unit list, paperwork and ephemera from Richard Donner’s superhero classic Superman. Used for quick reference, the unit list is comprised 
of 8 printed, green A4 pages containing contact information for members of the crew. Accompanying the list is a large black plastic folder 
containing photographs, film posters, articles, film cells, an original soundtrack LP, a set of trading cards and letters. 

Additionally, the set includes a 20" x 30" printed poster 
of Superman (Christopher Reeve) flying, an address 
book, two feature DVDs, a movie card packaging box, 
an unused roll of comic art wallpaper and a copy of 
'Superman: From the '30’s to the '70’s'. The pieces 
show evidence of age, including creases, small tears 
and edge wear. Dimensions (folder): 44 cm x 33 cm x 
3 cm (17 ¼" x 13" x 1 ¼")

£300-400

Ϻ 490. Hand-Drawn Fortress of 
Solitude Concept Artwork
SUPERMAN (1978)

Three hand-drawn concepts from Richard Donner’s 
superhero classic Superman. This artwork was 
used to visualise an early concept showing the 
transformation of Superman (Christopher Reeve) 
within the Fortress of Solitude, from his younger 
self into his heroic alter ego. 

Presented on black mount board, these concepts feature 
hand-drawn images with painted details and ink outlines. 
The reverse shows the numbers 1, 2 and 3 in black marker 
pen. The artwork displays minor wear from production use, 
including small drawing pin holes and creases. Dimensions 
(largest piece): 33.5 cm x 19 cm (13 ¼" x 7 ½")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing 
agreements or any other type of legal release.

£300-400
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Ϻ 492. Set of Model Miniatures and Ephemera
SUPERMAN II (1980)

Model miniatures and ephemera from Richard Lester’s superhero 
sequel Superman II. Miniatures were used for the Eiffel Tower 
sequence at the beginning of the film and various Metropolis 
scenes throughout.

The set consists of a plastic painted satellite dish, a hardened foam 
figurine and a metal rail from the Eiffel Tower model. Accompanying 
them are five traffic signs and a plastic brick wall applique from 
the city of Metropolis model. Also included is a shooting schedule, 
'Shooting Stage' sign, an on-set photograph of the Eiffel Tower 
model miniature, a newspaper clipping and a USA flag sticker. 
Signs of wear are evident, including paint chips and cracks, 
creases and tears. Dimensions (rail): 39 cm x 9.5 cm x 0.5 cm 
(15 ½" x 3 ¾" x ¼")

£500-600

ϺΔ 493. Non (Jack O'Halloran) Stunt Dummy 
Head
SUPERMAN II (1980)

A stunt dummy head from Richard Lester’s superhero sequel 
Superman II. During Non’s (Jack O’Halloran) flying sequences when 
it was too dangerous or impractical to use the actor, a dummy made 
to resemble the actor was used instead. This piece comes directly 
from Stuart Freeborn, the make-up and creature effects artist that 
worked on the production.

Made from fibreglass, the head is a painted lifecast of O’Halloran’s 
head. The head’s crown is secured by screws, and Velcro strips 
along the hair line allow the application of a wig. Age and wear is 
evident throughout the piece, including cracks and chips, degraded 
foam latex on the ears and glue residue. Accompanying the head 
is a black and white A4 photograph of Freeborn working on the 
lifecast. Dimensions: 38 cm x 32 cm x 38 cm (15" x 12 ¾" x 15")

£700-900

Ϻ 494. Production-Used Script
SUPERMAN II (1980)

A production-used script from Richard Lester’s superhero sequel 
Superman II. Originally filmed alongside Superman under the direction 
of Richard Donner, the studio feared Donner’s vision was too dark 
for the character, and Donner was replaced with Lester by producers 
Alexander and Ilya Salkind. 

This second-draft script utilised already-filmed scenes and new ones 
added by writers David and Leslie Newman. Bound in brown card with 
metal fastenings, the 140-page script is printed on white A4 paper. The 
cover features a cut-out window revealing the film’s title on the first 
page. Printed lines cross through scenes that had already been shot. 
Worn from use, the script shows creases, minor stains and wear to the 
card cover. Dimensions: 30.5 cm x 21.5 cm x 2 cm (12" x 8 ½" x ¾")

£300-500
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ϺΔ 496. Key Cast (Including Christopher Reeve, Margot Kidder and more) Autographed Final 
Draft Script
SUPERMAN III (1983)

A final draft script from Richard Lester’s superhero film Superman 
III. Written by David and Leslie Newman, this final draft script is 
dated June 1982 and was issued to first assistant director Dusty 
Symonds. The script is bound in a black cover and has an array 
of cast and crew autographs on the back of the cover page, 
including director Richard Lester and stars Christopher Reeve, 
Margot Kidder, Richard Pryor, Jackie Cooper, Marc McClure, 
Annette O’Toole and Pamela Stephenson. 

The script contains 172 A4-size pages printed on white and pink 
paper with annotations and highlighting present on every page. 
Notes made by Symonds are still present, including questions 
for production manager Vincent Winter and set decorator Peter 
Young. Displaying only minor folds from production use, the 
piece remains in excellent condition. Dimensions: 30.5 cm x 
21.5 cm x 3 cm (12" x 8 ½" x 1 ¼") 

£600-800

† 497. Vera's (Annie Ross) US Army Officer Jacket
SUPERMAN III (1983)

Vera’s (Annie Ross) US Army jacket from Richard Lester’s superhero sequel 
Superman III. Vera wore her military jacket when she and Gus Gorman (Richard 
Pryor) posed as US Army officers in order to give Superman (Christopher Reeve) 
the Kryptonite. 

The jacket is made of beige material with gold-coloured buttons running down the 
front and smaller buttons on the breast pockets and epaulettes. There is evidence 
additional military collar pins were previously present, however these were removed 
post-production. The shirt displays a Bermans and Nathans Costumiers label in the 
collar reading 'Annie Ross, Superman 3' and is marked size "12R".

£150-200

ϺΔ 495. Daily Planet 'White House Surrenders' Newspaper
SUPERMAN II (1980)

A Daily Planet newspaper from Richard Lester’s superhero sequel 
Superman II. Street vendors sold their newspapers shortly before 
Superman’s (Christopher Reeve) reappearance at the offices of the 
Daily Planet.

Printed on newspaper stock, it consists of a printed cover page adhered 
to insert pages taken from a 1979 copy of the Windsor Express. The 
newspaper features the headline 'White House Surrenders' and features 
images of General Zod (Terence Stamp) and the President of the United 
States (E.G. Marshall) below. The paper shows signs of production 
use and wear, including minor tears and bends along the paper edges. 
Dimensions (unfolded): 60 cm x 44 cm x 0.5 cm (23 ½" x 17 ¼" x ¼")

£400-600
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Ω 498. Federation Corvette Transport Model Miniature and Rodger Young Printed Drafting
STARSHIP TROOPERS (1997)

A Federation Corvette Transport model miniature and printed drafting from Paul Verhoeven’s sci-fi action film Starship Troopers. Named 
after famed visual-effects artist Greg Jein, this Corvette miniature is made of resin and styrene. Constructed by Sony Pictures Imageworks' 
Thunderstone model shop, the miniature has been outfitted with fibre optic cabling which illuminates the ships damage from the Battle of 
Klendathu. The piece is painted Army green with dark shading around the production distressing, and includes the UCF ID number 193 on 
both sides of the front of the ship. 

The model includes a support beam fixed to the side of the ship where it was mounted during production. Paired with the model are two pieces 
of printed drafting of the Rodger Young Corvette Transport. The drafting shows the famed ship from all angles, with each piece of drafting 
made of two pages taped together at the centre. The set shows minor wear due to production use and age, but remains in fine condition. 
Miniature dimensions: 33 cm x 51 cm x 22 cm (13" x 20" x 8 ½"); drafting dimensions: 53 cm x 43 cm x 1 cm (21" x 17" x ¼")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them 
accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of 
those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their 
safe use and maintenance.

£2,000-3,000

Ω 499. Clapperboard
SUDDEN IMPACT (1983)

A clapperboard from Clint Eastwood's action-thriller Sudden 
Impact. This clapperboard consists of an acrylic slate with a 
wood clapper that is mounted on top with metal hardware. The 
acrylic slate is painted with black outlined boxes to divide the 
slate into fields for production, scene, take, director, camera 
and date. 

It has both painted black stenciled lettering and dry erase 
notation, indicating the production as 'Sudden Impact', the 
scene '768', director 'Clint Eastwood', camera 'Bruce Surtees' 
and the date '17 June 1983'. This item shows minor wear due to 
production use with slight scuffs due to the dry erase markings 
and wood, however the piece remains in very fine condition.  
Dimensions: 28 cm x 24 cm x 3 cm (11" x 9 ½" x 1")

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 500. Annotated Episode Scripts and Ephemera
THE SWEENEY (TV 1975-1978)

A set of production materials from the 1970s crime television series The 
Sweeney. This set consists of two episode scripts used by assistant 
director Derek Whitehurst, featuring handwritten annotations throughout. 
Displayed in an orange ring binder folder, the episode script for 'Big 
Brother' is printed on 70 white A4 plus pages with pink-coloured 
revisions. The second episode script for 'Thin Ice' is presented in a 
yellow ring binder folder, printed on 72 white A4 plus pages with green-
coloured revisions. 

Accompanying them are cast lists, handwritten shooting schedules, 
location lists and newspaper clippings, along with two books – an 
annual with a dedication to Whitehurst and an episode storybook. Signs 
of production use are evident, including minor wear. Dimensions (per 
folder): 35 cm x 25 cm x 4 cm (13 ¾" x 10" x 1 ½")

£150-200

Ω 501. Remote-Control Team America Medium-Size Hummer H2
TEAM AMERICA: WORLD POLICE (2004)

A remote-control Team America Hummer H2 vehicle from Trey Parker’s Team America: World Police. This bespoke remote-control miniature 
car is one of the smaller scale vehicles created for the production, and resembles a heavily armored Hummer H2. This version was made 
for the chase sequence in Cairo, and features half-body action figures of Chris in the driver seat and Joe in the passenger seat. The piece 
is painted in colours representational of the red, white and blue of the American flag, and includes white stars as sticker logos. The R/C 
car has guns at the front, roof-mounted rockets, and rocket boosters on the sides of the vehicle. 

The piece has red and blue alarm lights attached in front of the sun roof, which are powered by a 9-volt battery. This version of the Team 
America Hummer does not have attached license plates, and the rockets do not feature the Team America logo. Paired with the car is a 1.4 
GHZ transmitter and a Onyx200 battery charger. The lot shows some wear due to production use, but overall remains in good condition. 
Car Dimensions: 23 cm x 51 cm x 22 cm (9" x 20" x 8 ½"); remote control dimensions: 9 cm x 14 cm x 28 cm (3 ½" x 5 ½" x 11"); charger 
dimensions: 23 cm x 11 cm x 5 cm (9" x 4 ½" x 2")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately; however no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of 
those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£2,000-3,000
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US 502. Leonardo Ninja Turtle Costume Display
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (1990)

An original Leonardo Ninja Turtle costume display from Steve 
Barron's action-comedy Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Created by Jim 
Henson's Creature Shop in London, and worn by David Forman, this 
bespoke costume consists of a polyurethane foam body and shell with 
Leonardo's signature fabric eye mask. While the costume has been 
permanently attached to the display mannequin in order to preserve 
its shape, its original construction can still be seen, such as Velcro 
between Leonardo's back and the shell, snap-buttons on the chest, 
and zippers on the sides of the belly. 

The foam latex on some elements of the costume has deteriorated over 
the years, and was recently expertly restored by Tom Spina Designs. 
The lower portion of the turtle's head was reconstructed during the 
restoration and the original under skull, acrylic eyes and foam teeth 
all remain. Additional information on the restoration is available upon 
request. The knee and elbow pads, as well as the leather belt, are 
replicas created to complete the display. Leonardo’s signature eye 
mask is original, though the blue colour has faded over the years. 
The costume comes from the personal collection of Kevin 
Eastman, the creator of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and 
includes a letter of authenticity. 
The outfit resides on a bespoke 
mannequin and display base. 

The piece remains in fragile, 
restored condition and includes 
a museum-grade transport crate, 
made specifically for this display. 
Dimensions: 76 cm x 91 cm x 167 
cm (30" x 36" x 66") 

*This lot is currently located in Prop Store’s Los Angeles facility and will ship directly to the 
buyer from Los Angeles. Please see the Conditions of Sale for information on applicable VAT 
and/or import duties.

£6,000-8,000
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†Δ 503. Endoskeleton Chest Plate
TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY (1991)

An endoskeleton chest plate from James Cameron’s sci-fi action film 
Terminator 2: Judgment Day. Battle-damaged endoskeletons were 
seen throughout the flash-forward sequence showing the Future 
War, in which John Connor (Michael Edwards) led the forces of the 
human resistance to their final victory against the machines.

Made from resin and fibreglass, this piece 
of endoskeleton is heavily distressed, 
with its polished metallic finish tarnished 
with artificial scorch marks, scratches and 
burns. The lower plates are secured using 
flexible foam strips, allowing the pieces to 
move yet causing minimal grinding and 
wear. Holes at the top and sides allow the 
piece to be attached to the endoskeleton 
body. The piece displays some minor 
flaking and wear to the paint finish from 
use. Dimensions: 13 cm x 40 cm x 39 cm 
(5 ¼" x 15 ¾" x 15 ½")

£1,000-1,500

Ω 504. Clapperboard
TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY 
(1991)

A visual effects clapperboard from James 
Cameron’s sci-fi action film Terminator 2: Judgment 
Day. This clapperboard is made of wood, with the 
slate categories painted with white lettering within 
white boxes. White tape is applied next to several 
boxes and indicates this particular clapperboard 
was used by special visual effects company, 
4-Ward Productions, during the classic playground 
scene when nuclear fire decimates Los Angeles. 

To achieve the look of nuclear devastation, 4-Ward 
Productions constructed the Los Angeles cityscape 
using large scale miniatures and subsequently 
destroyed it using air mortars. The clapper stick is 
still firmly attached via metal hardware. Well-used 
and exhibiting natural production wear on the hinge 
and plate, the clapperboard remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 30 cm x 27 cm x 3 cm (12" 
x 10 ¾" x 1")

£2,000-3,000
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†Δ 505. Sarah Connor's (Linda Hamilton) Costume
TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY (1991)

A costume worn by Sarah Connor (Linda Hamilton) in James Cameron’s sci-fi action film Terminator 2: 
Judgment Day. Connor wore her costume throughout the film after escaping the mental institution and 
seeking refuge in the trailer park with her son John (Edward Furlong) and reprogrammed Terminator 
(Arnold Schwarzenegger). 

The costume consists of a grey vest top and a pair of black combat trousers. The vest, made by Calvin 
Klein, is made of ribbed cotton and is marked size small. The trousers are also made of cotton and 
display numerous pockets and elasticated stirrups. Intentionally distressed by the production, the vest 
displays a number of small holes on both sides. 

£800-1,200

Ϻ 506. Sarah Connor's (Linda Hamilton) Hero Pistol
TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY (1991)

Sarah Connor’s (Linda Hamilton) hero pistol from James Cameron’s sci-fi action film Terminator 2: 
Judgment Day. The custom-made pistol was used by Sarah after raiding her desert weapons stash, and 
screen matches the pistol used by Sarah in the attack on Dyson’s home and the Cyberdyne shoot-out.

Marked with the serial number "CRM2232" the pistol was originally custom-made by Detonics for the Tom 
Selleck movie Runaway before being used on T2: Judgment Day. The weapon is based on a 9mm Detonics 
Speedmaster with a custom barrel extension and Pachmayr comfort grips. It has been sympathetically 
deactivated with the slide, hammer, safeties, slide release and magazine release still functional.

The pistol displays some minor wear to the slide and receiver from its use on multiple productions, however 
it remains in excellent condition and is supplied with certificates of deactivation. It is accompanied by 
an 8" x 10" lobby card used in the promotion of the movie. Dimensions: 25 cm x 4 cm x 14 cm (9 ¾" x 
1 ½" x 5 ½")

This weapon has been permanently and sympathetically deactivated to U.K. legal requirements and 
no longer retains any functional capacity to fire. It is accompanied by a proof house certificate of 
deactivation. It is solely the buyer’s responsibility to check, prior to bidding, the legal status of this 
weapon within their own country and the importation thereof.

£5,000-7,000
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ϺΔ 507. John Connor's (Edward Furlong) Shirt
TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY (1991)

John Connor's (Edward Furlong) shirt from James Cameron’s sci-fi action 
film Terminator 2: Judgment Day. John wore his shirt in a sequence from 
the Director’s Cut, in which the Terminator (Arnold Schwarzenegger) has 
its CPU modified to allow it to learn new behaviour. The sequence utilised 
multiple mirror shots, which were achieved using both the main cast and 
stand-ins, with this shirt worn by John when seen in the mirror’s reflection.

The shirt, marked size extra small-long, is made in distinctive tigerstripe 
camouflage with epaulettes and two pockets on the chest. The buttons, 
normally on the right side of the shirt, have been intentionally stitched 
on the left-hand side to create the reflection effect during shooting. The 
cuffs of the shirt have been rolled and stitched in place, ensuring they 
remain at three-quarter length. Dressed down for use with only minor 
wear, the shirt is in very good condition.

£600-800

Ϻ 508. The Terminator's (Arnold 
Schwarzenegger) Battle-Damaged Arm
TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY (1991)

The Terminator’s (Arnold Schwarzenegger) battle-damaged 
arm from James Cameron’s sci-fi action film Terminator 2: 
Judgment Day. During the final fight with the T-1000 (Robert 
Patrick), the Terminator trapped his arm in a cog mechanism 
at the steel mill, leaving it in an exposed endoskeleton state. 

The arm consists of a shoulder plate with faux-silver 
components made to resemble hydraulics and tubes. The 
appliance is strapped to the performer’s shoulder with Velcro 
and synthetic webbing. It is made from various materials 
including vacuum-formed plastic on the shoulder plate, metal 
springs, fibreglass joints and foam pipes. The arm displays 
residue on the mechanics to replicate the look of torn flesh. 
It shows wear throughout, including missing sections on 
the shoulder and joints, and detached pipes. The piece is 
displayed on a custom-made stand. Dimensions (displayed): 
28 cm x 38 cm x 74 cm (11" x 15" x 29")

£3,000-5,000
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Ϻ 509. The Terminator's (Arnold Schwarzenegger) Hero Pistol
TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY (1991)

The Terminator’s (Arnold Schwarzenegger) hero pistol from James Cameron’s sci-fi action film Terminator 2: Judgment Day. The Terminator 
used his pistol after he stole it from the biker bar. Sarah Connor (Linda Hamilton) also used it during the escape from the mental institution, 
before ultimately being disposed of in the Cyberdyne shoot-out.

Marked with the serial number "CRM2227", 
this pistol is a composite weapon, formed 
of parts of a Detonics 1911-style receiver 
with the barrel, slide and grips from a Colt 
Government Mk.IV 9mm automatic. The 
slide and slide release are made from 
blued steel, while the frame and safety 
have been given an anodised finish. The 
piece has been sympathetically deactivated 
with functional slide, hammer, safeties, 
slide release and magazine release.The 
pistol displays some wear to the slide 
and receiver from production use and is 
supplied with a certificate of deactivation. It is 
accompanied by an 8" x 10" lobby card used 
in the promotion of the movie. Dimensions: 
22 cm x 4 cm x 14 cm (8 ¾" x 1 ½" x 5 ½")

This weapon has been permanently and sympathetically 
deactivated to U.K. legal requirements and no longer retains 
any functional capacity to fire. It is accompanied by a proof 
house certificate of deactivation. It is solely the buyer’s 
responsibility to check, prior to bidding, the legal status of this 
weapon within their own country and the importation thereof.

£10,000-15,000
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ϺΔ 510. The Terminator's (Arnold 
Schwarzenegger) Costume
TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY (1991)

The Terminator’s (Arnold Schwarzenegger) costume from James 
Cameron’s sci-fi action film Terminator 2: Judgment Day. The 
Terminator wore his signature costume throughout the film after 
stealing it at a biker bar, before ultimately sacrificing itself in the steel 
mill to prevent Judgment Day. 

The costume is comprised of a custom-made black leather jacket, 
a matching pair of black artificial leather trousers and a grey Hanes 
Beefy-T T-shirt, marked size extra-large. The jacket has been 
distressed to look hard-worn, with scratches and wear to the leather 
across the arms, chest and back, with the trousers exhibiting minimal 
battle damage from the film’s fight sequences. The interior lining of 
the jacket has also been cut for use in the film. 

The costume displays plenty of natural wear from use, with some 
additional corrosion to the buttons, buckles and zips across the 
jacket. The trousers show minimal signs of wear, with some minor 
delamination around the front zip. The ensemble is presented on a 
custom-made mannequin display. Dimensions (displayed): 38 cm 
x 63 cm x 183 cm (15" x 24 ½" x 72")

£14,000-18,000
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Ϻ 511. The Terminator's (Arnold Schwarzenegger) Hero Winchester Shotgun
TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY (1991)

The Terminator’s (Arnold Schwarzenegger) hero Winchester repeater shotgun from James Cameron’s sci-fi action film Terminator 2: 
Judgment Day. The cut-down shotgun was used by the Terminator after he stole it from the biker bar. Marks on the receiver and barrel 
screen match to the scene in which the Terminator takes the shotgun from Lloyd (Pete Schrum) and again in the fight with the T-1000 
(Robert Patrick) during the escape from the mental hospital.

The lever-action weapon is marked with the serial number "13750", indicating it was made by Winchester in 1888 – over a century before 
its use on T2: Judgment Day. The shotgun’s receiver is blued, with a wooden stock and grip. The lever handle has been customised, with 
the trigger guard removed for use in the production. Winchester Repeating Arms Company stampings are present on the left side of the 
receiver and on the grip tang, hidden by the lever handle when closed. The weapon has been sympathetically deactivated, with a working 
lever handle, hammer and trigger. The shotgun displays wear to the barrel, receiver and stock from production use and is supplied with 
a certificate of deactivation. It is accompanied by an 8" x 10" lobby card used in the promotion of the movie. Dimensions: 69 cm x 4 cm x 
15 cm (27 ¼" x 1 ½" x 6")

This weapon has been permanently and sympathetically deactivated to U.K. legal requirements and no longer retains any functional capacity to fire. It is accompanied by a proof house 
certificate of deactivation. It is solely the buyer’s responsibility to check, prior to bidding, the legal status of this weapon within their own country and the importation thereof.

£20,000-30,000
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Ϻ 512. Full Size T-X Endoskeleton
TERMINATOR 3: RISE OF THE MACHINES (2003)

A full size T-X endoskeleton from Jonathan Mostow’s sci-fi action film Terminator 3: 
Rise of the Machines. The T-X was the villain of the film, sent by Skynet to destroy the 
members of the Human Resistance. It was a highly intelligent and formidable adversary 
that was able to reprogram other machines, as well as effectively kill humans. 

This unique full body endoskeleton, made by Stan Winston Studios, was the only one 
created for the production. Stan Winston Studios was a well-known special effects 
company that worked on many Hollywood blockbusters including Jurassic Park and 
Aliens, and they participated in the creation of all the cyborg machines throughout the 
original Terminator series. This piece was also exhibited in the Studio’s display room.

The T-X is a female skeletal form, constructed from black, chrome-impregnated 
resin that covers a steel and aluminium cable 
controlled armature. It displays plastic and 
metal pipes and hydraulics throughout to give 
a realistic machine resemblance, as well as a 
skull-like head with slanted eyes and a hinged 
jaw. It features blue LED lights in the eyes, 
torso and left arm that are controlled by an 
external power pack with a worldwide power 
adaptor. The left arm’s LEDs fire sequentially 
to create a pulsing effect. The right arm has 
a four-pronged 'hand', which was one of the 
weapons made available to the T-X. 

The endoskeleton displays intentional 
production distressing throughout, with 
painted rust details, scratches and scuffs. 
It shows signs of minor wear, and repairs 
are evident on the right arm prongs where 
glue residue is present. The T-X comes on a 
custom-made display stand. It is accompanied 
by a 12" x 8" lobby card used in the promotion 
of the movie. Dimensions: 61 cm x 61 cm x 
192 cm (24" x 24" x 75 ½")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort 
has been made to describe them accurately; however no 
guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan 
or safety of those components. It is entirely incumbent on 
the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and 
maintenance.

£30,000-50,000
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Ϻ 514. Sarah Connor's (Lena Headey) Serrano Point Photo ID
TERMINATOR: THE SARAH CONNOR CHRONICLES (TV 2008-2009)

Sarah Connor’s (Lena Headey) photo ID from the Emmy®-nominated sci-fi television 
series Terminator: The Sarah Connor Chronicles. Connor wore her ID during the second 
season whilst working at the Serrano Point nuclear power plant, as she and Cameron 
Phillips (Summer Glau) attempted to prevent the reactivation of the plant and protect the 
future of the Resistance. 

The laminated ID features the Serrano Point logo, a barcode and a photograph of Connor. 
The ID displays the Connor family pseudonym "K Baum", a reference to The Wonderful 
Wizard of Oz author L. Frank Baum, a novel which is mentioned throughout the series. 
Dimensions: 9.5 cm x 5.5 cm (3 ¾" x 2 ¼").

£300-500

Ϻ 513. T-X (Kristanna Loken) 
Animatronic Arm
TERMINATOR 3: RISE OF THE 
MACHINES (2003)

The T-X's (Kristanna Loken) animatronic arm 
from director Jonathan Mostow’s sci-fi action 
sequel Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines. The T-X 
used her arm device to override and control other 
electronic systems and machines throughout the film.

Made by Stan Winston Studios, the realistic arm 
is made of silicone, with metal rod reinforcement 
and internal support for the joints in the hand. The 
robotic fingertip, which has a screw fitting 'spike' 
extension that attaches to the end, contains blue 
LEDs. Cables run from the arm to control units 
allowing control of blue LEDs in the finger, the motor 
and life-like movement in the index finger and wrist. 
The silicone shows signs of age throughout, with 
impression marks, paint wear and small tears. A 
repaired tear on the upper arm has traces of glue 
residue that remains sticky. The piece comes in 
an original production-used carry case with Stan 
Winston Studios markings. Dimensions 
(arm): 73 cm x 9 cm x 9 cm (28 ¾" x 3 
½" x 3 ½") 

As this item contains electronic components, every 
effort has been made to describe them accurately; 
however no guarantee or warranty is made as to 
functionality, lifespan or safety of those components. 
It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy 
themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£3,000-4,000
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Ϻ 516. Thunderbird 2 Model Miniature
FILMED IN SUPERMARIONATION (2014)

A model miniature of transporter aircraft Thunderbird 2 from the documentary Filmed in Supermarionation. This model screen matches to a 
scene demonstrating a landing sequence of Thunderbird 1 and Thunderbird 2, used to show how the puppetry techniques in Thunderbirds 
created the illusion of motion, when the models were in fact, stationary. 

The main body of the model is made of fibreglass with plastic wings, fin and engines. It is painted 
green, with yellow and red detail, and white decals displaying the bold 'Thunderbird 2' logo on the 
sides, fin and underside. The craft features intricate detail, including vents and rear lights painted 

to imitate metal. A removable fibreglass pod is located in the centre of the model and 
can be separated from the main body via two small latches. The pod 

itself displays the number '5' on the door, which opens to 
reveal a faux-metal ramp. The wings display signs 

of repair, however the model remains 
overall in very good condition. 

Dimensions: 90 cm x 69 cm x 
21 cm (35 ½" x 27 ¼" x 8 ¼")

£1,400-1,600

Ϻ  515. Annotated Episode Scripts, Storyboards and Paperwork
TERRAHAWKS (TV 1983-1986)

A set of production materials from the 1980s sci-fi television series 
Terrahawks. This set is comprised of five scripts originally used by 
first assistant director Derek Whitehurst, featuring handwritten and 
highlighted annotations throughout. These A4 printed scripts were 
made for episode 20 'Midnight Blue', episode 22 'My Kingdom for 
a ZEAF', episode 23 'Zero’s Finest Hour', episode 24 'The Ultimate 
Menace' and episode 25 'Ma’s Monsters'. 

Each script is accompanied by handwritten and printed shooting 
schedules, storyboards, memos and script amendments. The pieces 
display some wear from production use, including edge creases 
and tears, with some paper yellowing from age. Dimensions (per 
script): 30 cm x 21.5 cm x 1 cm (12" x 8 ½" x ½")

£300-500

Ω 517. Autographed One Sheet
TITANIC (1997)

A framed autographed one sheet poster (M condition) 
from James Cameron’s historical drama Titanic.This style 
A one sheet shows the faces of Jack (Leonardo DiCaprio) 
and Rose (Kate Winslet) above the bow of the Titanic. The 
one sheet is signed by DiCaprio, Winslet, Gloria Stuart, 
who portrayed Old Rose, and director James Cameron. 
The poster resides in a wooden frame with a hanging wire 
mounted on the back. Dimensions: 104 cm x 69 cm x 1 cm 
(41" x 27 ¼" x ¼")

£200-300
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ϺΔ 519. R.M.S. Titanic Crewman Hat and 
Jumper
TITANIC (1997)

An RMS Titanic crewman’s hat and jumper from James 
Cameron’s historical drama Titanic. Members of the Titanic 
crew wore their uniforms throughout the film, most notably as 
the ship begins to sink. The navy blue jumper is made from 
wool and the hat is made of black woollen material. 

Both the hat band and the front of the jumper read 'White Star 
Line' printed backwards. This is due to Cameron’s RMS Titanic 
being built on the starboard side and therefore shots showing 
the port side of the ship had to be 'flopped' – mirrored to appear 
correctly on screen. An Angels Costumiers label is located 
inside the hat, which features an elasticated chin strap. The 
jumper displays intentional distressing, with numerous holes 
throughout and the hat shows signs of wear, appearing worn 
around the top and base. Hat size: 52 cm.

£500-700

 US 518. 'I’m The King of the World' Motion Picture Camera, Motor, Magazines and Cases
TITANIC (1997)

A Mitchell Mk II 35mm motion picture camera, serial number 151, previously owned by visual-effects company Digital Domain. This camera 
was prominently used on many Digital Domain titles in the 1990s, including Interview With the Vampire, Apollo 13, Armageddon and Titanic. 
Sequences shot with this specific camera for Titanic included many shots of the 85’ Titanic model miniature, the destruction of the First 
Class lounge, and the interior of the Titanic hull splitting after the iceberg struck.

Most famously, this camera was used to photograph live action shots in front 
of a greenscreen for the 'I’m the king of the world' and 'I’m flying' sequences 
with Jack (Leonardo DiCaprio), Rose (Kate Winslet), and Fabrizio (Danny 
Nucci). These memorable shots were achieved with this exact Mitchell 
Mk II camera, under the supervision of visual-effects supervisor Robert 
Legato. Titanic won 11 Academy Awards including Best Visual Effects, Best 
Cinematography, Best Director and Best Picture.

The camera is in running order and includes an original Mitchel 1000’ film 
magazine, two additional 400’ film magazines, its original numbers-matching 
film movement, a live-action motor and an additional visual effects motor. 
Original cases with Digital Domain labels are also supplied for the camera, 
400’ magazines, and a spare motor.

Included with this lot is a detailed letter of provenance from Robert Legato, 
ASC which provides information on the usage of the camera on films Legato 
shot. The letter goes on to mention the camera was most likely used on all 
Digital Domain projects of the era, including Fight Club, True Lies and The 
Fifth Element. The lot is in very good condition, with cosmetic wear from 
extensive production usage.Dimensions: camera body: 33 cm x 56 cm x 50 
cm (13" x 22" x 19 ½"); camera case: 52 cm x 44 cm x 36 cm (20 ½" x 17 
½" x 14"); motor case: 23 cm x 25 cm x 27 cm (9" x 10" x 10 ½"); magazine 
case: 44 cm x 24 cm x 25 cm (17 ½" x 9 ½" x 10")

 As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately, 
however no guarantee or warranty is made as to the functionality or lifespan of those components. 
It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their use and maintenance.

*This lot is currently located in Prop Store’s Los Angeles facility and will ship directly to the buyer from 
Los Angeles. Please see the Conditions of Sale for information on applicable VAT and/or import duties.

£3,000-5,000

*Digitally flopped for reference
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Ω 521. First Class Dinner Place Setting
TITANIC (1997)

A First Class dinner place setting from James Cameron's Titanic. 
First class dinner settings were seen when Jack (Leonardo DiCaprio) 
joined Rose (Kate Winslet) for an invited dinner with the First Class 
passengers after saving her life. The set includes a China dessert plate, 
one fork, one knife, and one spoon. 

The plate is elegantly painted and includes the White Star Line logo at 
the centre of the dish. Additionally, each piece of silverware includes an 
engraving of the 'White Star Line' flag. The lot shows minor wear due to 
production use, but remains in very good condition. Plate dimensions: 
26 cm x 26 cm x 3 cm (10 ¼" x 10 ¼" x 1"); silverware dimensions: 24 
cm x 10 cm x 4 cm (9 ½" x 4" x 1 ¼")

£600-800

Ω 522. Film Editing Academy Award Envelope and Card
TITANIC (1997)

The envelope and card used by actor Samuel L. Jackson to announce James Cameron’s 
Titanic as the winner of the film editing category during the 70th Academy Awards 
ceremony.  The envelope is made of paper and shows ‘FILM EDITING’ printed on the 
front and back, and includes a red Price Waterhouse LLP seal on the back. Inside the 
envelope is the announcement card 
which reads ‘AND THE OSCAR 
GOES TO CONRAD BUFF, JAMES 
CAMERON, AND RICHARD A. 
HARRIS FOR "TITANIC’. 

The lot shows minor wear due to use 
but remains in otherwise very good 
condition.  Dimensions (envelope): 
20 cm x 14 cm (8" x 5 ½"); card: 16 
cm x 12 cm (6 ¼" x 4 ¾")

£1,000-1,500

Ω 520. Production Script and Stills Book
TITANIC (1997)

A production script and crew gift stills book from James 
Cameron’s historical drama Titanic. Dated 23 April 1996, 
the 159-page screenplay, written by Cameron, is bound by 
two brass clips and has a heavy paper front and back cover. 
Each page of the script includes a tracking stamp from 
Cameron’s production company Lightstorm Entertainment. 
Included with the script is a book of stills, which  includes 
20 full-page images from the film, each paired with a quote. 

The book is made of heavyweight paper and includes a 
director’s note printed on velum paper. The set shows minor 
wear due to use and age, but remains in good condition. Script dimensions: 22 cm x 28 cm 
x 3 cm (8 ¾" x 11" x 1"); stills book dimensions: 37 cm x 29 cm x 1 cm (14 ½" x 11 ½" x ¼")

£400-600
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Ϻ 523. Production-Used Scripts 
and On-Set Photographs
TIME BANDITS (1981)

Production-used scripts and on-set 
photographs from Terry Gilliam’s 
fantasy adventure Time Bandits. 
These pieces come from the collection 
of renowned model maker Valerie 
Charlton. The first script, dated 1 April 
1980, features 126 printed US legal 
pages with a red card cover featuring a cut-out window revealing the film’s title on the first page. The second script includes white-coloured 
page revisions, printed on 125 US legal pages with a blue card cover, which also shows the film’s title through a cut-out window. 

Accompanying them is a set of 22 script amendment pages dated 14 April 1980. Also included are eight black-and-white on-set photographs 
personally taken by Charlton. Signs of production use are evident, including creases, tears and edge wear throughout. Dimensions (per 
script): 28.5 cm x 22 cm x 2 cm (11 ¼" x 8 ¾" x ¾")

Please note this lot is sold without copyright, reproduction rights, licensing agreements or any other type of legal release.

£200-300

Ϻ 524. Tom "Iceman" Kazansky’s (Val Kilmer) Name 
Badge
TOP GUN (1986)

Tom 'Iceman' Kazansky’s (Val Kilmer) name badge from Tony Scott’s action 
film Top Gun. Iceman wore his badge as part of his white dress uniform and 
in the film’s classroom scenes. 

Made of plastic, the front plate has Kazansky’s name engraved with the 
text 'Topgun 1' below, and an applique featuring the emblem of the Fighter 
Weapons School on the left-hand side. Two pins are fitted on the rear to attach the badge to the costume. Given a brushed faux-gold 
finish, the badge displays some wear, including light scuffs and scratches on the paint. Dimensions: 1 cm x 7.5 cm x 2.5 cm ( ¼" x 3" x 1")

£600-800
Ϻ 525. Model Unit Clapperboard

TOP GUN (1986)

A model unit clapperboard from Tony Scott’s action film Top 
Gun. The clapperboard was used throughout photography on 
the film’s visual-effects sequences by the technicians of USFX, 
and screen matches to behind-the-scenes footage and rushes 
seen in Danger Zone: The Making of Top Gun. 

Marked for use by main title producers Colossal Pictures 
along the clapper’s sticks, the clapperboard is made of wood 
and features the title 'Top Gun' written in black marker on tape 
across the centre. The names of Colossal Pictures founder 
Drew Takahashi and cinematographer Laszlo Kovacs – who 
were ultimately uncredited for their work on the production – 
are found below. The date is marked 19 September 1985 in 
the bottom right. Scenes and takes are marked on tape, with 
various numbered pieces of interchangable tape applied to the 
board’s rear. The board has damage along the bottom and the 
right-hand side of the plate from use on set, which matches 
up with period footage, with signs of natural production wear 
throughout. Dimensions: 3.5 cm x 28 cm x 22.5 cm (1 ½" x 11 
¼" x 9")

£4,000-6,000
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Ϻ 526. Rick "Jester" Heatherly's (Michael Ironside) 
Flight Suit
TOP GUN (1986)

Rick 'Jester' Heatherly's (Michael Ironside) flight suit from Tony Scott’s action film 
Top Gun. Jester wore his flight suit during aerial operations with the US Navy’s 
Fighter Weapons School. This flight suit screen-matches to the scene in which 
Jester introduces the new Top Gun recruits to Charlie (Kelly McGillis).

The flight suit is made of green material that has faded to a grayish colour, with a 
long zip running down the front and adjustable waistbands fastened with Velcro at 
the hips. Zips and pockets are present along the legs, chest and arms. A Fighter 
Weapons School patch is stitched onto the flight suit’s right shoulder, with an 
array of fighter squadron patches stitched across the arms and chest. A Western 
Costume Co. costumiers label is present at the collar, which reads '2507-1; Top 
Gun; Jester'. The piece displays only minor wear from use.

£6,000-8,000

Ϻ 527. Production-Used Script
TREASURE ISLAND (1950)

A script from Byron Haskin’s live-action Disney adventure film 
Treasure Island (1950). The script was assigned to Derek 
Whitehurst, who served as an uncredited clapper boy on the 
production. It contains 167 printed 10" x 8" pages, including green 
and blue-coloured revisions, bound with metal staples. The white 
card cover displays the film’s title handwritten in blue ink across the 
front covered by clear tape. 

Accompanying the script is a folded, black-and-white double-page 
clipping from the publication 'Illustrated', dated 10 December 1949. 
Signs of production use and age are evident on the script, including 
the cover page coming away from the body of the script where 
the metal staples have corroded, tape stains and worn edges. 
Dimensions (script): 26 cm x 20 cm x 2 cm (10" x 8" x ¾")

£300-500
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Ω 528. Viktor (Bill Nighy) SFX Decapitated Head
UNDERWORLD (2003)

A SFX decapitated head of Viktor (Bill Nighy) from Len Wiseman's action-
fantasy Underworld. This sliced head was made for the film’s finale as 
Selene (Kate Beckinsale) battled her trusted mentor Viktor. The head is 
made of silicone over a fiberglass frame and includes remarkable detail 
such as hand-punched hair and textured skin. The underside of Viktor's 
head shows brain and gore from where he was cut in half by Selene. 
The piece shows minor wear due to production use, with a small tear 
to the silicone skin at the back of the head, however overall it remains 
in good condition. Dimensions:  20 cm x 23 cm x 15 cm (8" x 9" x 6")

£400-600

Ω 529. Stunt Lycan Mask
UNDERWORLD: RISE OF THE LYCANS (2009)

A stunt Lycan mask from director Patrick Tatopoulos' action film 
Underworld: Rise of the Lycans. The Lycan werewolf species are 
seen throughout the film as they fought for their freedom from Vampire 
oppressors. This mask is made of foam latex over a fibreglass 
headpiece. The skin is airbrushed in grey and black, and includes 
hand-punched hair throughout. The mask has jaws that can open 
and close, with urethane teeth protruding from the gums. Inside the 
helmet, 'Stunt #1' and 'Richard' are written in black ink. The mask 
shows minor wear due to production use, but remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 48 cm x 36 cm x 25 cm (19" x 14" x 10")

£1,000-1,500

Ϻ 530. Clint Eastwood Autographed Clapperboard
UNFORGIVEN (1992)

An autographed clapperboard from Clint Eastwood’s Oscar®-winning 
western Unforgiven. The clapperboard was given as a gift to a crew 
member at the completion of the production.

Autographed in black marker by director and star Clint Eastwood, the 
clapperboard has a white acrylic plate with text engraved in black, 
including the film’s title and the names of the director and camera 
operator. The clapperboard sticks are made from wood and painted with 
a black and white stripe finish. The piece shows minor paint chips from 
its time on production and comes displayed in a custom-made square 
frame, secured into place with three screws. Dimensions (in frame): 6 
cm x 41 cm x 41 cm (2 ¼" x 16" x 16")

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ Δ 531. David Dunn's (Bruce Willis) Security Poncho
UNBREAKABLE (2000)

David Dunn’s (Bruce Willis) security poncho from M. Night Shyamalan’s comic book-
inspired film Unbreakable. Dunn wore his poncho towards the end of the film, whilst 
rescuing a family in peril at the hands of a janitor. Part of the development of the film's 
comic book theme, the poncho was made longer throughout the movie to resemble 
a superhero’s cape. 

Made from green nylon, the poncho shows "Security" printed across the back in faded 
yellow text. The front displays "FSU" – an abbreviation of Franklin State University, 
where Dunn works as a security guard – printed in red and yellow across the left breast. 
The poncho is hooded and fastens with a number of poppers either side. Accompanying 
the piece is a detailed wardrobe tag from the production featuring Willis’ name and 
additional information. The poncho remains in good condition.

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 532. Van Helsing's (Hugh Jackman) Costume
VAN HELSING (2004)

Van Helsing’s (Hugh Jackman) costume worn 
in Stephen Sommers’ horror-adventure film Van 
Helsing. The vigilante monster hunter Helsing wore 
his signature costume as he battled the ultimate 
force of evil Count Dracula (Richard Roxburgh).

The costume consists of a wide-brimmed fedora, 
a grey and brown woollen jumper with brown 
leather buttons, a black scarf, and grey trousers 
with adjustable straps on the back and legs. The 
dark brown hat is made from felt and displays a 
matching ribbon band with a bow on the left side, 
with an interior leather band and a costumier label 
reading "Van Helsing 59". The trousers have a 
handwritten "Hugh Jackman" label on the interior 
and two holes inside each side pocket for applying 
a harness. The costume shows general wear 
throughout from production use, including a cut 
along the back seam of the hat brim.

£1,500-2,000
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Ϻ 533. Van Helsing's (Hugh Jackman) Hero Functioning 
Crossbow
VAN HELSING (2004)

Van Helsing's (Hugh Jackman) hero crossbow from Stephen Sommers’ horror-
adventure film Van Helsing. Van Helsing was given his gas-powered automatic 
crossbow by its inventor Friar Carl (David Wenham), and used it in his battle with 
the brides of Dracula (Richard Roxburgh), killing the vampire Marishka (Josie 
Maran) after dipping its arrows in holy water.

The intricately made weapon was produced by Applied Effects and features a 
machined-metal body with fold-out plastic bow arms, wooden grips and resin 
ram’s head detailing. Additional resin detailing is applied to the butt stock’s 
faux-gas tank and along the bow arms, with metal crosses in the pistol grip. The 
crossbow’s drum magazine is made of metal and plastic, with individually finished 
and fixed arrows within. The bow strings are bound together and finished to look 
like taut, wound leather.

Fully functional, the chain-driven action is powered by a 12-volt battery located in 
the butt stock, which powers the weapon through a connector between the stock 
and the pistol grip. Pulling the trigger drives a chain which simulates the firing of 
the bow string, with the spring-loaded magazine rotating with each movement 
of the action. The weapon disassembles into three components with folding bow 
arms and sights. The weapon displays only minor scratches to the metal body 
through use on the production and is supplied in its own custom-made transit 
case. It is accompanied by a 16" x 11" poster used in the promotion of the movie. 
Dimensions (assembled): 90 cm x 81 cm x 27 cm (35.5" x 32" x 10 ¾")

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately; however 
no guarantee or warranty is made as to functionality, lifespan or safety of those components. It is entirely 
incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their safe use and maintenance.

£15,000-20,000
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† 534. Packaged Wonka Bars
CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY (2005)

A box of Wonka bars from the fantastical adaption of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory directed by Tim Burton. Boxes of Wonka bars were 
used early in the film as people around the world embarked on a hunt for the five elusive Golden Tickets.

The box itself is made from cardboard featuring four colourful sides each displaying the 'Wonka' logo. Inside the box are twelve wrapped 
Wonka bars including nine Triple Dazzle Caramel, two Whipple-Scrumptious Fudgemallow Delight and one Chilly Chocolate Creme. Each 
bar is made of brown plastic and features a 'Wonka' stamp on the individual chocolate pieces. The bars are wrapped in silver foil with 
colourful wrappers and feature a printed seal reading "Win a trip to Wonka's Chocolate Factory" and nutritional facts and ingredients on 
the back. The box displays slight scuffs to the corners due to use, however overall the set remains in very good condition. Dimensions 
(box): 19.5 cm x 17.5 cm x 9.5 cm (7 ½" x 6 ¾" x 3 ¾")   

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us 
for further information.

£500-700

The following 33 lots are made available 
through a partnership between Prop Store 
and Warner Bros. Entertainment Studios, 
and many are the first examples ever offered 
to the collector's market. The pieces in this 
unique collection are sourced directly from 
Warner Bros. Archives, and each lot includes 
a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in 
place of the Prop Store certificate. Payment 
plans on these lots are restricted to a duration 
of one month.
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† 536. Wonka Factory Bike
CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY (2005)

A Wonka factory bike from the fantastical adaption of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory directed by Tim Burton. Wonka factory workers 
rode bikes as they posted signs announcing Willy Wonka’s (Johnny Depp) contest allowing the finders of five Golden Tickets a tour of his 
legendary chocolate factory. 

Based on a modified VéloSoleX motorised bicycle, the bike displays a bright red frame and fender skirts, with a small two-stroke engine 
located at the front. The bike features a black leatherette seat and distinctive white Wonka 'W' vinyl decals located on either side of the 
back fender, with a small yellow Wonka-branded license plate reading '3' secured to the rear. A metal tin filled with resin to imitate the 
appearance of glue is secured to the top of the back fender, with a wooden paintbrush held within it. While the bike is in motion, the pedals 
operate a small motor which allows the glue tin to rotate in a circle. The left-side Wonka decal is coming away slightly from the fender, 
however overall the bike remains in good condition. Dimensions: 165 cm x 46 cm x 107 cm (65" x 18 ¼" x 42 ¼")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us 
for further information.

The bike is sold in a static ‘rolling only’ condition and is drained of all fluids. As this item contains electronic 
components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately, however no guarantee or warranty is 
made as to the functionality or lifespan of those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy 
themselves as to their use and maintenance.

£2,000-3,000

† 535. Set of Wonka Bars
CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY 
(2005)

A set of Wonka bars from the fantastical adaption of Charlie 
and the Chocolate Factory directed by Tim Burton. Wonka 
bars were used during early scenes as people around the 
world frantically hunted for the five elusive Golden Tickets.

The set is comprised of an unwrapped Wonka bar and three 
wrapped Wonka bars, including a Whipple-Scrumptious 
Fudgemallow Delight, Chilly Chocolate Creme and a Triple 
Dazzle Caramel. Each bar is made of brown plastic and 
features a 'Wonka' stamp on the individual chocolate pieces. 
The bars are wrapped in silver foil with colourful wrappers 

featuring a printed seal reading "Win a trip to Wonka's Chocolate Factory", and the back of the wrapper shows printed nutritional facts and 
ingredients. Each bar remains in very good condition. Dimensions (per bar): 19 cm x 9 cm x 1.5 cm (7 ½" x 3 ½" x ¾")   

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us 
for further information.

£500-700
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† 537. Batman's Batsuit
BATMAN BEGINS (2005)

Batman's Batsuit from the superhero action film Batman Begins, directed 
by Christopher Nolan. Bruce Wayne (Christian Bale) wore his Batsuit as he 
battled the Scarecrow (Cillian Murphy) and his mentor, Ra’s al Ghul (Liam 
Neeson), to save Gotham City from destruction. 

In the film, the Batsuit was created from mothballed military research 
equipment housed in the Applied Sciences Division of Wayne Enterprises, 
run by Lucius Fox (Morgan Freeman), who helped update the design. The 
design was superseded by a refined Batsuit in The Dark Knight.

The costume was designed by Academy Award®-winner Lindy Hemming, 
with cowl and armour sculpts by Julian Murray. The design of the suit 
drew inspiration from more recent comic iterations of the Dark Knight’s 
iconic costume, though the construction was very similar to previous film 
iterations created under Tim Burton and Joel Schumacher. The cowl was 
specifically sculpted to fit Bale’s face as snugly as possible, while the cloak 
was designed to flutter lightly behind Batman as he moved. Hemming 
would later receive a BAFTA Award®-nomination for her contribution to 
The Dark Knight.

The costume’s key components are Batman’s trademark cowl (marked 
'194' internally), and a body suit made up of figure-hugging torso armour 
and separate leg and abdominal armour cast over a mesh-fabric leotard 
with zip-up stirrups. A groin piece with a box fitted to protect the performer 
during the film’s fight sequences was worn under the rubber utility belt 
(marked 'Buster rubber' internally), which is finished in faux-brass paint 
and secured with cable ties at the rear. A lightweight faux-velvet cape is 
secured to the costume’s chest. The bracers – both left-handed versions 
– are  made of black vinyl, with rubber blades along the forearms. Both 
the torso armour and belt are emblazoned with the signature bat symbol. 
A pair of rubber gloves and black leather boots (size 9) complete the outfit.

The costume displays some wear from use and age, with small cracks 
and tears present in the foam rubber of the cowl and upper body armour, 
and some loose stitching on the left glove. The Batsuit is presented on a 
mannequin for display purposes. 

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. 
Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£30,000-40,000
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† 538. Gotham Rogues Uniform
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

A Gotham Rogues player uniform from the action film The Dark 
Knight Rises, directed by Christopher Nolan. The Rogues' 
players wore their uniforms in the game against Rapid City 
Monuments that was explosively interrupted by Bane (Tom 
Hardy) and the League of Shadows. 

Made by Under Armor, the uniform consists of a yellow, silver and 
black Rogues jersey with number 53 and the name ‘Palmer’ on the back (XL); a pair of matching trousers 
(3XL) with belt and towel; a pair of cleats (UK size 9 and 11 ½); gloves; game socks and sweatbands. 
Douglas body armour is worn under the jersey, with a helmet made by Schutt. An unworn long-sleeved 
shirt (2XL) is also included. The costume displays light wear with marks and stains on the gloves.

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted 
to a duration of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£600-800

† 539. Gotham City Police Department Badge
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

A Gotham City Police Department badge from the action film The 
Dark Knight Rises, directed by Christopher Nolan. GCPD badges 
were a key element of Gotham Police uniforms as they battled 
the forces of Bane (Tom Hardy) and the rejuvenated League of 
Shadows. 

The GCPD badge is finished in metallic faux-silver paint and 
mounted on a plastic backing board with a medal bar, enamelled 
in red, blue and white with the number ‘1986’ at the centre, fitted 
above. A safety pin is hot glued on the reverse to secure the pin 
to the officer’s uniform. The badge displays some scratches to 
the medal bar from use. Dimensions: 2.5 cm x 6 cm x 10 cm (1" 
x 2 ½" x 4")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store 
certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please 
contact us for further information.

£400-600
† 540. Gotham Post Newspapers

THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

A set of Gotham Post newspapers from the action film The Dark Knight Rises directed by Christopher Nolan. Gotham Post papers provided 
set dressing throughout Gotham City in multiple scenes of the film. 

The set is comprised of four newspapers; two filled with dummy content pages from the New York Post and two prop covers only, 
without filler. Printed on newspaper stock, two of the newspapers feature an article in the sports section on the back page referring to the 

Gotham Rogues American football team. 
Two of the newspapers are dated 17 
October 2013 and the others 25 October 
2013. Each newspaper remains in good 
condition. Dimensions (each newspaper): 
31.5 cm x 28.5 cm (22" x 12")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of 
authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment 
plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. 
Please contact us for further information.

£400-600
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† 541. Gotham Rogues Foam Finger
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

A Gotham Rogues foam finger from the action film The Dark 
Knight Rises, directed by Christopher Nolan. Fans of the 
Gotham Rogues waved their foam fingers during kick-off in 
their game against Rapid City.

The piece is made of thin yellow foam and features the Gotham 
Rogues team logo and black printed finger detailing on one 
side. The piece remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 
2.5 cm x 24 cm x 56 cm (1" x 9 ½" x 22")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop 
Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. 
Please contact us for further information.

£200-300

† 542. Gotham City License Plates
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

A pair of Gotham City license plates from the action film 
The Dark Knight Rises, directed by Christopher Nolan. 
Vehicles in the fictitious city of Gotham were all adorned 
with license plates in the design ubiquitous throughout 
Nolan’s Batman trilogy.

Both plates are produced from vacuum-formed plastic, 
with raised numbers coloured red on a blue/white 
background, featuring the Gotham city crest in the centre. 
One plate is detailed for use on a school bus, marked 
'School 6/27' on the reverse. Each one has two drilled 
holes at the top to secure to the vehicles and are covered 
in a light layer of dust and grime. The plates remain in 
very good condition. Dimensions (each): 0.5 cm x 31 cm 
x 16 cm ( ¼" x 12" x 6")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of 
a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration 
of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£400-600

† 543. Gotham City Police Department Cap
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

A Gotham City Police Department cap from the action film 
The Dark Knight Rises, directed by Christopher Nolan. Police 
officers of the GCPD wore their caps as they battled the forces 
of Bane (Tom Hardy) and the resurgent League of Shadows. 

The cap (size large) is made of black fabric with faux-gold 
buttons and a gloss black peak. The piece features a GCPD 
badge, which is finished in metallic faux-silver on the crown, 
secured with a pinback fitting. It displays some small marks to 
the crown and peak from use. 

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop 
Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. 
Please contact us for further information.

£400-600
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† 544. Batman's Cowl
THE DARK KNIGHT (2008) & THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

Batman's Batsuit cowl from the action films The Dark Knight and The Dark Knight Rises, directed by Christopher Nolan. Bruce Wayne 
(Christian Bale) wore his redesigned cowl as part of his new Batsuit, used in The Dark Knight in his hunt for the Joker (Heath Ledger) and 
Harvey Dent (Aaron Eckhart), and in The Dark Knight Rises in his battle against Bane (Tom Hardy) and the League of Shadows. 

Designed by Lindy Hemming and created by costume supervisor Graham Churchyard and his team, the refined Batsuit incorporated a 
number of innovations to allow Batman to move and fight with increased agility, the most significant of which was its improved cowl. The 
updated design separated the headpiece from the neck, radically improving the movements of performers wearing the suit. Hemming 
received a BAFTA Award®-nomination for her contribution to The Dark Knight.

The cowl, marked 'R10' within, is made of urethane and features holes for the eyes, nose and mouth, which have been worn down to 
provide extra comfort and grip during wear. Defined lines and a menacing scowl are sculpted into the brow and cheeks of the piece, to 
imbue it with a dread-inducing look. 

The piece displays some light wear to the urethane from use and age, with minor cracking at the back of the collar. The piece is supplied 
with its original wooden production stand and protective case. Dimensions (displayed): 29 cm x 32 cm x 36 cm (11 ½" x 12 ¾" x 14 ¼")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us 
for further information.

£10,000-12,000
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† 545. Bane's (Tom Hardy) Costume
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

Bane's (Tom Hardy) costume from the action film The Dark Knight 
Rises, directed by Christopher Nolan. Bane wore his trademark 
costume after his infiltration of Gotham City, working with the resurgent 
League of Shadows to destroy Batman (Christian Bale). 

Designed by the Academy Award®-winning costume designer Lindy 
Hemming, who received a BAFTA Award®-nomination for her work 
on The Dark Knight, the ensemble was intended to draw on Bane’s 
background as a violent mercenary.

The costume is composed of a long-sleeved shirt made of a custom 
stippled fabric, a custom-made body armour vest of cotton with 
leather panels and canvas straps running from front to back 
across the shoulders. The vest screen-matches the scene in 
which Bane battles Batman in the Gotham sewers. A canvas 
and nylon belt with leather trim detailing is worn around the 
waist. A pair of grey tactical trousers with cargo pockets and 
reinforced rubber knee pads (marked ‘TH3’ internally) is worn 
below, with a pair of brown leather combat boots with gaiters 
(marked ‘TH Lifts’ within). A brown leather bracer is worn 
on the right hand. The ensemble is capped off with Bane’s 
trademark brown leather jacket, which features a wool 
lining, linen cargo pockets and steel buttons throughout. 

Bane’s mask was designed to provide a sleek profile 
in contrast to Batman’s cowl, and was inspired by 
the snarling maws of wild animals. The respirator is 
a clamshell design, with the body made of plastic 
and vinyl. The rear of the mask, which is dressed 
with fabric, nylon webbing, rubber mesh and 
resin detailing, features a protective chin guard 

fastened with Velcro, and magnets embedded in the cheeks. 
The mouthpiece is secured with magnets and a clip along the 
bridge of the nose. The mask is finished in blue and metallic 
faux-silver paint. Both mask components are marked ‘Hero 
4’ internally. Heavily distressed for filming, the mask shows 
signs of production wear including a missing magnet on the 
left cheek. ’Black tack’ was used to ensure a secure fit. 

The costume is presented on the custom mannequin display 
it was mounted on for promotional touring after filming. 
Dimensions (displayed): 45 cm x 95 cm x 187 cm (18" x 37 
½" x 73 ¾")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop 
Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. 
Please contact us for further information.

 £20,000-30,000
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† 546. Batman's Batsuit
THE DARK KNIGHT (2008) & THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

Batman's Batsuit from action films The Dark Knight and The Dark Knight Rises, directed 
by Christopher Nolan. Bruce Wayne (Christian Bale) wore his re-imagined Batsuit 
extensively in both films.

The refined Batsuit, a military-inspired redesign of the Batman Begins outfit, allowed 
Batman to fight with increased agility at the expense of the protection afforded by its 

armour. The updated costume was designed by Lindy Hemming and created by 
costume supervisor Graham Churchyard and his team, including key sculptor 

Julian Murray. The most significant design change was an improved cowl, 
which separated the headpiece from the neck, allowing performers to 

turn their head in the suit for the first time. Lindy Hemming received 
a BAFTA Award®-nomination for her contribution to The Dark Knight.

The costume’s under suit is a two-piece full-length body suit of 
breathable mesh fabric with integrated gloves and a hood. Plates cast 
in black and semi-translucent urethane are strategically fitted across 
the suit’s legs, torso and neck. The gloves feature leather sections 
with carbon fibre knuckle caps. Internal strapping provided support 
for the suit during the film’s frenetic action scenes. Openings 
are present at the waist to facilitate the use of a stunt harness.

Multiple pieces of simulated armour are dressed over the 
under suit to complete the costume. This includes Batman’s 
signature cowl (marked ‘R7’), a set of upper body armour 
(marked ‘14’) and a pair of bracers with detachable blade 
panels (marked ‘L’ and ‘R’). The cowl and body armour 
components are made of urethane. The upper body 
armour is emblazoned with the Bat Emblem, as is the 
distinctive rubber Bat Belt, which features four static 
belt pouches secured with metal fittings and is finished 
in faux-bronze paint with the bat emblem in black. A 
black faux-velvet cape, a Batman Begins piece that 

was modified for use on the two sequels, is secured with screws at the 
shoulders. A pair of leather motorcycle boots (marked ‘BR7’ and ‘9’) 
completes the impressive costume.

The costume displays some wear from use and age, with small cracks 
and tears present in the urethane of the upper body armour across the 
chest and at the right elbow. The Batsuit is presented on a custom-made 
mannequin display. Dimensions (displayed): 50 cm x 90 cm x 195 cm 
(19 ¾" x 35 ½" x 76 ¾")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store 
certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact 
us for further information.

£40,000-60,000
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† 547. Hero Batpod Vehicle
THE DARK KNIGHT (2008) & THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

A hero Batpod vehicle from the action films The Dark Knight and The Dark Knight Rises, directed by Christopher Nolan. In The Dark Knight 
Batman (Christian Bale) used the Batpod to escape his Tumbler vehicle during his battle with the Joker (Heath Ledger), and later used 
the vehicle in his unsuccessful attempt to save Rachel Dawes (Maggie Gyllenhaal) and in his hunt for Harvey Dent (Aaron Eckhart). In 
The Dark Knight Rises, Batman and Selina Kyle (Anne Hathaway) used the vehicle during their battles with Bane (Tom Hardy) and the 
new League of Shadows.

Conceived by Christopher Nolan and production designer Nathan Crowley, the Batpod was intended to provide an alternative to Batman’s 
trusty Tumbler vehicle. The design was created by Crowley and brought to life by special-effects supervisor Chris Corbould, who made 
six of the vehicles for use on The Dark Knight. The unusual shape of the vehicle made engineering a challenge, especially with such 
unconventional tires fitted. The unique Pod is designed for a rider in a prone position who steers the vehicle with their arms and shoulders, 
and features advanced design elements such as an exhaust system integrated within the framework. The vehicles were largely driven by 
stunt rider Jean-Pierre Goy during filming, and were used for numerous events in the promotion of The Dark Knight and The Dark Knight 
Rises. Crowley received Academy Award® and BAFTA Award® nominations for his work on The Dark Knight. 

This incredible vehicle features a custom-made chassis with 31" Hoosier racing tyres and a Honda 750 engine. Fibreglass body panels 
finished in metallic grey paint cover the bike’s engine and handlebars.  A pair of cannon barrels made of plastic, resin and fibreglass are 
secured at the front of the vehicle, and a laser targeting unit is fitted above the right hand grip. A radiator and hydraulics are fitted behind 
the saddle, and the braking system is operated by controls on the left handle and the right pedal. Black foam padding is installed on the 
body, saddle and knee rests for comfort whilst riding.

Well-used on both productions, as well as in the promotion of the films as part of the Warner Bros. archive, 
the Batpod displays some wear to the body panels and some light corrosion on the chassis, with damage to 
the left gun mount as a result of use on set. However, in spite of this wear, the vehicle remains in very good 
condition and is supplied with a metal support stand for display purposes. Dimensions: 380 cm x 120 cm x 
107 cm (149 ½" x 47 ¼" x 42 ¼")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a 
duration of one month. Please contact us for further information.

This vehicle is sold in non-functional ‘rolling only’ condition. It is drained of all fluids, and the battery, fuel tank and throttle controls have been removed.

£60,000-80,000
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† 548. Gotham Times Newspapers
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

A set of Gotham Times newspapers from the action film 
The Dark Knight Rises, directed by Christopher Nolan. 
Editions of the Gotham Times provided set dressing 
throughout Gotham City in multiple scenes of the film. 

The set is comprised of four newspapers; two filled with 
dummy content from the New York Post and two prop 
covers only, without fillers. Printed on newspaper stock, 
each newspaper features a short Gotham weather report and an image caption on the second page reading "Bruce Wayne looks over an 
angry mob of shareholders outside of Wayne Enterprises". Two of the newspapers are dated 7th October 2013 and the others 13th October 
2013. Each newspaper is folded and remains in good condition. Dimensions (each unfolded newspaper): 55.5 cm x 30.5 cm (22" x 12")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us 
for further information.

£400-600

† 550. Barnabas Collins' (Johnny Depp) Cane
DARK SHADOWS (2012)

Barnabas Collins' (Johnny Depp) cane from the comedy Dark Shadows, directed by Tim Burton.  Barnabas, the man who made the mistake 
of scorning a witch’s love and being cursed forever as a vampire, used his cane throughout the movie.

Cast from a dense urethane, the cane features an ornate wolf carving on the crook 
painted shades of cream to resemble ebony, and has been intentionally aged by hand 
to look as old as its master by creating superficial ‘cracks’ enhanced with black paint. 
The main shaft is painted black with intricate patterns along the entire length. The base 
is tipped with a short cylinder of metal for endurance in use. It remains in very good 
condition, with some slight scuffs at the base. Dimensions: 94 cm x 15 cm x 4 cm (37" 
x 6" x 1 ½")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on 
this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£2,000-3,000

† 549. Barnabas Collins' (Johnny Depp) Parasol
DARK SHADOWS (2012)

Barnabas Collins' (Johnny Depp) parasol from the comedy Dark Shadows, 
directed by Tim Burton. The newly freed vampire used his parasol in the town 
of Collinsport to protect himself from the deadly glare of the sun while visiting 
his family’s derelict factory.

The piece has a black fabric canopy with metal ribs and a wooden shaft and 
curved crook. It remains in very good condition. Dimensions (closed): 108 cm 
x 14 cm x 3 cm (42 ½" x 5 ½" x 1 ¼")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. 
Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£600-800
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† 551. Barnabas Collins' (Johnny Depp) Coffin
DARK SHADOWS (2012)

Barnabas Collins' (Johnny Depp) coffin from the comedy Dark Shadows, directed by Tim Burton. After being inadvertently released in 1972, 
Collins is once again imprisoned by witch Angelique (Eva Green) after rejecting her numerous seductive advances.

The large gothic piece is constructed from fibreglass with details including braces and rivets cast into the form. The lid, also fibreglass, 
opens via a set of large metal hinges and has corresponding latches on the opposite edge with a number of metal hoops and brackets 
along the centre of the side panels. The inside is decorated to match the exterior, with several layers of black foam lining the base for the 
performer’s comfort. The coffin is stored inside the original wooden production transport crate, which includes the movie title stencilled in 
paint on the sides. Dimensions: (crate) 218 cm x 86 cm x 89 cm (85 ¾" x 35" x 33 ¾")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in 
place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted 
to a duration of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£2,000-3,000

† 552. Rita Vratasky's (Emily Blunt) Sword
EDGE OF TOMORROW (2014)

Rita Vrataski's (Emily Blunt) sword from the sci-fi action film Edge of Tomorrow, directed 
by Doug Liman. Vrataski, the ‘Angel of Verdun’, carried her sword on the battlefield 
during Cage’s (Tom Cruise) first day of combat. After their victory over the Mimics 
at Verdun, she became the poster girl for the war, frequently pictured with the 
unique weapon of choice.

The weapon is cast from dense polyurethane in the shape of a helicopter 
tail rotor blade; the materials ensured it was lightweight and could be 
held easily by the performer. It is painted black, with foil fixed along 
the narrow edge of the blade to resemble sharpened metal. A 
distressed UDF sticker near the hilt includes information on the 
fictional vehicle it originated from and a range of alphanumerical 
digits are spray-painted further along in pale brown. The hilt is 
partially wrapped in black electrical tape, with brown paint 
applied simulating mud and grime. The pommel is painted 
metallic grey which has worn away in places, and the 
blade includes a line of red spray paint across the tip. 
It remains in very good condition, with intentional 
production distress including chips to the foil. 
Dimensions: 122 cm x 16 cm x 6 cm (48" x 6 
¼" x 2 ½")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate 
of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. 
Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration 
of one month. Please contact us for further 
information.

£4,000-6,000
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† 553. Rita Vratasky's EXO Suit
EDGE OF TOMORROW (2014)

Rita Vrataski’s EXO suit from the sci-fi action film 
Edge of Tomorrow, directed by Doug Liman. Rita 
Vrataski (Emily Blunt), the ‘Angel of Verdun’, wore 
her combat armour for the repeated time-looping 
Normandy beach landings where she died repeatedly 
in front of deserter-turned-hero Major William Cage 
(Tom Cruise). This particular EXO suit was worn by 
stunt performers in the film’s frenetic battle scenes.

The EXO suit was designed to be lightweight, while 
still possessing the hulking movements of of military 
hardware. The costume is made primarily of foam 
rubber, with sections of armour adorned throughout. 
The suit is secured to the wearer via an array of 
Velcro and clip-fastening straps. Hinged joints are 
fitted at the shoulders, elbows, hips and knees to 
assist in mobility during use. Short cannon barrels 
are integrated into the left arm. Additional hoses have 
been dressed to give the appearance of a hydraulics 
system throughout the suit. 

The entire suit is finished in a distinctive black and 
red paint finish, with a grey Union flag painted on the 
right arm. Orange tracking markers are present on 
the backpack to facilitate the visual-effects addition 
of Vrataski’s shoulder cannons.

Worn under the EXO armour is a full UDF uniform 
consisting of a dark grey jacket (marked ‘Liang Yang’) 
with integrated elbow pads and Union flag and unit 
patches on the arms; a set of plate armour made of 
foam with Velcro fastenings and web strapping; a 
pair of custom camouflage combat trousers (marked 
‘Liang Yang’) with webbing belt; a pair of Dr. Martin 
combat boots with heel and toe cap dressing (UK size 
5); a pair of fingerless gloves; a black neck comforter 
and a pair of knee pads (marked ‘Rita’ and ‘Liang’).

Both the armour and uniform are heavily distressed 
for use, with mud spatters,stains, scratches and grime 
applied to provide a combat-worn appearance. Some 
additional wear and small tears are present to the 
foam components from use and age.

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in 
place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted 
to a duration of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£12,000-15,000
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† 554. Owen Chase's (Chris Hemsworth) Whale 
Pin Necklace
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA (2015)

Owen Chase’s (Chris Hemsworth) whale pin necklace from the action-adventure film In the 
Heart of the Sea, directed by Ron Howard. Chase and his fellow seamen wore their whale 
pins throughout the film as they sailed the seas hunting whales. The pins were awarded to 
sailors as a symbol of successfully killing the largest whales.

The necklace pin is cast in resin with a metal armature, and resembles scrimshaw ivory 
featuring a ball of twine detail secured to a length of brown leather thong. Accompanying it 
are four other whale pins with nautical-themed carved headpieces, including a whale’s tale, 
a conical shell, a harpoon point and another ball of twine. The necklace shows a break in the 
pin’s length and leather wear. Dimensions (longest pin): 15 cm x 3 cm x 1.5 cm (6" x 1 ¼" x ½")  

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item 
is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£200-300

† 555. Owen Chase's (Chris Hemsworth) Harpoon
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA (2015)

Owen Chase’s (Chris Hemsworth) harpoon from the action-adventure film In the Heart of the Sea, directed by Ron Howard. Chase used 
his harpoon in attempts to kill the monstrous whale whilst it attacked the Essex. 

The harpoon features a three-pronged resin head piece painted with a metal finish. The head piece is secured to a wooden main shaft and 
has thick rope attached to its length. It displays coiled rope detail where the shaft and head piece meet. Minor paint chipping and slight 

damage is evident on the harpoon head. Dimensions: 297 cm x 10 cm x 5 cm (117" x 4" x 2")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration 
of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£400-600

† 556. Stinger Apini's (Sean Bean) Stunt Rifle
JUPITER ASCENDING (2015)

Stinger Apini's (Sean Bean) stunt rifle from the sci-fi adventure film Jupiter Ascending, 
directed by The Wachowskis. Apini used his weapon when Caine Wise (Channing 
Tatum) and Jupiter Jones (Mila Kunis) arrived at his residence seeking help and 
shelter.

The weapon is constructed entirely from urethane rubber, painted metallic 
grey with black highlights to give an aged and used appearance. It has 
two barrels in an over/under configuration, and the body is detailed 
with assorted greeblies cast into the form to enhance the 
high-tech feel. It remains in very good condition. 
Dimensions: 61 cm x 20 cm x 5 cm (24" x 
8" x 2")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of 
authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment 
plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. 
Please contact us for further information.

£400-600
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† 557. Trigger Deci Bore Gun
JUPITER ASCENDING (2015)

A Deci Bore gun from the sci-fi adventure film Jupiter Ascending, directed by The Wachowskis. 
Triggers used their weapons during the assault at Stinger Apini’s (Sean Bean) residence, 
where they attempted to murder Earth’s matriarch Jupiter Jones (Mila Kunis). 

The large weapon is constructed from cast resin, with a traditional stock and a urethane handle. 
It features a wide barrel with rotating centre, a small switch in the butt activates pulsing blue lights along the stock, and the trigger rotates 

the barrel – all powered by a 12V battery (UK 13amp charger included). 
Metallic grey and black paint covers the surface, with faux-bronze and 
copper coloured accents and metal piping. It remains in very good condition. 

Dimensions: 82 cm x 19 cm 31 cm (32 ¼" x 7 ½" x 12 ¼")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. 
Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us for further 

information.

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them 
accurately, however no guarantee or warranty is made as to the functionality or lifespan 

of those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as 
to their use and maintenance.

£600-800
† 558. Trigger Gun

JUPITER ASCENDING (2015)

A Trigger gun from the sci-fi adventure film Jupiter Ascending, 
directed by The Wachowskis. Triggers used their weapons during 
the assault at Stinger Apini’s (Sean Bean) residence, where they 
attempted to murder Earth’s matriarch Jupiter Jones (Mila Kunis). 

The heavy weapon is constructed from cast resin, with a large 
receiver displaying futuristic hydraulic components and metal pipes. 
It features reciprocating barrels that propel forward when the trigger 
is activated, along with blue lights in the glass chamber, all powered 
by a battery (UK 5amp charger included). The piece is painted with 
a metallic grey and faux-silver finish. Signs of wear are evident on 
the gun, including minor paint chips and scuffs. Dimensions: 58 
cm x 30 cm x 14 cm (23" x 12" x 5 ½")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of 
a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration 
of one month. Please contact us for further information.

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made 
to describe them accurately, however no guarantee or warranty is made as 
to the functionality or lifespan of those components. It is entirely incumbent 
on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their use and maintenance.

£600-800

† 559. Caine Wise's (Channing Tatum) Stunt 
Large Goose Gun
JUPITER ASCENDING (2015)

Caine Wise's (Channing Tatum) stunt Goose gun from the sci-fi 
adventure film Jupiter Ascending, directed by The Wachowskis. Wise 
used his weapon when the Triggers attacked Stinger Apini’s (Sean 
Bean) residence where they attempted to murder Earth’s matriarch 
Jupiter Jones (Mila Kunis).

The large weapon is constructed from cast resin, painted metallic 
grey with a layer of black paint to allude to extensive age and use. An 
assortment of futuristic greeblies add to the high-tech appearance, 
including the modified stock and trigger. A clear acrylic cylinder houses 
a static-finned shaft, protected with a vac-formed cover secured with 
rivets. It remains in very good condition. Dimensions: 79 cm x 29 cm 
13 cm (31" x 11 ½" x 5")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place 
of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a 
duration of one month. Please contact us for further information.

£400-600
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† 561. Gaby Teller's (Alicia Vikander) Dress
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E (2015)

Gaby Teller's (Alicia Vikander) dress from the action-comedy The Man from 
U.N.C.L.E., directed by Guy Ritchie. The young undercover MI6 agent wore 
her dress throughout the latter part of the film. This dress’ unique pattern 
placement and stitching can be screen-matched to the scenes prior to her 
arrival inside the underground Vinciguerra bomb laboratory.

The pleated romper dress is custom-made from a polyester blend fabric, 
with a vibrant orange, white and brown print pattern and white satin lining. 
It has a rear zipper closure with hidden hook clasps and poppers to secure 
the back belt and halter neck, each of which are adorned with gold-coloured 
buttons. It remains in a very good condition. 

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. 
Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us for further 
information.

£2,000-3,000

† 560. Caine Wise's (Channing Tatum) Mauler Guns
JUPITER ASCENDING (2015)

A pair of Caine Wise’s (Channing Tatum) Mauler guns from the sci-fi adventure film Jupiter 
Ascending, directed by The Wachowskis. Wise used his signature pistol throughout the 
film, whilst protecting Jupiter Jones (Mila Kunis) as they endeavoured to save Earth from 
its human harvest. 

The pistols are made from cast resin, with distressed copper plating and a metal tang 
centre. They display faux-gold details on the grip and body, and an ornate trigger guard. 
The guns feature glass chambers housing a rotating diode that illuminates when the safety 
switch is pressed. Each pistol displays a red LED panel on either side, creating a charging 
effect when the switch is activated. In addition, one of the pistols has a white LED light at 
the end of the barrel that lights by the trigger. All electrical components are powered by 
a 9V battery. Accompanying the guns are two visual-effects markers. Signs of wear are 
evident and a red LED light no longer functions on one side panel. They are sold with their 
original production case. Dimensions (per pistol): 30 cm x 18 cm x 
5 cm (12" x 7" x 2")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop 
Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one 
month. Please contact us for further information.

As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been 
made to describe them accurately, however no guarantee 
or warranty is made as to the functionality or lifespan of 
those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new 
owner to satisfy themselves as to their use and 
maintenance.

£1,500-2,000
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† 562. Napoleon Solo's (Henry Cavill) Vespa Scooter
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E (2015)

Napoleon Solo's (Henry Cavill) Vespa scooter from the action-comedy The Man from U.N.C.L.E., directed by Guy Ritchie. The CIA agent 
rode his scooter through the streets of Rome early in the movie as he, Illya (Armie Hammer) and Gaby (Alicia Vikander) began their 
undercover assignment, including their dramatic chase through the Italian streets.

The vehicle is a vintage Piaggio Vespa Largeframe VBB 150 constructed in 1964. It was sprayed cream by the production and is decorated 
with a chrome and black trim. It has 10" wheels and a black faux-leather pillion passenger seat. There are two locked compartments on 
the front frame and left pannier (keys not included). The scooter remains in very good condition, with a functioning kick stand. Please note 
this vehicle is not registered for road use; there is no V5 log book. Dimensions: 173 cm x 102 cm x 71 cm (68" x 40 ¼" x 28")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us 
for further information.

This vehicle is sold in non-functional ‘rolling only’ condition. It is drained of all fluids. As this item contains electronic components, every effort has been made to describe them accurately, 
however no guarantee or warranty is made as to the functionality or lifespan of those components. It is entirely incumbent on the new owner to satisfy themselves as to their use and 
maintenance.

£5,000-7,000
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† 564. Peter Pan's (Levi 
Miller) Necklace
PAN (2015)

Peter Pan’s (Levi Miller) necklace 
from the adventure-fantasy Pan, 
directed by Joe Wright. Peter wore 
his distinctive necklace throughout 
the film, as he endeavours to save 
Neverland’s fairy kingdom from the 
villainous clutches of Blackbeard 
(Hugh Jackman). The pan symbolises 
the long-anticipated child saviour 
destined to fulfil the prophecy. 

Cast in metal, the necklace features 
a small pan flute hanging on a length 
of brown leather cord knotted at 
the end. Well-used, the necklace 
displays minor wear to the leather 
cord. Dimensions (laid out): 32 cm x 
2 cm x 1 cm (12 ½" x ¾" x ½")  

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate 
of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. 
Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration 
of one month. Please contact us for further 
information.

£1,500-2,000

† 563. KGB and CIA Bug Devices
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E (2015)

A set of six CIA and KGB bug devices from 
the action-comedy The Man from U.N.C.L.E., 
directed by Guy Ritchie. Agents Solo (Henry 
Cavill) and Illya (Armie Hammer) each 
discovered the other agent’s bugs had been 
planted in their hotel rooms in Rome.

Assorted sizes of the devices were used in the 
film. Included are two CIA bugs with antennas, 
two CIA bugs with cut wires, and two KGB bugs 
resembling clear plastic lightbulbs with brass 
prongs. They remain in very good condition. 
Dimensions (largest - KGB): 4 cm x 2 cm x 2 
cm (1 ½" x ¾" x ¾")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity 
in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item 
is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us for 
further information.

£400-600
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† 566. Queen Gorgo's (Lena Headey) Sword
300: RISE OF AN EMPIRE (2014)

Queen Gorgo's (Lena Headey) sword used in the sword-and-sandals prequel 300: Rise of an Empire, directed by Noam Murro. The Queen 
consort of the Greek city Sparta was given her late husband Leonidas’ (Gerard Butler) sword after the Spartan defeat, and later wielded 
it during the climactic battle with the Persian army.

Crafted from urethane with an internal metal armature for support, the weapon is painted shades of metallic grey to resemble aged metal, 
with a curved blade edge and hooked handle and pommel. The grip is wrapped with brown leather and the entire piece is well-used. There 
is a small chip on the tip of the blade and some paint has rubbed away, but otherwise it remains in good condition. Dimensions: 73 cm 
x 9 cm x 2.5 cm (28 ¼" x 3 ½" x 1")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us 
for further information.

£400-600

† 565. Scyllias' (Callan Mulvey) Sword
300: RISE OF AN EMPIRE (2014)

Scyllias' (Callan Mulvey) sword used in the sword-and-sandals prequel 300: Rise of an Empire directed by Noam Murro. A close friend of 
General Themistokles (Sullivan Stapleton), Scyllias used his sword in the action-packed battles against the Persian army in the Greco-
Persian war.

Crafted from urethane with an internal metal armature for support, the weapon is painted shades of metallic grey and bronze to resemble 
aged metal, with a curved blade edge continuing into the handle and swirl decorated pommel. The sword has sustained chips to the top 
layer of paint revealing bronze-coloured paint below. Dimensions: 80 cm x 9 cm x 3 cm (31 ½" x 3 ½" x 1 ¼")

This lot is supplied with a Warner Bros. certificate of authenticity in place of a Prop Store certificate. Payment plan on this item is restricted to a duration of one month. Please contact us 
for further information.

£400-600
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Ϻ Δ 567. Wolverine's (Hugh Jackman) 
Prosthetic Chest Appliance
THE WOLVERINE (2013)

Wolverine's (Hugh Jackman) prosthetic chest appliance 
from the James Mangold superhero prequel The Wolverine. 
The chest appliance was worn by Hugh Jackman when 
Wolverine cut open his chest to remove a robotic parasite 
attached to his heart, suppressing his healing ability. 

The chest is made of silicone, featuring hand punched hair 
and partially healed wounds, including a bullet wound and 
a cut displaying crude blue stitches. The deep wound from 
the scene in which the appliance is worn is present in the 
centre of the chest and is surrounded by fake blood. The 
appliance has been sewn onto a corset allowing it to sit 
tight on the actor’s body and is presented on a plastic buck. 
Dimensions: 82 cm x 61 cm x 26 cm (32 ¼" x 24" x 10 ¼")

£2,000-3,000

Ω 568. Chris' (Robin Williams) Paint-Splattered Suit and Coat
WHAT DREAMS MAY COME (1998)

Chris' (Robin Williams) paint-splattered 
costume from director Vincent Ward's What 
Dreams May Come. After dying in a tragic 
accident, Chris awoke in his own version of 
heaven created from his imagination. This 
outfit screen matches to the scene when 
Chris walks through painted flowers and 
observes his new world from a hill. This 
outfit includes a bespoke trench coat, Yves 
Saint Laurent dress shirt, scarf, and Brooks 
Brothers pants. The entire ensemble has 
been splattered in paint and the scarf is 
taped inside the trench coat. Paired with the 
costume are two wardrobe tags which note 
its use in scenes 28 and 30. The costume 
shows minor wear due to production use 
and age, but remains in very good condition. 

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ Δ 569. Autographed Main Cast Business 
Cards
THE WIRE (TV 2002-2008)

A collection of ten key character business cards autographed by the 
cast from the acclaimed HBO TV series The Wire. The members of 
the Baltimore Police Department used their business cards in various 
episodes during the show's run.

Each card is printed on thin-weight white stock, with the police 
department name across the top, character name, position and 
contact numbers, each signed in black ink across the bottom. 
Autographs include Dominic West, John Doman and Wendell 
Pierce. There are sticker remnants on the reverse of each card 
from being previously displayed. Dimensions (each): 9 cm x 5 
cm (3.5" x 2")

£200-300

Ϻ Δ 570. Morley Class A Cigarette Packet
THE X-FILES (1993-2002)

A packet of ‘Morley’ prop cigarettes from the award-winning sci-
fi television series The X-Files. Morley cigarettes were smoked 
throughout the series as the favoured brand of the mysterious 
antagonist known as 'The Smoking Man' (William B. Davis). 
The fictional cigarette brand ‘Morley’ has appeared in numerous 
television shows and films from as early as 1960 when they 
appeared in Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho. 

Designed to resemble the instantly recognisable Marlboro 
cigarette brand, the red and white flip top box is made of card 
with "Morley" printed in black and a gold crest above. A barcode 
and Surgeon General’s warning is printed on the sides of the box 
and it is accompanied by a letter from the show’s Prop Master. 
Dimensions: 8.25 cm x 5.75 cm x 2.5 cm (3 ¼" x 2 ¼" x 1")

£300-400

Ϻ 571. Dana Scully's (Gillian Anderson) FBI ID Badge
THE X-FILES (1993-2002)

Dana Scully’s (Gillian Anderson) FBI ID badge from the award-winning sci-fi 
television series The X-Files. Special Agent Scully wore her ID from season two 
during scenes at the FBI headquarters. 

The ID card is printed and features a photograph of Scully along with a handwritten 
signature. The ID is held inside a plastic wallet with a detachable metal clip. The 
piece displays some minor wear, and a small amount of adhesive residue on the 
plastic wallet and metal clip from use on the production. Dimensions: 16.5cm x 
8cm x 2cm (6 ½" x 3 ¼" x ¾") 

£2,000-3,000
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Ϻ 572. Fox Mulder's (David Duchovny) FBI ID Badge
THE X-FILES (1993-2002)

Fox Mulder’s (David Duchovny) FBI ID badge from the award-winning sci-fi 
television series The X-Files. Special Agent Mulder wears his ID from season two 
during scenes at the FBI headquarters. 

The ID card is printed and features a photograph of Mulder along with a handwritten 
signature. The card is held inside a plastic wallet with a detachable metal clip. There 
is slight creasing to the right-hand corner of the ID and a small amount of adhesive 
residue on the plastic wallet and metal clip, however overall it remains in very good 
condition. Dimensions: 16.5cm x 8cm x 2cm (6 ½" x 3 ¼" x ¾")

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 573. Dana Scully's (Gillian Anderson) FBI 
Photo ID and Badge
THE X-FILES (1993-2002)

Dana Scully’s (Gillian Anderson) FBI ID badge from the award-winning 
sci-fi television series The X-Files. Special Agent Scully wore her ID 
from season two during scenes at the FBI headquarters. 

The ID card is printed and features a photograph of Scully along with 
a handwritten signature. The ID is held inside a plastic wallet with 
a detachable metal clip. The piece displays some minor wear, and 
a small amount of adhesive residue on the plastic wallet and metal 
clip from use on the production. Dimensions: 16.5cm x 8cm x 2cm 
(6 ½" x 3 ¼" x ¾")

£3,000-5,000

Ϻ 574. Fox Mulder's (David Duchovny) FBI 
Photo ID and Badge
THE X-FILES (1993-2002)

Fox Mulder’s (David Duchovny) FBI photo ID and badge from the 
award-winning sci-fi television series The X-Files. From season one, 
Special Agent Mulder uses his ID, often displaying it upon his arrival 
at a new crime scene.

The identification is secured in a black leather wallet which includes a 
metal FBI Justice Department badge with a pin back and two printed 
cards. The first card features a photo identification card with Mulder’s 
handwritten signature, while the second has the signature of the 
Bureau’s Director. The wallet displays some wear from production 
use, including fading of both signatures and light markings on the 
interior and exterior of the leather. Dimensions (folded): 12.5cm x 
8cm x 1cm (5" x 3 ¼" x ¼")

£3,000-5,000
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Ϻ Δ 575. Wolverine's (Hugh Jackman) Dog 
Tag
X-MEN (2000)

Wolverine’s (Hugh Jackman) dog tag from the Bryan Singer 
superhero film X-Men. Wolverine wore his distinctive ID 
throughout the film and later gave it to Rogue (Anna Paquin) 
for safekeeping. 

The tag is made from metal with engraved text reading 
"Wolverine" and "458 25 243." It hangs from a metal ball chain 
necklace comprised of two chains. There are small scratches 
and marks on the back, but it remains in good condition. It is 
accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity from the 20th 
Century Fox archives. Dimensions (tag): 4.5 cm x 2.25 cm x 
0.25 cm (1 ¾" x 1" x ¼")

£2,000-3,000

Ϻ 576. Wolverine's (Hugh Jackman) Watch
X-MEN 2 (2003)

Wolverine’s (Hugh Jackman) watch from the Bryan Singer’s sci-fi sequel 
X-Men 2. Wolverine wore his watch throughout the film. Made by Red 
Monkey, the watch features a chrome dial and case. The band is made 
of brown leather and is attached to a wide inner cuff with crisscrossed 
leather straps and rivet detailing. 

There is evidence of patina on the buckle, rivet holes on the watch strap 
and creasing in the leather on the underside of the strap as a result of use. 
The watch is accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the film’s prop 
master. Dimensions: 26.5cm x 4 cm x 2 cm (10 ½" x 1 ½" x ¾")

£1,200-1,500
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1. Introduction

This Buyers’ Guide contains a brief overview of Prop Store’s auction process and the terms under which Lots are made available for sale at auction.  A more 
detailed statement of our Terms and Conditions of Sale follows after this Buyer’s Guide.  Please read the Buyer’s Guide and the Terms and Conditions of 
Sale carefully.  By registering to bid and participate in a Prop Store auction, you will be deemed to have agreed to be bound by them.

2. Definitions

2.1. When the following words are used in this Buyers’ Guide, they mean:

Auction A live sale by auction hosted by Prop Store

Bidder Any person, properly registered and approved by Prop Store to participate in the Auction who makes or considers making 
a bid to buy a Lot at Auction

Buyer The person or organisation making the highest bid or offer for a Lot accepted by the auctioneer, including a principal 
bidding as agent

Buyer’s Expenses An amount equivalent to 3% of the Hammer Price (plus VAT if applicable) if the Buyer’s winning bid was made online, 
payable by the Buyer to Prop Store

Buyer’s Premium A commission of 20% (plus VAT if applicable) of the Hammer Price for a Lot, payable by the Buyer to Prop Store

Conditions of Sale Prop Store’s terms and conditions of sale at auction, from time to time as may be amended, a copy of which appears in 
the Buyer’s Guide

Credit Card Fee An additional 2% (plus VAT if applicable) of the aggregate amount of the Hammer Price, Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s Expenses 
plus any relevant VAT, charged to the Buyer, if the Purchase Price is paid by credit card

Guarantee of Attribution Prop Store’s limited guarantee relating to the provenance of each Lot, given to the extent set out in Condition 10 of the 
Terms and Conditions of Sale

Hammer Price The highest bid for a Lot accepted by the auctioneer at the Auction or the post-Auction sale price of that Lot

Lot Each item or group of items consigned by the Seller to Prop Store to be made available for sale at an Auction, as detailed 
in the catalogue

Prop Store Prop Store Limited (company number 08622002) of Great House Farm, Chenies, Rickmansworth, WD3 6EP

Purchase Price The Hammer Price plus Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s Expenses (plus VAT if applicable)

Reserve Price (Where applicable) the minimum price at which the Seller has authorised Prop Store to sell a Lot

Seller The person or organisation offering the Lot for sale, including their agents or personal representatives

3. Before the Auction

3.1. Bidder Registration

3.1.1. Every person or organisation wishing to make a bid is required to register with Prop Store before participating at an Auction.
3.1.2. To register, the registration form (available in this Buyer’s Guide or online at www.propstore.com) must be completed in full and Prop Store 

provided with valid Visa, MasterCard or American Express credit card details to be held on file; and

3.1.2.1. an individual must provide Prop Store with up to date, valid government-issued photo identification (e.g. passport, national identity 
card) and proof of current address (such as a utility bill or bank statement dated within the last three months);

3.1.2.2. an organisation must provide a certified copy or original certificate of incorporation, or, in the case of unregistered entities, other 
evidence satisfactory to Prop Store – contact Prop Store on +44 (0)1494 766485 for confirmation of what will be acceptable;

3.1.2.3. a person registering as an agent to bid on behalf of a third party must bring the appropriate identification documents as set out 
above for themselves and for the third party on whose behalf they are authorised to make a bid and provide to Prop Store a signed 
authorisation from the third party confirming their authority to participate at the Auction on that third party’s behalf.

3.2. Pre-Auction Viewing

3.2.1. Over 250 of the Lots can be previewed at the public exhibition held at ODEON BFI IMAX, 1 Charlie Chaplin Walk, Waterloo, London SE1 8XR 
from Wednesday 9 September–Wednesday 23 September, 10:00 am – 9:30 pm on weekdays and 11 am - 9:30 pm on weekends. Please 
inquire if the lot you are interested in is included in the exhibition.

3.2.2. During the Pre-Auction Viewing period, as set forth in the Auction catalogue, any Bidder may preview Lots not present in the public exhibition 
free of charge by appointment with Prop Store.

3.3. Delivery costs

3.3.1. Without any liability, Prop Store can provide shipping estimates before the Auction; a Bidder requiring this information should email  
support@propstore.com including the Lot number and shipping address at least 3 days before the start of the Auction.

3.4. Bidders outside the U.K.

3.4.1. If the Bidder is based outside the United Kingdom, the Bidder should ensure in advance of the Auction that the Lot can be exported from the U.K. and 
imported into the country of destination. No sale will be cancelled because the Lot may not be imported into the country of destination.

3.4.2. Prop Store’s recommended third-party independent freight agent, Precision Cargo, can advise Bidders on relevant export licensing regulations 
and may submit export licence applications upon request. Neither Prop Store nor its freight agents can guarantee that any licences, permits or 
consents will be granted.

4. At the Auction

4.1. Estimates

4.1.1. Estimates represent Prop Store’s guide to Bidders and do not give any indication or representation of actual values or likely bids. Estimates do 
not include any Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses, Credit Card Fee or VAT.

4.1.2. Prop Store reserves the right to amend its estimates from time to time
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4.3.9. The auctioneer may accept or decline bids at his entire discretion.

5. After the Auction

5.1. Successful bids

5.1.1. Prop Store will notify successful Bidders and send (by email unless requested otherwise) a payment invoice setting out the Purchase Price and itemising the 
Hammer Price, Buyer’s Premium, and if applicable Buyer’s Expenses plus any applicable VAT within 7 working days of the end of the Auction. 

5.2. Payment

5.2.1. Payment is due within 7 working days from receipt of invoice and must be made by the Buyer. Payments from any other source will not be accepted 
and shall be returned by Prop Store.

5.2.2. Payment must be in Pounds Sterling and may be made by electronic transfer, debit card, credit card (up to a maximum of £25,000) bankers draft or 
cheque (drawn on a U.K. bank account – note cheque clearance can take between 5 and 10 working days) or cash (up to a maximum of £5,000). 
Please note that the Credit Card Fee will be charged and payable in addition to the Purchase Price on any amounts paid by credit card. Please 
quote the Lot number, invoice number and Bidder registration number when making payment to ensure it can be processed as efficiently as possible.

5.2.3. Credit card payments are only acceptable on the express understanding that the Lot is not returnable, refundable nor exchangeable and no 
charge card credit or refund of the Credit Card Fee may be issued in the event of any such return. If payment is made by credit card, Buyer will 
not undertake any action or effort to stop payment, seek a refund, or attempt a charge back of such amounts – or any Credit Card Fee assessed 
thereon – by the issuer of the credit card.

5.2.4. [†] These lots are sold under standard VAT rules. For buyers within the EEC, 20% VAT will be due on the hammer price; 20% VAT will also be due on the 
Buyer’s premium (as well as Buyer’s Expenses and Credit Card Fee if applicable). If EEC based buyer is a business outside of the U.K.  who has provided 
their VAT number, no VAT will be due. When lots are exported outside the EEC (proof of export required or shipped by Prop Store or through Prop Store’s 
authorised shipper), no VAT will be due on the hammer price; 20% VAT will be due on the Buyer’s premium only (as well as Buyer’s Expenses and Credit 
Card Fee if applicable); unless items are exported to a registered business outside the EEC, in which case no VAT is due.

 [Ω] These lots have been temporarily imported from outside the EEC for sale at auction in London. For buyers within the EEC (private individuals or 
registered businesses), 5% VAT will be due on the hammer price; 20% VAT will also be due on the Buyer’s premium (as well as Buyer’s Expenses 
and Credit Card Fee if applicable). When lots are exported outside the EEC (proof of export required or shipped by Prop Store or through Prop 
Store’s authorised shipper), no VAT will be due.

 [Ϻ] These lots are sold under the margin scheme. For buyers within the EEC (private individuals or registered businesses), no VAT will be due on the 
hammer price; 20% VAT will be due on the Buyer’s premium (as well as Buyer’s Expenses and Credit Card Fee if applicable). When lots are exported 
outside the EEC (proof of export required or shipped by Prop Store or through Prop Store’s authorised shipper), no VAT is due.

            [US] These lots are currently located in Prop Store’s Los Angeles facility and will ship directly to the buyer from the Los Angeles facility. For buyers 
within the EEC (private individuals or registered businesses), no VAT will be charged by Prop Store on the hammer price; 20% VAT will be due on the 
Buyer’s premium (as well as Buyer’s Expenses and Credit Card Fee if applicable.) For buyers outside the EEC, no VAT will be charged by Prop Store.

5.3. Export and Import 

5.3.1. It is the Buyer’s sole responsibility to arrange and obtain all necessary export/import licences, permits and any other necessary consents before 
the Lot is shipped. 

5.3.2. Prop Store’s third-party independent recommended freight agent will be able to deal with enquiries from Bidders and Buyers on importing and/or exporting 
of Lots. Precision Cargo is Prop Store’s freight agent of choice. 

5.3.3. With regards to lots exported outside the EEC, if your Lots are shipped by Prop Store or through Prop Store’s authorised shipper, you will not be 
required to pay VAT when settling your invoice. If you are using any other shipper, or hand carrying your Lots outside the EEC, then VAT will be 
due on the invoice, which will be refunded once acceptable proof of export is provided by your shipper of choice.

5.3.4. To prove export of your Lots, on Ω Lots, obtain HMRC form C88 through Prop Store’s authorised shipper, which must be stamped by HMRC upon leaving 
the U.K.. On † or margin scheme Lots, obtain Notice 4 07 from Prop Store’s authorised shipper, which must be stamped by HMRC upon leaving the U.K.. 
In all cases Lots must be exported within no more than 3 months of the sale date, and proof of export must be reported via the appropriate form.

5.4. Shipping and storage

5.4.1. The Buyer is solely responsible for all shipping and delivery costs. Prop Store recommends Lots are custom-packed and recommends FedEx as 
its carrier of choice. For oversized Lots, Prop Store recommends Precision Cargo.

5.4.2.    In the event of delay in shipping or failure to collect a Lot (for a reason outside Prop Store’s control) within 14 days of the due date for payment of Prop 
Store’s invoice (or such other date for shipping or collection agreed by Prop Store a storage fee of 3% of the Hammer Price per month shall be charged 
to the Buyer. If the Buyer has failed to pay the Purchase Price and the cost of shipping and handling, Prop Store, at its option may cancel the sale..

4.2. Reserve Price

4.2.1. The Reserve Price is the minimum price the Seller will accept for a Lot. The Reserve Price will not be more than the lowest estimate given by Prop 
Store. Prop Store may disclose or keep confidential the Reserve Price at its entire discretion.

4.3. Bidding

4.3.1. All bids are by individual Lot unless the auctioneer states to the contrary during the live Auction. Lots will usually be sold in their numbered 
sequence, unless the auctioneer announces otherwise.

4.3.2. All bids must be made in English only.
4.3.3. The auctioneer may accept bids from Bidders present in the sale room, via telephone, online or written bids delivered to Prop Store before the 

Auction commences, either using the form in this Buyer’s Guide or the online form at www.propstore.com. 
4.3.4. Telephone Bidders must provide to Prop Store a list of Lots on which they intend to bid at least 24 hours before the start of the Auction. Telephone bids 

will only be accepted on Lots with low-end estimate of at least £500 and telephone calls may be recorded by or on behalf of Prop Store.
4.3.5. Written bids will be executed at the lowest possible price, taking into account the Reserve Price. 
4.3.6. Online bids shall be made in accordance with and subject to the terms of the online auction platform access provider. Successful online bids shall 

incur Buyer’s Expenses.
4.3.7. The auctioneer may also execute (non-identified) bids on behalf of the Seller up to the Reserve Price only. No bids may be made by the Seller in 

excess of the Reserve Price.
4.3.8.  Save as expressly stated in this Buyer’s Guide, Prop Store accepts no liability for errors or omission in respect of bids made online, by telephone or in writing.4.3.2. 

The auctioneer may accept bids from Bidders present in the sale room, via telephone, online or written bids delivered to Prop Store before the 
Auction commences, either using the form in this Buyer’s Guide or the online form at www.propstore.com. 
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These Terms and Conditions of Sale (“Conditions”) set out the legal relationship between the Bidder/Buyer and Prop Store and the Seller. By registering 
to bid and participate in a Prop Store Auction, you will be deemed to have read and agreed to be bound by these Conditions and the accompanying 
Buyer’s Guide, as set forth in the catalogue for the Auction and online at www.propstore.com.

1. Interpretation
These Conditions shall include the terms set out in the Prop Store Live Auction Buyer’s Guide, a copy of which has been made available to the Bidder. 
In the event of any conflict between these Conditions and the Buyer’s Guide, these Conditions shall take precedence.

 2. Definitions
2.1. See 2.1 of Buyer's Guide on page 298 of this catalogue

3. Prop Store as agent
3.1. Unless expressly agreed otherwise, Prop Store acts as agent for the Seller. The contract for the sale of the Lot is made between the Seller and the Buyer.

4. Catalogue descriptions and condition of Lots
4.1. All Lots are sold subject to their condition at the date of the Auction. The nature and age of the Lots means they are often unique and are likely 

to have wear and tear, damage and other imperfections and may have been totally or partially restored or repaired. By making a bid, the Bidder 
accepts the actual condition of the Lot and acknowledges that if a bid is successful, the Buyer will buy the Lot ‘as is’.

4.2. Prop Store’s staff are not professional restorers so descriptions of Lots, images and statements of condition in Prop Store’s brochure or on its 
website are for illustrative purposes only. Prop Store cannot guarantee that colours are properly shown. Save for Prop Store Terms of Guarantee 
of Attribution all Lots are sold ‘as is’. Bidders are encouraged to inspect Lots and satisfying themselves as to condition before bidding, taking 
independent professional advice where required.

4.3. Condition reports are available for each report upon request
4.4. Film posters in the sale include condition abbreviations: M = mint; EX = excellent; VG = very good; G = good; F = fair
4.5. Lots are sold only as collectibles and unless stated expressly to the contrary, Prop Store makes no representation or warranty that any Lot is fit 

for any other purpose.
4.6. Mannequins, display stands, scale measures and other display equipment are not included with the Lots unless expressly stated in the Lot 

description in the catalogue.
4.7. Estimates are simply a guide and should not be relied upon as to advice on value or the ultimate Purchase Price, which could be significantly higher.

5. Before the Auction
5.1. Every Bidder must register with Prop Store (including providing evidence of identity) in accordance with the Buyer’s Guide. Personal information 

shall be used only in accordance with Condition 8 below. 
5.2. From time to time, Prop Store may offer a Lot which it owns in whole or in part or in which it has a financial interest and any such Lot will be 

identified in the catalogue with the symbol Δ next to its Lot number. 
5.3. Bidders are aware that, due to the one-of-a-kind nature of the materials, Prop Store only guarantees the provenance of Lots to the extent set out 

in the Terms of Guarantee of Attribution, and Prop Store will not accept returns of any material and will not issue refunds, credits or exchanges 
except as provided for in the Guarantee of Attribution.

5.4. As a courtesy to Buyers, Prop Store offers interest free payment plans on all auction Lots (see Condition 7.3 of the Conditions of Sale). 
6. At the Auction

6.1. Prop Store reserves the right to refuse admission and/or participation at the Auction and to reject any bid. Bids may not be accepted from 
unregistered bidders and all Bidders must be 18 or over.

6.2. All bids must be made in GBP Sterling. The auctioneer has the right to exercise reasonable discretion in refusing any bid, advancing the bidding in 
such a manner as he may decide, withdrawing or dividing any Lot, combining any two or more Lots and, in the case of error or dispute, and whether 
during or after the sale, determining the successful Bidder, continuing the bidding, cancelling the sale or reoffering and reselling the Lot in dispute. If 
any dispute arises after the sale, then, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary the sale record maintained by the auctioneer will be conclusive.

6.3. Unless otherwise indicated, all Lots are offered subject to a Reserve Price. The Reserve Price will not exceed the low estimate printed in the 
catalogue. The Reserve Price will not be more than the lowest estimate given by Prop Store. Prop Store may disclose or keep confidential the 
Reserve Price at its entire discretion.

6.4. The auctioneer may open the bidding on any Lot below the Reserve Price by placing a bid on behalf of the Seller. The auctioneer may continue to 
bid on behalf of the Seller up to the amount of the Reserve Price, either by placing consecutive bids or by placing bids in response to other Bidders.

6.5. When making a bid, every Bidder acknowledges that such bid is a binding offer to buy the Lot at that price (plus the Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s 
Expenses (if applicable), Credit Card Fee (if applicable), all applicable taxes and any and all shipping charges, storage and other costs). A 
successful Bidder will be deemed to be the Buyer unless it has been explicitly agreed in writing with Prop Store before the start of the Auction 
that the Bidder is acting as agent on behalf of an identified third party acceptable to Prop Store (and registered with Prop Store), and only then 
will Prop Store regard that third party as the Buyer. In such circumstances, the Bidder acting as agent confirms that he is authorised to bind the 
third party and that the Buyer has been made aware of and accepts these Conditions.

6.6. Prop Store will use reasonable efforts to execute written bids delivered before the Auction for Bidders unable to attend the auction in person, by 
an agent or by telephone or online. All such written bids must be made on Prop Store’s Absentee Bids Form (in the catalogue). 

6.7. If Prop Store receives written bids on a particular Lot for identical amounts, and at the auction these are the highest bids on the Lot, it will be sold 
to the person whose written bid was received and accepted first. 

6.8. Online bidding at Prop Store Auctions is made available via third party service providers and use of their services and all online bidding is subject 
to their respective terms of use. Successful online bids will be subject to payment of Buyer’s Expenses.

6.9. The Auction will be tracked on a video or digital screen, which may display, among other things, a photograph of the Lot offered for sale and the 
then-current bid. Bidders understand and agree that errors may occur in its operation and, except as expressly stated in the Buyer’s Guide or 
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these Conditions, Prop Store shall have no liability arising out of or related to any errors or omission in respect thereto. 
6.10. By participating in and/or attending the Auction and signing the registration form, each person consents to be filmed and/or photographed and 

agrees and authorises Prop Store to use and publish such film and/or photographs, name and likeness for use in (1) providing online access 
to the Auction, (2) recording the results of the Auction, (3) print, digital, online and all other media for marketing purposes (including without 
limitation, on Prop Store’s website, YouTube and other online platforms) and (4) in any other Prop Store publications of whatever nature. The 
participant releases Prop Store and holds it harmless from any reasonable expectation of confidentiality or privacy associated with such images 
and releases Prop Store and any third parties involved in the making, creation or publication of the images or any marketing or other materials 
from all and any liability for claims made in respect of such publication. Publication of the images in whatever format confers no right of ownership 
on the individual or right to royalties or payment.

6.11. Subject to the auctioneer’s reasonable discretion, the Bidder placing the highest bid accepted by the auctioneer will be the Buyer and the striking 
of his hammer marks the acceptance of the highest bid and the conclusion of a contract for sale between the Seller and the Buyer. Risk and 
responsibility for the Lot (including frames or glass where relevant) passes to the Buyer on the date seven calendar days from the date of the 
sale or on collection by the Buyer if earlier and the Buyer should arrange insurance cover for the Lot if required.

7. After the Auction
7.1. Prop Store will notify successful Bidders and send (by email unless requested otherwise) a payment invoice setting out the Purchase Price and 

itemising the Hammer Price, Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s Expenses plus any applicable VAT within 7 working days of the end of the Auction. 
7.2. Unless a payment plan (as set out in condition 7.3 below) has been agreed by Prop Store, payment is due within 7 working days from receipt of 

invoice and must be made by the Buyer. Payments from any other source will not be accepted and shall be returned by Prop Store.
7.3. Payment plans will be available in 1, 2, or 3 month increments. Bidders wishing to utilise the payment plan service, if approved by Prop Store,  will be 

responsible for paying a 20% deposit on their Lots within 7 calendar days of receiving their invoice. The balance will then be split over 1, 2 or 3 months per 
the Buyer’s selection. If the 1 month option is selected, the remaining balance on the Lot will be due 30 days after the deposit date. If the 2 month option is 
selected, half of the remaining balance will be due 30 days after the deposit date and the remaining half 30 days after that, and so on.

7.4. Prop Store offers no grace period on payment plan deadlines. If the Buyer does not adhere to payment deadline as agreed under the terms of the 
payment plan, the Buyer will have defaulted. In the event of default all funds already paid to Prop Store will be forfeited by the Buyer, and title of the 
Lot will not transfer to Buyer. Prop Store and the Seller shall also be entitled to all remedies for non-payment as described below and at law.

7.5. Title in the Lot will pass to Buyer and the Lot will be made available for collection by the Buyer only when Prop Store is completely satisfied that 
all monies owing have been paid in full.

7.6. Payment must be in Pounds Sterling and may be made by electronic transfer, debit card, credit card (up to a maximum of £25,000) bankers draft or 
cheque (drawn on a U.K. bank account – note cheque clearance can take between 5 and 10 working days) or cash (up to a maximum of £5,000). 
Please note that the Credit Card Fee will be charged and payable in addition to the Purchase Price on any amounts paid by credit card. Please quote 
the Lot number, invoice number and Bidder registration number when making payment to ensure it can be processed as efficiently as possible.

7.7. Credit card payments are only acceptable on the express understanding that the Lot is not returnable, refundable nor exchangeable and no 
charge card credit or refund of the Credit Card Fee may be issued in the event of any such return. If payment is made by credit card, Buyer will 
not undertake any action or effort to stop payment, seek a refund, or attempt a charge back of such amounts – or any Credit Card Fee assessed 
thereon – by the issuer of the credit card.  

7.8. [†] These lots are sold under standard VAT rules. For buyers within the EEC, 20% VAT will be due on the hammer price; 20% VAT will also be due on 
the Buyer’s premium (as well as Buyer’s Expenses and Credit Card Fee if applicable). If EEC based buyer is a business outside of the U.K. who has 
provided their VAT number, no VAT will be due. When lots are exported outside the EEC (proof of export required or shipped by Prop Store or through 
Prop Store’s authorised shipper), no VAT will be due on the hammer price; 20% VAT will be due on the Buyer’s premium only (as well as Buyer’s 
Expenses and Credit Card Fee if applicable); unless items are exported to a registered business outside the EEC, in which case no VAT is due.

[Ω] These lots have been temporarily imported from outside the EEC for sale at auction in London. For buyers within the EEC (private individuals or 
registered businesses), 5% VAT will be due on the hammer price; 20% VAT will also be due on the Buyer’s premium (as well as Buyer’s Expenses 
and Credit Card Fee if applicable). When lots are exported outside the EEC (proof of export required or shipped by Prop Store or through Prop 
Store’s authorised shipper), no VAT will be due.

[Ϻ] These lots are sold under the margin scheme. For buyers within the EEC (private individuals or registered businesses), no VAT will be due on 
the hammer price; 20% VAT will be due on the Buyer’s premium (as well as Buyer’s Expenses and Credit Card Fee if applicable). When lots are 
exported outside the EEC (proof of export required or shipped by Prop Store or through Prop Store’s authorised shipper), no VAT is due.

[US] These lots are currently located in Prop Store’s Los Angeles facility and will ship directly to the buyer from the Los Angeles facility. For buyers 
within the EEC (private individuals or registered businesses), no VAT will be charged by Prop Store on the hammer price; 20% VAT will be due 
on the Buyer’s premium (as well as Buyer’s Expenses and Credit Card Fee if applicable.) For buyers outside the EEC, no VAT will be charged 
by Prop Store.

7.9. The Buyer will not acquire title to the Lot until all amounts due to the Seller and Prop Store from the Buyer have been received by Prop Store in 
cleared funds even in circumstances where Prop Store has released the Lot to the Buyer. 

7.10. By registering for this auction the Buyer authorises Prop Store to charge the credit card provided at registration for all Lots purchased at the 
auction, and any future auction a Bidder may participate in, if not paid in full within 7 calendar days after the auction close.

7.11. If the Buyer does not make any payment due to Prop Store by the due date for payment, Prop Store may charge interest on the overdue amount at 
the rate of 5% a year above the base lending rate of LloydsTSB Bank plc from time to time. This interest shall accrue on a daily basis from the due 
date until the date of actual payment of the overdue amount, whether before or after judgment. The Buyer must pay Prop Store interest together 
with any overdue amount.

7.12. In addition to its rights in condition 7.11 and at law, in the event of default by the Buyer, Prop Store may take one or more of the following actions:
7.12.1. hold the Buyer liable for the total amount due and commence legal proceedings for its recovery together with interest, legal fees and costs to 

the fullest extent permitted under applicable law; 
7.12.2. cancel the sale; 
7.12.3. resell the Lot publicly or privately on such terms as Prop Store shall think fit;
7.12.4. pay the Seller an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the Hammer Price; 
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7.12.5. set off against any amounts which Prop Store may owe to the Buyer in any other transactions, some or all of the outstanding amount 
remaining unpaid by the Buyer; 

7.12.6. apply any amount paid to discharge any amount owed in respect of any particular transaction, whether or not the Buyer so directs; 
7.12.7. reject at any future auction any bids made by or on behalf of the Buyer or to require a deposit from the Buyer before accepting any further bids; 
7.12.8. exercise all the rights and remedies of a person holding security over any Lot in Prop Store’s possession owned by the Buyer, whether by 

way of pledge, security interest or in any other way, to the fullest extent permitted by the law of the place where such Lot is located. The Buyer 
will be deemed to have granted such security to Prop Store and it may retain such Lot as collateral security for such Buyer’s obligations; 

7.12.9. take such other action as Prop Store deems necessary or appropriate. If Prop Store resells the Lot under condition 7.12.3 above, the 
Buyer shall be liable for payment of any deficiency between the total amount originally due to Prop Store and the amount received upon 
resale as well as all reasonable costs, expenses, damages, legal fees and commissions and premiums of whatever kind associated with 
both sales or otherwise arising from the default. If Prop Store pays any amount to the Seller under condition 7.12.4 above, the Buyer 
acknowledges that Prop Store shall have all of the rights of the Seller, however arising, to pursue the Buyer for such amount.

7.13. Prop Store shall be entitled to retain Lots sold until all amounts due have been received in full in good cleared funds or until the Buyer has 
performed any other outstanding obligations as Prop Store shall reasonably require. Subject to this, the Buyer shall collect, or have shipped or 
collected for shipment, purchased Lots within 7 calendar days from the date of the sale unless otherwise agreed between Prop Store and the 
Buyer. Lots can be collected in person by appointment only.

7.14. Each Lot will require a custom packing service and by bidding on a Lot a Bidder agrees to pay all relevant shipping costs. Prop Store’s carrier 
of choice is FedEx, although some Lots will require special freight service. Potential shipping estimates can be obtained by emailing support@
propstore.com detailing the Lot number of interest and the shipping address prior to the auction.

7.15. Prop Store recommends working with its preferred third-party independent freight agent Precision Cargo on any questions regarding importing 
and exporting Lots.

7.16. Although Prop Store shall use reasonable efforts to take care when selecting third parties for these purposes, the Buyer will contract directly 
with such third party and Prop Store accepts no liability or responsibility for the acts or omissions of any such third parties. Similarly, where Prop 
Store suggests other handlers, packers or carriers, its suggestions are made on the basis of its general experience of such parties in the past 
and Prop Store is not responsible to any person to whom it has made a recommendation for the acts or omissions of the third party concerned.

7.17. It is the Buyer’s sole obligation and responsibility to be aware of, to comply with, and to pay for all relevant import duties, taxes, VAT, customs 
and other fees charged in the Buyer’s local jurisdiction. Prop Store will ship all packages with the full value of the Lot declared. Buyer understands 
and agrees that Prop Store shall have no obligation or responsibility for any import duties, taxes, VAT, customs, shipping or other charges for the 
Lots shipped. Failure by the Buyer to pay all necessary amounts may result in the relevant authorities returning the Lot to Prop Store and in those 
circumstances the Buyer will be charged and will pay storage cost and Prop Store’s additional reasonable costs and expenses.

7.18. It is the Buyer’s responsibility to ensure that any Lot purchased from Prop Store enters the shipping location lawfully, that all duties and taxes 
have been paid and that all required export procedures, regulations, and laws were properly complied with. Buyer understands and agrees that 
Prop Store shall have no obligation or responsibility for complying with any export procedures, regulations, or laws applicable to the Lot.

7.19. Unless otherwise agreed by Prop Store in writing, the fact that the Buyer wishes to apply for an export licence does not affect or postpone the 
Buyer’s obligation to make payment in accordance with Prop Store’s payment terms nor Prop Store’s right to charge interest or storage charges 
on late payment. If the Buyer requests Prop Store to apply for an export licence on his or her behalf, Prop Store shall be entitled to make a charge 
and be paid for this service. Prop Store shall not be obliged to rescind or cancel a sale nor to refund any monies paid by the Buyer to Prop Store 
as a result of or related to the Buyer’s failure or inability to obtain an export license.

7.20. Where Lots are not collected within 14 calendar days from the due date of payment, whether or not payment has been made, a storage fee of 
3% of the Hammer Price per month shall be charged to the Buyer. If the Buyer has failed to pay the Purchase Price and the cost of shipping and 
handling, Prop Store, at its option may cancel the sale.

8. Use of information
8.1. Prop Store will hold all personal information provided by the Bidder at registration and the Bidder agrees and consents to such information 

being used by Prop Store to:
8.1.1. make available each Lot for shipping to the Buyer;
8.1.2. process the Buyer’s payment;
8.1.3. contact credit reference agencies and keep records of any searches carried out on Prop Store’s behalf;
8.1.4. inform the Bidder about other auctions, products and services provided by Prop Store and its affiliates (please contact Prop Store by email 

at enquiries@propstore.com or by phone +44 (0)1494 766485 if you wish to stop receiving these). 
9. Liability

9.1. If Prop Store fails to comply with these Conditions it is responsible for loss or damage a Buyer suffers that is a foreseeable result of Prop Store’s 
breach or its negligence. Prop Store is not responsible for any loss or damage that is not foreseeable. Loss or damage is foreseeable if an obvious 
consequence of Prop Store’s breach or if contemplated by the Buyer and Prop Store at the time the hammer falls on the Lot at the Auction. 

9.2. Subject to condition 9.3, Prop Store’s liability shall be limited to the amount actually paid for the Lot by the Buyer. Save to the extent required by 
law, in no event shall Prop Store be liable for incidental or consequential damages of any kind.

9.3. Prop Store does not exclude or limit its liability for:
9.3.1. death or personal liability caused by its negligence or the negligence of its employees, agents or subcontractors; 
9.3.2. fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation; and 
9.3.3. breach of the terms implied by sections 12, 13, 14 and 15 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (title, description, quality and fitness for purpose) 

save to the fullest extent permissible at law.
10. Terms of Guarantee of Attribution 

10.1. Prop Store warrants that the provenance of each Lot is the film production stated in the title block of that Lot in the Auction catalogue, subject 
to any revisions (which may be given in writing or online before or during the Auction at which the Lot is purchased by the Buyer); this is Prop 
Store's Guarantee of Attribution. Buyers should be aware that multiple examples of props and costumes are frequently used during production 
and it is often impossible to determine whether a specific prop has been used on-camera. Any specific on-camera usage known to Prop Store 
will be noted within the description, but no warranties are given by Prop Store on that description. 
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10.2. If a Buyer demonstrates, to Prop Store’s reasonable satisfaction, that the Guarantee of Attribution is materially incorrect, the sale will be 
rescinded if the Lot is returned to Prop Store in the same condition in which it was at the time of sale. In order to satisfy Prop Store that the 
Guarantee of Attribution is materially incorrect, Prop Store reserves the right to require the Buyer to obtain, at the Buyer’s expense, the opinion 
of two experts in the field, mutually acceptable to Prop Store and the Buyer.

10.3. In the event a sale is rescinded in accordance with condition 10.2, Prop Store shall repay to the Buyer the Purchase Price. Repayment of 
the Purchase Price shall be the Buyer’s sole remedy, to the exclusion of all other remedies to the extent permissible at law. it is specifically 
understood that this will be considered the sole remedy. 

10.4. The Buyer expressly agrees that Prop Store shall not be liable in whole or in part, for, and the Buyer shall not be entitled to recover, any special, 
indirect, incidental or consequential damages including loss of profits or value of investment or opportunity cost.

10.5. Bidders are aware that description revisions may occur on some Lots, and should inquire before the Auction whether any description revisions 
have occurred on a given Lot and/or examine a lot before bidding on it. Prop Store will make all reasonable efforts to make description revisions 
readily available during the Auction.

10.6. Except as expressly provided in these Conditions Prop Store shall have no liability to the Buyer in respect of a Lot and all and any implied 
warranties and conditions are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

11. Intellectual property rights
11.1. The copyright in all images, illustrations and written material produced by or for Prop Store relating to a Lot (including the contents of the Auction 

catalogue), is and shall remain at all times the property of Prop Store and shall not be used by the Buyer, nor by anyone else, without Prop 
Store’s written consent. Prop Store and the Seller make no representation or warranty that the Buyer of a Lot will acquire any copyright or other 
reproduction rights in it. 

11.2. In the catalogue descriptions, Prop Store takes steps to identify and provide provenance for Lots offered at auction. In many cases, the Lots 
offered were used in or in conjunction with motion pictures or other programmes and information is furnished in order to fully identify and 
describe the Lot offered at Auction, including photographs and illustrations. Prop Store in no way claims any connection to or relationship 
with the producers of the motion picture or other programme. In all cases, the use of the titles or other elements of a motion picture or other 
programme is for informational purposes only.

12. Events outside our control
Prop Store will not be liable or responsible for any failure to perform, or delay in performance of, any of its obligations under these Conditions 
that is caused by an event outside its control, that being any act or event beyond Prop Store’s reasonable control, including without limitation 
strikes, lock-outs or other industrial action by third parties, civil commotion, riot, invasion, terrorist attack or threat of terrorist attack, war 
(whether declared or not) or threat or preparation for war, fire, explosion, storm, flood, earthquake, subsidence, epidemic or other natural 
disaster, or failure of public or private telecommunications networks. Prop Store’s obligations shall be suspended and time for performance 
extended until such time as the event outside it’s control is over, following which a new collection or shipping date can be agreed.

13. Other important terms
13.1. If any part of these Conditions is found by any court to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that part shall be discounted and the rest of the 

Conditions shall continue to be valid to the fullest extent permitted by law. 
13.2. The contract is between the Seller, Buyer and Prop Store and no other person shall have any rights to enforce any of its terms.
13.3. If Prop Store fails to insist on performance of any of a Buyer’s obligations under these Conditions, or if it delays in doing so, that will not mean 

that Prop Store has waived its rights against the Buyer and does not mean the Buyer no longer has to comply with those obligations.
13.4. These Conditions are governed by English law. Prop Store and the Bidder/Buyer both agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English 

courts. 

VAT Status Buyer Location / Business or 
Individual

VAT on Hammer 
Price

VAT on  
Buyer's Premium

VAT on  
Buyer's Expense

VAT on  
Credit Card Fee

Standard Rules 
(†)

EEC / Individual 20 20 20 20

EEC Non-UK / Business 0 0 0 0

Non-EEC / Individual 0 20 20 20

Non-EEC / Business 0 0 0 0

Temporary Import 
(Ω)

EEC / Individual 5 20 20 20

EEC Non-UK / Business 5 20 20 20

Non-EEC / Individual 0 0 0 0

Non-EEC / Business 0 0 0 0

Margin Scheme
(Ϻ)

EEC 0 20 20 20

Non-EEC 0 0 0 0

Items in Los Angeles 
(US)

EEC 0 20 20 20

Non-EEC 0 0 0 0 

VAT Quick Reference Guide
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